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Innaduction xo IT
1.1 DEFINITION OF INFORMATION

Information is the result of processing, manipulating and organizing data in a way 
that adds to the knowledge of the receiver. In other words, it-4s the context in which 
data is taken.
Information as a concept bears a diversity of meanings, from everyday usage to 
technical settings. Generally speaking, the concept of information is closely related 
to notions of constraint, communication, control, data, form, instruction, knowledge, 
meaning, mental stimulus, pattern, perception, and representation.
Many people speak about the Information Age as the advent of the Knowledge 
Age or knowledge society, the information society, and information technologies, 
and even though informatics, information science and computer science are often in 
the spotlight, the word "information" is often used without careful consideration of 
the various meanings it has acquired.

NOTES

1.2 DATA VS INFORMATION

Data in everyday language is a synonym for information. In the exact sciences . 
there is a clear distinction between data and information, where data is a 
measurement that can be disorganized and when the'data becomes organized it 
becomes information. Data can be about reality, or fiction such as a fictional movie. 
Data about reality consists of propositions. A large class of practically important 
propositions are measurements or observations of a variable. Such propositions 
may comprise numbers, words, or images.

Data are raw facts whereas Information is the processed data.

If the raw data is processed as per certain rules or policy, the result obtained is 
called information. It means that when we process data to achieve meanin^l results, 
it becomes information. For example;

• Results summary of an examination
• Purchase and sales of any goods items.
• 'The number of employees works in HR department, etc.

This can be physically represented as;

\

Process
^ INFORMATIONDATA

Thus, information is the processed data.

1.3 INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION SYSTEM

Information System (IS) is the system of persons, data records and aaivities that 
process the data and information in a given organization, including manual processes
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InjbrmationCotKqUs 
and Processit^

or automated processes. Usually the term is used erroneously as a synonymous for 
computer-based information systems, which is only the Information technologies 
component of an Information System. The computer-based information systems 
are the field of study for Information technologies (IT); however these should hardly 
be treated apart from the bigger Information System that is always envolved in.
The IT Department partly governs the information technology development, use, 
application and influence on a business or corporation. A computer based information 
system, following a definition of Langefors, is a technologically implemented 
medium for recording, storing, and disseminating linguistic expressions, as well as 
for drawing conclusions from such expressions. Information systems are also social 
systems whose behaviour is heavily influenced by the goals, values and beliefs of 
individuals and groups, as well as the performance of the technology.
In information systems, an information system consist of three components: human, 
technology, oiganisation. In this view, information is defined in terms of the three 
levels of semiotics. Data which can be automatically processed by the application 
system corresponds to the syntax-level. In the context of an individual who interprets 
the data they become information, which correspond to the semantic-level. 
Information becomes knowledge when an individual knows (understands) and 
evaluates the information (e.g., for a specific task). This corresponds to the 
pragmatic-level.
In general systems theory, an information system is a system, automated or manual, 
that comprises people, machines, and/or methods organized to collect, process, 
transmit, and disseminate data that represent user information.

Itt rough set theory, an information ^stem is an attributO’value ^tem.

In telecomihunicatiohs, an information system is any telecommunications and/or 
computer related equipment or interconnected system or subsystems of equipment 
that is used in the acquisition, storage, manipulation, management, movement, 
control, display, switching, interchange, transmission, or reception of voice and/or 
data, and includes software, firmware, and hardware.
In computer security, an information system is described by five oli^ects (Aceituno, 
2004):
Stnicriire:

NOTES

* Repositories, which bold data permanent or temporarily, such as buffers, 
RAM, hard disks, cache, etc.

* Internees, which exchange information with the non-digital world, such as 
keyboards, speakers, scanners, printers, etc.

* Channels, which connect repositories, such as buses, cables, wireless links, 
etc. A Network is a set of logical or physical channels.

Behavioor:
• Services, which provide value to users or to other services via messages 

interchange.
• Messages, which carries a meaning to users or seivices.

In the mathematical area of domain theory, a Scott information system (after its
Seif Imtruttkmal Matrial 3



iiifvduction to IT inventor Dana Scon) is a mathematical structure that provides an alternative 
representation of Scott domains and, as a special case, algebraic lattices,

1.3.1 Fields of Information Systems
Information systems deal with the development, use and management of an 
organization's IT infrastructure. In the post-industrial, information age, the focus of 
companies has shifted from being product oriented, to knowledge oriented, in a 
sense that market operators today, compete on process and innovation, rather than 
product : the emphasis has shifted from the quality and quantity of production, to 
the production process itself, and the services that accompany the production 
process.
The biggest asset of companies today, is their information, represented in people, 
experience, know-how, innovations (patents, copyrights, trade secrets), and for a 
market operator to be able to compete, he/she must have a strong information 
infrastructure, at the heart of which, lies the information technology infrastructure. . 
Thus, ^e study of information systems, focuses on why and how technology can be 
put into best use to serve the information flow within an organization.
Information Systems has a number of different areas of work;

• Information Systems Strategy
• Information Systems Management 
•^Information Systems Development

Each of which branches out into a number of sub disciplines, that overlap with other 
science and managerial disciplines such as computer science, pure and engineering 
scienceS^, social and behavioral sciences, and business management.

NOTES

1.4 INFORMATION REPRESENTATION DIGITAL MEDIA

Usually the data is represented in terms of characters. But now-a-days this 
infotmaiion is being converted tc other forms si>rh as praphirs, )maee.s, animation, 
audio and video. The transformation of an Analog signal to Digital information via 
an Analog-to-digital converter is called sampling. According to information theory, 
sampling is a reduction of information. Most digital media are based on translating 
analog data into digital data and vice-versa.
As opposed to analog data, digital data is in many cases easier to manipulate, and 
the end result can be reproduced indefinitely without any loss of quality. 
Mathematical operations can be applied to arbitrary digital information regardless 
of its interpretation (you can add "2" to the data "65" and interpret the result either 
as the hexadecimal number "43” or the letter "C"). Thus, it is possible to use, e.g., 
the same compression operation onto a text file or an image file or a sound file. The 
foundations of operation on digital information are described in digital signal 
processing.

1.4.1 Images
In common usage, an image or picture is an artifact that reproduces the likeness of 
some subject—usually a physical object or a person.

4 Self I'lstructional Material
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Images may be two dimensional, such as a photograph, or three dimensional such 
as in a statue. They are typically produced by optical devices—such as a cameras, 
mirrors, lenses, telescopes, microscopes, etc, and natural objects and phenomena, 
such as the human eye or water surfaces.
The word image is also used in the broader sense of any two-dimensional figure 
such as a map, a graph, a pie chart, or an abstract painting. In this wider sense, 
images can also be produced manually, such as by drawing, painting, carving, by 
computer graphics technology, or a combination of the two, especially in a pseudo
photograph.
A volatile image is one that exists only for a short period of time. This may be a 
reflection of an object by a mirror, a projection of a camera obscura, or a scene 
displayed on a cathode ray tube. A. fixed image, also called a hardcopy, is one that 
has been recorded on a material objea, such as paper or textile.
A mental image exists in an individual’s mind: something one remembers or imagines. 
The subject of an image need not be real; it may be an abstract concept, such as a 
graph, ftihction, or "imaginary" entity. For example, Sigmund Freud claimed to have 
dreamt purely in aural-images of dialogues. The development of synthetic acoustic 
technologies and the creation of sound art have led to a consideration of the 
possibilities of a sound-image comprised of irreducible phonic substance beyond 
linguistic or musicological analysis.

1.4.2 Graphics
Graphics are visual presentations on some surface, such as a wall, canvas, computer 
screen, paper, or stone to brand, inform, illustrate, or entertain. Examples are 
photographs, drawings, Line Art, graphs, diagrams, typography, numbers, symbols, 
geometric designs, maps, engineering drawings, or other images. Graphics often 
combine text, illustration, and color. Graphic design may consist of the deliberate 
selection, creation, or arrangement of typography alone, as in a brochure, flier, 
poster, web sire, or book without any other element. Clarity or effective 
communication rnay be the objective, association with other cultural elements may 
be sought, or merely, the creation of a distinctive style.
Graphics can be functional or artistic. Graphics can be imaginary or represent 
something in the real world. The latter can be a recorded version, such as a 
photograph, or an interpretation by a scientist to highlight essential features, or an 
artist, in which case the distinction with imaginary graphics may become blurred.
1.4.2.1 Drawing
Drawing generally involves making marks on a surface by applying pressure from a 
tool, or moving a tool across a surface. Common tools are graphite pencils, pen and 
ink, inked brushes, wax color pencils, crayons, charcoals, pastels, and markers. 
Digital tools which simulate the effects of these are also used. The main techniques 
used in drawing are line drawing, hatching, crosshatching, random hatching, 
scribbling, stippling, blending; and shading.
1.4.2.2 Painting
In the Middle Ages, paintings were very distorted, for example, people.on a castle 
wall appeared disproportionately large because they were the painting's focus. 
Later, realism and perspective became more important, characterized by the

NOTES.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1.1

1. Describe information.

/

2. What is the difference between data and information?\

/
/
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3. Write a short note on Information System.

f

4. What are the various fields of information?

• / /
V

I
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IntroduaionK IT techraque of looking through a v/ire mesh to precisely copy dimensions onto a 
corresponding grid drawn on canvas. During the Renaissance, artists took a non- 
mathematical approach to drawing, Giotto di Bondone and Duccio di Buoninsegna 
made great advancements in perspective drawing, using symmetry, converging lines 
and foreshortening- Many renaissance painters also used fresco - painting directly 
onto walls - a technique which' finds its prototype in cave and rock art. Graphics of 
this kind, from 30-40,000 years ago, have survived in Australia and France. A modern 
day equivalent is the mural.
1.4.2.3 Printmaking
Prinimaking originated in China after paper was invented (about A.D. 105). Relief 
printing first flourished in Europe in the 15th century, when the process of papermaking 
was imported from the East. Since that time, relief printing has been augmented by 
the various techniques described earlier, and printmaking has continued to be 
practiced as one of the fine arts.
1.4.2.4 Line art
Line art is any image that consists of distinct straight and curved lines placed 
against a (usually plain) background, without gradations in shade (darkness) or hue 
(color^ to represent two-dimensional or three-dimensional objects. Line art is usually 
monochromatic, although lines may be of different colors.
1.4.2.5 Etching

Etching is an intaglio method of printmaking in which the image is incised into the 
surface of a metal plate using an acid. The acid eats the metal, leaving behind 
roughened areas, or, if the surface exposed to the acid is very thin, burning a line 
into the plate. The process is believed to have been invented by Daniel Hopfer 
(circa 1470-1536) of Augsburg, Germany, who decorated armour in this way, and 
applied the method to printmaking.
'Etching is also used in the manufacturing of printed circuit boards and semiconductor 
devices-
1.4.2.6 Illustration
An illustration of a character from a story; also, an illustration of illustrations. An 
illustration is a visualisation such as a drawing, painting, photograph or other work 
of art that stresses subject more than form. The aim of an illustration is to elucidate 
or decorate a story, poem or piece of textual information (such as a newspaper 
article), traditionally by providing a visual representation of something desaibed 
in the text. The editorial cartoon, also known as a political cartoon, is an illustration 
containing a political or social message.
Illustrations can be used to display a wide range of subject matter and serve a 
variety of functions, such as;

• giving faces to characters in a story
• displaying a number of examples of an item described in an academic 

textbook (e.g. A Typology)
• visualising step-wise sets of instruaions in a technical manual
• communicating subtle thematic tone in a narrative

NOTES
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X• linking brands to the ideas of human expression, individuality and creativity
• making a reader laugh or smile
• for fun (to make laugh) funny

1.4.2.7 Graphs
A graph or chart is a type of information graphic that represents tabular, numeric 
data. Charts are often used to make it easier to understand large quantities of data 
and the relationships between different parts of the data.
1.4.2.8 Diagrams
A diagram is a simplified and structured visual representation of concepts, ideas, 
constructions, relations, statistical data, etc, used to visualize and clarify the topic.

J.4.2,9 Symbols
A symbol, in its basic sense, is a conventional representation of a concept or 
quantity; i.e., an idea, object, concept, quality, etc. In more psychological and 
philosophical terms, all concepts are symbolic in nature, and representations for 
these concepts are simply token artifacts that are allegorical to (but do not directly 
codify) a symbolic meaning, or symbolism.

1.4.2.10 Maps
A map is a simplified depiction of a space, a navigational aid which highlights 
relations between objects within that space. Usually, a map is a two-diniensional, 
geometrically accurate representation of a three-dimensional space.
1.4.2.11 Photography
One difference between photography and other forms of graphics is that a 
photographer, in principle, just records a single momient in reality, with seemingly 
no interpretation. However, a photographer can choose the field of view and angle, 
and may also use other techniques, such as various lenses to distort the view or 
filters to change the colours. In recent times, digital photography has opened the 
way to an infinite number of fast, but strong, manipulations Even in the early days 
of photography, there was controversy over photographs of enacted scenes that 
were presented as 'real life’ (especially in war photography, where it can be very 
difficult to record the original events). Shifting the viewer's eyes ever so slightly 
with simple pinpricks in the negative could have a dramatic effect.
The choice of the field of view can have a strong effect, effectively 'censoring out' 
other parts of the scene, accomplished by cropping them out or simply not including 
them in the photograph. This even touches on the philosophical question of what 
reality is. The human brain processes information based on previous experience, 
making us see what we want to see or what we were taught to see. Photography 
does the same, although the photographer interprets the scene for their viewer.
1.4.2.12 Engineering drawings
An engineering drawing is a type of drawing that is technical in nature, used to fully 
and clearly define requirements for engineered items. It is usually created in 
accordance with standardized conventions for layout, nomenclature, interpretation, 
appearance (such as typefaces and line styles), size, etc.

Information Concepts 
if/ul Processing

NOTES
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Inrroduction to IT 1.4.2.13 Computer graphics
There are two types of computer graphics: raster graphics, where each pixel 
separately defined (as in a digital photograph), and vector graphics, wher 
mathematical formulas are used to draw lines and shapes, which are then interprete 
at the viewer's end to produce the graphic. Using vectors results in infinitely shar 
graphics and often smaller files, but, when complex, vectors take time to rendc 
and may have larger filesizes than a raster equivalent.
3D graphics became more popular in the 1990s in gaming, multimedia and animatior 
In 1996, Quake, one of the first fully 3D games, was released, In 1995, Toy Stor] 
the first full-length computer-generated animation film, was released in cinema 
worldwide! Since then, computer graphics have become more accurate and detailet 
due to more advanced computers and better 3D modelling software applications- 
such as Cinema 4D.
Another use of computer graphics is screensavers, originally intended to preventing 
the layout of much-used GUIs from "burning into' the computer screen. They hav 
since evolved into true pieces of art. their practical purpose obsolete; modem 
screens are not susceptible to such 'burning',
1.4.2.14 Webgraphics

Another example of signature art used on web forumsin the 1990s, Internet speed 
increased, and Internet browsers capable of viewing images were released, thti 
first being Mosaic. Websites began to use the GIF format to display small graphics 
such as banners, advertisements and navigation buttons, on web pages. Moderr. 
web browsers can now display JPEG. PNG and increasingly, SVG images in additiop 
to GIFs on web pages. Plugins expand the web browser functions to displa’ 
animated, interactive and 3-D graphics contained within file formats such as SWI 
and X3D.
Most modern web graphics are made with either Adobe Photoshop, the GIMP, o, 
Corel Paint Shop Pro. However, users of Microsoft Windows mostly have MS 
Paint, which many find to be lacking in features.
Numerous websites have been created to host communities for web graphics artists 
A growing number of people use Photoshop, GIMP and Paint Shop Pro to create 
internet forum signatures - generally appearing after a user’s post - and other digita 
artwork, such as photo manipulations and large graphics.

1.4.3 Animation
Animation is the rapid display of a sequence of images of 2-D artwork or modci 
positions in order to create an illusion of movement. It is an optical illusion ol 
motion due to the phenomenon of persistence of vision. This- could be anything 

.from a flip book to a motion picture film
Animation techniques are inaedibly varied and difficult to categorize. Techniques 
are often related or combined. The following is a brief on common types ol 
animation. Again, this list is by no means comprehensive.

Traditional animation
An example of traditional animation, a horse animated by rotoscoping from Edward 
Muybridge’s 19th century photos. Also called cel animation, the frames of a

NOTES

1.4.3.1
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traditionally animated movie are hand-drawn. The drawings are traced or copied 
onto transparent acetate sheets called cels, which are then placed over a painted 
background and photographed one by one on a rostrum camera. Nowadays, the use 
of cels (and cameras) is mostly obsolete, since the drawings are scanned into 
computers, and digitally transferred directly to 35 mm film. The,"look" of traditional 
cel animation is still preserved, and the character animator's work has remained 
essentially the same over the past 70 years. Because of the digital influence over 
modem cel animation, it is also known as tradigital animation. Examples: The Lion 
King, Spirited Away, Les Triplcttcs de, Belleville
Full animation: The most widely-known style in animation, known for its realistic 
and often very detailed art. Examples: All Disney feature length animations, The 
Secret of NIMH, The Iron Giant.
Limited animation: A cheaper process of making animated cartoons that'does not 
follow a "realistic" approach. Examples: The Flintstones, Yellow Submarine.
Robber hose: The characters are usually very "cartoony", and the animators have a 
lot of artistic freedom as rubber hose doesn't have to follow the laws of physics and 
anatomy to the same degree as the other main styles of animation. Examples; 
Early Mickey Mouse cartoons, Popeye, Ren and Stimpy.
Rotoscoping: A technique where animators trace live action movement, frame by 
frame, either by directly copying an actors outlines into an animated drawing (e.g. 
Ralph Bakshi), or use rotoscoped material as a basis and inspiration for a more 
fluid and expressive animation (e.g. Disney). Examples: Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfe, Gulliver's Travels, American Pop.
1.4.3.2 Computer animation
Like stop motion, computer animation encompasses a variety of techniques, the 
unifying idea being that the animation is created digitally on a computer.
2D animation: Figures are. created and/or edited on the computer using 2D bitmap 
graphics or created and edited using 2D vector graphics. This includes automated 
computerized versions of traditional animation techniques such as of tweening, 
morphing, onion skinning and interpolated rotoscoping. Examples: A Scanner Darkly, 
Jib Jab, Analog computer animation, Flash animation and PowerPoint animation.
3D animation: Figures are created in the computer using polygons. To allow these 
meshes to move they are given a digital armature (sculpture)! This process is called 
rigging. Various other techniques can be applied, such as mathematical functions 
(gravity), simulated fur or hair, effects such as fire and water and the use of motion 
capture to name but a few. Examples: The Incredibles, Shrek,Finding Nemo., Cel- 
shaded animation. Morph target animation, Skeletal animation. Motion capture and 
Crowd simulation.

Ir^muuion Conceits 
and ^oeasing

NOTES

1.4.4 Audio
Sound recording and reproduction is the electrical or mechanical insaiption and re
creation of sound waves, usually used for the voice or for music.
The invention of digital sound recording and the compact disc in 1983 brought 
significant improvements in the durability of consumer recordings. The CD initiated 
another massive wave of change in the consumer music industry, with vinyl records 

. effectively relegated to a small niche market by the mid'1990s.
Self Imtructiomi Maurial II
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1.2

Describe the various means of representing information on digital media.1.

2.. Describe animation.

12 Self Instructiomil Material



3. What is Web graphics? Concepts
andProeeang

/

<

4. What is Etching?
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Introduction to TT The most recent and revolutionary developments have been in digital recording, 
with the invention of purely electronic consumer recording formats such as the WAV 

, digital music file and the compressed file type, the MP3, This generated a new 
type of portable solid-state computerised digital audio player, the MP3 player.

Another invention, by Sony, was the minidisc player, using ATRAC compression 
on small, cheap, re-writeable discs.

This was in vogue in the 1990s, and is still popular, especially in a newer, longer 
playing and higher fidelity version: New technologies such as Super Audio CD 
DVD-A, BIu ray Disc and HD DVD continue to set very high standard in evolution 
of digital audio storage,
This technology spreads across various associated fields, from hi-fi to professional 
audio, internet radio and podcasting.
Technological developments in recording and editing have transformed the record, ' 
movie and television industries in recent decades. Audio editing became practicable 
with the invention of magnetic tape recording, but the use of computers has made 
editing operations faster and easier to execute, and the use of hard-drives for storage 
has made recording cheaper. We now divide the process of making a recording into 
tracking, mixing and mastering.
Multitrack recording makes it possible to capture sound from several microphones, 
or from different 'takes' to tape or disc with maximum headroom and quality, allowing 
maximum flexibility in the mixing and mastering stages for editing, level balancing, 
compressing and limiting, and the addition of effects such as reverberation, 
equalisation, flanging and many more.

NOTES

i .

1.4.5 Video
\Video is the technology of capturing, recording, processing, transmitting, and 

reconstructing moving pictures, typically using celibloid film,electronic signals, or 
digital media, primarily for viewin on television or computer monitors. The term 
video commonly refers to several storage formats for moving pictures; digital video 
formats, including DVD, QuickTiihe and MPEG-4 and analog videotapes, including 
VHS and Betamax.
Video can be recorded and transmitted in various physical media; in celluloid film 
when recorded'by mechanical cameras, in PAL or NTSC electric signals when 
recorded by video cameras, or in MPEG-4 or DV digital media when recorded by 
digital cameras. Quality of video essentially depends on the capturing method and 
storage used. Digital television (DTV) is a relatively recent format with higher 
quality than earlier television formats and has become a standard for television 
video-

1.5 NEED FOR VALUE & QUALITY OF INFORMATION

Infon lation helps you take decision for current action which you are performing. So 
much emphasis should be gi\'en to the quality of the information. If you given the 
wronj: information, naturally, the net result would be wrong too. For example, if the 
metei reading of elearic supply is wrongly noted, then the billing would be wrong

14 Self Insctvaionai Material



Infitnnation Concepts 
and Processing

■oo. There are some factors which contribute towards value of information are: 
imeliness. availability, accuracy, presentation and its completeness-
characteristics of the levels of information, these levels of management which 
ise this kind of information.
Top Level Management

• Top levels are heavily focus on planning.
• It deals with complex arid some uncertain activities.
• Deals with fewer people.
• Concentrate with strategic decisions.

■Middle Level Management
• Middle levels lesser focus on planning but more than low level management.
• It deals with less complying but better defined variable.
• Number of people involved are more than top level but less than lower 

level.
• Concerned with tectical decisions.

Low or Supervisory Level Management -
• Minimum focus on planning. .
• Very large number of people involved in it.
• It deals with straight forward activities.
• Concerned with operation decisions.

NOTES

1.6 CONCEPT OF INFORMATION ENTROPY & 

NUMERICALS

The main concepts of information theory can be grasped by considering the most 
widespread means of human communication; language. Two 'important aspects of 
a good language are as follows; First, the most common words (e.g., "a," "the," "I") 
should be shorter than less common words (e.g., "benefit," "gen eration," "mediocre"), 
so that sentences will not be too long. Such a tradeoff in word length is analogous 
to data compression and is the essential aspect, of source c oding. Second, if part 
of a sentence is unheard or misheard due to noise—e.g,, a passing car—the listener 
should still be able to glean the meaning of the underlying miessage. Such robusmess 
is as essential for an electronic communication system as it is for a language; 
properly building such robusmess into communications is done by channel coding. 
Source coding and channel coding are the fundamental concerns of information 
theory.
Note that these concerris have nothing to do with the importance of messages. For 
example, a platitude such as "Thank you; come again" talres about as long to say or 
write as the urgent plea, "Call an ambulance!" while clearly the latter is more 
important and more meaningful. Information theory, however, does not involve 
message importance or meaning, as these are matters -of the quality of data rather 
than the quantity of data, the latter of which is deteninined solely by probabilities.
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ftitroduaion to IT Information theory is generally considered to have been founded in 1948 by Claude 
Shannon in his seminal work, "A Mathematical Theory of Communication." The 
central paradigm of classical information theory is the engineering problem of the 
transmission of information over a noisy channel.
The moa fundamental results of this theory are' Shannon’s source coding theorem, 
which establishes that, on average, the number of bits needed to represent the 
result of an uncertain event is given by its entropy; and Shannon's noisy-channel 
coding theorem, which states that reliable communication is possible over noisy 
channels provided that the rate of communication is below a certain threshold called 
the channel capacity. The channel capacity can be approached by using appropriate 
encoding and decoding systems.
Information theory is closely associated with a collection of pure and applied 
disciplines that have been investigated and reduced to engineering practice under a 
variety of rubrics throughout the world over the past half century or more: adaptive 
systems, anticipatory systems, artificial intelligence, complex systems, complexity 
science, cybernetics, informatics, machine learning, along with systems sciences 
of many descriptions. Information theory is a broad and deep’mathematical theory, 
with equally broad and deep applications, amongst which is the vital field of coding 
theory.
Coding theory is concerned with finding explicit methods, called codes, of increasing 
the efficiency and reducing the net error rate of data communication over a noisy 
channel'to near the limit that Shannon proved is the maximum possible for that 
channel. These codes can be roughly subdivided into data compression (source 
coding) and error-conection (channel coding) techniques. In the latter case, it took 
many years to find the methods Shannon's work proved were possible. A third class 
of information theory codes are cryptographic algorithms (both codes and ciphers). 
Concepts, methods and results from coding theory and information theory are widely 
used in cryptography and cryptanalysis.

Information theory is also used in information retrieval, intelUgentx gathering, 
gambling, statistics, and even in musical composition

NOTES

Information theory is based on probability theory and statistics. The most important 
quantities of information are entropy, the information in a random variable, and 
mutual information, the amount of information in common between two random 
variables. The former quantity indicates how easily message data can be 
compressed while the latter can be used to find the communication rate across a 
channel.
The choice of logarithmic base in the following formulae determines the unit of 
information entropy that is used. The most common unit of information is the bit, 
based on the binary logarithm. Other units include the nat, which is based on the 
natural logarithm, and the hartley, which is based on the common logarithm.

1.6.1 Joint Entropy
The joint entropy of two discrete random variables X and Y is merely the entropy 
of their pairing: (X.'Y), This implies that if X and Y are independent, then their joint 
entrojiy is the sum of their individual entropies.
For example, if (X,Y) represents the position of a chess piece — X the row and Y
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Information Concepts 
and Pmcessing

the column, then the joint entropy of the row of the piece and the column of the 
piece will be the entropy of the position of the piece. Despite similar notation, joint 
entropy should not be confused with cross entropy. '

1.6.2 Conditional Entropy (equivocation)
The conditional entropy of X given random variable Y (also called the equivocation 
of X about Y) js the average conditional entropy over Y Because entropy can be 
conditioned on a random variable or on that random variable being a certain value,' 
care should be taken not to confuse these two definitions of conditional entropy, the 
former of which is in more common use. A basic property of this form of conditional 
entropy is that:

1.6.3 Mutual Information
Mutual information can be expressed as the average Kullback-Leibler divergence 
(information gain) of the posterior probability distribution of X given the value of Y 
to the prior distribution on X:
In other words, this is a measure of how much, on the average, the probability 
distribution on X will change if we are given the value of Y. ITiis is often recalculated 
as the divergence from the product of the marginal distributions to the actual joint 
distribution;
Mutual information is closely related to the log-likelihood ratio test in the context 
of contingency tables and the multinomial distribution and to Pearson's ?2 test; 
mutual information can be considered a statistic for assessing independence between 
a pair of variables, and has a well-specified asymptotic distribution.

1.6.4 Other Quantities
Other important information theoretic quantities include Renyi entropy (a 
generalization of entropy) and differential entropy (a generalization of quantities 
of information to continuous distributions.)

*
1.6.5 Pseudorandom Number Generation
Cryptographically secure pseudorandom number generators need effectively random 
seeds, which can be obtained via extractors. The measure of sufficient randomness 
for extractors, is min-entropy, a value related to Shannon entropy through Renyi 
entropy; Renyi entropy is also used in evaluating randomness in cryptographic 
systems. Although related, the distinctions among these measures mean that a 
random variable with high Shannon entropy is not necessarily satisfactory for use in 
an extractor.
A cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generator (CSPRNG) is a 
pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) with properties that make it suitable for 
use in ayptography.
Many aspects of cryptography require random numbers, for example:

Key generation •
Nonces
Salts in certain signature schemes, including ECDSA, RSASSA-PSS. 
One-time pads

NOTES
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IntrodiiaiontoIT The "quality" of the randomness required for these applications varies. For example 
creating a nonce in some protocols needs only uniqueness. On the other hand, 
generation of a master key requires a higher quality, such as more entropy. And in 
the case of one-time pads, the information-theoretic guarantee of perfect secrecy 
only holds if the key material is obtained from a true random source with high entropy.
Ideally, the generation of random numbers in CSPRNGs uses entropy obtained 
from a high quality source, which might be a hardware random number generator or 
perhaps unpredictable system processes — though unexpected correlations have 
been found in several such ostensibly independent processes. From an information 
theoretic point of view, the amount of randomness, the entropy that can be generated 
is equal to the entropy provided by the system. But sometimes, in practical 
situations, more random numbers are needed than there is entropy available. Also 
the processes to extract randomness from a running system are slow in actual 
practice. In such instances, a CSPRNG can sometimes be used, A CSPRNG can 
"stretch" the available entropy over more bits.

When all the entropy we have is available before algorithm execution begins, we 
really have a stream cipher. However some crypto system designs allow for Ihe 
addition of entropy during execution, in which case it is not a stream cipher equivalent 
and cannot be used as one. Stream cipher and CSPRNG design is thus closely 
related.

NOTES

SUMMARY
1. Information is the result of processing, manipulating and organizing data in a way that

adds to the knowledge of the receiver.
2. Data in everyday language is a synonym for information.
3. Information System (IS) is the system of persons, data records and activities that process 

, the data and information in a given organization, including manual processes or
automated processes.

4. In information systems, an information system consists of three components: human, 
technology, organisation.

5. Information Systems has a number of different areas of work: Information Systems 
Strategy; Information Systems Management and Information i>ystems Development.

6. Usually the data is represented in terms of characters. But now-a-days this information 
is being converted to other forms such as graphics, images, animation, audio and video.

7. In common usage, an image or picture is an artifact that reproduces the likeness of 
some subject—usually a physical object or a person.

8. Graphics are visual presentations on some surface, sudi as a wall, canvas, computet 
screen, paper, or stone to brand, inform, illustrate, or entertain.

9. Drawing generally involves making marks on a surface by applying pressure from a 
tool, or moving a tool across a surface.

10. Line art is any image that consists of distinct straight and curved lines placed against 
a (usually plain) background, without gradations in shade (darkness) or hue (color) to' 
represent two-dimensional or three-dimensional objects.

11. Etching is an intaglio method of printmaking in which the image is incised into the 
surface of a metal plate using an acid.

12. An illustration is a visualisation such as a drawing, painting, photograph or other work 
of art that stresses subject more than form.

13. A graph or chart is a type of information graphic that represents tabular, numeric data..
14. A diagram is a simplified and structured visual representation of concepts, ideas, 

constructions, relations, statistical data, etc, used to visualize and clarify the topic.

/
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and Processing

15. A symbol, m its basic sense, is a conventional representation of a concept or quantity; 
i.e., an idea, object, concept, quality, etc.

16. A map is a simplified depiaion of a space, a navigational aid which highlights relations 
between objects within that space-

17. One difference between photography and other forms of graphics is that a photographer, 
in principle, just records a single moment in reality, with seemingly no interpretation.

18. An engineering drawing is a type of drawing that is technical in nature, used to fully and 
clearly define requirements for engineered items.

19. There are two types of computer graphics: raster graphics, where each pixel is separately 
defined (as in a digital photograph), and vector graphics, where mathematical formulas 
are used to draw lines and shapes, which are then interpreted at the viewer's end to 
produce the graphic.

20- Animation is the rapid display of a sequence of images of 2-D artwork or model positions 
in order to create an illusion of movement.

21. Computet animation encompasses a variety of techniques, the unifying idea being that 
the animation is created digitally on a computer.

22. Sound recording and reproduction is the electrical or mechanical inscription and re
creation of sound waves, usually used for the voice or for music.

23. Multitrack recording makes.it possible to capture sound from several microphones, or 
from different 'takes’ to tape or disc with maximum headroom and quality, allowing 
maximum flexibility in the mixing and mastering stages fbr editing, level balancing, 
compressing and limiting, and the addition of effects such as reverberation, equalisation, 
flanging and many more.

24. .If you given the wrong information, naturally, the net result would be wrong too.
25. The main concepts of information theory can be grasped by considering the most 

widespread means of human communication; language.

NOTES

TESTYOURSELF

1. Describe information.
2. What is the difference between data and information.
3. Write a short note on Information System.
4. What are the various fields of information?
5. Desaibe the various means of representing information on digital media.
6. Describe animation.
7. What is Web graphics?
8. What is Etching?
9. What is the need for quality information?

10- Whatisjointentropy?

Multiple Choice Questions

!
I

/

1. IS;
a) Information System

2. PRNGis;
a) pseudo-random numeric generator
b) pseudo-random number generator
c) pseudo-random number genes

3. DTVis: 
a) Data Television

4. eSPRNGis;

b) Information Study c) Information Sale

b) Direct Television c) Digital Television

a) cryptographically secure pseudo-random numbe'r generator
b) cryptographically secure pseudo-random numeric generator
c) cryptographically secure pseudo-random-number goods
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InJmdiicrionroIT True/False Questions
1 - Data in everyday language is a synonym for information.
2. Information Systems has a number of different areas of work: Information Systems Strategy; 

Information Systems Management and Information Systems Dcveiopment.
3. Graphics are visual presentations on some surface, such as a wall, canvas, computer screen, 

paper, or stone to brand, inform, illustrate, or entertain.
4. Etching is an intaglio method of printmaking in which the image is incised into the surface 

of a metal plate using an acid-
5. Agraphorchartisnotatypeofinformationgraphicthatrcpresentstabular, numericdata.. 
6- A symbol, in its basic sense, is a conventional representation of a concept or quantity; i.e.,

an idea, object, concept, quality, etc.
7. One difference between photography and other forms of graphics is that a photographer, in 

principle, just records a single moment in reality, with seemingly no interpretation.
8. Animation is not the rapid display of a sequence of images of 2-D artwork or model 

positions in order to create an illusion of movement,
9. Sound recording and reproduction is the electrical or mechanical inscription and re

creation of sound waves, usually used for the voice or for music.
10. If you given the wrong information, naturally, the net result would be wrong too.
11. The main concepts of information theory can be grasped by considering the most 

widespread means of human communication: language.

Short Questions with Answers
1. What is information?

A0S. Information is the result of processing, manipulating and organizing data in a way that 
adds to the knowledge of the receiver. In other words, it is the context in which data is 
taken.

2. Which are the different area of work of information Systems?
Alls. Information Systems has a number of different areas of work:

• Information Systems Strategy
• Information Systems Management
• Information Systems Development 

Sr^ow are computer graphics generated?
Aos. Most modern web graphics are made with either Adobe Photoshop, the GIMP, or Corel 

Paint Shopl’fo-However, users of Microsoft Windows mostly have MS Paint, which 
many find to be lacRing.in features,

4. What is animation?
Ans. Animation is the rapid display of a sequence of images of 2-D artvrork or model positions 

in order to create an illusion of movement. It'is^njiptical illusion of motion due to the 
phenomenon of persistence of vision. This could be:an.>[thing from a flip book to a 
motion piaure film.

NOTES

ANSWERS
Mnltiple Choice Qaestioiis

3. c1. a 2. b
Trae False Qaestions

3. T 4. T1. T 2. T
7. T 8. F5. F 6. T

11. T10. T9. T .
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COMPUTER APRECIATION

Learning Objectives
After going through this chapter, you should appreciate the following: 

•. Definition of Electronic Computer
• Histoty
• Computer Generations 
r . Characteristics of Computers . ■
•’ Applications of Computers
• Classification of Computers ;
• RAM . ' .
• ROM
• Computer Hardware
• CPU
• Peripherals
• Input and Output Devices
• Storage Media .
• Software Definition and Concepts
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Immduaion to IT
2.1 DEFINITION OF ELECTRONIC COMPUTER

There is a story that five blind men came across an elephant. Each one of thei 
touched the different pare of ite body. The one who touched the trunk said that thi 
elephant was like a snake; the one who held the tail, said that it was like a rope. Th- 
ones holding other parts of ie body said different things. Like elephant, a compute 
is made of different parts which when looked at trom any user angle will give 
different definition. We should just remember that a computer:

1. . Cannot think
2. It has vast capabilities of calculations like addition, substraction, etc, an
3. It is totally under the control of the user.

So, we can say that a computer is a machine, totally at the command of the use 
which can perform operations at a much higher speed than a human being.
So may times you have seen or heard that a telephone bill or an electricity bill ha- 
been wrongly prepared and the amount charged is enormous. It is not because c 
computer’s mistake but it is so since the meter reading given to the computer wa 
wrong, possibly the reading was wrongly taken by the meter reader who had gon 
to the house to read and record the meter reading.
Therefore, we understand that there is nothing magical about a computer. It is actual! 
a friendly machine which is totally at your command. Do you remember the stor 
Aladdin and the Magic Lamp? Just like the Genie of the magic lamp, a compute 
will obey your command. If you make a mistake in giving commands to the computer 
it will carry out these commands giving wrong results.-

NOTES

\ •

2.1.1 ComputerAge
Though the first fully operational electronic Computer was introduced to the work 
in 1946, but' the historian assumes the starting of a computer age from 1951, when 
first commercial computer UNIVAC was introduced. The remarkable thing abou 
the computer age is that so much has happened in so much short time. We have 
leapfrogged four generations of technology in about 50 years - a span of tim# 
whose events are within the memories of many people today. The first three compute 
generations are pinned to three technological developments:

1. vacuum tube
2. transistor and
3. integrated circuit

Each has drastically changed the nature and size of computers. We define tht- 
timing of each generation according to the beginning of commercial delivery of tht 
hardware technology- Defining subsequent generations has become mort 
complicated because the entire industry has become more complicated.

2.2 HISTORY

In die early days people started exchanging goods and in this process diey felt the 
heed of counting. This was done with the help of stones. Each stone represented a 
single unit. Stones could be counted before giving or taking the things.
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CompuSer AppreciationNext, they started drawing lines on wall or on sand before selling or purchasing the 
goods. It was a simple but a lengthy process for large numbers. So even this was 
abolished later.
Then in 3000 B.C., Abacus was invented by the Chinese, Later it was modified by 
Egyptians and Indians. Let us see how this Abaais looks like.

NOTES
2.2.1 Abacus
It is a rectangular wooden frame with rods and rounded moveable beads which are 
used for counting. It has 10 rods with 7 beads in each. Each rod has 2 sections, 
upper and lower In lower section there are 5 beads representing a single unit. Upper 
section has 2 beads representing number 5 each. The beads move on the rods from 
one end to other end and the resultant number is represented by the beads at the 
centre.

After this lots of developments took place. This is mentioned here year wise.

2.2.2 Other Computer Developments
John Napier invented a machine' which consisted of a set of 
numbered rods for doing multiplications. Each rod contained 
digits from 1 to 9.
A famous French mathematician Blaise Pascal developed the 
first mechanical calculating machine. This machine had a 
number of teeth and wheels connected together by chains. 
Numbers were fed into the machine by dialing them* on the 
wheels. It could add and do multiplications.
Ad Gofried Leibrietzi - Modified or improved the Pascal’s 
machine,
Charles Babbage, an English Mathematician, designed a 
machine, named Difference Engine. In 1833- 34, Babbage 
invented another machine with an automatic computing

1617-

1642-

1671-

1792 - 1871
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JfttwduaionalT mechanism. He named ' it 
Analytical Engine. This machine 
could store the data in Memory,

, which became the base' of 
Modem Computer. This is why 
he is known as the' Father of 
Computers.

NOTES

1880' Herman Hollerith, a
mathematician, invented a 
Tabulating Machine by using 
punch cards for the census 
(calculation of population) in 
USA.

iThe 
cards 
used to 
have 
holes for S 
different 5

I

. -S

" ''. ^
answers.
W\^h e n-. ^ 
t h' e s e ' 
cards ^ 
passed 
through 
t his 
machine, 
t . h e
machine could detect holes on cards, recognize numbers and it 
could make required-calculations. '
Durii^ the Ilnd World War, Computers were utilized in military 
operations for decoding secret messages and aeating designs 
for aircrafts. They were nicknamed Z1 and Z2 machines.
IBM had made a computer and named it Harvard Matk-1. It, 
worked electro mechanically without any manual efforts. It could 
perfonh three addition operations and one subtraction operation'

I®
-A

, 'I :

‘ ■ 'A...
i »

■■ . -V•■'C r! . -t- "I:. 3

1930-1939

1940-
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per second.. As multiplication, it could perform one operation 
per second. It was a first computer and was also called 
Automatic Sequence Controlled Computer (ASCC).
ENIAC computer was developed in 1946. This was based on . 
Mark 1, which was developed by Howard Aitken and G^e . 
Hopper in 1930.

From this point onward computers developed can be classified into various. 
generations.

Computer Appreciation

1946-

notes

2,3 COMPUTER GENERATIONS

Computer generations can be derived on the basis of the various methods used in 
the making of the computer..

Generations
(i) First Generation

(ii) Second Generation
(iii) Third Generation
(iv) Fourth Generation
(v) Fifth Generation

\
\'Based on

Electronic Valves 

Transistors 

Integrated Circuits 

Microprocessors 

l.ai;ge Scale Integrated Systems

2.3.1 Various Generations and their Computers 

2.3J.I First Generation Computers
j

J.P. Eckert and J.W. Muchly developed the first electronic computer known as 
ENIAC. The other computers which come into this category are NIVAC, EDVAC, 
UNIVAC etc.
2.3.1.2 Second Generation Computers
Second Generation Computers were based on transistor (transfer resistor) 
technology which replaced the vacuum tubes. Examples of second generation 
computers are: UNIVAC 1108, IBM 700, 1401, CDC-1604, 3600.
2.3.1.3 Third Generation Computers
The transistors used in second generation were then replaced with Integrated Circuits 
(ICs) or chip. Example: IBM -360, 370, ICL-1900.

2.3.1.4 Fourth Generation Computers
These computers were based upon the development of Large Scale Integration 
(LSI). Examples: INTEL 4004 Apple Series I and II, Spectrum 7.
2.3.1.5 Fifth Generation Computers
Fifth Generation Computers focused on connectivity. This method of connecting of 
computers is called Networking.

2.3.2 Personal Computers
Personal Computers were introduced by International Business Machine (IBM) in ■

Period
1950
1960
1965
1975
1980
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InlroducthntoJT 1981. IBM has brought out different versions/models with variations of floppy disks, 
hard disks, chips etc. making them faster and faster. The various versions of IBM 
PC computers are:

Model RAM Type of 
Chip

Floppy Floppy Hard
Drive 5V4” Drive SVj” DiskChipNOTES

PC 640 K 8088
PC-XT 640 K 8088
PC-AT/286 1028 K 80286
PC-AT/386 4 MB 80386
PC-AT/486 8 MB 80486
PC-Pentium 16 MB Pentium
PC'PIII 32 MB Pentium-HI Nil

2 NilNil
20 MB 

40 MB 

120 MB 

260 MB

1 Nil
1 1
1 1
1 1
Nil I 720 MB

1 4.3 GB

To understand the various terms used in the table, it is important to know the following 
terms:
I byte
I Kilobyte (KB)
1 Megabyte (MB)
1 Gigabyte (GB)

2.3.3 Apple Computer
In 1977, this computer was developed by two young men in their twenties, named 
Steve Wozniak and Steve Jobbs. This computer became very popular for home and 
small business use. The company which they formed, Apple Computers, 
manufactured more small computers than any other computer manufacturer of the 
time. Over the years the company has grown tremendously and has Macintosh 
brand of computers available throughout the world. Their computers are, according 
to some users, better than those manufactured by IBM.

= 1 character (0 ’to 9 or a to z or a special character like $) 
= 1,000 Bytes approx.
= 1,000 Kilobytes approx.
= 1,000 Megabytes approx.

2.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPUTERS

A computer can be judged by various factor, among them are:

2.4.1 Speed

Computers provide the processing speed essential to our fast-paced society. The 
quick service we have come to expect - for bank withdrawab, telephone calls, and 
travel reservations, to name a few - is made possible by computers. Businesses 
depend on the speedy processing computers to handle high volume activities such 
as balancing ledgers and designing products.
The smallest unit of time in the human experience is, realistically, the second, 
Computer operations • for example, the execution of an instruction, such as 
multiplying pay-rate with numbers of hours worked - are measured in millbeconds,
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microsecond, nanoseconds and picoseconds (one thousandth, one millionth, one 
billionth, and one trillionth of a second respectively).
Although all computers are fast, but there is a wide diversity of computer speeds. 
The execution of an instruction on a very slow computer may be measured in less 
than a millisecond. Most computer can execute an instruction measured in 
microseconds range, but still to be broken in the picosecond barrier.
A computer speed is generally expressed in megahertz (MHz), millions of machine 
cycles per second. Thus a PC (Personal Computer) listed at 100 MHz has a processor 
capable of handling 100 million machine cycles per second. Another measure of 
computer speed is MIPS (one million instructions per second). MIPS is often a 
more accurate measure than clock speed, because some computers can use each 
tick of the clock more efficiently than others.
A third measure of speed is the megaflops (MFLOPS), which stands for one million 
floating point operations per second. It measures the ability of the computer to 
perform complex mathematical operations.

2.4.2 Reliability
Computers are extremely reliable. Where reliability is the measurement of the 
performance of a computer, measured against some predetermined standard for 
operation without the failure of it.
Reliability Of Computer = Serviceable Time/Serviceable Time + Down Time
where serviceable time is the total time during which a computer is in a state where 
it can operate normally, including time when the computer is idle, but not the tirhe 
when it is unattended. Down time is the time when a computer is inoperable due to 
a machine fault.
Computer systems are particularly adept at repetitive tasks. They donot take sick 
leave and tea breaks, and they seldom complain anything below 99.9% serviceable 
time, the time when the computer system is in operation, is usually unacceptable. 
For some companies, any down time is unacceptable. These companies provide 
backup computers that take over automatically if the main computer fails.

2.4.3 Accuracy
Errors do occur in computer based information systems, but precious few can be 
directly attributed to the computer system itself. The vast majority can be traced 
to a program logic error, a procedural error, or erroneous data. These are human 
errors. High accuracy implies small error, but accuracy is contrasted with precision 
e.g. three places of decimals properly computed are less precise but more accurate 
than four places of decimals containing an error. The accuracy of the results obtained 
from computer-mainly depends on the method of programming and the way the 
results are interprted.

Computer ApprtcUaion

NOTES

2.5 APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS

There are lots of applications of computers. In fact, in our everyday life it is used 
in almost every step. Some of the places where it is used is listed below. I have 
listed them alphabetically.
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Airlines.booking Now you can book your ticket for a flight leaving New
York while sitting in Melbourne,. All the airlines are 
interconnected through computers. The same goes for 
Railways but it is restriaed to individual countries''onIy.
Computers in Banks have made it possible that you can 
get your account information while sitting at home only. 
For this your bank must be an e-bank, which most of them 
are. ATMs are another computer applications of banks.
For most of the companies, all the work relating to accounts 
is now done on computers, for accuracy and speediness. 
You can even have your correspondence on it.
There are various programs available in computers which 
allow you to create .animations. By learning about them 
you can become an expert animator. You may even make - 
a movie of your own.
Now a days most of the film editing is done by computers. 
You can add and delete film clips at a snap using computers. 
In fact, some movies are totally made using computers. 
Films like Toy Story are made using computers.
America has used the computers in defence for the fullest 
with pin pointing the position of enemy targets. Most of 
the missiles these days are computer controlled.
It has revolutionized how composing for printing used to 
done. Now every book for printing is composed on computer 
since it is very easy to edit and read on screen. .
Computers can help in teaching too. In fact this books on 
computers was created using computers. Most of the 

- schools now use computers for accounting, students recoid 
management, papers preparation and even results 
compilation.
At home it has become an additional entertainment media. 
You can use it for playing games, watching movies, listening 
to songs, writing letters; creating your own database of 
friends, etc., the options are unlimited.
Maintaining the records in library manually used to be a 
very cumbersome method. Computers have dramatically 
changed the way the cataloging is done in libraries.
Lots of research in medicine is done using computers. 
Doctors now a days can see the complete inside of the 
human beings using the computers.

Space Technology All the movements of the satellites are controlled using 
computers.
Using computers and satellites you can predict the weather 
for the next few days. In fact, the biggest computer in 
India is with the Meteorological Department of India, at 
New Delhi.

Introduction to IT

Banks
NOTES

Business

Cartoons

Cinema

Defence

DTP

Education

Home

Library

Medicine

Weather
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Computer Appreciation
2,6 CLASSIFICATION OF COMPUTERS

Generally, computers can be divided into 3 types.
1. Analog Computers
2. Digital Cpmputers
3. Hybrid Computers ,

2.6.1 Analog Computers
In this type of computers, numerical magnitudes are represented by physical 
quantities such as electric .current, voltage, or resistance, mechanical movements, 
etc. These are machines which are designed to perform arithmetical functions upon 
numbers where the numbers are represented by physical quantity.
Analog computers are widely used in manufacturing units where temperatures, 
pressures or flow of liquids are to be monitored continuously. It is also used at 
petrol pump where petrol pump contains an analog processor that connects fuel 
flow measurements into quantity and price values.
Among the various drawbacks of using Analog computers are; They do not have 
the ability to store data in large quantities; They do not have the logical facilities; 
They can perform only arithmetical functions but are more costlier.

2.6.2 Digital Computers
A digital computer operates on data in the form of digits, rather than the physical 
quantities used in analog computers. .That is, its input must be discrete rather than 
continuous and may consist of combinations of numbers, characters and special 
symbols, written in appropriate programming language. Digital computers can be 
classified into two parts;
2.6.2.1 General Purpose Digital Computers
They are also known as all purpose digital computers. Theoretically they can be 
used for any type of applications, e.g., computers that are used for payroll, graphs, 
analysis, etc.
2.6.2.2 Special Purpose Digital Computers
A digital computer is designed to solve problems of a restricted type. That is, 
special-purpose digital computer is designed to be especially efficient in a certain 
class of applications, e.g., computers installed in washing machines.

2.6.3 Hybrid Computers
This type of computers are hybrid of the above two types. A hybrid computer may 
use or produce analog data or digital data. It can be obtained either by interconnecting 
a digital and analog computer via a hybrid interface or the analog unit is integrated 
as a part of central processor of a digital computer which ultimately helps iti getting 
input/output directly.
Hybrid computers are generally used in scientific applications or in controlling 
industrial processes, in both situations the user is able to exploit the machine’s

NOTES
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Introduction to IT ability to process both discrete and continuous data using accurate distal subroutines 
where necessary and the analog machines for fast integration functions.

2.6.4 Classification by Size
If we classify the computers by their sizes, we would have the following 
classification.

• Super Computers
• Mainframe Computers 

•. Super Mini Computers
• Minicomputers
• Micro Computers or Persorutl Computers 

Let us read about each one of them in brief.
Z 6.4. J Super Computers
A supercomputer contains a number of processing units which operate in parallel to 
make it faster. They are in fact, very large computers and are thus used for bi^er 
applications. In India, there is only one such computer which is used by the 
Metrological department in weather forecasting.
2.6.4.2 Mainframe Computers

It is again a large computer but where it differs from super computer is that if can 
be connected to various computers to share facilities. For example, a System/370 
can be attached to several personal computers so that they can share programs 
and data. Mainframe computers are used in research organizations, large industrial 
banks, airlines, and railway reservations where large data base is required.
2.6.4.3 Super Mini Computers
These are cross between minicomputers and super computers. They are commonly 
used as dedicated computers, for one processing funaion at a time.
2.6.4.4 Mini Computers -

They are inferior to mainframe computers both in speed and storage. They can also 
support various terminals. In fact, they can support upto 100 terminals. 
Minicomputers have operating systems with multitasking and network capabilities 
enabling them to serve more than one user.

NOTES

2.7 RAM
V
\.

RAM or random access memory, is used in the PC for its primary memory. RAM is 
where ah active programs and data are stored so that they are readily available 
and easily accessed by the CPU and other components of the CPU. When you 
execute < program on your PC, a copy of the program is copied into RAM from 
whatever secondary storage it is on, usually the hard disk.
Once it i; in RAM, the instructions that make up the program are passed one at a 
time to trie, CPU for execution. Any data the program accepts or reads from a disk 
is also stored in RAM. There are several reasons that RAM is used in a PC but
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Computer Apprtciationperhaps the most important is that RAM can transfer data to and from the CPU 
much faster than all secondary storage devices. Without RAM, all programs 
instructions and data would be read from the disk drive, slowing the computer to a 
crawl. With RAM speeds as fast, if not faster, than the speed of the CPU, the 
entire PC operates much more efficiently.
RAM is a group of integrated circuits (ICs or chips) that contain small electronic 
components (called capacitors) that store binary Is and Os. A variety of memory 
chips can be used for RAM, but some are better suited to storing large amounts of 
data, fit better in the space available in the PC and are less expensive. However, 
not all memory applications in the PC need to store a large amount of data, so most 
PCs use three different layers of memory: primary memory, level 1 (11) cache and 
level 2 (12) cache. RAM in its common usage refers to the primary memory layer 
of the PC’s memory,

NOTES

2.8 ROM

It’s logical then that data stored on read-only memory (ROM) cannot be changed, 
as its name implies. ROM also has the added feature of being nonvolatile, which 
means that it can keep its contents even without a power source:. This makes it 
idea.', for storii^ the PC’s startup instructions and system BIOS (Basic Input/Output 
System). While virtually all ROM chips are packed in a DIP (dual inline packaging) 
form, there are three types of ROM used in a PC:

2.8.1 PROM (programmable read-only memory)
This type of ROM chip is programmed using a special type of programming device 
called a RPOM burner (a.k.a. PROM programmer), which permanently, stores 
machine language (binary instrurtions) code on the PROM chip. A PROM chips is 
also referred to as OTP (One Time Programmable) memory.

2.8.2 EPROM (erasable programmable read-only memoiry)
This type of ROM, pronlunced “e-prom,” is erasable and can be reprogrammed. 
Unlike a PROM chip that cannot be reused and can only be thrown out when it 
becomes obsolete, an EPROM chip can be reprogrammed and reused. An EPROM 
has a quartz window on the face of the chip that exposes the chip’s linteriof circuits.
When ultraviolet (UV) light is shined through this window, it causes a chemical 
reaction that erases the EPROM. In order to reprogram an EPR'DM-, it must be 
removed from the computer, erased with UV light and then reprogrammed on a 
PROM programmer.

2.8.3 EEPROM (electronically erasable programmable rerid-only 
memory)

Most newer PCs now include an EEPROM (pronounced”e-e-prom ’) that can be 
reprogrammed like an EPROM, but unlike the EPROM doesn’t need to be removed 
from the CP to be reprogrammed. An EEPROM can be reprogram: .ned, a process 
called flashing, using specialized software that runs on your PC. A n EEPROM.is 
also referred to as flash ROM.
Flashing lets you upgrade your computer’s BIOS easily without removing and 
replacing the ROM chip. One thing that all DIP chips suffer from inclv ding removable Self Instructipml Material 31
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2.1

1. Describe the various generadons of computers.
N
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2. Describe the various applications of computers. \
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3. How would you calssify the computers? CoirgmterAfjiriciatior.

-\
4. Describe RAM and ROM.
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Introduction to IT and replaceable PROMs and EPROMs is a condition called chip creep. DIP chips 
are inserted into what are called through-hole sockets and can and do. squirm out of 
their sockets. Should a ROM chip creep out of its socket, it can cause startup 
problems. If you have an older motherboard that includes removable DIP ROM or 
memory chips, you should check them occasionally for creep.

NOTES
1.9 COMPUTER HARDWARE

Hardware is a term used to describe the physical components of the computer, any 
computer part which you can see and.touch, such as Computer Monitor, Keyboard, 
Mouse, etc., is hardware. Any accessory or device connected to the computer, 
such as the printer is also hardware.
If you see, the computer is physically divided into 3 main parts: 

i Monitor
Central Processing Unit 
Keyboard

You will read about them in the later part of the chapter.

2,10 CPU

It is actually the main brain of the computer system. It is here that the whole 
processing takes place. It consists of 4, main units:

Primary Storage
Arithmetic Logic Unit
Control Unit
Output Unit ■

Let us read about them one by one.

2.10.1 Primary Storage Unit
This is main storage area, which is also called the main memory area. Its main 
functions are listed below:

1. Holding the data in its memory till it is required to be processed.
2. Holding the result of the processed data.
3. Holding program instructions which are required for processing.

2.10.2 Arithmetic Logic Unit
This is used for the most of the logical processing; for example, for calculations or 
comparisons. The arithmetic operations-like, +, -, *, and / are performed here. 
The logical operations like, <, >, =, <=, >=. and c> are also performed here. In 
most of the arithmetical operations the result is in numerical form while in the case 
of logical operations the result can be YES/NO or TRUE/FALSE.
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2.10.3 Control Unit Computer Appreciation

This unit controls the flow and manipulation of data and information. It aiso controls 
the flow of data from input devices to memory and from memory to output devices.

2.10.4 Output Unit
The output unit consists of the output devices attached to the computer. These 
devices take machine<oded output, results from the processor and convert them 
into a form that can be understood by the user.

NOTES

2.11 PERIPHERALS

A peripheral is a piece of computer hardware that is added to a host computer in 
order to expand its abilities. More specifically, the term is used to describe those 
devices that are optional in nature, as opposed to hardware that is either demanded 
or always required in principle.
The term also tends to be applied to devices that are hooked up externally, typically 
through some form of computer bus like USB. Typical examples include joysticks, 
printers and scanners. Devices such as monitors and disk drives are not considered 
peripherals when they are not truly optional.
Some people do not consider internal devices such as video capture cards to be 
peripherals because they are added inside the computer case; for them, the term 
peripherals is reserved exclusively for devices that are hooked up externally to the 
computer. It is debatable however whether PCMCIA cards qualify as peripherals 
under this restrictive definition, because some of them go fully inside the laptop, 
while some, like WiFi cards, have external appendages
In computer hardware, a peripheral device is any device attached to a computer in 
order to expand its functionahty. Some of the more common peripheral devices are 
printers, scanners, disk drives, tape drives, microphones, speakers, and cameras. 
A device can also refer to a non-physical item, such as a pseudo-tty, a RAM drive, 
or a network adapter.
Before the advent of the personal computer, any connected device added to the 
three base components—the motherboard, CPU and working memory {RAM, ROM, 
or core)—was considered to be a peripheral device.
The personal computer has expanded the- sense of what devices are needed on a 
base system, and keyboards, monitors, and mice are nb longer generally considered 
to be peripheral devices.

2.12 INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES

This section is divided into two parts: Input Devices and Output Devices.

2.12.1 InputDevices
These are devices which are used to give information to the computer.
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JnmduettantoIT 2J2.U Keyboards
One look at it and you would be reminded of the old typewriter keypad. Well yes, 
the placing of alpha keys is exactly the same. This is called the QWERTY type of 
keyboard. This has been done specially keeping in mind the migration of people 
from typewriter to keyboard.
It is the most important part of the computer. I am yet to see a computer without it. 
It is there in each computer. There are some software available in flie market which 
teach you how to master the keyboard, but the old asdf mefliod of typing would be 
sufficient If one does not have speed for typing, it is ok but, die placement of keys 
is very important before you sit down on computer.
Let us see how the various keys are placed on the keyboard.
Keyboard Keys: Most keyboard layouts are still a variation of the key layout of a 
typewriter, at least for the alphabetic, numerical and special character keys. 
Keyboards are available for various other languages than English too, but, for our 
purposes we would stick to the English one. There are mostly 101 keys on the 
keyboard. The important keys are as follows:
Alpha Keys: Alphabet keys are marked from a to z. As in typewriter, you can use 
S to make them capital, i.e., ABCDE, etc. So if you press a b c d e .... etc., with 
S key already pressed, you will get A B C D E .... etc. Similar results can be 
obtained by putting CAPS LOCK key ON. For typing capital A, you press S key 
and then while keeping S key pressed, press the “a” key. Otherwise for typing a, 
you don’t need to press the S key, just press the a key.
Numeric Keys: The numeric keys (with the characters 0 to 9) are located on the 
computer’s keyboard at two places. You can see them in the top row above the 
alpha keys (as in typewriter). A second set of these keys is provided on the right- 
hand side of the keyboard. The numeric keys in the top row can be used straightaway 
to type in numeric characters. By simultaneously holding down the Shift key (as in 
the typewriter), you can also type in special upper characters like ! % $ *, etc. 
However, to type numeric characters by using the keys on the right side, you will 
need to press the Num Lock key Oil.
Function Keys: These keys are marked ! to +. These keys are used for specific 
purposes as defined in the computer (a computer program is a set of instructions 
given to a computer to perform a specific task) which you may be using. For example.

NOTES
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Computer Appreciationin BASIC programming (BASIC is a computer language used for writing programs)
# will load the program, ! will list' the program after loading and @ will run the 
program.

. Arrow Keys: On 101 keys keyboard these are placed at two places. The first is 
called the cursor pad which works independently. The other is the numeric-cum- 
cursor pad. It is similar to the one on the 84 key keyboard. When the Num Lock key 
is not in the ON position, pressing the key of the numeric keypad moves the cursor 

• in the direction shown on each key. Otherwise, this portion is used to enter numbers.
Special Keys inchidii^ Spacebar: There are several other keys which seive some 
definite ,purposes. Some of these keys are available on the typewriter too. The 
special keys are:

Shift Ke>- It is used for typing capital letters and special characters.
In combination with both Control and Alternate keys, it is 
sometimes used to execute a particular command too.

Control Key On its own, this key does not have any purpose. However, 
combined with different keys, it performs some useful 
operations. For example, in WordStar software, Control if 
pressed alorigwith B, will make the character Bold.

Backspace It allows the cursor to go back by one character. Some 
types of computer programs allow the backspace to delete 
the last charaaer. A cursor is usually a blinking line (_), 
on the screen, which shows where he character you type 
on your keyboard will appear.

Spacebar As in the typewriter, the Spacebar is used to leave space 
between words.

Enter Key It informs the computer that the line of the matter, you are 
typing, has come to an end. After that you begin typing 
ftttm a new line. It is also used, while programming, to tell 
±e computer to execute certain commands which you give. 
Thus, while writing a computer program, you can also use 
this key to indicate the end of a given command.

Del Key If, by mistake, you have typed in something which you did
not want to, you can erase the wrong character by pressing 
the DEL (short for Delete) key.

The Nnmeiic Pad: As mentioned earlier the numeric pad is used for entering the 
numeric data, from 0 to 9. But, there are other keys too, which are shown here.

As mentioned you need to put this ON for typing the 
numeric data. When you put on the computer system, this 
key is pul on.

Arithmetic operators The number pad includes keys for the four standard
arithmetic operators, / (divide), * (multiply), - (subtract) 
and + (add).

■Numbers/cursor keys When the Num Lock key is off, the various keys here act
differently. They aa as they are mentioned on the keys. 
For example, there is Home on the 7 key, there is Up Arrow .

NOTES
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Introduaio/itoIT at the 8 key. So while the Num Lock key is off, you can 
use the numeric pad for other purposes.
These two keys are the zero and period of the number pad 
when it is in number mode; in cursor control mode, drey 
duplicate the actions of the INSERT key and the DELETE 
keys.
This is a second ENTER key that remains an ENTER KEY 
regardless of the number pad’s mode.

INSERT/DELETE

NOTES

ENTER

Special'Pmpose Keys: These keys are used for some special purposes. Each key 
has a special purpose attached to it and can be used for it:
Esc The Escape key is typically enabled as an exit key by most 

software applications. It is used to caned out of a command 
or to exit an application. It is also used in combination with 
other keys to create special key values and to indicate other 
actions. For example, in Windows the ESC key can be used 
to close a context menu.

Print Screen/SysRq The PRINT SCREEN mode of this key got its name back
in the MS-DOS days, when pressing it sent the image of 
the display to the printer. On a Window system, the image 
of monitor’s display is sent to the Windows Clipboard.
In its default mode (PAUSE), this key will, it enabled by 
software, pause the display or the action of an application 
program. If used in combination with the CTRL key, the 
alternate mode of this key interrupts or halts some software 

. progr<ims, primarily MS-DOS commands and applications. 
Using the CTRL and BREAK keys together is the same 
using the CTRL and C keys to break an action.

Pause/Break

2.12.1.2 Mouse
These days even the mouse has become very important part of computer. It has 
become integral part of computer since Windows has become the operating system 
for computers. It is in fact a pointing device. With this you can point at any place oii 
the monitor and start the typing or clicking from that point. All Windows-based 
programs use mouse, making working with computers easier as you are not required 
to type commands.
Types of Mouse: There are three basic types of Mouse
1. Mechanical Mouse
2. Optomechanical Mouse
3. Optical Mouse
Mechanical Mouse: A mechanical mouse has a rubber 
or metal ball on its underside that can roll in aU directions.
Mechanical sensors within the mouse detect the direction 
of the rolling ball and make a movement of the screen 
pointer accordingly.
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Optomechanical Mouse: Optomechanical mouse is also similar to a mechanical 
mouse except that it uses optical sensors to detect the movement of the ball on the 
Mouse Pad.
Optical Mouse: Optical mouse uses a laser beam to detect the movement of mouse 
on specially designed Mouse Pad. We must move the mouse along a special mat 
with a grid so that optical mechanism has a frame of reference. This type of mouse 
has no mechanical moving parts. Optical mouse respond more quickly and precisely 
than any other mouse. These are expensive than the other two.
2.12J.3 Joysticks (or Paddle)
You must have seen a joystick with a video game at various video game parlours. 
Well the same joystick can be attached to the computer too.
For playing game obviously. It consists of a small, vertical 
lever (called the stick) mounted on a base that is used to steer 
the screen cursor around. Some joysticks are mounted on a 
keyboard, others function as stand- alone units. The joystick 
can be moved left or right, forward or backward, springs are 
often used to return the joystick to its home center position.
2.12.1.4 Optical Recognition Input
There are two types of optical recognition input devices.
1. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and
2. Optical Mark Reading (OMR)
Optical Character Recognition (OCR): A special kind of devices called scanners 
use the principle of OCR to input the printed matter on the paper or any other 
object. This matter can be in the coded form (bar codes) or simple text/ graphics 
(pictures). Bar Code Readers and Scanners come into this category of devices. 
OCR is a technique which permits the direct reading of printed character. Optical 
character recognition readers or scanners typically examine each charcicter as if it 
were made up of a collection of minute spots. Once the whole character has been 
scanned, the pattern detected is matched against a set of patterns stored in the 
computer. Whichever pattern it matches, or nearly matches is considered to be the 
character read. Patterns which can not be identified are rejected.
Optical Mark Recognition: It is an automatic optical sensing of marks recorded on 
a data medium. In this method special preprinted forms are designed with boxes 
which can be marked with a dark pencil or ink. These documents are applicable in 
areas where responses are one out of a small number of alternatives, and the volume 
of data to be processed is large. Thus they are used for

1. Objective type answer papers in examinations (e.g., in UPSC) in which 
large number of candidates appear.

2. Market surveys, population surveys etc., where responses can be restricted 
to one or more out of a few possibilities.

3. Order forms containing a small choice of items.
These preprinted documents filled by user are passed under a light source and 
presence of mark is detected by measuring very accurately the infra-red light levels. 
A mark reader may be able to detect coloured marks. It can also be designed to be

ComptUer ApprecuUion
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IntToductkmtorr insensitive to certain colours. Now these particular colours could be safely used in 
the pre-printing of the documents without the risk of their being read as marks 
intended for recognition.
2.12.1.5 Scanners

Whereas a keyboard, mouse or trackball requires manual input of data, scanners 
allow input of printed data. A scaimer reads text, photographs and graphics from 
paper which are then converted into bit patterns for processing, storage or output. 
Scanner is a device that examines a spatial pattern one part after another and 
generate analog or digital signals corresponding to the pattern. Scanners are often 
used in mark sensing, pattern recognition or character recognition.
Practically scanner uses light for examining the spatial patterns. In a scanner, as 
the image is scanned, it is converted into light and dark picture elements, or pixels, 
similar to newspaper photo. Colour scaimers can assign a specific colour to a pixel. 
The pixel are then stored as bit patterns. This technique makes the images usable' 
by word processing, desktop publishing, and graphic packages.
There are two types of scanners, Hand-held scanner and Flat-bed scanner
Hand-Held Scanner: These devices read data on price tags, shipping labels, 
inventory part number, book ISBNs, and the like. Hand
held scanner, sometimes called wand scaimers, use either 
contact or laser technology. It has a set of light emitting 
diodes. It is placed over the material to be scanned and 
slowly dragged from the top to the bottom. The light 
emitted by the diodes are not refleaed by black lines and 
are reflected by whole areas. The material is converted 
and stored in a bitmap. Typical applications are to store images and reproduce 
them in publications.
Flat-bed Scannen It consists of a box with glass 
plate on top. which is used for placing the document 
to be scanned. The light beam is situated below 
the glass plate and is moved from left to right 
horizontally. After scanning one line the beam 
moves up littie and scans the next line. The scanner 
can also store colour images.
2.12.1.6 Bar Codes
These represent alphanumeric data by varying the width and combinatioD of adjacent 
vertical lines. These zebra strips can be sensed and read by a bar code reader, a 
photoelectric device that reads the code by means of reflected light. 'When a bar 
code is scanned, the light source is reflected off the spaces between the marked 
bars. This returned light is then converted into bit patterns. A decoder in the scanning 
system translates the bit patterns into meaningful letters and numbers. The bar 
code merely identifies the product to the store’s computer; the code does not contain 
the price, which may vary. The price is stored in a file that can be accessed by the 
computer. This is because of the reason that it is easier to change the price once in 
the computer than to have to restamp the price on each book. The computer 
automatically tells the point-of-sale terminal what the price is; a printer prints the 
item description and price on a paper tape for the customer.

NOTES
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Computer Appreciation2.12.1.7 Digital Camera
A digital camera can store many more pictures than 
an ordinary camera. Pictures taken using a digital 
camera are stored inside its memory and can be 
transferred to a computer'by connecting the camera 
to it. A digital camera takes pictures by converting 
the light passing through the lens at the front into a 

' digital image.
2.12.1.8 MICR
Its full form is Magnetic Ink Character Reader. This process is used by a special 
machine which reads coded numbers you see on your bank cheques. These days 
most cheques issued and used bear MICR numbers to speed up clearing of cheques. 
It is a teclmology related to the recording of information on document by means of 
magnetized ink characters and automatic recognition of such characters by means 
of machines. In this technology the magnetic ink contains particle of magnetizable 
material (viz., iron oxide), which can be energized to facilitate automatic reading 
of printed characters. Magnetic ink document reader helps in translating the 
information read into a coded format usually for direa insertion into an input area 
of a computer’s core storage in an order according to the digits recorded in a specified 
field, i.e., account number, etc.
2.12.1.9 Card Reader
In 1960s when IBM 1401 & 360s were the main computers in the market, the input 
media was punched cards. These cards were made of thick brownish paper. A 
special machine called Card Punch was used to punch these cards, in turn making 
holes in the cards. When this card was fed into the computer, the current would 
pass fiom the holes and thus forming the characters which was punched on the card; 
Sometimes even the output was also taken on these cards. Since these cards could 
be used only once, the medium turned out to be quite costly affair.
2.12.1.10 Web Camems
It is fast becoming an integral part of the computer specially for those who use 
Internet quite often. With this you can take an instant picture of the objea to whom 
you focus it. It is very useful specially for those who have to show their designs, 
products, etc., on the computer to the clients. The picture transfer is almost instant.
2.12.1.11 Ugbt Pens
A light pen is a small pen-shaped wand, which contains light sensors. The light pen 
is used to choose objects or commands on the screen either by pressing it against 
the surface of the screen or by pressing a small switch on its side. This sends a 
signal to the computer, which then works out the light pen's exact location on the 
screen. The advantage of a light pen is that pen is that unlike a touch screen it 
doesn’t need a special screen on screen coating. Used like an ordinary writing pen, 
fliis electronic pen is used to enter data by writing on the saeen. The data you write 
is displayed on the monitor.
2.12.1.12 Trackball
Trackball is a pointing device that works like an upside-down mouse. You rest your 
thumb on the exposed ball and your fingers on the buttons. To move the cursor

NOTES
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Introduction to IT around the screen, you roll the ball with your thumb. ^
Because you do not move the whole device, a 
trackball requires less space than a mouse. It is 
particularly used in notebook and laptop 
computers.

2.12.1.13 Touch Screens

Similar in use to the light pen is the touch-screen, 
which enables users to input instructions by merely 
touching on-screen prompts. The edges of the monitor of a touch-screen emit 
horizontal and vertical beams of light that criss-cross the screen. When a finger 
touches the screen, the interrupted light beams cart pinpoint the location selected 
on the screen. Such screens are especially helpful when people are unfamiliar with 
computers. Information systems in shopping malls, airports, and amusement parks 
are now being developed using touch-sensitive screens as the only input hardware.

2.12.1.14 Touch Pad

A small, touch-sensitive pad is used as a pointing device on some portable 
computers. By moving a finger.or other object along 
the pad, we can move the pointer on the display screen.
The touch pad is related to the touch screen, but 
activated by different means. The touch pad uses 
pressure sensitive materials to record data at the point 
where the pad is touched. Many appliances around the 
home, such as microwave ovens, use touch pads for 
programming time or temperature.

2.12.1.15 Digitizer

A digitizer, or graphics tablet, is similar to a light pen; however, instead of drawing 
■ on the screen, a separate tablet is used on which a special stylus is moved. Input 
tablets or digitizer tablet are typically found in CAD terminals or engineering 
workstations, etc. Digitizers are also called Digitizing Tablets, Graphics Tablets, 
Touch Tablets or simply Tablets.

2.12.1.16 Voice Input

Speaking to a computer, known as voice input or speech recognition, is another 
form of source input. Voice recognizers accept the spoken word through a 
microphone and convert it into binary code (Os and Is) thafean be understood by 
the computer. Most voice recognizer systems are speaker dependent - that is, they 
must be separately trained for each individual users. Therefore, a database of 
words must be created for each person using the system. To create this database, 
each person using the system must repeat - a minimum of 20 times - each word to 
be interpreted by the system. This training is necessary because we seldom say a 
word the same way each time.

2.12.1.17 Voice Recognizers

Voice recognizers are used in some graphic vvorkstations as input devices to accept 
voice commands. The voice-system input can be used to initiate graphics operations 
or to enter data. These systems operate by matching an input against a predefined 
dictionary of words and phrases.

NOTES
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Conner A^redation2 Output Devices
The success of business today can depend to a lai^e extent on how meaningful and 
timely the information a computer can produce, i.e., the output. So the two most 
important requirements of computer output are that it is meaningful and convenient 
to use.
2.12.2.1 Monitors and Displays
There would be no What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) on PCs, if there 
were no monitors or displays on which to see what you get. The PC must produce 
outputs that can be handled by the senses of humans and so far, technology is 
limited to sight and sound. Given a choice, most of us still 
prefer sight over sound. You can accomplish a lot on a PC 
without sound, but not much would get done without the 
ability to see what you are working on.
The two general categories of PC visual presentation are 
the monitor and the display. A monitor has a CRT (cathode 
ray tube) and look something like a traditional television 
set (without the controls, of course). On the other hand, a 
display is a flat-panel device that can be attached to a 
portable PC or hung on the wall. A monitor is largely desk 
or table-bound, but a display can get up and move about.
A flat-panel display is re^Iy an adaptation of the monitor, 
but because it uses different technology, they are treated 
as two different components.
Htc PC Monitor: With personal computer technology advancing as fast as it is. it 
is hard to believe that any part of a PC could be considered an investment'. However, 
the PC monitor is the only part of the personal computer that actually hold its value 
and has some durability. A good quality monitor will last for years through several 
generations of the PC systems.
Video Cards: In general, the video card processes the graphics data produced by 
software running on the PC and prepares it for use by the monitor for converting it 
from digital data to an analog signal. The video card also sends out the data needed 
by the monitor to refresh the image or renew it as it changes.
Video cards, graphics cards and accelerator cards are all names for the adapter 
card inside the PC that is responsible for generating the signals that tell the monitor 
what to display. The relationship between the video card and the monitor should be 
carefully matched. These two device must be compatible in terms of the signal 
used to communicate to the monitor, the type of connector used to connect them 
together, the video display standards they support and their speed.
Dumb Terminal: It has been named as such since it is really dumb. It has no memory 
or processing tmit, just a keyboard and the monitor. It takes everything else from 
the computer which it is attached.
Smart Terminal: If you add microprocessor to dumb terminal, then it becomes a 
smart terminal. But, it still depends upon the main computer for programming and 
other jobs. •
Intelligent Terminal: First we add microprocessor, now we add everything else. It

NOTES
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 22

Describe the various parts of CPU.1.

2. Describe the various type of keys on the iKyboard.
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CompiiUrAppfitialtoH3. What is a tradd)all?

4. ' What is a toudi screen?
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ImoductionDjIT is full-fledged computer in itself but connected to a large computer. It can be 
programmed and has processing power. Most of the work can be done at the terminal 
itself. Only for jobs that require large processing and storage facility, the main 
computer is used.
2.12.2.2 Computer Ou^ut on Microfilm
If only this method was adopted was adopted by Government offices, their stores 
would have become non existent. In this each record is made into a small film 
image and thus the volume of data becomes very very small. Sometimes the 
reduction is to the tune of about 50 times. This means that an A 4 size paper is 
reduced to a film of about I square inch. This is done with the help of high speed 
cameras. Since the process is costly and takes time, it is usually taken op for large 
volumunus type of jobs.
2.12.2.3 Multimedia Projector
As the name suggests it is used for presentations of multimedia projects. Instead 
of displaying the presentation on small computer monitor saeen it is displayed on 
large screen which is usually mounted on a .wall. This way the projection can be 
seen by many instead of few. It is not only possible to enlarge the image but you 
can give audio effect too. Since multimedia presentaion has become the most 
common way of presentation, this device is quite in use.
2.12.2.4 Speech Synthesizer

If one hand you have microphones which convert your text to the format’ which the 
computer understands, the reverse has also been made possible. This method 
converts data from the computer to the spoken words or sentences. You can then 
convert this into speech and broadcast it over the speakers. Take for example, you 
cannot speak but can listen, then this becomes a big boom. Whatever you have to 
say write it on computer terminal and convert it to speech which othere can listen. 
Even those have problems with seeing the text can also listen to it.
2.12.2.5 Printers
Once considered an expansive luxury for any PC, especially for home or small 
office systems, a printer is now virtually a necessity on any PC system. Technology 
has advanced to the point that good quality, color printers are available for less 
than Rs.8,000 and it is common for PC sale bundles to include one..
When software was still fairly unsophisticated and applications that produced output 
worth saving were few, the printer was a true luxury. Electronic spreadsheet and 
word processing applications allowed the user to prepare budgets, reports, letters 
and other documents prepared for the sole purpose of being physically shared. 
Even in today’s networked environments, where documents can be shared and 
collaborated on electronically, the need to produce a printed paper copy of a 
document i^ still a necessity for a significant portion of documents produced on the 
PC. The printer has definitely become a necessity for today’s PC user.

' The printers can be divided into two distinct categories:
1. Impaa Printers
2. Non-impaCT Printers 

Impact Printers: A printer in which printing is the result of mechanically striking the

NOTES
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Compuier Appreci<itionprinting medium. An impact printer makes contact with the paper to produce an 
image. The impact may be produced by a print hammer character, like that of a 
typewriter key striking a ribbon against the paper or by a print hammer hitting paper 
and ribbon against a character.
An impact printer must be used if printing a multiple copy report so that the duplicate 
copies will receive the imprint. Impact printers are of following types:
Dot'Matrix Printer: In it the individual characters are formed by a matrix of wires 
or styluses. Dot-matrix printers are also called serial printers. The images are 
formed by a print head that is 
composed of a series of little print 
hammers that look like the heads of i 
pins. The print head usually has nine | 
pins or 24 pines. The bottom 2 pins are 
used to form the descenders of lower 
case letters, viz., p, q, g and y. Many 
expensive dot-matrix printers do not provide descenders, but print quality is improved 
when they are used.
Feature cominon to most dot-matrix printers include boldface, underline, subscript 
and superscript and compressed print (narrowed letters). Optional features include 
proportional spacing (using more or less space, depending on the width of the 
character) and italics. Dot matrix printers are very versatile since the character 
set can be changed by software or firmware such as a PROM for different styles, 
alphabets or graphic symbols. Dot-matrix printers are comparatively inexpensive 
and one of the fastest types of character-at-a-time printers available. The speed 
ranges from 50 cps to 400 cps (character per second).
Their abilities to use different type fonts, different line densities and different types 
of paper are also important,
Dais^hed Piinters: A serial impact printer in which the printing element is a plastic 
hub that has a large number of flexible radial spokes, each spoke having one or 
more different raised printing characters, the 
wheel is rotated as it is moved horizontally , 
step by step under computer control, and 7 
stops when a desired character is in a desired ft 
print position so a hammer can drive that / 
character against an inked ribbon.
Daisy Wheel Printers are slower than dot
matrix printers, but they produce a high-resolution output. This hi^-resolution output 
is often called letter quality printing because it is suitable for business letters and 
memos. You can print in as may type fonts or foreign languages on a daisywheel 
printer as there are print wheels to fit your particular model of machine.
It is also called as a smart printer because of its bi-directional printing and built-in 
microprocessor control features.
line Piinters: It prints an entire line in a single operation without necessarily printing 
one character at a time. These are generally electro-mechanical devices which 
print complete lines of print, up to 160 charaaers in width, at speeds about 300 to 

. 2000 lines per minute. Line printers are used primarily in the mini/raainframe 
processing environment.

NOTES
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Jtttroductimtorr Examples of line-at*a-time impact printers are:
1. Chain Printers
2. Band Printers and
3. Drum Printers
Non-Impact Printcw: Printers that do not strike characters against ribbon or paper 
when they print, are non-impact printers. Example of non-impact printers indude
1. Ink-jet printers
2. Laser printers
These printers makes much less noise than impact printers.
If you are using a non-impact printer, do not try to print on multiple-part carbon ' 
forms; because no impact is beiflg made on the paper you will end up wifo no copies.
Ink-jet Printers: It uses a technique of projecting 
dioplets of ink at paper to form the required image.
Ink-jet printer create an image directly on paper 
by spraying ink through as many as 64 tiny nozzles.
It provides a print resolution of around 360 dots I 
pec inch. [
Laser Printers: The physical properties of .
LASERS ^ight Amplification by Stimulate Emission of Radiation) allows for the 
very precise postrionii^ of narrow beam of light, transferring a high energy souice 
to a very small area. This property is used to 
control printing, i.e., laser printers, to read 
information fi'om bar codes and to read and 
write information in optical storage de\'ices.
Laser printer is a non-impact printer that 
creates, by means of a laser beam directed 
on a photosensitive surface, a latent image 
which is then made visible by a toner and 
transferred and fixed on paper. A separate 
computer is built into the printer to interpret
the data that it receives from the computer and to control the laser. Just as electron 
gun in a graphic monitor can target any pixel, the laser in a laser printer can aim at 
any point on a drum creating an electric^ charge.
The resolution of laser printers is 600 DPI both horizontally and vertically; some 
high-end models have resolution of 1200 DPI.
2.12.2.6 Graphics Output Devices
Business people have found that sophisticated and colourful graphics add an aura 
of professionalism to any report or presentation. This demand for presentation 
graphics has created a need for correspondii^ output devices. Computer-generated 
gr-iphic images can be re-crcated on paper and transparency acetates with printers 
an i plotters. Graphic images also can be captured on 35-mm slides, or they can be 
di -played on a monitor or projected onto a laige screen.
T le main popular graphic output device is the plotter, which can draw hard-copy

NOTES
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Computer Appreciationgraphics output in the form of maps, bar charts, engineering drawings and even two 
or diree-dimensional illustration. Plotters often come with a set of four pens in four 
different colours. Most plotters also offer shading features.
2.12.2.7 Plotters
It is an output unit that directly produces a hardcopy record of data on a removable 
medium, in the form of a two-dimensional graphic representation. Plotters are 
deseed to produce large drawings or images such as construction plans for buildings 
or blueprints for mechanical objects.
There are two major types of pen plotters:

1. Flatbed plotters
2. Drum plotters

Flad>cd Plotters: It uses a bed or tray to hold paper in a ftxed position. A movable 
pen is usually held by a single arm that can move the pen both horizontally and 
vertically. The computer instructs the flatbed plotter by directing the pen to x-y 
position on the page.
Dram Hotter*: It has a sin^e arm that can only move across the drum horizontally. 
The drum itself moves the paper forward or backward to enable the pen to draw in 
any vertical direction.
Any type of diagonal line is drawn by combining a horizontal movement of the pen 
arm witii a vertical page movement via the drum. Drum plotters are used to prodiKs 
continuous ouftmt, such as plotting earthquake activity, or for long graphic output, 
such as the structural view of a ‘skyscraper’.

NOTES

2.13 STORAGE MEDIA

Memory is not the only place where you store the data or program, since it is 
volatile. So you need to have storage devices which can store your data and programs 
pcrmanentiy. For this we use so called storage units. These can be used for storing 
the data and then, maybe, transferring it to another computer or storage'media.

2.13.1 Hard Disk Drives
Hard disks have been there since the time of mainframe systems of 3rd generation 
computers. The only difference is that the disks 
at that time were removable and were of very 
small capacity. However, the basic technology 
used in the earliest hard disks has not changed 
all that much over the years, although the size 
and capacity of the drives has.

2.13.2 noppy Disk Drives
Although manufacturers have been trying for . 
years to replace the floppy disk, with a ||to 
device that'holds more data, the 3.5 inch ^ 
floppy disk drive is still very common on roost ^
PCs sold today.
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Intrvdudion to IT The floppy disk has survived well beyond what 
anyone expected. It has changed in size over 
the years and is available in drives that fit inside 
the system case as well as outside. The floppy 
disk has come in a variety of sizes over its 
lifetime, but for about the past ten years the 
most popular size has been the 3:5 inch diskette.

unNOTES

2.13.3 CD-ROMs and DVDs
The CD-ROM and its comparatively huge storage capacity (over 600 floppy disks) 
has been very attractive to software and multimedia producers and soon virtually 
all software, including databases, books 
encyclopedias and other materials not available to 
the PC in the past suddenly became very available 
and accessible for the PC.
A CD-ROM drive is as common on PCs today as 
floppy drives were only a few years ago. In fact, 
some manufacturers now replace the floppy disk 
drive with a single CD-ROM on their latest PC 
models. The CD-ROM is by far the most common method of software d^tribution 
and data storage due to their combination of high capacity and easy, inexpensive 
manufacturing. A PC without a CD-ROM drive simply is not able to install the vast 
majority of PC software available on the market today. Some CD-ROM software 
even requires fliat your PCs drive meet a specific minimum requirement. For example, 
if you have an older CD-ROM drive, such as a 4X, in your system, it may need to 
be replaced before it ean run some newer CD-ROM titles that require at least a 
12X drive.
CD-ROM Technology: The CD-ROM uses compact disc (CD) technology, the 
same technology used to record the music on your favorite audio CDs. The physical 
media used for recording data, piogiams, music and multimedia on a CD-ROM is 
the same as that used to record music. In fact, the physical disc is the same for 
both.
Video CD (VCD): The video CD (VCD) is used to store compressed video 
information tising a standard also defined in the White Book. VCDs use MPEG 
(Motion Picture -Experts Group) compression to store 74 minutes of full-motion 

I video in the same space used by CD-DA audio. To play a video CD requires a CD- 
ROM drive or video CD player that is video CD-compatible. The compression 
algorithm used for VCD does not produce a high quality video; this format will 
likely give way to the DVD. ‘
CD-Recordable: Each of the CD types covered to this point have been CD-ROMs 
or read-only discs, which means that except for during their manufacturing processes, 
data cannot be stored to them and they cannot be modified, other than to be 
destroyed. To take advantage of its large storage space, methods have been 
developed, along with special CD media that allow data to be written to a CD.
A CD Recorjiable (CD-R) disc is manufactured essentially the same as a CD- 
ROM disc, with some slight variations. In place of the substrate is a layer of 
organic dye, over which is placed a reflective gold-colored metallic coating. Over 
this is the protective lacquer layer, just like a CD-ROM.
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Two genaal types of QDs that can be modified in a special CD-R are:
CD Media: Like other computer storage, such as discs and floppy disks, a CD 
stores data in digital form, which means that it actually stores only two values: Is 
and Os. However, where the hard disk and diskette stored data in magnetic form, 
data on a CD recorded in a physical recording technique. A CD starts out as a 
round piece of polycarbonate substrate about 4.75 inches in diameter and 1.2 
millimeters (approximately) I/20th of an inch) thick. A metal stamp, made from a 
master of a finished disc, is then u^d to stamp indentations into the substrate, a 
process called mastering. A CD-ROM produced this way is said to have been 
mastered.
The indentations are referred to as pits, and the flat, unpitted surfaces are referred 
to as lands. The substrate surface and its pits are then covered with a shiny, reflective 
silver or aluminum coating, which plays a very important part in reading and playing 
the contents of the CD. A dear plastic cover is then plaml over the silver coating 
on which a paper or silk-screened label is applied. A disc manufactured in this way 
is called a sin^e-session disc.
Reading the CD: When a CD is loaded into a player or CD-ROM drive, it spins and 
laser moves over the lands and pits, sensing thousands of them per second. When 
tlte laser hits a land, its light reflects off the metallic coating to a sensor. A pit on 
the CD surface does not reflect the laser back to the seiwor. When it hits a pit, the 
light does not reflea back to the sensor.
Whether tiic sensor sees a reflection or not is how it knows if the bit on the CD is a 
1 or a 0. Unlike a floppy or hard disk, a CD is recorded on a single long (about three 
miles long, in fea) spiral rather than in discrete tracks. The spiral is wound onto the 
disc in a pattern that is the equivalent of about 16,000 tracks per inch on a hard disk 
drive.
The first seaor on the CD is located at two minutes, no seconds and no hundredths 
of seconds (00:02:00) or 600 blocks. On a CD-ROM using 512-byte blocks a minute 
of data contains 18,000 blocks, which means that there are 300 in a second and 600 
in the first two seconds. This also means that Logical Block 0 is at 00:02:00 as 
well.

Computer Appreciahon

NOTES

2.14 SOFTWARE DEFINITION AIVD CONCEPTS

Software is a program which cannot be seen but tell the computer what results to 
produce and a program is a set of instructions given to the computer to perform a 
certain task. There are two main types of software, namely:

(0 Application Software and (ii) Systrai Software 

2.14.1 Application Software
The computer does different type of jobs and for these different jobs, different 
applications are used. Each application needs to have its own set of programs and 
these programs combine together to form an Application Software, For example 
railway-ticketing, telephone-bill printing, salary and wages calculation, etc.
Application Software are of two types: Ready Made Software and Customized 
Software.
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Introduction to IT 2.14.2 Ready Made Software
These are the ones which are available form the computer showrooms and are 
capable of performing jobs when loaded into computers. Softwares like Microsoft 
Office. Pagemaker, CorelDRAW etc.

NOTES hr
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AdobePageMaker 7.0

2.14J Custoqiized Software
Software which is needed by any individual company. Programmers study the 
requirements of this company and prepare software which is made exactly to the 
need of the company. This may or may not run by any other company. This type fo 
software is known as Customized Software.

2.14.4 System Software
The software used to operate and maintain a computer system and also used by a 
programmer to develop application software is known as System Software. It is 
written in a language which handles the computer hardware directly, whereas the . 
application software works through the system software.
The Operating Systems like DOS, Windows fall into this category. Their job is not 
only to run the system but also to maintain it. Every comptuter system must have 
system software to make it work, without system software a computer cannot woric
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Computer Appreciation
SUMMARY

1. A computer is made of different parts.
2. Computer is a machine, totally at the command of the user.
3. The computer is physicaUy divided into 3 main parts; Monitor, Central Processing Unit 

and Keyboard.
4. CPU consists of 4 main units: Primay Storage, Arithmetic Lo@c Unit, Control Unit and 

Output Unit,
5. Computers provide the processing speed essential to our fast-paced society.
6. Computers are extremely reliable.
7. Computer systems can store tremendous amounts of data.
8. A PC’s memory is made up of electronic components in which the PC temporaiUy stores 

data and instructions.
9. Data stored on read-only memory (ROM) cannot be changed.

10. RAM is a group of integrated circuits that contain small electronic components that 
store binary Is and Os.

11. Input device is used to input data into computer.
12. Output device is used to get result from the computer.
13. Keyboard has 101 keys.
14. Alpha keys are there for typing alphabets A to Z.
15. Numeric keys are there for typing numerals 0 to 9,
16. Function keys are used in programming.
17. Arrow keys are used for moving the cursor on the screen.
18. Special keys are used for special purposes.
19. Numeric pad has other keys too besides the numeric ones.
20. Mouse is basically a pointing device.
21. There are three basic types of Mouse; Mechanical Mouse; Optomechanical Mouse and 

Optical Mouse.
22. Joystick is used for playing games.
23. There are two types of optical recognition input devices: Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR) and Optical Mark Reading (OMR).
24. A scanner reads text, photographs and graphics from paper which are then converted 

into bit patterns for processing, storage or output.
25. A d^tal camera can store many more pictures than an ordinary camera.
26. MICR is a technology related to the recording of information on document by means of 

magnetized ink characters.
27. A light pen is a small pen-shaped wand, which contains li^t sensors.
28. Trac)d>all is a pointing device that works like an upside-down mouse.
29. Voic* recognizers accept the spoken word through a microphone and convert it into 

binary code.'
30. Monitor is like a TV and is used to display output.
31. The printers can be divided into two distinct categories: Impact Printers and Non

impact Printers.
32. Dot matrix printers use hammers to print characters.
33. Line printer prints an-entire line in a single operation without necessarify printing one 

character at a time.
34. Laser printer is a non-impact printer that creates a laser beam transfers the same on the 

paper for printing-
35. Card Readers were used in earlier computers but not now.
36. Web cameras are used for sending and receiving pictures on the Internet.
37. Dumb terminals have only keyboard and monitors.
38. Smart terminals have microprocessors too.

NOTES
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Introduction to IT 39. Intellignet terminals have everything except big storage capacity.
40. Data can be stored on the micro films too.
41. Various storing units of memory are: Bit (One binary digit); Byte (Eight bits); Word (16 to 

64 bits); Kilobyte (KB) (1 thousand bytes); Megabyte (MB) (I million bytes); Gigabyte 
(GB) 1 billion bytes; Terabyte (TB) (1 trillion bytes); Petabyte (PB) (1 quadrillion bytes).

42. Accessing data from a hard disk drive takes from 8 to 16 Tnilliwmnds
43. A storage device is used to store the data in the computer.

1 44. Floppy disks of 3Vit’'arc used these days.
45. CD-ROMs are now used as media for computers.
46. CDs can be used as recording media too.

NOTES

TESTYOURSELF

1. Describe the various type of keys oh the keyboard.
2. Describe the various types of mouse available.
3. Describe the various types of optical recognition devices.
4. What is a trackball?
5. What is the difference between Impact and Non-impact printers?
6. Describe the working of joystick.
7. What are OCRs? How do they work?
8. What is the difference between hand held and flat bed scanners?
9. What are bar codes?

10. V9hat is digital camera used for?
11. DetnibetheworkingofLightpens.
12. What is a trackball?
13. What is a touch screen?
14. What is a touch pad?
15. How would you enter data into computer by speaking?
16. ' Describe the various types of terminals available.
17. How are microfilms used for keeping data?
18. V/hat is multimedia projector used for?
19. How is speech synthesizer used?
20. Decscribe the working of Dot Matrix Printer.
21. How do the daisywheel printers print?
22. Describe the working of Line printers.
23. Wfhat is an inkjet printer?
24. Describe the working of laser printer.
25. Describe the working ofvarious type of plotters.
26. What is a hard disk?
27. Which type of Floppy Disks are in use?

. 28. Describe the various types of CDs available.
29. How a CD is read?
30. ; Wfhat is the difference between software and hardware?
31. Describe what you mean by application software.
32. Define system software. Why is it required?
33. WTtat is the difference between application software and system software?
34. List some of the uses of application software.
35. How are fourth generation computers different from third gei^ation computers?
36. Describe the various vesions of IBM PCs available.
37. What are Analog Computers?
38. 'What are Mainframe Computers? ■
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Computer Appmmtioni9. What are Super Computer 
40. Describe the followings: 

Byte
■ Gigabyte 

Terabyte

Kilobyte
Tetrabyte
Megabyte

NOTESMultiple Choice Questions
1. Herman Hollerith invented a tabulating Machine which used; 

a) Punch cards
2. Tabulating machine was invented in

b) 1880
3. First generation computers was developed by

b)J.W.Muchly
4. Second generation computers were based on 

a) Transistors .
5. Pascal's machine was modified by 

a) John Napier
6. John Napier’s machine contained digits from

b)0-9
7. ENIAC computer was developed in

b) 1946
8. Fifth generation computers were based on

a) Microprocessors .
b) Integrated Circuits
c) Large Scale Integrated Systems

9. ENIAC computers was based on

c) Teeth and wheelsb) Memory

c) 1671a) 1940

c) Botha) J.P.Eckert

c) Electronic Valvesb) Integrated Circuits

c)Ad-Gofried Leibrietzib) Charles Babbage

c) 1 - 10a) 1 -9

c) 1940a) 1930

c) Z2 machines ,b) Memorya) Mark-1
10. Personal Computers were introduced by

b) Apple Computers c) Grace Hoopera) IBM
11. RAM stands for:

(a) Random Allowed Memory
(b) Ready Access Memory
(c) Random Access Memory,

12. RAM consists of binary numbers Is aijd :
(b) -2s (c) 3s .(a) Os

13. CPU contains Primary Storage, Arithmetic Logic Unit and
(b) Data Unit (c) Alpha Unit(a) Control Unit

14. For seeing the output, you use;
(a) Monitor

15. In programming, you use the following keys:
(b) Function keys

number of keys.

(c) Mouse(b) Keyboard

(c) Alpha keys(a) Arrow keys
16. Keyboard has___

(a) 100 .
17. With CD you can; 

(a) Read
18. Printer is an____

(c) 101(b) 88

(c) Both(b) Write
device.

(c) Both(b) Output(a) Input
■ 19, Mouse is a__ _

(a) Input
. 20. A scanner scans 

(a) Pictures

device.
(c) Both(b) Output

(c) Both(b) Text
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Introduction 10 IT 21. Laser printer is an 
(a) Input

22. Withdigitalcamera.youcanstore:
(a) text

23. In MICR, C stands for:
(a) Colour

24. Trackballhasa 
(a) ball

25. Cards for Card Reader were made from
(b) Paper

26. Dumb terminals have terminals and

device.
(b) Output (c) Both

(b) pictures

(c) Character(b) CodeNOTES

(b) track (c) football

(a) Pl^c (c) Rubber

(a) mouse
27. Dot matrix printers uses

(b) speakers
__ for printing
(b) slugs

(c) keyboard

(a) hammers
28. Floppy disk popular these days is of size:

(a) 3'/i"
29. CDs are ofwhich shape:

(a) round
30. Hard disks has

(a) cubicles (b) platters
Software is used to operate and maintain a computer system, 

(b) Application
32. Your application software is good only in the presence of

(b) Application

(c) mouse

(b) (c) 5'/,”

(c) rectangular(b) square

(c) keys
31.

(a) System (c) Readymade 
_______ software.

(a) System (c) Readymade

True/False Questions
1. Abacus was invented by Egyptians. ,
2. Abacus has 7 rods and 10 beads in each rod.
3. Analytical Engine stored its data in Memory.
4. Mark-1 was made by IBM.
5. Blaise Pascal developed the first mathematical calculating machine.
6. Charles Babbage was an English mathematician.

■ 7. Tabulating machine was used for census in USA.
8. During llnd World War computer were utilized in Military Operations.
9. The first Apple Computer was developed in 1977.

10. The ALU contains the electronic circuitry that executes all arithmetic and logical
operations. '

11. The control unit of computer contains electronic circuit.
12. Computers provide the processing speed essential to our fast-paced society.
13. Computers can store tremendous amounts of data.
14. A PC’s memory temporarily stores data and instructions;
15. Data stored on read-only memory (ROM) can be changed.
16. RAM is a group of integrated circuits that contain small electronic components that 

store binary Is and Os.
17. Accessing data from a hard disk drive takes from 8 to 16 milliseconds.

, 18. A storage device is used to store the data in the computer.
19. Floppy disks of S'/j” are used these days.
20. CD-ROMs are now used as media for computers.
21. CDs can be used as recording media too.
22. Keyboard has 100 keys.
23. Function keys are used in programming.
24. Numeric pad has other keys too besides the numeric ones.
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Compatr Apprtdatim25. Mouse is basically a, pointing device.
26- There are three basic types of Mouse: Mechanical Mouse; Optomechanical Mouse and 

Optical Mouse. '
27. Joystick cannot be used with computers. ,
28. A scanner reads text, photographs and graphics from paper which are then converted 

into bit patterns for processing, storage or output.
29- A digital camera can store many more pictures than an ordinary camera.
30. MICR is a technology related to the recording of information on document by means of 

magnetized ink characters.
31. A light pen does not contain light sensors.
32. Trackball is not a pointing-device.
33. Voice recognizers accept the spoken word through a microphone and convert them into 

binary code.
34. Monitor is like a TV and is used to display output,
35. There are two type of printers: Impact Printers and Non-impact Printers.
36. Dot matrix printers use hammers to print characters.
37. Line printer prints an entire line in a single operation without necessarily printing one 

character at a time
38. Laser printer does not use laser beam for printing.
39. Card Readers used cards made up of plastics.
40. Web cameras are used for sending and receiving pictures on the Internet.
41. Dumb terminals have only keyboard and monitors-
42. Smart terminals have microprocessors too.
43. Data can be stored on the micro films too.
44. Software is a program which cannot be seen.
45. Hardware and software are two types of computers.
46. You can see software but you cannot see hardware.
47. Application software helps us make our computer do book-keeping write letters and 

draw pictures- '
48. The floppy disk is a software, whereas a floppy drive is a hardware.

Short Questions with Answers
1. What is a computer?

Aim- So, we Can say that a computer is a machine, totally at the command o.f' the user, which 
can perform operations at a much higher speed than a human being.

2. Which were the first three generation of computers?
Ans. The first three computer generations are pinned to three technological developments:

1. vacuufh tube
2. transistor and
3. integrated circuit ,

3. What is an abacus? *
Ans. It is a rectangular wooden frame with rods and rounded moveable beads which are used 

for counting- It has 10 rods with 7 beads in each.
4. Which are the various types of computers?

Ans. Generally, computers can be divided into 3 types.
1. Analog Computers
2. Digital Computers
3. Hybrid Computers

5. Which are the. various classifications of computers?
Ans. If we classify the computers by their sizes, we would have the following classification.

• Super Computen
• Mainframe Computers

NOTES
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ImfoductimtoIT - • Super Mini Computers
• Mini Computers
• Micro Computers or Personal Computers

6. Which are the main parts of computer?
Ans. The main parts of computer are:

Monitor
Central Processing Unit 
Keyboard

7. WhicharethemainunitsofCPU?
Ans. CPU consists of 4 main units;

Primary Storage 
Arithmetic Logic Unit 
Control Unit 
Output Unit

8. What is a peripheral?
Ans. A peripheral is a piece of coniputer hardware that is added to a host computer in order to 

expand its abilities. More specifically, the term is used to describe those devices that 
are optional in nature, as opposed to hardware that is either demanded or always required 
in principle

NOTES

ANSWERS
Multiple Choice Questions

2. bI. a 3. c 4. a
5. c 6. a 7. b 

II. a 
15. b 
19. a 
23. c 
27. b 
31. a

8. c
9. a 

13. a 
17. c 
21. b •' 
25. b 
29. a

10. a 
14. a 
18. b 
22. b 
26. c 
30. b

12. a 
16. c 
20. c 
24. a 
28. a 
32. a .

Tme False Questions
1. F 2. T 3. T 4. F
5. T 6. T 7. T 8. T
9. T 10. T 

14. T 
18. T 
22. F 
26. T 
30. T 
34. T 

.38. F 
42. T 
46. F

11. T 
15. F 
19. F 
23. T 
27. F 
31. F 
35. T . 
39. F 
43. T 
47. T

12. T 
16. T 
20. T 
24. T 
28. T 
32. F 
36. T 
40. T 
44. T 
48. T

13. T 
17. T 
21. F 
25. T 
29. T 
33. T 
37. T 
41. T 
45. T
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Learning Objecdves
After going through this chapter, you should appreciate the following:

• Computer Networks
• Networking in Computers - -
• Introduction to LAN, WAN, MAN
• Network Topologies
• Basic Concepts in Computer Networks
• Introduction to GPRS
• Introduction to CDMA
• Introduction to GSM
• Introduction to FM Technologies



Introduction to IT
3.1 COMPUTER NETWORKS

When more than two computers are connected to each other and sharing information, 
resources and remote systems then this is called Networking.
Technical definitions:NOTES

.,tgi mL : -1)0^

3.1.1 deification of Computer Networks
3.1.1.1 Network Layer
In this computer networks follow the industry standards of OSI reference model 
and TCP/IP model. Where as OSI is of seven .layers and TCP/IP is defined in five 
layers.
3.LL2 Scale 

It can be classified as:
• Local area network (LAN)
• Campus area network (CAN)
• Metropolitan area network (MAN)
• Wide area network (WAN).
• Personal area network (PAN)

3.1.1.3 Connection Method
The connection methods available are:

• Ethernet
• Power line communication
• Wireless LAN
• HomePNA

3.1.1.4 Functional Relationship
This exists between the network elements:

• Peer-to-peer
• Client-server

3.1.1.5 Network Topology
It is a logical layouts of the network. Topologies are;

• Star network
• Ring network
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Data CommunicatUm 
and Networks• Bus network

• Tree network
• Star-bus network
• Mesh network

3.1.1.6 Services 

It provides following services:
• Wireless community network
• Server
• Storage area networks
• Process control networks
• Value-added network

3.1.1.7 Protocol
On network protocols are used as communication language. Several types of 
protocols are available:

• TCP/IP .
• Network IPX/SPX

f

\
\

NOTES
\

3.1^ lypes of Networks
Following is the list of the most common types of computer networks in order of 
scale.
3.1.2.1 Personal Area Network (PAN)
PAN is used for communication among the personal devices (intrapersonal 
communication), or for connecting to a higher level network and Internet. The reach 
of a PAN is typically a few meters.
A personal area network (PAN) is used for communication among computer devices. 
For example,

/j
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Introduction to IT • Telephones
• Personal digital assistants

Personal area networks may be wired with computer buses such as USB and 
FireWire. A wireless personal area network (WPAN) can also be made possible 
with network technologies such as IrDA and Bluetooth.
3.1.2.2 Local Area Network (IAN)
A network covering a small geographic area, like a home, office, or building. Current 
LANs are most likely to be based on Ethernet technology. The defining 
charatteristics of LANs, in contrast to WANs (wide area networks), include their 
much higher data transfer rates, smaller geographic range, and lack of a need for 
leased telecommunication lines.
3.L2.3 Campus Area Network (CAN)
A network that cormects two or more LANs but that is limited to a specific (possibly 
private) geographical area such as a college campus, industrial complex, or a military 

- base. A CAN, may be considered a type of MAN (metropolitan area network), but 
is generally limited to an area that is smaller than a typical MAN.
3.1.2.4 Metropolitan Area Network (MAN)
A network that connects two or more Local Area Networks or CANs together but 
does not extend beyond the boundaries of the immediate town, city, or metropolitan 
area. Multiple routers, switches & hubs are coimected to create a MAN
3.1.2.5 Wide Area Network (WAN)
A WAN is a data communications network that covers a relatively broad geographic 
area and that often uses transmission facilities .provided by common carriers, such 
as telephone companies. WAN technologies generally function at the lower three 
layers of the OSI reference model: the physical layer, die data link layer, arid the 
network layer.
3.1.2.6 Internetwork
Two or more networks or network segments connected using devices that operate 
at layer 3 (the ‘network’ layer) of the OSI Basic Reference Model, such as a router. 
Any interconnection among or between public, private, commercial, industrial, or 
go\ emme:^di networks may also be defined as an internetwork.
3.1.2.7 /Internet

A sp^fic internetwork, consisting of a worldwide interconnection of governmental, 
acad'emic, public, and private networks based upon the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency Network (ARPANET) developed by ARPA of the US. Department of 
Defense - also home to the World Wide Web (WWW) and referred to as the 
‘Internet' with a capital ‘I’ to distinguish it fiom other generic internetworks.
3.1.2.S Extranet
A network or internetwork that is limited in scope to a single organization or entity 
but which also has limited connections to the networks of one or more offier usually, 
but not'necessarily, trusted organizations or entities (e.g., a company’s customers 
may be p'rovided access to some part of its intranet thusly creating an extranet

NOTES

\
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while at the same time the customers may not be considered ‘trusted’ from a security 
standpoint). Technically, an extranet may also be categorized as a CAN, MAN, 
WAN, or other type of network, although, by definition, an extranet cannot consist 
of a single LAN, because an extranet must havcat least one conneaion with an 
outside network.

NOTES

If connected to the Internet, the intranet or extranet is normally protected from 
being accessed from the Internet without proper authorization. The Internet itself 
is not considered to be a part of the intranet or extranet, although the Internet may 
serve as a portal for access to portions of an extranet.

3.U Basic Hardware Components
All networks are made up of basic hardware building blocks to interconnect network 
nodes, such as Network Interface Cards (NICs), Bridges, Hubs, Switches, and 
Routers. In addition, some method of connecdi^ these building blocks is required, 
usually in the form of galvanic cable (most commonly Category 5 cable). Less 
common are microwave links (as in IEEE 802.11) or optical cable (“optical fiber").
3.2.3.1 Networt Interface Cards
A network card, network adapter or NIC (network interface card) is a piece of 

' computer hardware desisted to allow computers to communicate over a computer 
network. It provides physical access to a networking medium and provides a low- 
level addressing system through the use of MAC addresses. It allows users to 
coimea to each other either by using cables or wirelessly.
3.1.3.2 Bridges
A network bridge coimects multiple network segments at the data link layer (layer 
2) of the OSI model. Bridges are similar to repeaters.or network hubs, devices that 
cormect network segments at the physical layer, however a bridge works by using 
bridging where traffic &om one network is managed rather than simply rebroadcast 
to adjacent network segments.
3.1.3.3 Hubs
A hub is a piece of hardware which provides the connectivity of a segment of a 
network by directing traffic throxigh the network. It does this in a rudimentary way, 
it simply copies the data toyil of the Nodes connected| to the hub. Hubs are 
commonly used to connect sclents of a LAN. A hub contains multiple ports. 
When a packet arrives at one pfe, it is copied to the o±er ports so that all segments 
of the LAN can see all packem.
3.1.3.4 Switches
Switches are the device of networking that directs traffic to the correct node by 
filtering and forwarding packets between Nodes. Switches operate at the data link 
layer (layer 2) and sometimes the network layer (layer 3) of the OSI Reference 
Model and therefore support any packet protocol. LANs that use switches to join 
segments are called switched LANs or, in the case of Ethernet networks, switched 
Ethernet LANs. In a circuit-switched data network, a switch is used to create a 
virtual circut between the pairs of endpoints. This means that it creates a path to 
the destination node from the source node. Self Instructumal Material 63



hOnduaimtolT 3.1.3.5 Routers

Routers are the networking device that forwards data packets along networks by 
using headers and forwarding tables to determine the best path to forward the 
packets. Routers also provide interconnectivity between like and unlike devices on 
the network. This is accomplished by examining the Header of a data packet. They 
use protocols such as ICMP to communicate with each other and configure the best 
route between any two hosts. A router is conirected to at least two networks, 
commonly two LANs or WANs or a LAN and its ISP’s network.

\
NOTES1

' -Ta,Mi i

3.1.4 Building a Simple Computer Ne;twork
A simple computer network may be constructed from two computers by adding a 
network adapter (Network Interface Contr oller (NIC)) to each computer and then 
connecting them together with a special cable called a crossover cable. This type 
of network is useful for transferring infc»rmation between two computers that are 
not normally connected to each other by a permanent network coimection or for 
basic home networking applications. Alternatively, a network between two 
computers can be established without dedicated extra hardware by using a standard 
connection such as the RS-232 serial, port on both computers, connecting them to 
each other via a special crossiinked null modem cable.
Practical networks generally consist of more than two interconnected computers 
and generally require special devices in addition to the Netwoik Interface Controller 
that each computer needs to be equipped with. Examples of some of these special 
devices are hubs, switches and routers.

3.2 NETWORKING IN COMPUTERS\

One other important benefit of layering is that it makes it possible for technologies 
defined by different groups to interoperate. For this to be possible, it is necessary 
for everyone to agree on how layers v/ill be defined and used. The most common 
tool for this purpose is a networking model. The model describes what the different 
layers are in the network, what each is responsible for doing, and how they interact. 
A universally-accepted model ensures that everyone is on the same page when 
creating hardware and software.

Iftym.-1'

These range from the Physical Layer (layer one) at the bottom, which is responsible 
for low-level signaling, to the Application Layer (layer seven) at the top, where 
application software is implemented. Understanding the OSI model is essential to 
understanding networking as a whole. I explain models and layers in more detail, as ’ 
well as providing a complete description of the OSI Reference Model, in its own 
dedicated section.
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Qosely related to the concept of a model is that of an architecture. An architecture 
is essentially a set of rules that describes the function of some portion of the 
hardware and software that constitute a stack of layers. Such a rule-set usually 
takes the form of a specification or standard that describes how equipment and 
programs using the technology must behave. A networking architecture is deseed 
to implement the functions associated with a particular contiguous set of layers of 
the OSI Reference Model, either formally or informally.
Here, we are, interested in the TCP/IP protocol suite, which runs the Internet, and 
a complex set of technologies that spans many layers of the OSI model. It is by 
examining the various components of TCP/IP and how they implement different 
OSI model layeis that we will really learn how TCP/IP works. For starters, the 
name of the suite, TCP/IP, comes from the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), 
which operates at layer four of the OSI model, and the Internet Protocol (IP) that 
runs at OSI model layer three. IP provides services to layer four and uses services 
of layer two below it. TCP uses IP’s functions and provides functions to the layers 
above it.

NOTES

3.3 INTRODUCTION TO LAN, WAN, MAN

A LAN (local area network) is a group of computers and network devices connected 
together, usually within the same building. By definition, the connections must be 
high speed and relatively inexpensive (e.g., token ring or Ethernet). Most Indiana 
University Bloomington departments are on LANs.
A MAN (metropolitan area network) is a larger network that usually spans several 
buildings in the same city or town. The TUB network is an example of a MAN.
A WAN (wide area network), in comparison to a MAN, is not restricted to a 
geographical location, although it might be confined within the bounds of a state or 
country. A WAN connects several LANs, and may be limited to an enterprise (a 
corporation or an organization) or accessible to the public. The technology is high 
speed and relatively expensive. The Internet is an example of a worldwide public 
WAN.

3.3.1 Local Area Network or LAN
A local area network (LAN) is two or more computers directly linked within a small 
well-defined area such as a room, building, or group of closely placed buildings. A 
LAN may be made up of only microcomputers or any combination of miCTOcomputers 
and large systems. A LAN usually consists of the following;

1. Two or more computers
2. Peripheral devices such as printers and hard-disk drives
3. Software to control the operation of the computers or other devices connected 

to the LAN
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IntroduaUmtoIT 4. Special cables, usually coaxial or fibre optic, to connect the computers and 
other devices

5. A plug-in board to handle the data transmissions.
Some computers require that all the computers be of a certain brand, while others 
allow a variety of brands to be connected. The number of computers in a LAN 
varies from smaller LANs that typically connect 2 to 25 computers, to large LANs 
that can connect as many as 10,000 computers.
The length of the cable connecting a computer to a LAN also varies depending on 
the LAN. Most LANs allow cables of ateut 1,000 feet, but some allow cables of 
several miles to be used. The data transfer speeds range from several thousand 
bits per second to around 10 million bits per second.

NOTES

•
t'4

Some programs allow die user of more than on operating system; others allow only 
one. On some LANs file access is limited to one user at a time; on others, more 
than one user can access a file simultaneously.
3.3.1.1 Hardware for LAN
The following are the major hardware components/devices for establishing LAN:

1. Transmission Channel
2. Network Interface Unit or NIU
3. Servers
4. Workstations

3.3.1.2 Server and Workstations

One of the major benefits of implementation of LAN is sharing expensive resources 
such as storage devices, printers, etc. This is achieved thiou^ providing servers 
on the LAN. It is dedicated computer that controls one or more resources. This 
contains both hardwye and software interface for LAN. Three m^or categories of 
services used in LANs are:

1. File Server
2. Printer Server
3. Modem Server

In netwoiidng, file server is used to share storage for files. Besides providing storage 
space for files in a LAN environment, it is used for taking periodical backup, and 
also to provide gateway to other servers with and between LANs. Similarly printer 
server is used to handle printing works of all workstation connected in the network. 
In LAN environment also modem is required to get cohnected to other network or 
simply to use a telephone. A modem server is used to share this expeiisive resource 
by all connected workstations in a network ring.
3.3.1.3 Software for LAN
LAN operating system is required to operate on the LAN system. It has basically 
two aspects:
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1. Server Software
2. Workstation Software 

LAN operating system facilitates ;
1. Sharing of expensive resources, e.g., printer, storage space, etc.
2. Security for data
3. Connection to other network

There are various types of LAN operating system. Some popular LAN operating 
systems are r

Data CommumcatiM 
and Nmvorks

NOTES

— Novel Netware
— Ethernet ^
— Corvus
— ArcNet
— LAN Server
— Omni- Net
— PC Net
— ffiM PC LAN
— Etherlink Hus, etc.
3.3.1.4 Features of Local Area Networks

• Typically connects computer in a single building or campus.
• Developed in 1970s.
• Medium : optical fibres, coaxial cables, twisted pair, wireless.
• Low latency (except in high traffic periods).
• High speed networks (0i2 to 100 Mb/sec).
• Speeds adequate for most distributed systems
• Problems : Multi media based applications
• Typically buses or rings.
• Ethernet, Token Ring

33.2 Wide Area Networks or WAN
A wide area network is two or more computers that are geographically dispersed, 
linked by communication facilities such as telephone system or microwave relays. 
This type of network is usually limited to use by large corporations and government 
agencies because of the high cost involved in building and maintaining them.

The main difference between a WAN and LAN is under the complete control of
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IniroduaiontoIT the owner, whereas the WAN needs the involvement of another authority like telecom 
department. LANs are successful and capable of handling very high data transfer 
rates at low cost because of the small area covered. Besides LANs have a lower 
error rate than WANs.
3.3.2.1 Hardware Requirements for WAN
There are mainly 4 hardware devices which are required to establish linkage between 
geographically separated computers. These are:

1. Bridges
2. Routers
3. Gateways
4. X.25 Standard Interface 

These are explained below.
Bridges: These are used to coimect two LANs that use the identical protocols over 
a wide area. The bridge acts as an address filter which picks up packets from one 
LAN that are intended for a destination on another LAN and passes these packets 
on the network. The amount of processing required at the bridge is minimal because 
all the devices use the same protocols. In case the distance between two LANs is 
very large then the user is required to employ two identical bridges at either end of 
the communication link.
Rooters: It is a special type of device that can be used to connect networks that 
may not be similar. Such type of devices provide connectivity between two LANs 
and two WANs over large geographical distances. These devices operate at the 
Network Layer of the OSI model. These devices participate in a routing protocol 
to access the network topology, and on the basis of this information routers compute 
the best route from a sender to the receiver.
Gateways: These are used to connect two dissimilar LANs, The terms Gateways 
and Routers are used interchangeably, though,there is discriminating difference 
between the two, A router operates at the network layer whereas a gateway operates 
on the application layer of the OSI model. A gateway is required to convert data 
packets from one protocol format to another before forwarding it, as it connect 
two dissimilar networks.
X.25 Standard Interface: X.25 is a protocol for interfacing to a Public Packet 
Switched Network. It is not a protocol used for implementing a network. Two systems 
that support X.25 can't necessarily be connected back-to-back. They can only be 
connected through a DCE in a Public Packet Switched. Internafional Telegraph and 
Telephone Consultative Committee (ITTGC) developed X.25 as the standard 
interface between the Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) and Data Circuit Terminating 
Equipment (DCTE). This recommendation has been widely accepted as the industry 
standard for public packet switched networks.
3.3.2.2 Types of Wide Area Networks 

There are mainly two. types of WAN:
Public Networks: These are those networks which are installed and run by the 
telecommunication authorities and are made available to any organization or 
individual who go for their subscription.

NOTES
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Private Networks: The basic technique used in all forms of private WAN is to use 
private circuits to link the locations to be served by the network. Between these * 
fixed points the owner of the network has complete freedom to use the circuits in 
any way they want. They can use the circuits to carry large quantities of data or for 
high speed transmissions. Private wide are? networks can be built using whatever 
standard technology is available.
33.23 Features of Wide Area Networks

• Developed in 1960s.
• Generally covers large distances (states, countries, continents).
• Medium : communication circuits conneaed by routers.

'• Routers forwards packets from one to another following a route from the 
sender to the receiver. Store-and-Forward

• Hosts are typically connected (or close to) the routen.
• Typical latencies ; 100ms - 500ms.
• Problems with delays if using satellites.
• Typical speed : 20 - 2000 Kbits/s.
• Not (yet) suitable for distributed computing.
• New standards are changing the landscape.

3.3.3 Metropolitan Area Network or MAN
It is a larger network that usually spans several buildings in the same city or town. 
The lUB network is an example of a MAN.
333.1 Features of Metropolitan Area Networks

• Generally covers towns and cities (50 kms)
• Developed in 1980s.
• Medium : optical fibres, cables.
• Data rates adequate for distributed computing applications.
• A typical standard is DQDB (Distributed Queue Dual Bus).
• Typical latencies ; < 1 msec.
• Message routing is fast.

Data Communication 
and Networks

NOTES

3.4 NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

Network topology is the study of the arrangement or mapping of the elements (links, 
nodes, etc.) of a nhwork, especially the physical (real) and logical (virtual) 
interconnections between nodes. A local area network is one example of a network 
that exhibits both a physical and a logical topology. Any given node in the LAN will 
have one or more links to one or more other nodes in the network and the mapping of 
these links and nodes onto a graph results in a geometrical shape that determines 
the physical topology of the network. Likewise, the mapping of the flow of data 
between the nodes in the network determines the logical topology of the network. It Self Instructional Material 69
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STUDENT ACTIVITy 3.1

1. What do you understand by Networics?

1

fI

2. Which are the various hardware components required for networking?

s
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3. Describe the various types of networking. DauiCommutiiaaion
mdNaworks

\\

4. Describe Networking Architecture.

i
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Imroduction to IT is important to note that the physical and logical topologies might be identical in 
- any particular network but they also may be different-

Any particular network topology is determined only by the graphical mapping of 
the configuration of physical and/or logical connections between nodes • Network 
Topology is, therefore, technically a part of graph theory. Distances between nodes, 
physical interconnections, transmission rates, and/or signal types may differ in two 
networks and yet their topologies may be identical.
The arrangement or mapping of the elements of a network gives rise to certain 
basic topologies which may then be combined to form more complex topologies 
(hybrid topologies). The most common of these basic types of topologies are:

• Bus (Linear, Linear Bus)
• Star
•Ring

\ ' • Mesh
• Tree
• Hybrid

3.4.1 The Bus Topology
In this case all the server/nodes share a common bus of connecting cables. Every 
computer can communicate directly with every other computer or device in the 
network. Each node is given an address. To access a particular, a user just needs to 
know its address. This topology is frequently used with local area networks. Going 
through a hierarchy of nodes is not necessary.
3.4.1. J Advantages of the Bus Network

1. Short cable length and simple wiring layoat: Because (here is a single 
common data path conneaing all nodes, the bus topology allows a very 
short cable length to be used. This decreases the installation cost and also 
leads to a simple, easy to maintain, wiring layout.

2. Resilient architecture: The bus architecture has an inherent simplicity that 
makes it very reliable from a hardware point of view. There is a single 
cable through which al! data passes and to which all nodes are connected.

3. East to extend: Additional nodes can be connected to an existing bus network 
at any point along its length. More extensive additions can be achieved by 
adding extra segments conneaed by a type of signal amplifier known as a 
repeater.

3.4.1.2 Disadvantages of the Bus Network
1. Fault diagnosis is difficult: Although the simplicity of the bus topology 

means that there is very little that can go wrong, fault detention is riot a 
simple matter. In most LANs based on a bus, control of the network is not 
centralized in any particular node. This means that detection of a fault may 
be performed from many points in the network.

2. Fault isolation is difficult: In the star topology, a defective node can easily 
be isolated from the network by removing its connection at the center. If a

NOTES
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node is faulty on a bus, it must be rectified at the point where the node is 
connected to the network. Once the fault has been located the node can 
simply be removed. In the case where the fault is the network medium 
itself, an entire segment of the bus must be disconnected.

3. Repeater configntation: When a bus-type network has its backbone extended 
using repeaters, reconfiguration may be necessary. This may involve taUorii^ 
cable lengths, adjusting terminators, etc.

4. Nodes must be intelligent! Each node on the network is directly connected 
to the central bus. This means that some way of deciding who can use the 
network at any given time must be performed in each node. It tends to 
increase the cost of the nodes irrespective of whether this is performed in 
hardware of software..

Linear Bus: The type of network topology in which all of the nodes of the network 
are connected to a common transmission medium which has exactly two endpoints 
(this is the ‘bus’, which is also commonly referred to as the backbone, or trunk) - all 
data that is transmitted between nodes in the network is transmitted over this comihon 
transmission medium and is able to be received by all nodes in the network virtually 
simultaneously (disregarding propagation delays).

' The two endpoints of the common transmission medium are normally terminated 
with a device called a terminator that exhibits the characteristic impedance of the 
transmission medium and which dissipates or absorbs the energy that remains in 
the signal to prevent the signal from being reflected or propagated back onto the 
transmission mediurh in the opposite direction, which would cause interference with 
and degradation of the signals on the transmission medium.
Disbibuted Bos: The type of network topology in which all of the nodes of the 
network are connected to a common transmission medium which has more than two 
endpoints that are created by adding branches to the main section of the transmission 
medium - the physical distributed bus topology functions in exactly the same fashion 
as the physical linear bus topology (i.e., all nodes share a common transmission 
medium).

.1. All of the endpoints of the common transmission medium are normally 
terminated with a device called a ‘terminator’ (see the note under linear bus).
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2. The physical linear bus topology is sometimes considered to be a special 
case of the physical distributed bus topology - i.e,, a distributed bus with no 
branching segments.

3. The physical distributed bus topology is sometimes incorrectly referred to 
as a physical tree topology - however, although the physical distributed bus 
topology resembles the physical tree topology, it differs from the physical 
tree topology in that there is no central node to which any other nodes are 
connected, since this hierarchical functionality is replaced by the common 
bus.

3.4.2 The Star Topolo^
In this case all the computers and the main server form a star like shape. All the 
computers are connected to a single main host. All communication first goes dirough 
the centralized computer aUowing it to control the operation, work load, and resource 
allocation of the other computers in the network.
For example, a bank with branch offices would typically use a ^r network to control 
and coordinate those branches. The advantage is relative simplicity, but a problem 
exists with the single-point vulnerability of the network. If the central computer 
breaks down, none of the other computers can communicate with each other.
3.4.2. J Advantages of the Star Network

1. Ease of service: The star topology has a number of concentration points, 
i.e. at the central node or at intermediate wiring closets; These provide 
easy access for service of reconfiguration of the network.

2. One device per connecdori: Connection points in any network are inherently 
prone to failure. In the star topology, failure of a single connection typically 
involves disconnecting one node from an otherwise fully functional network.

3. Centralized control/ problem diagimsis: The fact that the central node is 
conneaed directly to every other no^ in the network means that faults are 
easily detected and isolated. It is a simple matter to disconnect failing 
nodes from the system.

4. Simple acce^ protocols: Any given connection is a star network involves 
only the central node and one peripheral node. In this situation, contention 
for who has control of the medium for transmission purposes is easily solved. 
Titus in a star network, access protocols are very simple.

3.4.2.2 Disadvantages of the ^ar Network
1. Long cable length: Because each node is directly connected to the center, 

the star topology necessitates a large quantity of cable. While the cost of 
the cable is often small, congestion in cable duas and maintenance and 
installation problems can increase costs considerably.

2. Difficult to expand: The addition of a new node to a star network involves 
a connection all the way to the central node. Expansion is usually catered 
for by providing large numbers of redundant cables during the initial wiring. 
-However, problems can arise if a longer cable length is needed or an . 
unanticipated concentration of nodes is required.

3. Central node dependency: If the central node in a star network fails, the
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eaitire network is rendered inoperable. This introduces heavy reliability and 
redundancy constraints on this node.

Extended Stan A type of network topology in which a network that is based upon 
the physical star topology has one or more repeaters between the central node (the 
‘hub’ of the star) and the peripheral or ‘spoke’ nodes, the repeaters being used to 
extend the maximum transmission distance of the point-to-point links between the 
central node and the peripheral nodes beyond that which is supported by the 
transmitter power of the central node or beyond that which is supported by the 
standard upon which the physical layer of the physical star network is based.
If the repeaters in a network tihat is based upon the physical extended star topology 
are replaced with hubs or switches, then a hybrid network topology is created that 
is referred to as a physical hierarchical star topology, although some texts make no 
distinction between the two topologies. '
Distributed Star: A type of network topology that is composed of individual 
networks that are based upon the physical star topology connected together in a 
linear fashion' - i.e., ‘daisy-chained’. - with no central or top level coimection point 
(e.g., two or more ‘stacked’ hubs, along with their associated star connected nodes 
or‘spokes’).

3.4 J The Ring Topolt^
As the name suggests all the server/nodes are joined together to form a rii^. There 
is no central server in this case. A ring'may beunidirectional or bi-directional. A 
unidirectional ring moves data in one direction only; a bi-directional ring moves 
data in both directions, but only one direction at a time. In a unidirectional ring, if 
one computer breaks down, special software is required to keep the network 
functional. When one node malfunction in a bi-directional ring, a message can usually 
be sent in the opposite direction still allowing the node to communicate with all the 
other active nodes in the network.
3.4.3.I Advantages of the Ring Network

1. Short cable length: the amount of cabling involved in a ring topology is 
comparable to that of a bus and is small relative to that of a star. This 
means that less connections will be needed, which will in turn increase 
network reliability. \
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2. No wiring closet space required: Since there is only one cable connecting 
each node to its immediate neighbours, it is not necessary to allocate space 
in the building for wiring closets.

3. Suitable for optical fibers: Optical fibers offer the possibility of very high 
speed transmission. Because traffic on a ring travels in one direction, it is 
easy to use optical fibers as a medium of transmission. Also, since a rii^ is 
made up of nodes connected by short segments of transmission iriedium, 
there is a possibility of mixing the types used for different parts of the 
network. Thus, a manufacturing company’s network could use copper cables 
in the office area and optical fibers in the factory areas, where electrical 
interference may be a problem.

3.43.2 Disadvantages of the Ring Network
1. .Node failure causes network failure: the transmission of data on a ring 

goes through every coimected node on the ring before returning to the sender. 
If one node fails to pass data through itself, the entire network has failed 
and no traffic can flow until the defeaive node has been removed from the 
ring.

2. Difficult to diagnose faults: The fact that failure of one node will affect all 
other has serious implications for fault diagnosis. It may be necessary to 
examine a series of adjacent nodes to determine the faulty one. This 
operation may also require diagnostic facilities to be built into each node.

3. Network reconfiguration is difficult: The all or nothing nature of the ring 
topology can cause problems when one decides to extend or modify the 
geographical scope of the network. It is not possible to shut down a small 
section of the ring while keeping the majority of it working normally.

4. Topology affects the access protocol: Each node on a ring has a 
responsibility to pass on data that it receives. This means that the access 
protocol must take this into account. Before a node can transmit its own 
data, it must ensure that the medium is available for use.

Dual-ring: The type of network topology in which each of the nodes of the network 
is connected to two other nodes in the network, with two coimections to each of
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these nodes, and with the first and last nodes being connected to each other with 
two connections, forming a double ring - the data flows in opposite directions around 
the two rings, although, generally, only one of the rings carries data during normal 
operation, and the two rings are independent unless there is a failure or break in one 
of the rings, at which time the two rings are joined (by the stations on either side of 
the fault) to enable the flow of data to continue using a segment of the second ring 
to bypass the fault in the primary ring. •

NOTES

3.4.4 The Mesh Topology
A network topology featuring a direct path between two nodes. The backbone of 
this topology looks like this, where most major cities have a direct connection to 
most major cities.
3.4.4.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Mesh Network

1. Units affected by media failure: Mesh topologies resist media failtue better 
than other topologies.
Implementations that include more than two devices will always have multiple . 
paths to send signals from one device to another. If one path fails, the 
transmission signals can be routed eiround the failed link. Theoretically, no 
units are affected by media failure.
However, if all paths normally use the maximum capacity of each link, 
some performance degradation will occur are signals are routed around a 
failed link.

2. Ease of installation: Mesh networks are relatively difficult to install because 
each device must be linked directly to all other devices. As the number of 
devices increases, the difficulty of installation increases geometrically.

3. Ease of troubleshooting: Mesh topologies are easy to troubleshoot because 
each medium link is independent of all others. You can easily identify faults 
and can isolate the affected link.

4. Ease of reconfiguration: Mesh topologies are difficult to reconfigure for 
the same reasons that they are difficult to install.
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temAKrKmtofT 3.4.5 The Tree Topolt^
From a purely topological viewpoint, this network resembles a interconnection of 
star networks. Individual peripheral nodes must transmit to and receive from one 
other node only, toward a central node. An advantage of a tree structure is that 
functional groupings can be created. ,
For example, one branch could contain all the general ledger terminals, another 
branch all the accounts receivable terminals, and so on. If one branch stops 
functioning, the other branches in a tree network are not tiffected. However, data 
movement through this network can be slow.
3.4.5.1 Advantages of the Tree Network

1. Easy to extend: Because the ttee is of its very nature, divided into subunits, 
it is easier to add new nodes or branches to it.

2. Fault isolation: It is possible to disconnect whole branches of the network 
from the main structure. This makes it easier to isolate a defective node.

3.4.5.2 Disadvantages of the TYee Network
1. Dependant on flie root: If the “headend” device fails to operate, the entire 

network is rendered inoperable. In this respect, the tree suffers from the 
same reliability problems as the star.

NOTES
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A combination of two or more network topologies. The resultant is a hybrid network.
Although the backbone is mostly a mesh network, each local loop is a star network
v/ith the central office at each hub.
3.4.6. J Advantages of the Hybrid Network

1. Fault diagnoses and isolation: The presence of concentration points in Ihe 
network greatly eases fault diagnosis. If a fault is detected^ on the network, 
the initial problems to find out which concentration point in the ring is to 
blame. The fact that this ring is quite small in relation^to the total size of

. the network makes this problem more manageable. The offending 
concentration point can be isolated easily, leaving/tiie network in a fully 
functional state while further fault diagnosis is carried out.

/
2. Ease of expansion: The modular construction of a star-ring network means 

that new sections may be easily added. When designing the network 
originally, each concentration can have extra, unused lobes which can be 
called upon later, if needed. The next gro,wth step involved adding a new 
concentration point and wiring it into the ring.

' 3. CabUi^: The concentration points in a^star-ring are connected via a single / 
cable. This simplifies wiririg between^eas in an installation and cuts down /, 
on the congestion of cable ducts. ^Alsb, the wiring practices involved are/ 
very similar to that of telephone s^^tem installation. These techniques are 
well understood by building engineers and lend themselves well to the 
prewiring of buildings.

3.4.6.2 Disadvantages of the Hybrid Network
1. Intelligent concentration points required: Depending on tire implementation 

used, thb concentration points may need to have built-in intelligence/ 
processing ability. This will be necessary if it is to assist in network fault 
diagnosis, node isolation or conversion from one form of transmission medium 
to another.

2. Cabling: The intercloset cabling in a star ring is critical to its operation. 
This may mean that redimdant cabling in the form of one or more back up
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1. What are Topologies?

2. Write short note on LAN.
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3. • Write short note on WAN. Data CommunkatioH 
amlNetwotks

4. Describe Star topology.
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IfttmJuaiiolivTT rings may be necessary to meet reliability requirements. The largest section 
of the network (i.e. between the concentration points and the nodes) is laid ^ 
out in a star. This means that a considerable amount of cable may be 
required.

NOTES 3.5 BASIC CONCEPTS IN COMPUTER NETWORKS

Networking provides a lot of services. In fact, Internet is part of the services which 
are offered by networking. It would not have been possible to have Internet without 
networidhg. This is why Internet is called Network of Networks. Here are few of the 
services provided by networking.

3.5.1 Full-Duplex vs. Half-Duplex Communicatioiis
All network communications (including LAN and.WAN communications) can be 
categorized as half-duplex or full-duplex. With half-duplex, communications happen 
in both directions, but in only one direction at a time. When two computers 
communicate using half-duplex, one computer sends a.signal and the other receives; 
then they switch sending and receiving roles. Chances are that you are familiar with 
half-duplex communications. If you ever use a CB radio, you are communicating 
via half-duplex: One person talks, and then the other person listens.

\

Full-duplex, on the other hand, allows communication in both directions 
simulteneously. Both stations can send and receive signals at the same time. Full- 
duplex communications are similar to a telephone call, in which both people can 
talk simultaneously.

3.5.2 Host, Workstation, and Server
You need a good understanding of the three primary components of a network: 
workstations, servers, and hosts. Each one of these itejns can be found on-most 
networks.
3.5.2.1 Understanding Workstations
In the classic sense, a workstation is a powerful computer used for drafting or other 
math-intensive applications. The term is also applied to a computer that has multiple 
central processing units (CPUs) available to users.- In the network environment, the 
term workstation normally refers to any computer connected to the network that is 
used by an individual to do work. Workstation can also refer to software, as in 
Windows NT Workstation.

Workstations can be clients, but not all clients are workstations. For example, a 
printer can request resources from the network, but it is a client, not a workstation.
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3.5,2.2 Understanding Server
In the truest sense, a smw does exactly what the name implies; It provides resources 
to the clients on the network (“serves" them, in other words). Servers are typically 
powerful computers that run the software that controls and maintains the network. 
This software is known as the network operating system. Servers are often specialized 
for a single purpose. This is not to say that a single server can’t do many jobs, but, 
niore often than not, you’ll get better performance if you dedicate a server to a 

, single task. Here are some examples of servers that are dedicated to a single task:
File Server Holds and. distributes files.
Print Server Controls and manges one or more printers for the network.

• Proxy Server Performs a function on behalf of other computers (proxy meairs “on 
behalf of”).
Ai^Iication Server Hosts a network application.
Web Server Holds and delivers web pages and other web content using the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
Mail Server Hosts and delivers e-mail. It’s the electronic equivalent of a post 
office'.
Fax Server Sends and receives faxes (via a special fax board) for the entire network 
without the need for paper.
Remote Access Server Hosts modems for inbound requests to connect to the network. 
Rembte access servers provide remote users (working at home or on the road) with 
a connection to the network.
Telephony Server Functions as a “smart” answering machine for the network. It can 
also perform call center and call-routing functions.
Notice that each server type’s name consists of the type of service the server 
provides (remote access, for example) follov.'ed by the word “server,” which, as 
you remember, means to serve.
Regardless of the specific role (or roles) these servers play, they should all have 
the following in common:

• Hardware and/or software for data integrity (such as backup hardware and 
software)

• The capability to support a large number of clients
Physical resources, such as hard-drive space and memory, must be greater in a 
server than in a workstation because the sender needs to provide services to many 
clients. Also, a server should be located in a physically secure area.
3.5.ZS Understanding Hosts
The term host is most commonly used when discussing TCP/IP related services 
and functions. A host, in TCP/IP terms, is any network device that has a TCP/IP 
network address. Workstations, servers, and any other network device (as long as 
it has TCP/IP addresses) can all be considered hosts. In conversation, you may 
also hear the word "host" used to describe any minicomputer or server.

Data Communication 
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IntToductienterr 3.5J Peer-to-Peer vs. Client/Server Architecture
The purpose of networking is to share resources. How this is accomplished depends 
on the architecture of the network operating system software. The two most common 
network types are peer-to-peer and client/server.
If you were to look at an illustration of a group of computers in a LAN, it would be 
impossible to determine if the network was a peer-to-peer or a client/server 
environment. Even a videotape of this same LAN during a typical workday would 
reveal few clues as to whether it is peer-to-peer or client/server. Yet, the differences 
are huge. Since you can't see the differences, you might guess correctly that they 
are not physical but logical.
3.5.3.1 Peer-to-Peer Network
In peer-to-peer networks, the connected computers have no centralized authority. From 
an authority viewpoint, all of these computers are equal. In other words, they are 
peers. If a user of one computer wants access to a resource on another computer, 
the security check for access rights is the responsibility of the computer holding 
the resource.
Each computer in a peer-to-peer network can be both a client that requests resources 
and a server that provides resources. This is a great arrangement, provided the 
following conditions are met: \

• Each user is responsible for local backup,
• Security considerations are minimal.
• A limited number of computers are involved.

Netwoiks that run Windows 95/98 as their network operating system or networks 
using Windows NT in a workgroup are considered peer-topeer networks. Peer-to- 
peer networks present some challenges. For example, backing up company data 
becomes an iffy proposition. Also, it can be difficult to remember where you stored 
a file. Finally, because security is not centralized, users and passwords must be/^ 
maintained separately on each machine, Passwords may be different for the saihe 
users on different machines.
3.5.3.2 ClienUServer Network

NOTES

In contrast to a peer-to-peer network, a dient/server network uses a network operating 
system designed to manage the entire network from a centralized point, which is 
the server. Clients make requests of the server, and the server responds with the 
information or access to a resource. Client/server networks have some definite 
advantages over peer-to-peer networks. For one thing, the network is much more 
organized. It is easier to find files and resources because they are stored on the 
server. Also, client/server networks generally have much tighter security.

' AttioefMamo and passworib tut stored ia ike some datebox (oh ^urvoe), 
cad iadMduoi asen cmH use the server as a woHtaUiioo. •i r

Finally, client/server networks have better performance and can scale almost 
infinitely. It is not uncommon to sec client/server netwoiks with tens of thousands 
of workstations. Note that the server now holds the database of user accounts, 
passwords, and access rights.
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3.5.4 Network Attached Storage
The most common type of server found on networks is the file servCT. File servers 
are typically the most accessed servers as well.-storirig files for all the users on the 
network. Traditionally, these servers are just computers, running a special network 
operating system that allows files and programs to be shared. Additionally, these 
servers cost several thousand dollars.
In the last few years, however, it has become very attractive to network 
administrators to replace these file servers with a new breed of device known as 
network attached storage. Network attached storage, such as the Quantum SNAP! 
Server, is basically a small network device, or “black box,” with a network card 
and a large hard disk.

NOTES

The major reason these devices are so attractive'to network administrators is that 
they are very inexpensive compared to traditional file servers. For example, a typical 
Pentium H Server with 256MB of RAM might cost a few thousand dollars. On the 
other hand, a 20GB network attached storage device might cost only a few hundred 
dolla.*s.
Another advantage to these'devices is that they are very easy to administrate. 
Usually, security and access are set up by connecting to the device with a web 
browser and msfiong changes using a web interface.
The final advantage to these devices is their ease and speed of setup. It would take 
most network technicians about three hours to add another server to a network. 
Quantum, however, expresses setup times for its network attached storage devices 
in minutes and seconds. Basically, all an administrator has to do is plug in the power, 
plug in the network cable, turn the device on, and set up security and access, and 
the device will be ready to use.

3.6 INTRODUCTION TO GPRS

General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is a Mobile Data Service available to users 
of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and IS-136 mobile phones. 
GPRS data transfer is typically charged per megabyte of transferred data, while 
data communication via traditional circuit switching is billed per minute of 
connection time, independent of whether the user has actually transferred data or 
has been in an idle state. GPRS can be used for services such as Wireless Application 
Protocol (WAP) access. Short Message Service (SMS), Multimedia Messaging 
Service (MMS), and for Internet commtmication services such as email and World 
Wide Web access.
2G cellular systems combined with GPRS is often described as.”2.5G", that is, a 
technology between the second (2G) and third (3G) generations of mobile telephony. 
It provides moderate speed data transfer, by using unused Time division multiple 
access (TDMA) channels in for example the GSM system. Originally there was 
some thought to extend GPRS to cover other standards, but instead those networks 
are being converted to use the GSM standard, so that GSM is the only kind of
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Introduction to IT network where GPRS is in use. GPRS is integrated into GSM Release 97 and newer 
releases. It was originally standardized by European Telecommunications Standards 
Institute (ETSI), but no^ by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

3.6.1 Basics of GPRS
GPRS is packet-switched, which means that multiple users share the same 
transmission channel, only transmitting when they have data to send. Thus the total 
available bandwidth can be immediately dedicated to those users who are actually 
sending at any given moment, providing higher use where users only send or receive 
data intermittently, Web browsing, receiving e-mails as they arrive and instant 
messaging are examples of uses that require intermittent data transfers, which - 
benefit from sharing the available bandwidth. By contrast, in the older Circuit 
Switched Data (CSD) standard included in GSM standards, a connection establishes 
a circuit, and reserves the full bandwidth of that circuit during the lifetime of the 
connection.
Usually, GPRS data are billed per kilobyte of information transceived, while circuit- 
switched data connections are billed per second. The latter is because even when 
no data are being transferred, the bandwidth is unavailable to other potential users.
The multiple access methods used in GSM with GPRS are based-on frequency 
division duplex (FDD) and FDMA. During a session, a user is assigned to one pair 
of up-link and down-link fiequency channels. This is combined with time domain ’ 
statistical multiplexing, i.e. packet mode communication, which makes it possible 
for several users to share the same frequency channel. The packets have constant 
length, corresjxjnding to a GSM time slot. The down-link uses first-come first- 
served packet scheduling, while the up-link uses a scheme very similar to reservation 
ALOHA. This means that slotted Aloha (S-ALOHA) is used for reservation 
inquiries during a contention phase, and.then the actual data is transferred using 
dynamic TDMA with first-come first-served scheduling.
GPRS originally supported Internet Protocol (IP), Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) and 
X.25 connections. The last has been typically used for applications like wireless 
payment terminals, although it has been removed as from the standard. X.25 can 
still be supported over PPP, or even over IP, but doing this requires either a rout^ to 
do encapsulation or intelligence built into the end terminal. In practice, mainly IPv4 
is used. PPP is often not supported by the mobile phone operator, while IPv6 is not. 
yet popular..

NOTES

3.7 INTRODUCTION TO CDMA

Code division multiple access (CDMA) is a form of multiplexing and a method of 
" multiple access that divides up a radio channel not by time (as in time division 

multiple access), nor by frequency (as in frequency-division multiple access), but 
instead by using different pseudo-random code sequences for each user. CDMA is 
a form of "spread-spectrum" signaling, since the modulated coded signal has a 
much higher bandwidth than the data being communicated.
As a CTude analogy to the CDMA scheme, imagine a large room (channel) containing 
many people wishing to communicate amongst each other. Possible mechanisms 
for avoiding confusion include having only one person speak at a time (time division).
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having people speak at different pitches (frequency division), or in different directions 
(spatial division). The CDMA approach is, by contrast, to have them speak different 
languages to each other. Groups of people speaking the same language can 
understand each other, but not any of the other groups. Similarly in CDMA, each 
group of users is given a shared code. 'Hiere are many codes occupying the same 
charmel, but only the users associated with a particular code can understand each 
other.
CDMA also refers to distal cellular telephony systems that make use of this multiple 
access scheme, such as those pioneered by QUALCOMM, and W-CDMA by the 
International Tblecommunicatioo Union or ITU.

NOTES
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3.7.1 Usage in Mobile Telephony
A number of different terms are used to refer to CDMA implementations. The 
original US. standard defined by QUALCOMM was known as IS-95, the IS referring 
to an Interim Standard of the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA). IS- 
95 is often referred to as 2G or second generation cellular. The QUALCOMM 
brand name edmaOne may also be used to refer to the 2G CDMA standard. CDMA 
has been submitted for approval as a mobile air interface standard to the ITU 
International Telecommunication Union.
Whereas the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) standard is a 
^ledfication of an entire network infrastructure, the CDMA interface relates onfy 
to the air interface—the radio part of the technology. For example, GSM specifies 
an infinstmeture based on internationally approved standard while CDMA allows 
each operator to provide the network features as it finds suited. On.the air interface, 
the signalling suite (GSM: ISDN SS7) work has been progressing to harmonise 
these.
After a couple of revisions, IS-95 was superseded by the IS-2000 standard. This 
standard was introduced to meet some of the criteria laid out in the IMT-20()0 
specification for 3G, or third generation, cellular. It is also referred to as IxRTT 
which simply means "1 times Radio Transmission Technology" and indicates that 
IS-2000 uses the same 1.25 MHz carrier shared channel as the original IS-95 
standard. A related scheme called 3xRTT uses three 1.25 MHz carriers for a 3.75 
MHz bandwidth that would allow higher data burst rates for an individual user, but 
the 3xRTT scheme has not been commercially deployed. More recently, 
QUALCOMM has led the creation of a new dUMA-based technology called IxEV- 
DO, or IS-856, which provides the higher packet data transmission rates required 
by IMT-2000 and desired by wireless network operators.
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The QUALCOMM CDMA system includes highly accurate time signals (usually 
referenced to a GPS receiver in the cell base station), so cell phone CDMA-based 
clocks are an increasingly popular type of radio clock for use in computer networks. 
The main advantage of using CDMA cell phone signals for reference clock purposes

i ■
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is that they work better inside buildings, thus often eliminating the need to mount .a 
GPS antenna on the outside of a building.

InlroduetiontoIT

3.8 INTRODUCTION TO GSM
NOTES The Global System for Mobile communications is the most popular standard for 

mobile phones in the world. GSM service is used by over 2 billion people across 
more than 212 countries and territories. Its ubiquity makes international roaming 
very common between mobile phone operators, enabling subscribers to use their 
phones in many parts of the world. GSM differs significantly from its predecessors 
in that both signaling and speech channels are digital call quality, and so is considered 
a second generation (2G) mobile phone system.. This has also meant that data 
communication was built into the system from the 3rd Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP).
The key advantage of GSM systems jo consumers has been higher digital voice 
quality and low cost alternatives to making calls, such as the Short message service 
(SMS, also called "text messaging"). The advantage for network operators has 
been the ease of deploying equipment from any vendors that implements the standard. 
Like other cellular.standards, GSM allows network operators to offer roaming 
services so that subscribers can use their phones on GSM networks all oyer the 
world.
Newer versions of the standard were backward-compatible with the original GSM 
phones. For example. Release '97 of the standard added packet data capabilities, 
by means of General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). Release '99 introduced higher 
speed data transmission using Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution’ (EDGE).

3.8.1 Radio Interface
GSM is a cellular network, which means that mobile phones connect to it by searching 
for cells in the immediate vicinity. GSM networks operate in four different frequency 
ranges. Most GSM networks operate in the 900 MHz or 1800 MHz bands. Some 
countries in the Americas (including Canada and the United States) use the 850 
MHz and 1900 MHz bands because the 900 and 1800 MHz frequency bands were 
already allocated.
In the 900 MHz band the uplink frequency band is 890-915 MHz, and the downlink 
frequency band is 935-960 MHz. This 25 MHz bandwidth is subdivided into 124 
carrier frequency channels, each spaced 200 kHz apart. Time division multiplexing 
is used to. allow eight full-rate or sixteen half-rate speech channels per radio frequency 
channel. There are eight radio timeslots (giving eight burst periods) grouped into 
what is called a TDMA frame. Half rate channels use alternate frames in the same 
timeslot. The channel data rate is 270.833 kbit/s, and the frame duration is 4.615
ms.
The transmission power in the handset is limited to a maximum of 2 watts in 
GSM850/900 and 1 watt in GSM1800/1900.
GSM has used a variety of voice codecs to squeeze 3.1 kHz audio into between 6 
and 13 kbit/s. Originally, two codecs, named after the types of data channel they 
were allocated, were used, called "Full Rate" (13 kbit/s) and "Half Rate" (6 kbit/ 
s). These used,a system based upon linear predictive coding (LPC). In addition to
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being efficient with bitrates, these codecs also made it easier to identify more important 
parts of the audio, allowing the air interface layer to prioritize and better protect 
these parts of the signal.
GSM was further enhanced in 1997 with the GSM-EFR codec, a 12.2 kbit/s codec 
that uses a full rate channel. Finally, with the development of UMTS, EFR was 
refactored into a variable-rate codec called AMR-Narrowband, which-is high quality 
tmd robxist against interference when used on full rate channels, and less robust but 
still relatively high quality when used in good radio conditions on half-rate channels.

ansizes fit a GSMMi 
tutdmUa celis.

NOTES

V- '

The covers area of each ceU varies according to the implementation environment. 
Macro cells can be regarded as cells where the base station antenna is installed on 
a mast or a building above average roof top level. Micro cells are cells whose 
antenna height is under average roof top level; they are typically used in urban 
areas. Picocells are small cells whose coverage diameter is a few dozen meters; 
they are mainly used indoors. Umbrella cells are used to cover shadowed regions 
of smaller cells and Ell in gaps in coverage between those cells.
Cell horizontal radius varies depending on antenna height, antenna gain and 
propagation conditions from a -couple of hundred meters to several tens of 
kilometers. The longest distance the GSM specification supports in practical use 
is 35 km or 22 miles. There are also several implementations of the concept of an 
extended cell, where the cell radius could be double or even more, dependii^ on the 
antenna system, the type of terrain and the timing advance.
Indoor coverage is also supported by GSM and may be achieved by using an indoor 
picocell base station, or an indoor repeater with distributed indoor antennas fed 
ffirough power splitters, to deliver the radio signals from an antenna outdoors to the 
separate indoor distributed antenna system. These are typically deployed when a 
lot of call capacity is needed indoors, for example m shopping centers or airports. 
However, this is not a prerequisite, since indoor coverage is also provided by in
building penetration of the radio signals from neaiby cells.
A nearby GSM handset is usually the source of the "dit dit dit, dit dit dit, dit dit dit" 
signal that can be heard from time to time on home stereo systems, televisions, 
computers, and personal music devices. When these audio devices are in the near 
field of the GSM handset, the radio signal is strong enough that the solid state 
amplifiers in the audio chain function as a detector. The clicking noise itself 
represents the power bursts that carry the TDMA signal. These signals have been 
known to interfere with other electronic devices, such as car stereos and portable 
audio players. This is a form of RFI, and could be mitigated or eliminated by use of 
additional shielding and/or bypass capacitors in these audio devices, however, the 
increased cost of doing so is difficult for a designer to justify.

3.9 INTRODUCTION TO FM TECHNOLOGIES

Frequency modulation (FM) is a form of modulation that represents information as 
variations in the instantaneous frequency of a carrier wave. (Contrast this with 
amplitude modulation, in which the amplitude of the carrier is varied while its
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frequency remains constant.) In analog applications, the carrier frequency is varied in 
direct proportion to changes in the amplitude of an input signal. Digital data can be 
represented by shifting the carrier frequency among a set of discrete values, a technique 
known as frequency-shift keying.
FM is commonly used at VHF radio frequencies for high-fidelity broadcasts of music 
and speech. Normal (analog) TV sound is also broadcast using FM. A narrowband 
form is used for voice commuivvcations in commercial and amateur radio settings. 
The type of FM used in broadcast is generally called wide-FM, or W-FM. In two- 
way radio, riarrowband narrow-ftn (N-FM) is used to conserve bandwidth. In addition, 
it is used to send signals into space.
FM is also used at intermediate frequencies by most analog VCR systems, including 
VHS, to record the luminance (black and white) portion of the video signal. FM is 
the only feasible method of recording video to and retrieving video from magnetic 
tape without extreme distortion, as video signals have a very large range of 
frequency components — from a few hertz to several megahertz, too wide for 
equalisers to work with due to electronic noise below .-60 dB. FM also keeps the 
tape at saturation level, and therefore acts as a form of noise reduction, and a 
simple limiter can mask variations in the playback output, and the FM capture 
effect removes print-through and pre-echo. A continuous pilot-tone, if added to the 
signal — as was done on V2000 and many Hi-band formats — can ke^ mechanical 
jitter under control and assist timebase correction.
FM is also used at audio frequencies to synthesize sound. This technique, known as 
FM synthesis, was popularized by early digital synthesizers and became a standard 
feature for several generations of personal computer sound cards.

3.9.1 Applications in Radio
An example of frequency modulation. The top diagram shows the modulating signal 
superimposed on the carrier wave. The bottom diagram shows the resulting 
frequency-modulated signal.Edwin Armstrong presented his paper: "A Method of 
Reducing Disturbances in Radio Signaling by a System of Frequency Modulation", 
which first described FM radio, before the New York section of the Institute of 
Radio Engineers on November 6, 1935. The paper was published in 1936.
Wideband FM (W-FM) requires a wider bandwidth than amplitude modulation by 
an-equivalent modulating signal, but this also makes the signal more robust against 
noise and interference. Frequency modulation is also more robust against simple 
signal amplitude fading phenomena. As a result, FM was chosen as tiie modulation 

' standard for high frequency, high fidelity radio transmission: hence the term "FM 
radio" (although for many years the BBC insisted on calling it "VHF radio", because 
commercial FM broadcasting uses a well-known part of the VHF band; in certain 
countries, expressions referencing the more familiar wavelength notion are still used 
in place of the more abstract modulation technique name).
FM receivers employ a special detector for FM signals and exhibit a phenomenon 
called capture, where the tuner is able to clearly receive the stronger of two stations 

, being broadcast on the same frequency. Problematically however, frequency drift 
or lack of selectivity may cause one station or signal to be suddenly overtaken by 
another on an adjacent channel. Frequency drift'typically constituted a problem on , 
very old or inexpensive receivers, while inadequate selectivity may plague any 
tuner. ■.

Introduction to IT
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An FM signal can also be used to carry a stereo signal; see FM stereo. However, this 
•is done by using multiplexing and demultiplexing before and after the FM process, 
■and is not part of FM proper. The rest of this article ignores the stereo multiplexing 
-and demultiplexing process used in "stereo FM", and concentrates on the FM 
modulation and demodulation process, which is identical in stereo and mono 
processes.

DataCommmkation
andNowotla

NOTES

SUMMARY

1. Wien more than two computers are connected to each other and sharing information, 
resources and remote systems then this is called Networking.

2. PAN is used for communication among the personal devices (intrapersonal 
communication), or for connecting to a higher level network and Internet. The reach of 
a PAN is typically a few meters.

3. A network covering a small geographic area, like a home, office, or building is called 
Local Area Network.

4. WAN technologies generally function at the lower three layers of the OSI reference 
model; the physical layer, the dhta link layer, and the network layer.

5. If connected to the Internet, the intranet or extranet is nonnally protected from being 
accessed from the Internet without proper authorization

6. All networks are made up of basic hardware building blocks to interconnea network 
nodes, such as Networit Interface Cards (NICs), Bridges, Hubs, Switches, and Routers.

7. A nefwoilc card, netwoik adapter or NIC (network interface card) is a piece of computer 
hardware designed to allow computers to communicate over a computer network.

8. A network bridge connects multiple network segments at the data link layer (layer 2) of 
the OSI model

9. A hub is a piece of hardware which provides the connectivity of a segment of a network 
by directing traffic through the network.

10. Switches are the device of networking that directs traffic to the correct node by filtering 
and forwarding packets between Nodes.

11. Routers are the networking device that forwards data packets along networks by using 
headers and forwarding tables to determine the best path to forward the packets.

12. Oosely related to the concept of a model is that of an architecture.
13. A MAN (metropolitan area network) is a larger network that usually spans several 

buildings in the same city or town.
14. A WAN (wide area network), in comparison to a MAN, is not restricted to a geographical 

location, althou^ it might be confined within the bounds of a state or country.
15. The length of the cable connecting a computer to a LAN also varies depen^ding on the 

LAN.
16. One of the major benefits of implementation of LAN is sharing expensive resources 

such as storage devices, printers, etc.
17. Three major categories of services used in LANs are: File Server; Printer Server and 

Modem Server.
18. Some popular LAN operating systems are : Novel Netware; Ethernet; Corvus; ArcNet 

LAN; Server Omni Net; PC Net; IBM PC LAN and Etherlink Plus, etc.
19. Features of LAN are; Typically connects computer in a sin^e building or campus; 

Developed in 1970s; Medium : optical fibres, coaxial cables, twisted pair, wireless; 
Low latency (except in high traffic periods); High speed networks (0.2 to 100 Mb/sec); 
Speeds adequate for most distributed systems; Problems ; Multi media based 
applications; Typically buses or rings and Ethernet, Token Ring.

20. Routers is a special type of device that can be used to connect networks that may not be 
similar.

21. Feature of Wide Area Networks are; Developed in 1960s; Generally covers large
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IntniuaiontoIT distant (states, countries, continents); Medium : communication circuits coimectec- 
by routers; Routers forwards packets from one to anodier foUowing a route from thti 
sender to the receiver. Store-and-Forward; Hosts are typically connected (or close to 
the routers; Typical latencies : 100ms - 500ms; Problems with delays if using satellites 
Typical speed : 20 - 2000 Kbits/s; Not (yet) suitable for distributed computing; ant- 
New standards are chan^g Ore landscape.

- 22. Features of MAN are; Generally covers towns and cities (30 kms); Developed m 
1980s; Medium ropdcal fibres, cables; Data rates adequate for distributed computing 
applications; A typical standard is DQDB (Distributed Queue Dual Bus); Typicai 
latencies ; < 1 msec and Message routing is fast.

23. All network communications (including LAN and WAN communications) can be 
categorized as half-duplex or. diil-duplex.

24. The term host is most commonly us<k1 when discussing TCP/IP related services andl 
functions.

25. The purpose of networking is to share resources.
26. In peer-to-peer networks, the connected computers have ho centr^ized authority.
27. Network topology is the study of the arrangement or mapping of the elements (links, 

nodes, etc.) of a network, especially the physical (real) and logical (virtual)i 
interconnections between nodes,

28. In Bus topology all the server/nodes share a common bus of connecting cables.
29. In Star topology all the computers and the main server form a star like shape.
30. In Ring topology all the server/nodes are joined together to form a ring.
31. In Tree topology all the server/nodes are joined together to form a tree.

NOTES

TESTVOURSELF
1. What is a computer network?
2. Define the various types of networks.
3. Which are the various hardware components required for networking?
4. Descrfoe the various modesi of networic computing.
5. What is Local Area Networks?
6. Describe Wide Area Networks.
7. Describe the various network services.
8. What is Peer-to-peer network?
9. What is Client/server network?

10. Write a short note on Ac following,
Bus Topology 
Ring Topology 
Tree Topology

Star Topology 
Mesh Topology 
Hybrid Topology

Multiple Choice Questions
1. LANis:

(a) Local Area Network 
(c) Love Area Network

2. WAN is;
(a) Windows Area Network 
(c) Well Area Network

3. MANis;
(a) My Area Network
(c) Metropolitan Area Network

4. CAN is;
(a) Campus Area Nework 
(c) Clear Area Networic

5. PANis;
(a) Power Area Network 
(c) Pop Area Network

(b) Local Around Network

(b) Wide Area Network

(b) Metro Area Netwoik

(b) Gear Area Network

(b) Persona! Area Network'
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Data Cotnrr.unkatioH 
and NetworksTrue/False Questions

1. A network covering a small geographic area, like a borne, office, or building is called 
Local Area Network.

2. If connected to the Internet, the intranet or extranet is not protected hxim being accessed 
from the Internet without proper authorization

3. A network bridge connects multiple network segments at the data link layer (layer 2) of 
the OSI model.

4. Routers are the networking device that forwards data packets along networks by using 
headers and forwarding tables to determine the best path to forward the packets.

5. Closely related to the concept of a model is that of an architecture.
6. The length of the cable connecting a computer to a LAN also varies depending on the

LAN. .
7. Three major categories of services used in LANs are: File Server; Printer Server and 

Modem Server.
S. Routers is a q>edal type of device that can be used to connect networks that have to be 

similar.
9. The term host is most commonly u^ when discussing TCP/IP related services and 

functions.
10. The purpose of networidng is to share resources.
11. In peer-to-peer networits, the connected computers have no ceritralized authority.
12. In Bus topology all the server/nodes share a common bus of connecting cables.
13. In Ring topology all the server/nodes are joined together to form a ring.

Short Questions with Answers
1. Which arc the popular networks?

Aas. Personal Area Network (PAN)
Local Area Network (LAN)
Campus Area Network (CAN)
Metropobtan Area Network (MAN)
Wide Area Network (WAN)
Internetwork
Internet
Extranet

2. Which are the famous topologies?
Ans. The Bus Topology

The Star Topology •
The Ring Topology
The Mesh Topology
Tlte Tree Topology
The Hybrid Topology

3. What are the hardware components of LAN?
Am. The following are tfie major hardware components/devices for esublishing LAN; 

Transmission Channel; Network Interface Unit or NIU; Servers and Wprksutions.
4. What are the various features of LAN?

Typically ojnnecis computer in a single building or campus.
Developed in 1970s.
Medium : optical fibres, coaxial cables, twistW pair, wireless.
Low latency (except in high traffic periods).
Hi^ speed networks (0.2 to 100 Mb/sec).
Speeds adequate for most distributed systems 
Problems : Miilti media based applications 
Typically buses or tings.

NOTES

Am.
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Inroductionu IT • Ethernet, Token Ring
5. What are the features of WAN?

Ans. Features are: Developed in 1960s; Generally covers large distances (states, countries, 
continents); Medium : communication circuits connected by routers; Routers forwards 
packets from one to another following a route from the sender t the receiver. Store-and- 

. Forward; Hosts are typically connected (or close to) the routers; Typical latencies ; 
lOOms - SUOms; Problems with delays if using satellites; Typical speed : 20 - 2000. 
Kbits/s; Not (yet) suitable for distributed computing and New standards are changing 
the landscape.

6. What are the feature of MAN?
Ans. • Generally coven towns and cities (50 kms)

• Developed in 1980s.
• Medium : optical fibres, cables.
• Data rates adequate for distributed computing applications.
• A typical standard is DQDB (Distributed Queue Dual Bus).
• Typical latencies : < 1 msec.
• Message routing is fast.

7. What are the advantages of Bus topology?
Ans. 1. Short cable length and simple wiring layout

2. Resilient architeaure
3. East to extend .

8. What are the advantages of Star topology?
Ans. 1. Ease of service

2. One device per connection
3. Centralized control/ problem diagnosis
4. Simple access protocols

9. What arc the advantages of Ring topoloy?
Ans. 1. Short cable length

2. No wiring closet space required
3. Suitable for optical fibers

10. What are the advantages of Mesh topology?
Ans. 1. Units affected by media failure

2. Ease of installation
3. Ease of troubleshooting
4. Ease of reconfiguration

11. What are the advantages of Tree toplogy?
Ans. 1. Easy to extend

2. Fault isolation
12. What are the advantage of Hybrid topology?

Ans. 1. Fault diagnoses and isolation
2. Ease of expansion
3. Cabling

NOTES

ANSWERS
Multiple Choice Questions 
1. a 
5. b

- True False ^estions 
1. T 
5. T 
9. T 
13. T

. 2. b 3. c 4. a

2. F 
6. T 
10. T

3: T 
7. T 
11. T

4. T 
8. F 
12. T
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• DHTML
• WWW

FTP
TELNET
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Introduction to IT
4.1 INTRODUCTION TO HTML

HTML is the language of Internet. By using this language you can create a Web 
site. It has all the features of a basic word processing processing program and is 
capable of handling graphics too. If you remember that in earlier class it was taught 
that there are languages which need to be compiled or assembled- In this case 
nothing of that sort has to be done. Just type, save and run.
In most cases you would be using the plain ASCII text file. Then using the HTML 
language tags you would be able to generate the required shapes or text. But, please 
remember that since these languages would have their ultimate test in a browser, 
make sure that the browser accepts that particular tag. Some tags are not accepted 
by Internet Explorer and some of them are not accepted by Netscape Navigator. 
So make sure before hand.

NOTES

i,

4.1.1 HTMLCommandTags
For all practical purposes, HTML tags are written within the less than (<) and 
greater than (>) signs, also known as angle brackets. These signily the opening and 
closing of the commands. The command for opening and closing are the same but, 
for one exception, the closing one has a / attached to it.
For example, the bold command is like this.

<B>Bold Text</B>

It is possible to have tags within tags. Take a look at the following example, which 
shows how a tag can be added within a tag. Don’t bother to find out what it means 
at this stage. But in case remember to close the tag after opening it, else, you will 
get an error.

<H 1 >Kapi l<EM>De v< / EMX/H1 >

4.1.2 Quotation Marks
Mostly all values should be enclosed in straight quotation marks 
ones
only contains letters (A-Z, a-z), digits (0-9), a hyphen^-), or period (.).

4.1.3 Spacing
There is no restriction on the number of spaces given by you. HTML always finds 
out the extra spaces and ignores them. To add to that there is the concept of entering 
p tag while begining of each para. Each new para would begin on a new line. It goes 
without saying that the tag <p> would always'have to beVollowed up with a </p>. 
For controlling the spaces in the a browser, each browser has its concept, which 
you will learn later.

4.1.4 Special Symbols
Besides t.he usual ASCII set of characters, HTML supports other characters too. 
The ssandard ASCII set characters can be used as it is and will be displayed as it 
is in she browser. There are four symbols that have special meanings in HTML 
documents. These arc the greater than (>), less than (<), straight double quotation 
marks ("), and the ampersand (&). If you simply type them in your HTML document.

(NOT curly .
, note the difference). However, you can omit die quote marks if the valueit »»

. I
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the browser nuy attempt to interpret them. To show the symbols themselves, use a inovduaiert n Internet Thhiobi^e 
name or number code.
Look at the following example, where <BR> has resulted in giving a line break.
For line break we UBe<br> * •
Let us now get into creating web pages using HTML.

4.1^ New Web Page Creation
As said earlier, you can type in your text in any word processor, like WordPad and 
create the page.. Following steps can be used for creating a new line.

1. Open a text editor or word processor, in this case the Word Pad.
2. Choose New from File menu to create a new, blank document.
3. Type the following text to create the HTML content as shown here:

Before<BR>AfteT the line break
4. Choose FiloSave As.
5. In the dialog box that appears, choose Text Document for the type.
6. Give the name as Tfext-l and give the document the .htm or .html extension.
7. Choose the folder in which to save the Web page.
8. Click Save.

NOTES
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IntwduaiontoIT Remember
You must save the file in the Text Document format. Without this your file will have 
problem.
Now we will run this text file in a browser and see the result.

4.1.6 Looking at Your Page in a Browser
As was mentioned earlier, we can use either Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator 
to browse. Here in this chapter I would be mostly using Internet Explorer. So the 
text file created above would be used using the browser to sec the result.
Follow the following steps to look at your page in a browser:

1. Open your browser, in this case Microsoft Internet Explorer.
Choose Fild > Open to Open file using the browser button.

\

NOTES

2.

Rr:0

I

;:pCOORf

-

3. Once the file has been seleaed. Press ok to sec the result of the HTML 
text in the browser.

4. See the line break at the point where <br> was given.
3 IJ \IMIliru\l lIXMlU.tKil UltluKt 1 hlml • Miciosiill Inlrinr-I f xpinti-i

185l^6^^\^QKSMJJXWI\la)B>ToMgiai'hW

V.

Before
After the Itne break

Remember
If your Web pages does not appear in the Open dialog box, make sure that you 
have saved it as Text Only and given it the .htm or html extension. You don’t have to 
close the document in the text editor before you view it with a browser.
This makes editing much faster. You can switch to the editor, make your changes, 
and then back to the browser and dick Reload to view the changes.

4.1.7 Defining Web Page
As mentioned there are various browsers and so are the word processors. In fact, 
there are various versions of HTML too. So what you do is that in the fim line of 
die document, you put all the information that you have about the file.
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Introduction to Internet TeefmoiogusFollowing is all what is needed to be put on. the top of the page before browing. 
IDOCTYPE HTML
This is needed to inform browser that the file is in HTML mode and is a document 
type.
PUBLIC
This defines that the text is not private and does not need any kind of password to 
open it.
“.//W3C//DTD HTML
This signifies that we are using the HTML developed by W3 consortium.
Transitiona]
The other option here is Framset, which is used if you are using lots of frames in 
your text.
//EN»>
With this we end the definition of the line for the HTML.
</HTML>
As mentioned'in the case of tags, each tage has to have a open and close command. 
This is the dosing command of HTML.
So now if we combine all. this, our first line would becomes;

<!DOCTtPE HTML PUBLIC ''-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional/ 
/EN"X/HTML>

So we would be putting this line in most of oiir text as the first line.
Next, we would be putting our text and other items.

4.1.8 Main Body of the Text
As we have the body of the text in a letter, we have here the body of the text .too. In 
fact, the whole text is divided into body and head. The head defines the various 
headings and body defines the text. The body is contained in <BODY> and </ 
BPDY> whereas the head is contained in <HEAD> and <:/HEAD>, The Head 
section provides information about the URL of your Web page as well as its 
relationship with the other pages at your site. The only, element in the HEAD section 
that is visible to the user is the title of the Web page, The BODY of your HTML 
document contains the bulk of your Web page, including all the text, graphics, and 
formatting.
Then fliere is a title. This is the page title. So this should be short and descriptive. 
The title is used in search indexes as well as in browsers’ history lists and 
bookmarks.’ITjere must be only one TITLE tag in each HTML document. A title 
cannot contain any formatting, images, or links to other pages. Don’t use colons or 
backslashes in your titles. These symbols cannot be used by some operating systems 
for file names. It’s good idea to use a common element to begin each page’s title. 
For example, you could begin each page with My Page: followed by the specific • 
area described on that page.
All the above information about body, title and head is shown in the following example.

NOTES
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Introductumtorr Both the text and its effect in browser aie shown here.
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<!D0CT\''PE HTHL public '•-//r’?C//DTD HTIIL 4.0 TrcinsitionQl//EW''>« 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>This ic shoe the fiorhing of HTEIL</TITLE>
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</BODY> 
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4.1S Ef^sd.srs
Various type of headings can be placed in the text. Majdmom of 6 headings are 
allowed. But, you can use only 3 at a time. Each one of the heading is numbered 
from 1 onward- Obviously you cannot repeat the numbers.
Let us try to create a heading.

1. In the BODY seCTion of your HTML document, type (Hn where n is a 
uumbtj fiCni 1 to i, JcpCi.d*...2 c;; .he level cf hca:*:rt!tar yev "/'•nt to rre?rp). 
Here I have used it as HI.

2. Type the contents of the header, in tliis case I have f^’ped it as "Information 
Technology Class X.

3. Type </Hn> v/hcre c is the same number used in step I, in this case HI.
4. The result of this typing and result in brov.'ser arc botli shown here.

:;5^'
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<!DOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//H3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Tranaitional//EN"><l 
<HEJJ»
<TITLE>Thi9 is show the uorkino oi HTHL</TITLE>

</HEJLD>
<BODY>
<Rl>In<oriDation Technology Class X</B1>|

</BODT>
</HTHL>

4.1.10 Adding Paragraph
For every new paragraph in HTML you must use the p tag, as was mentioned in the 
earlier paragraph. The following example shows how it is done.

1. After the heading line, press Enter to reach the next line in Word Pad.
2. Type <p> to start the new paragaph.
3. Type the text which you want to put in the paragraph. I have typed here 

LAXMI PUBLCIATIONS PVT. LTD.
4. Qosc the paragraph by using the tag </p>.
5. The text in Word Pad and its effect in the browser is shown next.

Q ti.yl I WiitiK’.icI

r-

■ (MyQPllEflBfii
<tDOCTyPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//uacZ/DTI) HTHL 4.0 Tran9ltionol//EN"><I 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Thi3 is shoo the wording ot HTHL</TITLE>

</HEAl»
<BOI)y>
<Hl>In£oi:raaciOQ Technology Class X</Hl> 
<P>LAXHI PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.</p>

</BODY>
</HTHL>
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Information Technology Class X
LAXMI PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD,

4.1.11 Formatting Text in HTML
Those of you who have worked on any word processing-knows what formatting of 
the text is. Using this concept you make the text more presentable by making it 
Bold, Italics, Underline. Not only this you change the look by changing the font in 
use and make it bigger or smaller by changing the font size. Here in HTML you 
have to be careful while formatting because you do not know which browser the 
user is going to use. The result is different for different browser.
First among them is Font.

4.1.12 Font Type
. You have the liberty to load any mimber of fonts in your system. But, while using 

any one of them you have to make sure that the user of the web site may or may not 
have the same font. In that case this font would be replaced by a default font of the 
user's system. The tag for font is
<POtlT PACBa''name of the font"
For changing the font, we will do the following:

1. In the above text, we would change the font of the heading, which we had 
typed earlier.

2. Type <FONT FACE=''Arial, where Arial is the font name, before the text 
whose font you want to change. Remember you have to type the complete 
name of the font as it appears in the Windows.

3. You can even put the second font so as to make sure that atlease one of 
them would be available on the site. You can put more foots too, but, each 
successive font should be separated from the previous one by a comma.'

4. Repeat the above step 2 for each additional font choice.
5. Type "> to complete the FONT tag.
6. Type the text that you want to get displayed.
7. Type </FONT> to close the font tag.
8. Open this file in browser to see the result.
9. Text and browser effect are shown on the next page.

4.1.13 Font Size
While with font type you can change the font, with size you can change the size of
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NOTES .
<iDOCTyPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Tranaitlonal//EN"><l 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>This is show the wording of HTIIL</TITLE>

</HEXD>
<B0DY>
<Hl>Iiifonnation Technology Class X</H1>
<p><FCNT rACE-"Arial Blac)<:^'>LAXKI PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.</FCWT>-

</BODy>
</HTHL>

3 ILis 5tu)w llii! wiiikinii nl HTMl • Mir.iosoH lntetnt!l l.xploti-i

*1* Jotfrileip

SM'7I Hr £m>
D:\B00KS\LUXMI\toA-1CMextl.hW

lavwlss

Information Technology Class X
LAXMI PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.

the font. You can choose any si2e but make sure that it doesn’t fill the whole page. 
The tag for this is:
<P0NT SIZE*"!!''

where n is the number in terms of 1 to 7. Here the actual fonts are not used but the 
relative font size from 1 to 7 are used. Once you start using, you will get familiar 
bow each of the font number looks. Let us apply this to our text too.

1. Type <FONT SIZE= "n"> where n is a number from 1 to 7.1 have used the 
number 6.

2. You can use the relative numbers too, for example, +n or -n too.
3. End the para with </FONT SIZE>
4. The text and the result in browser are shown below.
5. Open this file in browser to see the result on the next page.
6. If you want you can change the size of each charaaer, for example, making 

the first character bigger than the other ones.

4.1.14 Using Big and Small
You can use the BIG or SMALL size to make the text big or small. Remember

(
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NOTES
<!DOCTyPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//tJ3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Tcansitional/ZEN'-X 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Thls is show the working of HTML</'T1TLE>

</HEAD>
<BODY>
<Hl>InforMation Technology Class X</Iil>
<p><FONT FACE-'’Arial Black"><F<»rT SIZE-"6l">LAXHI PUBLICATICWS P

</B0DY>
</HTHL>
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\

mm
Information Technology Class X

LAXMI PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.

D;\BOOKSSLUXHIUa)dt-10\text-1.hM

these are relative size of a given word or phrase with respect to the surrounding 
text. Just type E(IG or SMALL before the text and the text will change accordingly.

4.1.15 Using Predefined Fonts
It is not that the browser uses the fonts available with Windows only. There are few 
fonts which have been predefined by the computer in terms of codes. You can us© 
them in your text and they will be accordingly displayed. There are several tags> 
that are displayed with monospaced font; CODE (computer code), KBD (keyboard 
input), SAMP (sample text) and IT (typewriter text).
See how they have been used.

1. Type <CODE>, <KBD>, <SAMP>, or <TT>, as the case maybe.
2. Type the text that you want to display in monospaced font,
3. Type </CODE>, </KBD>, <SAMP>, or </TT>, the corresponding 

closing code for the font.
4. See how I have used them for my page and how they get displayed in the 

web page.
5. Text on this page and browser effect on the next page.
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<!DOCTYPE KTHL PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Ttansicioaal//EN-><l 
<HEJLD>
<TITLE>‘niis is show the working of HTHL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<BOOY>
<Hl>Inforinacion Technology Class X</H1> 
<p><COI)E>Conipucec Cocle|</CODE></p> 
<p><KBD>Keyboard Text</KBD></p> 
<p><Sl!AP>Sanple Texc</SHAP></p>
<p><TT>Typewriter Text</TT></p>‘

I
</B0Dy>
</HTHL>

3 lhi!i show Ihi! woil.mg ol HIHI. ■ Mioiosoti Inlntnct r.xploin

or'iar'igsrTFS^'- w ■

^O^MUXMlMaxj lOUext-l.htTTj
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Information Technology Class X
Consputec Code

Keyboard Text

Sao^le Text

Typewriter Text

4.1.16 Making Bold and Italic
As you do in word processing, you can make the characters bold or italics here too. 
This can be applied to a set of characters or even on a single one too.
For this you have to use them the following way:

1. Before the text which has to be made bold, type <B>.
2. Type the text.
3. Qose it with </B>.

Similariy you can make the text italics too.
1. Type <!> before the text which you want to make italics.
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iiOroduction loIT 2. Type the text.
3. Qose it with </\>

I have used them in my text, as shown next.
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<'DOCTYPE imiL PUBLIC "-//U3C//DTD HTTfL 4.0 Tcan3icional//EK''><I 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Thls 13 chow the uockinq of HTHL</TrTLE>

</HEJa»
<BODY>
<Hl><B>In£oriRacion Technology</B></Hl> 
<H2><I>Class

</BOI>Y>
</HTHL>
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h ’-S , a
[j DABOQKSMLDd^iMaatl OStext-1. html

! -JI '
bicf' Ref'esh He'd® S^ch Farwiies Htstotv P«irMid

gy
Class X

4.1.17 SetlJitg Coioure
WeU, if you can change the text to bold and italics, then you can chaxige its colour 
too. For this we use the tag BGCOLOR for background colour. But, remember, you 
may need to use the actual number of the colour. As usual you can change the 
colour of each charaaer of the text/word/sentence. But, unfortunately the colour 
which I am using here would not be visible to you, since the book is in black and 
white. You must use tiiis option to see the colours on the screen.

1. Type <BODY> to start the nev/ text line.
2. Type BGCOLOR =" #000000" TEXT =" where 000000 represents

the default color and ffffff represents the colour of the text.
3. Now' type the text which you have to type.
4. Close the color line by putting the closing words </BODY>.

On the next page, you see both the text and its efifect.
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NOTES
<iDOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC /UaCZ/DTU HTHL 4.0 Transitional//EI'I''><I 
<HZAD>
<TITLE>This is show the working of HTHL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<BODY>
<BGCOLOR=''»000000" TEXT'=''«FrFFFF">Information Technology</BGC0i-(

</B0DY>
</HTHL>

3 This IS show the working of (TTMl. - MicrosofrInternet Explorer

,F5vc«(» look Help '■I

as ii-el €■Si jD
Step RcSesh Home ■ Search History Mai Prei'.

D-veOOKSMJJXMIMawMOStext-l html

Infonnation Technology

4.1.18 Text Color
So far we had seen the background colour. Let us now see the colour of the text. For 
this the tag is:
<PONT COLOR ="red'’
Red can be replaced by any other predefined colour out of the 16 known colours. 
Using this you can change the colour of the individual text paragraphs, lines or even 
characters.
Let us see how it is done.

1. Type <FONT COLOR=”red’'> in front of the text of which you want to 
change the colour.

2. Of course, you can use any other colour.
3. Type the text that you wish to color.
5. Type </FONT COLOR> to close the lag.
6. See how it looks in the browser, as shown next.

The line Information Technology appears in red on my screen, it may appear black 
on this page.

4.1.19 Supersicripts and Subscripts
Those of you who are familiar witli chemistry formulas would know what I am talking 
about. Superscript is when you raise the character to a height. Subscript is when 
you lower it. In the case of H^SO^, 2 is Superscript and 4 is Subscript. You may not
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<!DOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//H3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Transitlonal//EN"><l 
<H£AD>
<TITLE>This is show the working ot HTHL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<B0DY>
<FCWT COLOR*"recl">Inlonnation Technology</F0NT C0L0RJ>

</BODY>
</HTnL>

3! ix show the wotKing rit HTML Mioinsoll Inteiiinl I'xploict
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;|€l D:\BOOKS\LUXS1IMaMt-1(Next-1.htrr<

Information Technology

use them in your text very often, but you must know how to use them. For them we 
use tag <SUP> for Superscript and <SUB> for Subscript. The same word H2S04 
can be represented as below:

1. Type H and then <SUP> to start creating superscript.
2. Type character 2 which fias to be superscripted.
3. Type </SUP> to close the effect of the superscript.
4. Now type SO which have to be normal.
5. Type <SUB> to start the subscript operation. .
6. Type the number 4 which has to be subscripted.
7. Close this with </SUB>.
8. Sec how it reflects in the browser on the next page. '

4.1.20 Striking Out or Underiining Text
Similar to Bold and Italics, we have Strikethrough and Underline. These are used to 
highlight the text. The tags for these are:
<STRIKB>

<U>

I am not showing any text or browser effect here, since 1 want you to do it yourself. 
Now, we will learn about inserting Graphics.
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<!DOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Tran»ttionol//EN"><I 
<HCAD>
<TITLE>This is show the uocicing o£ HTHL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<B.0DY>
<Hl>H<SUP>2</SUP>SO<SUB>4</SUB></Hl>

</BODY>
</HTaL>
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@ D:VBOOKSM.UXMIMafll-10Stext-1.htmts;s3
H^SO4

4.1.21 Inserting Graphics
Text is the only thing that is supported by HTTtlL. It has facilities to work with 
graphics too. Though you cannot create a new graphics in it, but you can mingle text 
with it in your web site In this I am using a photograph and work on it here.
First thing first, lets insert the graphics. For this the tag is:
<IM6 SCRc"image.ext"

Here the imageext is the name of the image with extension.
The following steps can be performed for inserting the graphic.

1. Place the cursor in the text where you want the image to appear.
2. Type <IMG SRC=”crane.jpg” where cranc.jpg is the file name of the 

graphic.
3. Qose the tag with >. ' '
4. See the result, how it looks in the browser, on the next page. Also note the 

text how it is typed in the word pad.

4.1.22 Scaling an Image
s,You can change the height and width of the image in terms'Of pixels. For this you 

must know the value in terms of pixels for increasing the width and height.

\
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<!DOCTYPE HTKL PUBLIC '’-//H3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Traiisitional//EKr'’> 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>This is show the wording of fITnL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<B,O0Y>
<1IIG SRC="d:\books\ luxn)i\ laxit-10\crane. 3pg">

</BODY>
</HTnL>
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Let us now change the width and height of the image which we have used.
1. After you have typed the image tag.
2. Type WIDTH=x HEIGHT=y where x and y are the desired width and height, 

respectively, in pixels, of your image.
3. Do not increase the size of the image too much, it will take more time to 

load and will make the image messy.

4.1.25 Images ASignment

Like text you can wrap the text around the image. For this we use the tag called 
ALIGN and the parameters for this are:

ALION=texttop, top/ middle, absmiddle, bott«n or absbottoza
You can use any one of the options given above. In the following example, I have 
used the option of absmiddle.

’. Before closing the IMG tag, give the tag for ALIGN.
Close the option with >. 

i. Close the IMG option too.
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<!DOCTYPE HTtlL PUBLIC "-//U3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Transitional//EN’'><t 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Thic is shop the working of HTHL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<BODY>
<IHG SRC="d:\books^ iuxroi\ laxit-lO\crane.jpg" ALIGN="bottoin''>Aii?

</BODT>
</HTHL>
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4.1.24 Creating isanner
You can create a banner which would be reflected on the top of each page. You can 
create one the following way:

1. Change the width and height of the image to 450 x 100 pixels. You can make 
it narrower and shorter, but you shouldn’t make it much wider, otherwise it 
won’t fit easily on most screens.

2. After converting it to indexed color, using the smallest bits/pixels ratio you 
can stand, save it as a GIF image.

3. Use this exact same image at the top of each of your Web pages, by typing 
<IMG SRC="image.name">, where image.name is the location on the server 
of the banner.

4.1.25 Adding Horizontal Rules
There may be times when you would be needing to put a horizontal line or nde in 
your site. For tliis we use the tag HR and its use is as fo!lo\vs:
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In the above case 8 is the width of the line to used. You can choose any alignment 
which you want. Also you can use the various shades for the line. Sec how a line has 
been created in the following example.

1. Type <HR where you want the rule to appear. The text that follows will 
appear in a new paragraph below the new line.

2. If desired, type SIZE=n, where n is the rule’s height in pixels.
3. If desired, type WIDTH=w, where w is the width of the rule in pixels, or as 

a percentage of the document’s width.
4. If desired, type AUGN=direction, where direction refers to the way a rule 

should be aligned on the page; either left, right or center.
5. If desired, type NOSHADE to create a solid bar, with no shading.
6. Type the final > to complete the horizontal rule definition.
7. See the text and the result in the browser next.

NOTES ■
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<!DOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//¥3C//DTI> HTHL 4.0 Tr«nsiCional//EN">- 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>This is show the working of HTHL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<BOI>Y>
<HR SI2E-"lsf' ALIGN - "Center" NOSHADE>

</BODY>
</HTHL>
I his IS show the woiking ot HTHL - Miciosoll Intcinel ExploiCf / /
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4.1.26 Wrapping Text between Two Images

Instead of one, you can have 2 images on the same page. In between you can have 
the text. Ixjt us see how this is done.

1. Type <IMG SRC="crane.jpg’’ ALlGN=lcft> to have the first image 
appearing on the left.
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Intwduaion toInumeTitknohgia2. Type the text that should flow around the fir« image.
3. Type <IMG SRC="crane.jpg"-ALIGN=right> to have the second image on 

the right hand side of the page.
4. Type the text that should flow around the second image.
5. See the text and its effect in the browser on the next page. NOTES
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<!DOCTT?E HTBL PUBLIC "-//U3C//0TII HTKL 4.0 Tran3itional//EN">- 
<HEAI»>
<TITLE>Tiiis la shov Che wording of »TJIL</TlfL£>

</HEJLD>
<BODy>
<IKC SRC-''ccane.3po'' ALICN-"lelt"> 
<Hl>Laxni Publlcatlona PVc. Lcd.</Hl>| 
<IHG SRC-"crane.jpg" JLLICT*-"eight"> 
</0ODY>
</HTIIL>
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Laxmi Publications Pvt. Ltd.

4.1.27 Ending Text Wrap
A wrapped image affects all the text that follows it. unless you insert a special line 
break. The CLEAR attribute added to the regular BR tag indicates that the text 
should not begin until the specified margin is dear (that is, at the end of the image 
or images). Sec how it is done.

1. Create yotir image and the text, as was done before.
2. Place the cursor where you want to stop wrapping text to the side of the 

image.
3. Either type <BR CLEAR= left> to stop flowing text until there are no more 

images aligned to the left margin.
Or
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IntnduaUmtoIT type <BR CLEAR = right> to stop flowing text until there arc no more 
images aligned to the right margin.
Or
type <BR Cl EAR = aU> to stop flowing text until there are no more images 
on either margin.

4.1.28 AddingSpaceAroundanlmage /
You can give space on both sides of the image using the tags called VSPACE and 
HSPACE. For these you have to add the number m terms of pixels which you have 
to add to the left or top. See how it is done.

1. Give the tag for image.
2. Type HSPACE=x where x is the number of pixels of space to add on both 

the right and left sides of the image.
3. Type VSPACE=y where y is the number of pixels of space to add on both 

the top and bottom of the image.
4. Qose the tag with >.

The text and final output in the browser are shown below.

NOTES
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<BODY>
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</B0DY>
</HTIIL>
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Youxpn have reference to both high and low resolution versions of your image so 
that the low resolution image loads quickly and keeps the visitor’s interest while the 
high resolution version impresses your visitors, once it loads in. This can be done in 
the follo\ving manner;

1. Crea^e^ low resolution version of your image using Photoshop or any other 
image editing program.

2. Place the^rsor where you want the full resolution image to appear.

3. Type <IMG SRC = "image.gif, whwe image.gif is the location on the server 
of the high resolution image.

4. Type LOWSRC = "imagelow.gif', where imagelow.gif is the location on 
•the server of the low resolution image.

5. Type HEIGHT=x WIDTH=y, where x and y are the height and width in 
pixels, respectively of the original image. If you do not specify these values, 
browsers use the size of the low resolution image for both images.

6. If desired, type ALT=”substitute text”, where substitute text is the text 
that will appear if the visitor can’t view images with their browser. Type the 
final.

4.1.30 Page Layouts
After formatting the text and adding image to it, let us now understand about the 
concept of the page. In other words we would learn about the various options of 
page layoutting. This would include setting of margins, columns, controlling the 
spacing between the elements on a page, changing the background color for the 
entire page, positioning elements in layers, and determining when line breaks should, 
and should not, occur, etc.

4.1.31 Setting Margins
You can use LEFTMARGIN and.TOPMARGIN tags to specify just how much 
space you would like to have on both left and right hand side. See how it is done.

1. Inside the BODY tag, after the word BODY but before the final >, type 
LEFTMARGIN=x, where x is the width in pixels of the space between the 
left border of the window and the contents of the page;

2. Type TOPMARGIN=y, where y is the height in pixels of the space between 
the top border of the window and the contents of the page.

3. When used in the file being used, see the result on the next page.

4.1.32 SpacebetweenParagraphs
For setting spaces between lines and words you can use the tag called SPACER. 
Here also you have to give the number in terms of pixels as to how much space is 
needed between the lines, etc. See how it is done in the followmg example.

1. Place your cursor at the place where you want to set the space.
2. Type SPACER
3. Type TYPE=vertical

NOTES
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CDOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//BaC/ZDTD HTHL 4.0 Transitional//EN">- 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Thia is show the wocking of KTnL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<Botly LEFTHARCIN-lOO TOPIIARGIN-100> 
<Hl>Laxmi Publications Pvt.Ltd.</Hl>

</BODY>
</HTra,>

3 l>us IS stiuw ihc wuikiri<| ol H1MI - Miciosnli liiieinci Cxploit.
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t. 'B<dL _ '■ Stop.
D:\B0^KS\LUXMI\laxit-10\te>{t-Thtfd

Daxmi Publications Fvt.Ltd.
4. TypcSLZE=n, where n is the amount of space in pixels that you want between 

the paragraphs.
5. Type the final >.
6. See the text in Word Pad shown below.
7. I am not showing the browser effen since it is not supported by Internet 

Explorer. You will have to use Netscape Navigator.

4.133 Leaving Block of Space

Instead of leaving space in terms of pixels, you can leave the space as a whole 
block. For this do the following.

1. Type <SPACER.
2. Type TYPE=block.
3. Type WIDTH=x, HEIGHT=y, where x and y are in terms of pixels and 

represent the space you want to leave widthwisc and heightwise.

4.1.34 Line Breaks
Sometimes the broken text docs not look good. You may at that time use this
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command so that the text does not break into two lines. It can also be used to keep Introduction to Intmia Technologies 
a word and image together.

1. Type <NOBR>.
2. Create the text or element/image which you want to keep together.
3. Type </NOBR>. NOTES

4.1.35 Indents

When you use text you are bound to need a tab too. However, HTML does not 
allow it. But, there are a number of ways to create indents for you paragraphs. Let 
us see how.

1. Place the cursor where you want the space to appear.
2. Type <SPACER =horizontal SIZE=n, where n is the desired indent size, in 

pixels.
3. Close with > tag.
6. Type the text of the indented paragraph.
7. See the result in the browser
8. Since command is also not accepted by Internet Explorer, try it in Netscape 

Navigator.

g texl-l WolfIPad
« ^ Saw liwrt fgu^ . r

jCouciet New (Western)

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC ''-//H3C//Dn) HTHL 4.0 Tcansitional//i:N''><HTHL> 
<H£AD>
<TITLE>This is show the working of imiL</TITLE>

</HEAI»
<Body>
<Hl>Lawni .Publicacions Pvc.Lcd.</Hl> 
<p>Inforioation Technology</p> 
<SPXCER TYPE “"vertical" SIZE-l|00> 
<p>Class X</p>

4.1.36 Centerlizing Text
By using the .tag called CENTER, you can centralize the text in a easier method.

1. Type <CENTER> and follow it up with the text which you want to centralize.
2. Close the tag with </CENTER>.
3. See the result of your text in the browser, on the next page alongwith the 

text in the Word Pad.

4.1.37 Creatii^ Columns
You must have seen the text in newspapers. It is divided into various columns. 
Well, you can divide your text too in various columns by using the tag called 
MULTICOL. You have also to define number of cols, gutter space and width. The 
complete tag looks like this:
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<1D0CTTPE HTHL PUBLIC ''-//P3C//DTD HTHL 4.0 Tcancitionai//EN''>< 
<HEAI»
<TITLE>This 13 3hotT the uorKlng of HTHL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<Body>
<CENTER>Iiiforitiation Technology</CEWTER> 
<p>Clas3 X</p>i

</BODY>
</HTKL>

5 This is shijw the working of HTML - Microsoft Internet Explorer
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Mbmiation Techoologjr

Class X

<MULTICOL COLS=x GUTTER=y WIDTH=z Text</MULTICOL>
where x is the number of columns you want, y is the gutter space needed and z is 
the width of the text block. Let us see how it is done.

1. Type <MULTICOL.
2. Type COLS=x, where x is the number of columns.
3. Type GUTTER=y, where y is the gutter space.
4. Type WIDTH=z, where z is the total width. This is optional.
5. Type the final > to finish the column definition.
6. To end the multicol page, end it with </MULTICOL>.

You can see how it has been m the text. Again, it is not accepted by Internet Explorer 
but Navigator accepts it.

4.U8 Setting Background Colour
You can set the bad^round colour by using the tag called BGCOLOR. For this you 
can choose any of the 16 predefined colours. The tag for this is:
B0C0L0R="ii8in.e of th® colour"
See how I have used yellow colour for background and blue for the text.

1. In the BODY tag, type BGCOLOR ="yellow” and follow it with >.
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2. Type the text which you want to type but before this you must use a different Jniwduatm nlnanufMmob^ 
colour for the text, else it would be hidden in the background colour.

3. See how I have used blue colour for my text
4. The text and the browser result are both shown next.

rpt; NOTESQ (.•irt 1 WnrfIPrtil
«. £3.

IWlWtHitia'isC' '4.!
.S

<!DOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC ”-//¥3C//DTD HTKL <1.0 Transitional//EN"><HTHL>
IE

<B£AI»
<TlTLE>This la ahow the eorhlng ot HTHL</TITLE>

</HElD>
<BDd?>
<!nn.TlC0L COLS«2 CtnTER”30>Thi3 text la being typed to give you an , 
idea about the multlcolunms text cepceaentation In a brovaec.Since 
thla tag la not accepted by Internet Explorer, It la not ahovn here. 
But, you can try it youc3eli:.</RULTIC0L>
</B0DY> ’ . ■
</HniL>

\
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(Wetfem)
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CBOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTI> HTHL 4.0 Tran3ltional//EN"><HTHL> 
<HEaB>
<TlTLE>Thia is show the sorting of HTRL</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<B0DY Br7C0L0R»'’yellow''>
<p><rCNT COLOR«"blue’'>I aw playing with colours</rOKT></p>'

</BOI)Y>
</irn!L>

3 Mils IS show Iho woikirig ol MIHI • Micinsnti liilirinol ('xiiloiei
« « u

, Slop Hop* j’Hi^ |j MAI6^
D;\BOQKS\LUXMIM«dt-iOMext-1.htiW

f
f.

I am playing tPi& colotn . _ »
4.1.39 Block Quotes
You can use a part of the text in term of quotes. These can be a pan of the text or 
otherwise. The tag for this is:
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IntmduaiontoIT <BLOCKQUOTE>

See how it is used.
1. Type your text as usual.
2. Type <BLOCKQUOTE>.
3. Type the desired text which you want to quote starting with <p> if required.
4. Type </BLOCKQUOTE> to end the quote.
5. If needed you can type the remaining text.
6. See thc result of your setting in the browser, as shown next. See the text 

too.

NOTES
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<!DOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC "-//BaCZ/DTl) BTHL ^.0 Tranaitlonal//EN"><HTl!L); 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>This is show the working of HTHL</TITLE>

</HEXD>
<BODY>
<p>Tbl8 line Is Che first line without ciuote</p> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Thls Is the second line with auote</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<p>Thla Is the third line after quote llne</p>
I
</BODY>
</HTEL>

3 Uiis IS show Iho wnikinq ol 111 Ml • Miciosoll Inluincl ric|>loi(;i

D;\BOOKSMUXMi'Jaxil-10Mext-1.hbT)l

AT r:

This line is die first line without quote

This is the second line widi quote

This is the third line afier quote line

4.1.40 Tables—a way of representing data
Wc can represent data in a better form by'using the Tables. It also emphasizes the 
text since it stands out from the regular text. You can use Tables in HTTvIL too but 
the result somehow not as good as you would get in a word processing or a publishing 
program. It is also not very easy to create tables in HTML.
Let me show you how these tables are created and then we will work on other 
aspects of the table.
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Intnduaion lolniema Technologies1.41 Creating Table
■le initial table which we would create is of 2 x 2, which means that the table 
ould have 2 rows and 2 columns. This is just the beginning, you can create bigger 

nes later on. The tag for table as expected is:

(

■TABLE >
nee we would be having both headings and data in the table. We would be using 

IHD> for heading, <TR> for the row and <TD> for the data. See the following 
»eps and create a table.

1. Type <TABLE> to initiate the table.
2. Type <TR> to define the beginning of the first row.
3. Create a header cell in the first row of elements by typing the headings 

after <TH>. \
4. Type the contents of the first header.
5. Create a regular cel! after the header by using <TD>. '
6. Type the contents c: the regular cell.
7. Repeat steps 2-6 for each row.
8. To finish the table, type </TABLE>.

•1 the following figure you see both the text in Word Pad and how the text is displayed 
4 the form of a table in the browser too.

NOTES

i-a (cvr-l'- WniaPad--- ----- ~
.V

A

[» NeiM (Western)

<!DOCTYPE HTSL PUBLIC "-//a3C//DTU HTML 4.0 Ttansitional//EN"><l 
<HEAD>:
<TITLE>This is show the working of HTHL</T1TLE>

<TABLE>
<TR>

<TH>Sachin
<TD>44

<TR>
<TH>Saurav , 
<TD>14

<TR>
<TH>Sehwag
<TD>84

</TABLE>

.1.42 Dividing Table into Columns
'ou can divide your table into columns by using the tag COLGROUP. Let us see 
aow it is done. You can have both structural and non-structural columns.

1. After the <TABLE> type <COLGROUP.
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Sachin 44

Saorav 14

Sehwag 84

2. If the column group has more than one column, type SPAN=n, where n is 
the number of columns in the group.

3. Type the final >.-
5. Repeat steps 1-3 for each column group that you wish to define.

Follow the following steps to divide a table into non-structural column groups:
1. After the <TABLE> tag. type <COL.
2. If the column group has more than one column, type SPAN=n, where n is 

the number of columns in the group.
3. Type the final >.
4. Repeat steps 1-4 for each column group that you wish to define. Let us 

apply this to our example and see the result.
Browser effea is shown on the next page.
0 1 Woifll’-»rf mmto» Edl>:tfewfOm'iStlb" ■’> r:

Agfnrain^Coutet New tWettnn]

<PfEAD>
<TITLE>This is show the uorXlno of HTHL</TITLE>

<TXBLE COLOROUP SPAN-3> 
<TR>

<TH>Sachin
<TD>4‘»
<Tt)>2/32

<TR>
<TH>Saurav
<TD>1<1
<TD>0/12

<TR>
<TH>Sehwag
<TD>84
<TD>l/24

</TABLE>
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Sachin 44 2/32 
Saurav 14 0/12 
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4.1.43 Dividing Table into Horizontal Sections
You can also mark a horizontal seCTion of your table—one or more rows—^and then 
format it all .at once. Just follow the following steps to divide table into horizontal 
sections;

1. Before the first <TR> tag of the seaion you want to create, type <THEAD, 
<TBODY or <TFOOT.

2. If required, define the desired attributes for the section.
3. Type >.
,4. If necessary, create the section’s contents.
5. Close the section with </THEAD>, </TBODY>, or </TFOOT>.

\

4.1.44 Creating Headers
Let us now turn our table into a decent looking table by haNing headers in it. Obvously 
the headers will be placed on the top of the text. Follow the following steps to do
so:

1. Type <TABLE>.
2. Type <TR> to define the beginning of the first row.
3. Create the first header cell in the first by typing <TH>.
4. Type the contents of the first header cell.
5. Repeat steps 3-4 for each header cell.
6. Type <TR> to begin the second row.
7. Type <TD> to define the first regular cell in the second row.
8. Type the cell data.
9. Repeat steps 7-8 for each regular cell.

10. To finish the table, type </TABLE>.
Create the table as per the text and see the result in the browser, as shown on the 
next page.

4.1.45 Adding a Border
By putting the border around the table you can highlight it. Let us see how it done. 

1. Inside the initial TABLE tag, type BORDER.
**
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<TR>
<T^Saurav
<TD>14
<TD>0/12

<TR>
<TH>SehHag
<TD>84
<TD>l/24

</TABLE>
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Sachin 44 
Saurav 14 

Sehwag 84
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2. If desired, type =n, where n is the thickness in pixels of the border.
3. If desired, type BORDERCOLOR="#rrggbb", where rrggbb is the 

hexadecimal representation of the desired colour for the border.
4. If desired, type BORDERCOLOR-DARK ="#rrggbb", where rrggbb is the 

hexadecimal representation of the colour that you want to use for the darker 
parts of the border.

5. If desired, type BORDERCOLOR-LIGHT ="#rrggbb", where rrggbb is 
the hexadecimal representation of the colour that you want to use for the 
lighter parts of the border.

Let us apply a border to our table and see the result. Notice that I have used border 
width as 4 and border colour as blue.
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4.1.<I6 pMt1m.g a BackgroiMid Image
Yen; car, bcy/i a bscl-ground ima^ for the table of yours. Let us use the same old 
crane figure as the background for our table. See how it is done.

1. Within the TH or TD tag, type BACKGKOUND="crane.jpg".
See die HTML text and the result of the same in the browser on the next page.
As you can see that the backgroimd colour of the crane is stronger than the text of 
the table so it is somewhat hiding the text.

4.1.47 Ilesfikig Across Two or More Columns
Assume that you have 3 columns and 2 of them have a common heading. For this 
we would be using this option. Let us see how the heading can be divided like this.

1. V/hen you get to the point in which you need to define the cell that spams 
more than one column, either type <TH or type <TD, depending on whether 
the cell should be a header cell or a regular cell, respectively.

2. Type COLSPAN=n>, where n equals th.e number of columns the cell should 
span.

3. Type the cell’s contents.
4. Complete the rest of the table. If you create a cell that spans 2 columns.
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<TH>P,layer 
<TH>Runs Hade 
<TH>Bo«ling 

<TR> <TH>Sachin 
<TD>44 
<TI»2/32
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you will need to define one less cell in that row. If you create a cell that 
spans 3 columns, you will define two less cells for the row. And so on.

□ text r-.WordPdd •̂>*

(Ktalij
jCouier Nw (Western)

4 A « 4444444^/ « * 4 W 4*

<TABLE>
<TR>

<TH COLSPAN-l>Player
<TH C0LSPAN-24NZ Performance
<TH>Player
<TH>Runs Hade
<TH>Bp«iino
<TH>Sachin
<TD>44
<TD>2/32
<TH>Saurav
<TD>14
<Tn>n/i?:

<TR>

<TR>

V <TRi
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4.1.48 Changing Colour of a Cell
You can change the colour of a cell to give it more important than the oAer ones. 
Let us see how it is done.

1. Within the TH or TD tag, type BGCOLOR=.
2. Type “#rTggbb”, where rrggbb is the hexadecimal representation of the 

desired color.
Or
type color, where color is one of the 16 predefined color names

Here I have changed the colour of the row containing Sachin, see the text and its 
effect in the browser, as shown on the next page.

4.1.49 Aligning the Contents of Cells
You can align the text in a cell of a table according to your liking. For this we use the 
tag called ALIGN or VALIGN for vertical alignment. This is how this is done.

1. Place the cursor in the initial rag for the cell, row, or section, after the name 
of the tag but before the final >.

2. Type ALIGN=direction, where direction is left, center, right, justify (flush 
on both sides), or char (aligned with a given character).

3. If you’ve used char in step >2, type CHAR=''a", where a is the charaaer to 
be used for alignment (like a decimal point or decimal comma).

The results are shown on the next page.

4.1.50 Display of Tables
Tables sometimes appear very slowly in the browser. For increasing the speed of 
display of these tables, you must follow the following steps;

1. Use absolute values (in pixels) or percentages for determining cell width.
2. Use only specify proportional widths for cells, columns, and horizontal 

sections when you've already set a fixed width in pixels for the entire table.
3. Divide your table into column groups.

i.
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4.1.51 Working with Forms
It is not that you display your products only on the web site. You make the site 
interactive to have people respond to it. This response may be in the form of feed 
back, purshase order or just comments. For all these we use what is called the 
Forms. The main idea to get information from the visitors of the .site, "niese forms 
are integral part of the HTML and are easy to create, as- you would learn in this 
chapter.
HTML allows you to have the forms in such a way that the user ha^ minimum effort 
to do. It usually is in the form of buttons or options to choose from. Then you have 
text boxes for users to fill Up, or have check boxes, drop-down menus, larger text 
areas and even clickable images.

4.1.52 Creating a Form
We can divide the form into 3 parts:

1. FORM tag, which includes the URL of the CGI scrip'; that will process the 
form;

2. Form elements, like fields and menus;
3. Submit button, which sends the data to the CGI script on the server.
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Let us see how this is done.
1. Type <FORM to initiate the form.
2. Type METHOD=method, where method is either GET or POST. You would 

leam about them later in the chapter.
3. Type ACTION="script.uri"> where scripf.url is the location on the server 

of the CGI script that will run when the form is submitted.
4. Create the form’s contents.
5. Here I am using the form to get information from a possible client.
6. Type </FORM> to complete the form.

See how the text is created in Word Pad and its result in the browser.

4.1.53 Woridng with Menus
Menus are the best way of filling up the data. You give the visitors the options of
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NOTES
<!l)OCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//H3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Tcansitional//EN"><HTHL; 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Thi3 is show the working of HTHL</TITLE>
<F0RH KETHOI)*POST>
<H2>Let us know about yourself</H2>
<HR>
<p>Naine:<INPUT«"text" NAHE'="userid'' SI2E="2S"> 
<p>ad(ate3s:<IWPUT'="text'' NABE=’'address’' SIZZ="3S"> 
<p>PIN:<INPUT='’cext'’ NAHE="pin'' SIZE="6''>
<p>Date of Birth:<INPUT-’'text'' NAHE“''dob" SI2E-'’1S">
<HR>
<INPUT TYPE«"subroit'' VALUE="Send info">
<INPUT TYPE="reset''
</FORM>
</HEAI»
</B0I>Y>
</HTHL>

'hk nii's is- show 4>C

Stop .Hwna-' Se<schT->'toi,h^.

2

J@ DAB00KSM.LjC<MKIaxit-10VJext-1 htrt^

Let us know about yourself

Name;

address;

PIN;

Date ofBirth.

Se.^ i’r*|o, I 'ResePt

selecting one of the few options provided by you. The tag for this is OPTION. Let 
us see how this is done.

1. Let the first part of the text remain as it was in the earlier example.
2. Type <SELECT
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Type NAME="Dame", where name will identify the data collected from the Introduction tolmemaTechmIogia 
menu when it is sent to the server.'

4. Type SIZE="n". where n represents the number of options that should be 
initially visible in the menu.

5. Type > to close the option.
6. Tj^e <OPTION to start the next option.
7. Type SELECTED if you want the option to be selected by default.
8. Type VALUE="value", where value specifies the data that will be sent to 

the server when the option is selected.
9. Type > to close this option.

10. Type the option name as you wtish it to appear in the menu.
11. Repeat steps 6-10 for each option.
13. Type </SELECT> to close the select option. •

In the earlier form I have added the colour of the hair of the person. The options I 
have taken are: Black, Grey. Light Brown, Dark Brown and Red Head.

On the next page, you can see the effect in the browser and the text here.

3.

NOTES

Q I’-xi I Woicit-’.icl
"dt

fc P”, I ji % i

<p>Naine:<IKPtJT-"text'' NJlKE="usetid'' SIZE-'’25"> 
<p>acidress;<INI>UT='’cext" NAHE-"addcess'' SI2E-'’3S"> 
<p>PrN:<INPirr-'’text'' NAKE=''pin" SI2E-’'6'*>
<p>Date 0£ Bitth:<INPUT-"text" NAHE*="dob'' SIZE-"15''> 
<p><STRi:»JG>Select Colour of Hair</STRCWG><BR>
<SELECT COLOUR OF HAIB="hait” SIZE-"5">
<OPTICW VAHJE-''l">Black 
<OPTION VJLLUE-''2">GEey 
<OPTI<»l VALUE-''3''>Light Brown 
<OPTIC« VALUE-"4''>Dar)c Brown 
<OPTIC*J VALUE-”5">Red Head 
</S£LECT>
<HR>
<INPUT TYPE-'-subinit'' VALUE=''Send info">
<INPUT TYPE'="ceset”
</rORH> 1 .
</HEAD>
</BODY>
</BTKL>

r

t
*4

If you have a particularly large menu with many options, you may want to group the' 
options into categories and place them in submenus. This is how it is done.

1. Create a menu as described above.
2. Before the first <OPTION> tag in the first group that you wish to place 

together in a submenu, type <OPTGROUR
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Let us know about yourself

Name:

address.

PIN:

Date ofBfftb:

Select Colonr of Hair

Grey
LightBrown 
Dark Brown 
Red Head

3. Type LABEL="submeQutitle">, where submenutitle is the header for the 
submenu.

4. After the last <OPTION> tag in the group, type </OPTGROUP>.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 for-each submenu. I

I

4.1.54 working with Radio Buttons
Instead of giving the options of selecting one of the options to the user, you can 
provide buttons for him to click one of them as a feedback. These buttons are also 
known as radio buttons, because of their similarity of the ones used on the radio 
panels. Let us use our earlier examples and create radio buttons for the same.,

1. Let the matter before the options value remain the same.
2. Instead of <OPTION VALUE, type <INPUT TYPE='’radio" and follow it 

up with NAME=”hair” VALUE=”one of the values”.
3. Put > to close the input type.
4. Follow it up with the actual value of the type, in this case hair.
5. Repeat the steps 2 to 4 for all the values.
6. You can use PRESSED to make the radio button active by default when die 

page is opened.
7. Let the remaining text remain as it is.

See the text and the browser effect on the next page.
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1*W^ rgfftidt ijefp = •
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3 F°33 fs. i t] 5=! jCounfif New fWesicm] -:~ i NOTES
<p>Karae;<I^^P13T='’text'' N£.ME“''userHl'' SIZE“''25">
<p>adtlress; <INPOT"''t.exc'' NAHE=''addcess’' SIZE=''35''> 
<p>PIW:<rWPPT="cexc" MAHE=’’pin" SIZE="6">
<p>Date of Birth: <INPtrT“''text" NAHI=".dob" SI2E="15'’> 
<p><STRONG>3elect Colour of Hair</STRONG><BB>
<INPOT TYPE“"radio'’ MAlIE“'"hait" VALUE=”BlacJc">BLACK
<INPnT TYPE-^radlo" NAHE-''halr'' VALUE-''Grey">GREy
<IKPUT TyPE-"radio’' HAHE*"hair" VAHIE"''Light Brown''>LIGHT BROTO
<INPUT TYPE=*"radlo" NAME="hair'' VALUE=''Dark Brown'’>DARK BROBN
<INPUT TYPE»"radio" HAHE='’hair" VALTJE="Red Head''>RED HEAD
[<HR>
<INPOT TYPE="3ubinlt" VALUE='’Send info">
<INPDT TTPE="reset"
</FORH>
</IiEAD>
</BODY>

I </HTHL>

•’^iThis'is'shffvi-ihei'WOi'klfig of-H-TMI. • lojerneJ E.x[?lQr<ii

’I Efc ’"avciiles TciciJ Help

S li ^ ®)’ ,li]- .•:v

. - MaSStop RefTe«H Home Seach Fdvoiites Histofy

Let us know about yourself

Name:

address:

PIN:

Date ofBirdi:

Select Celotzr ef Hnir
r BLACK CGREY r light brown dark brown <«■ red head

Send ifito 1 !
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Introduction to IT 4.1.55 Check Boxes
Check boxes are very similar to radio buttons. Instead of rounded hollow buttons, 
they are square boxes. I am not showing any text here, but on the next page, you will 
see die output, as it would appear in the browser. The only thing to change in the 
text is that you replace radio with checkbox.

NOTES
3 IS show Ihi; working nl HTML - Microsoft Intcrnol [•x(>loit5i

-'-rr• - « . ,
2. T.\.

a>'4fo^-ir'SeaK^ Favoifa^. - f

Let us know about yourself

Name:

address:

PIN:

Date of Btrdi;

Select Colour of Hair
r BLACK rCKEY rU(^ BROWN T DARK BROWN T RED HEAD

Basal

4.1.56 Text Boxes
So far we have given the options for the user to click, we have not asked him to fill up 
some boxes. The text boxes which we are going to talk about now need to filled up 
by the user. Of course, you must know how much space you want to leave for him to 
fill up or how much space he would be needing to fill up. Let us see how this is done.

1. We leave the text which we have already filled up in our example.
2. Type CNPUT TYPE="texf.
3. Type NAME="title", where title is the word that identifies the data entered 

in the text box when it is collected by the server.
4. If desired, define the size of the box on your form by typing SIZE="n'’, 

replacing n with the desired width of the box, measured in characters.
5. If you want you can even set the maximum number of characters that can 

be entered in the box by typing MAXLENGTH="n'', where n is the desired 
maximum length in characters.

6. Finish the text box by typing a final >.
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TTus will create the blank boxes for the user to fill up. Next, both the text and browser Introduction to Internet Udmologie 
result are shown.

□ Irxi I WoidP^Ht
NOTES

Sr'/r'.-
bcounet New (Western) @|S1Em

<TITLE>This is show the worXing of HTHl.</TITLE>
<FORII KETHOD«POST>
<R2>Let' us IcnoB about yourself</K2>
<RR>
<p>Najne:<INPOT TYPE-”text'' NXHE-''userl<l" SIZE-''2S"> 
<p>adclEess:<INPUT TYPE-^text" NAHE-''acldress'' SIZE~'’3S"> 
<p>PIN:<INPUT TYPE-^text" NAltE""pin" SIZE“'’6''>
<p>Date of Blrth:<INPUT TYPE-'-text" NAHE-^dob" SI2E-'*15'’> 
<p><STRCNG>^elect Colour of Hair</3TRONG><BR>
-•TNUJIT TVST»''»'Vi«i~VHnv'' M»HP* "hi*St-" UII.HF-"*» 1 ••“►"•vRl. *rW

^ IKkNs show lh«* swniV.irwi ol HI Ml Mictosoll lnl«;icir!l I k[>I<iiri

JEfwW' * II3illw; 4;

«yop.I ^
s

D:\BOOKSMiJXMI\laid-10Mexl-1.htfrf

Let us know about yourself

Name:|

addrcssj

PIN:[

Date ofBirth:f

Select Colour of Hair
r BLACK r GREY T LIGHT BROWN F DARK BROWN F RED HEAD

4.1.57 Lai^er Text Areas
You are not going to ask the user to write thesis, but, sometimes you have to give me 
space to fill up, maybe, some comments. For this you need a larger text area, for this
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Introduction to IT

STUDENT ACTIVITY 4.1

How are the values given in HTML?1.

2. Describe the process of making characters Bold and Italics.'
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Iraroductiontolaunut Tkhn^ogia3. Can you make the text strikedirough in HTML? How?

4. Describe the process of making text coloured.
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Iniroductiontorr we use the tag called TEXTAREA and the parameters contain the number of rows 
and columns.
Let us use this in our text and see the result, as shown below.
§ Icxl-I - WoiHParl

NOTES
I -f!^'ii 5^ PSMst;,:?ICourei New (Western]'2

cH2>Let us Jcnon about yi3ursel<</H2>
;HR>
:p>Hame:<INPUT TYPZ“”eext" NAHE“"userid’' SIZE="2S'’> 
cp>address!<INPnT TYPE=''text'’ NAHE="address" SI2E-"3S''> 
:p>PIN:<rNPUT TyPE=”text" NAKE=''pin'’ ZJZt="6"> 
gp>Date of Blcth:<INPUT TYPE="cext'' NXHZ="dc_>" SIZE=''1S''>

'■'=r" P'li'i’Ste:':tap-:a n.U'IE YC'Ur' L-Mmen':* . . ,
CpxSTRCWOSelect Colour of Hait</STRONG><BR>
i-TOOnT TVPr='»r-her.1>+.nv'' M » f" Sf H tir«''R I 8 ri?

3l This i;; show ihe working ol HTMI • Miciosoll Inrein^t kxploii!i

ST-'t I
v*t'

D'veOOKS'a.LIXMlyaxil-IIMext-l html

Let us know about yourself

Name.

address;!

PIN:

Date of Birth

Tour comments

id
Select Calaur of Hair

4.1.58 Password Boxes
You can even provide space for creating a password by just adding a line as shown 
below:
<p>Pas8word: <INPUT TyPB="pa8Sword" NAMEa"pasBV«)rd" SIZE=''10"> 

Use this in your text and you would a result as shown below:
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Let us know about yourself

Password; |

Namfil

4.1.59 Sabmit Button
It is not that you can use graphics in the text only, you can use them in the submit 
buttons also. Alongwith submit button, you can place a graphic too, which the user 
will click to respond. Let us see how this is done.

1. Type <INPUT TYPE="reset".
2. If desired type VALUE= "reset message" where reset message is the text that 

appears in the button. The default reset message is Reset.
3. Type >.

With HTML 4 (and Explorer for the time being), you can add images, font choices, 
and ewn a background color to your reset button. Let us see how this is done.

1. Type <BUTTON NAME="reset" VALUE="reset: TYPE="reset".
2. If desired, type STYLE=''font; 24pt ArialBIack; backgroundiyellow” to 

change the appearance of the button text.
3. Type >.
4. Type the text, if any, that should appear on the left side of the image in the 

button.
5. Type <IMG SRC="crane.jpg", where crane.jpg is the name of the image 

that will appear on the button.
6. If desired, add any other image attributes.
7. Type > to complete the image.
8. Type the text, if any, that should appear on the right side of the image in the 

button.
9. Type </BUTTON>.

See next how the submit button has been used in its text and the result in the browser.

4.1.60 Resetting the Form

While filling up the form, it is very likely that the visitor may make a mistake which
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|Coiifia New [Western)

NOTES
<!DOCTYPE HTHL PUBLIC ''-//W3C//DTI> HTHL 4.0 TEangitionaI//EN'’><I 
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Tbis is show the wording o£ HTHL</TITLE>
<rORH HETHOD=POST>
<H2>Let us know about yoursel£</H2>
<HR>
<p>Passuord: <INPUT TYPE>*"password" NAHE="password" SIZE«"10''> 
<p>NaiDe:<INPUT TyPE="text" NAKE-''u3erid" 3I2E="25''>
<HR>
<BUTTCW TYPE*"sutainlc" NAHE='’3ubinit'* VALUE*’'submit">
<1T1G SRC*"crane.jpg" BIDHT-30 HEIGHT-30>Press</BUTTCW>
</FORH>

3|This is show the woiklng of HTML - MiciosofI Irilernel rxplnrei

-

D:\B00KS\LU>a4KlaidM 0Vient-1.html

Let us know about yourself

Password: |

Name;|

can of spelling, or second thought. You can give your visitors a reset button so that 
they can start over with a fresh form. Let us see how this is done.

1. Type <INPUT TYPE="reset",
2. If desired type VALUE= "reset message" where reset message is the text that 

appears in the button. The default reset message is Reset.
3. Type > to close the tag.

With HTML you can add images, font choices, and even a background color to your 
reset button. Let us see how this is done.

1. Type <BUTTON NAME="reset" VALUE=’'reset: TYPE="reset".
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2. If desired, type STYLE=''font: 24pt ArialBlack; badcground:yeUow" to change 
the appearance of the button text.

3. Type > to close the tag.
4. Type <IMG SRC="crane.jpg.", the name of the graphic which we have been 

using.
5. Type > to complete the image.
6. Type the text, if any. that should appear on the tight side of the image in the 

button.
7. Type </BUTTON> to close the button command.

4.1.61 Allowing Visitors to Upload Files
You can even ask your visitors to send an entire file of information instead of lillittg 
up the form. Let me show you how this is done.

1. Make sure you have METHOD=POST in the FORM tag. You cannot use 
the GET method for a form that includes a file upload area.

2. In the FORM area, type the caption for the file upload area. Something like 
What file would you like to upload?

3. Type <INPUT TYPE="file" to create a file upload box and a Browse button.
4. Type ENCTYPE="multipart/form-data" so that the file is uploaded m the 

proper format.
5. Type NAME="title", where title identifies to the server the files being 

uploaded.
6. If desired, type SIZE="n”, where n is the wdth (in characters) of the field in 

which the visitor will enter the path name to the file.
7. Type the final > to complete the file upload area.

4.1.62 Active Images
You may use images as active elements in a FORM area. A dick on the image 
appends 'ihe cur^at racuse coordinates (as measured from the top left comer) to 
the variable name and sends the data to the server. See how it is done. 

''''l-..Create a GIF image and save it in your images directory on your server.
2. TV^^<INPUT TYPE=’'image".
3. Type SRC="image~urr where image_url is the location of the image on die 

server.
4. Type NAME="name”. When the Visitor^dicks on the .image, the x and y

coordinates of the mouse will be appended'tO'the.n^e defined here and 
sent to the server. __

5. Type the final > to finish the active image definition for the FOIRM,

NOTES

4.2 DHTML

Eiynamic HTML (DHTML) combines HTML v/ith Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
and scripting languages. It has the following features:
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IrttnduauntoIT • From HTML it takes Web page’s elements, like a table, a heading, a paragraph 
or a bulleted list.

- From CSS it takes a style to determine an element’s size, color, position and a 
number of other features.

- From scripting languages it manipulates the Web page’s elements, so that the 
styles you assigned to them can change in response to an end user’s input.

DHTML makes Web page events seemingly instantaneous: they occur within the 
browser after the page has downloaded. With DHTML, Web pages become very 
much like other software applications.
Mioosoft and Netscape, the companies behind the two most popular Web browsers, 
each have a version of DHTML. Both are called “DHTML” and each vendor’s 
version is compatible only with its own browser.
Microsoft and Netscape have proposed separate versions of DHTML'to the World 
Wide Web Consortium. Each, of course, hopes the Consortium adopts its proposal 
Md stamps it the official version, but it’s probably Ae case that a sort of hybrid 
will emerge.

4.2.1 Using DHTML in Internet Explorer
Let us now see how DHTML can be used in Internet Explorer. By using this you can 
do the following:

- Moving your mouse through a heading on the top of the page will cause a 
hidden text display to appear and will change the color of the heading.

- Moving your mouse through the heading will also change the color and the 
content of a small box on the page.

- Clicking on the heading will cause a box in the center of the page to split into 
four boxes that move outward toward the corners of the page, revealing a 
short message in the center of the page.

' The centered message will appear to be layered above the text display.
- Moving the mouse out of the heading will return the page to its original 

appearance.

4.2.2 DHTML in Netscape Navigator
Netscape implementations of dynamic HTML is more limited than Microsoft’s, 
The following list contains the key elements of Netscape’s version of dynamic 
HTML.

• Absolute positioning—You can update cascading style sheet positioning 
coordinates in a page at any time to create animated effects, and you can also 
ure layers to do the same thing.

• DOM—Netscape’s dynamic HTML provides an object model for HTML, 
just as Microsoft does. However, Netscape’s DOM is more limited.

• Downloadable fonts—You can dovmload fonts fiom the Internet and install 
them in your Web pages. .

• Dynamic content—You can change the content of a page in Netscape 
Navigator at any time, adding or deleting items.

NOTES
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Thus, Netscape’s implementatioa of dynamic HTML is more restricted than inmduaiontoInurria'Mmologia 
Microsoft’s.

4.2.3 Heading and Horizontal Line
Let’s get started. Open you WordPad file, select File, Save As, and save the file as 
.htm file. You can name it as per your wish. Change the title of the page by typing 
My First Dynamic Web page between <:TITLE> and </TITLE>. Inside the </ 
b6dY> tag, type Style = “bad^ound<olor; ‘Silver’ ” to give your page that macho 
silver-gray color you see in many applications.
This expression is called a style sheet. Because it’s inside a tag, it’s an inline style 
sheet. As you ian see, in this context, Style k an attribute and its value is a string.
The string contains a style property, a colon and the value of the property. A style 
sheet can hold more than, one property value pair and when it does, a semicolon 
separates adjacent pairs.
Next, center an HI heading by'typing:
<B1 Style = "text-ali.^:center">Dynainic HTML: Master the 
Es8entials</Hl>
after the <BODY> tag. To follow the heading with a horizontal line, type ,<HR>.
At this point, we're going to add an extremely important attribute to the <H1> tag.
This attribute, ID, will give us a way of referring to the header when we have to 
work with it in a scripting language. Inside the <H1> tag, type ID = hlHeader.
Your document should look like this;
<HTML>
.<HEAD>
<TITLE^4y First Dynamic HmL Fage</TITLE>
</MEM)>
<BbDT Style - "backgrotind-color:'’silver' ">
<H1 ID a hlHeader Style - "text-align: center">Dyn£Uiiic HTML:
Master the £ssential8</Hl>
<HR>
</BODY>
</HTML>
The page in Internet Explorer looks like figure shown next.

4.2.4 Hidden Message
Next step is very important. To create the remaining element of the page, we’ll 
divide the page into segments called DIVs. Each segment starts with <DIV> and 
ends vrith </DIV>. After we’ve created our segments, we’ll script them to exhibit 
the desired effects.
Let’s create a segment to hold the hidden message that you see in a large, bold, 
white font. Just after the <HR> tag, type;

NOTES
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Dynamic HTML: Master the Essential

<Div ID s dlvMessagev 

</DIV>
Next, type the message between these two DIV tags. Put the message in a paragraph 
(that is, enclose it with a <P> and a </P>) and make it a bulleted list.
Here’s the HTML to type between the DIV tags:
<P> Movies released today are:
<DL>
<LI> Khel 
<L1> Baghban 
<LI> Buies 
<LI>....and Many Morel 
</UL>
</P>

We’ve typed the message, but so far its appearance in Internet Explorer would be 
pretty nondescript. We haven’t colored the text white, enlarged it or more it bold. 
We also haven’t positioned the message bn the page.
To take care of the message’s size, appearance and position, we’ll add information 
to the <DIV> tag. Wc add the information as a group of styling specifications in an 
inline style sheet. Within the <DrV> tag, type:
Style
"Position:Absolute;Left:5%;Top:10%;Visibility:Hidden;z- 
index:-1;font-etyle:normal;£ont-weigbt:bold;£on%- 
family:Nozmal;font-size:50; color:'White
The first property-value pair, Position; Absolute, tells the browser to position the 
DIV with respect to the top edge and left edge of the browser window. The next 
two property-value pairs show one way that style sheets let you specify position - 
via percentages of distance from the left edge and the top edge of the browser 
window.
The firsl of the two pairs positions the DIV’s left side 5 percent of the distance 
form the left edge to the right and the second positions its top edge 10 percentage 
of the distance from the top of the browser-to the bottom. The fourth pair, 
VisibiIity:Hidden, keeps the message invisible when the page opens.
The next pair positions the DIV in the ‘‘third dimension.” If you look closely at

a
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%ure you’ll see that the large, white-lettered message appears to be underneath the Introduction tolntemaTtOtnoiogles 
message in the center of the screen and underneath the page’s heading. The z-index, 
the deeper the apparent layer of its element.
The remaining property-value pairs determine the message font’s size, weight, 
appearance and color. The font-size attribute’s value, 50, specifies a font whose 
size is 50 pixels.

4.2.5 The Message at the Center of the Page
Now we’U create another message at the center of the page. Create a <DIV> tag 
called divLearh and then position it by pixels, rather than percentages. We’ll position 
it 180 pixels from the left edge of the page and 200 pixels fiom the top edge;
<DIV ID - divLearn Style » "Po8ition:Absolute;Left:180;
Top:200;">
It will be helpfiil to confine the message to a specific width - say, 210 pixels - so 
that we can make its text cover three lines. To overlay the message on top of the 
large white-font text display, we’ll give a z - index of 0.
<DIV ID = divLearn Style - "Position:Absolute;Left:180;
Top:200;Width:210;z-Index:0;">
The message will reside in a paragraph:
<P>
Learn how to create striking effects on your Web pages.
</P>
and we’ll add some styling information to the <P> tag. In this t^, we can specify 
an appearance, size and weight for the font. The entire <P> tag should look like 
this:
<P ID = pLearn Style - "font-faaily:cursive; font- 
size : 1 5pt ; font-weight : bold">
here’s the HTML for the DIV:
<DIV ID = divLEarn Style = "Position:Absolute;Left:180;
Top: 200; Width: 21-0; z -1 ndex: 0 ; ">
<P ID s pLearn Style = "font-family:cursive; font- 
size :15pt;font-weight:bold">
Learn how to aeate striking effects on your Web pages.
</P>
</DIV>

4.2.6 Moving Boxes
To create the effect of a box that splits into four boxes, we position four boxes in 
the center of the page and give them all the same background color. Each box will 
be a separate DIV. I used blue as the background color, but you can pick any color 
you like. I also specified a color property ^d a text-align property, because we’U 
use them in an exercise.

NOTES
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Introduction to fr Here is one way to write the DIVs for the boxes;
-<DIV 
color
align:center;position:Ab8olute;Left:lS0;Top:180; 
Width:120;Height:60;z-index:1 "> • ,
</DIV>

<DIV ID = divBox2 Style="background-color:blue;color:blue;
text-align: center ; position: Absolute; Left: 270 ;i:op: 180 ; 
Width:120;Height:60;z-index:1 ”>
</DIV>

<DIV ID s divBox3 Style«"backgrormd-color:blue;color:blue;
text-align : center /-position : Absolute; Left: 150 ;Top : 24 0 ; 
Width: 120 .-Height: 60 ;.z-index: 1 ">
</DIV>

<DIV ID * divBox4 StyleB"background-color:blue;color:blue;
text-align: center .-position: Absolute ; Left: 270 ;Top: 240 ; 
Width:120;Height:60;z-index:l ">
</DIV>

If you write the DIVs this way, you will aeatc the boxes in figures, but the CSS 
syntax presents another possibility. Instead of writing the colors, text alignment, 
width and height four times, we can put the style specifications for these properties 
at the beginning of the document, between <HEAD> and </HEAD>; give those 
specifications a name and then that name within each box’s <DIV> tag.

Here’s how to do it.-After the <HEAD> tag in your document, type:

<STyLE Type = "type/c8S">

</STYLE>

We’ll put the style information between these two tags. To give a name ("bluebox”) 
to the style specifications and specify the background color, color, text alignment, 
width and hei^t for the boxes, type:

.bluebox (background-color: blue;

color:blue;
text-align:center;
width:120;
height:60)

after your newly aeated <STYLE> tag. When you preface the name of a style 
with a dot, you create a style class. Note the consistent syntax for the style sheet. 
We will use a color to separate a property from its value and a semicolon to separate 
adjacent property-value' pairs. With the style specified as a class in the head of 
your document, you insert the name of the class in each box’s DIV.

Here’s the HTML for the movable boxes;

ID divBoxl Style="background- 
:blue;color:blue,’text-

=

NOTES
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IntTvduakm tolntttnaTeehnohgies<DIV ID = divBoxl Class="bluebox" Style="Position:Absolute; 
LeftJl50;Top:180; z-index;! ">

. </DlV>
<DIV,ID = divBox2 Class = "bluebox" Style»"Position:Absolute; 
Left:270;Top:180; z-ind6X:l ">
</DlV>
<DIV ID = divBoxS Class = "bluebox" Style»"Position:Absolute; 
Left:lS0;Top:240; z-index:l ">
</DIV>
<DIV
Styles"Position:Absolute;Left:270;Top:240;
</DIV>
Save your work and open the page in Internet Explorer.

4.2.7 Changeable Box
We finish off the page design by aeating the box in the lower right corner. The box 
changes color and content when you pass the mouse through the heading at the top. 
of the page. You can see this by comparing figures,
By now, you’ve psobably guessed that we'II implement the effect by writing two 
DIVs, assigning Aem different z-indices and making one invisible.
We’ll write a script that switches the visibility of the DIVs when the mouse passes 
into the heading the returns to the original values when the mouse passes out of the 
heading. Here’s the HTML that sets up the two DIVs:
<DIV ID a divReady Style = "Po8ition:absolut©; Top:70%; 
Left:80%; Width:10%;z-index:1/Visibility: Visible">
<P Align = Center Style « "font-family:cursive; Background- 
Color: 'Beige' ;Color:Chocolat6"> Are<BR>You<BR>Ready?</I>>

, </DIV>
<DIV ID a divReady Style = "Position:absolute; Top:70%; 
Left:80%; Width:10%;z-index:1/Visibility:Hidden">
<P Align = Center. Style = "font-family:cursive; Background- 
Color:'BlancedAlmond; Color :Blue">Let'8<BR>G©t<BR>Started</P>
</DIV>

NOTES

= "bluebox" 
z-index:1 ">

ClassdivBox4ID

/■

4.3 WWW

A global hypertext system that uses the Internet as its transport mechanism is 
called World Wide Web. In a hypertext system, you navigate by clicking hyperlinks, 
which display another document (which also contains hyperlinks). What makes the 
Web such an exciting and useful medium is that the next document you see could be 
housed on a computer next door-or halfway around the world. The Web makes the 
Internet easy to use.
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ImroduamtoIT Created in 1989 at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN), a research 
institute in Switzerland, the Web relies upon the HyperTExt Transport Protocol 
(HTTP), an Internet standard the specifies how an application can locate and acquire 
resources (such as document, sound or graphic) stored on another computer on the 
Internet. HTTP provides transparent, easy-to-use .access to Web documents, FTP 
(File transfer Protocol) file archives, Gopher menus, and even UseNet newsgroups, 
users of Web navigation software, called Web browsers, simply dick on an underlined 
word or phrase, and HTTP takes care' of locating and downloading the desired 
documents. Most Web documents are created using the HypeiText markup language 
(HTML), a markup language that is easy to learn and will soon be supplanted by 
automated tools. Incorporating hypermedia (graphics, sound, animations, and video), 
the Web has become the ideal medium for publishing information on the Internet.
A key 1995 agreement on security protocols ensures that Web will quickly become 
an important commercial medium, in which consumers can browse on-line catalog 
and place orders without worrying about anyone intercepting the supplied credit 
card information.

4.3.1 Basic Features
Before we go any further in WWW we must learn more about the basics of it. We 
had earlier learned what Home page, Web page, Hypertext Hyperlinks, etc., mean. 
Now we wall leam what all comes into play when a web page is opened. The following 
information is not sequential.

1. Information System
2. Graphical Navigation
3. Platform
4. Distribution
5. Accessing Information
6. Interactiveness

Let us read about them in details.
Information System: As we all know that Internet is full of information. It is upto 
you to explore it. This information is available in the form of a book. As you can 
jump from one page to another, the Web also allows you to skip from one page to 
another using the Hyperlink. Once this information is there on the screen, you can 
copy, move or transfer it to your hard disk for later reading.
Graphical Navigation: The best part of Web is that it can display both te« and 
graphic with equal ease. What’s more there are sites which have sound and video
too. So much so that they can be called truly multimedia applications.

•v
Platform: The World Wide Web is not limited to any one kind of machine, or 
developed by any one company. The Web is entirely cross-platform. It can be 
displayed on any computer hardware using any operating system.
Distrilmtion: When you run the Internet and access any site, everything works in 
RAM. There is no hard disk space involved. The information is totally distributive 
and can be distributed anywhere even to the hard disk, only if the need be.
Dynamic: A web site goes through various changes at various instances. So 

. everytime you load the site, you get the latest site on your screen. You need not go
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to buy any new software dr hardware for that purpose The web site developer would inmdueHon toiiaemtTechnobgie 
probably not come and tell you when the site is updated. So while getting the data 
from the site make sure that you are getting the latest data.
Accessing Information: As mentioned earlier, Internet is full of information. You 
can get the information from the net using any of the method, maybe FTP, Usenet,
Telnet or even e-mail. Aldiough the most popular way of getting the information is 
by lining the software called browsers and the famous ones are Microsoft Internet 
Explorer and Netscape Navigator. Web browsers can also read files from other 
Internet services and you can aeate links to information on those systems just as 
you would create links to information on Web pages.
Interactiveness: This means that web sites are not just one way information. There 
are sites which ask for information from you, the users too. This information is 
mostly taken in the form of Forms (Read how to create forms in Chapter 10 on 
HTML). This way the web site developers not only get the information but also are 
able to access and compile the information in any form.

4.3.2 Web Browsers
A software, program that is used to view Web pages is called a Browser. Browser 
help you to connect to Web sites. You can surf the Web, view Web sites and/or 
download files and programs. A Web browser works by using a protocol called 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to request a specially encoded text document 
from the Web server.
Browsers are so designed that they can run on many kinds of computers and operating 
systems (also called platforms). Some of the popular browsers are - Microsoft 
Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, Mosaic, Lynx, etc. Amongst these, two 
browsers are very widely used, namely Netscape’s Navigator and Microsoft’s 
Internet Explorer.

4.3.3 Popular Web Browsers
To begin with, there was only one browser, named Mosaic, in use and it was available 
free of cost. It was written by Marc Andreesen, who later started a new venture for 
making a new browser called Netscape. With the passage of time, Microsoft 
incorporated in its browser Internet Explorer many of the features for which 
Netscape used to be preferred by the users. Others are:
Lynx: It is the text only browser and works on Unix platform. It was developed by 
University of Kansas. It requires the emulation of terminal VT-IOO. Designing 
pages that work equally well in Lynx and in graphical browsers is one of the more 
interesting challenges of Web page design.
Netscape Navigator: It is available for Windows, Macintosh Operating System 
and Unix too. It supports features like integrated news and mail reader, etc.
Microsoft Internet Explorer: No doubt the most popular one. It also runs on most 
of the operating systems. What’s more it is usually free with Windows operating 
system.

4.3.4 Web Servers
I

To upload a web site a host computer and server software is needed. This manages 
the communications protocols and the related software required to create a Web

NOTES
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site on the Internet. The host machine usually uses Unix. There are different types of 
servers available.
A web server mostly ^rforms the following jobs:

1. The server software includes configuration files and utilities to secure and 
manage the Web site in a variety of ways.

2. It passes requests to run CGI (Common Gateway Interface) scripts to the 
CGI applications. These scripts run external mini-programs, such as a 
database lookup or interactive forms processing.
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ImmAietion to Interna Tedmologies4.3.5 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
It is used as the communication protocol to transport hypertext documents over the 
Internet. It tells the server what to send to the client, so that the client can view 
Web pages, FTP sites or other areas on the Net. It is the niechanism that opens the 
related documents when you select a hypertext link, no matter where that document 
resides on the Web. It is non-proprietary, platform independent, open document 
architecture which works on most of the computers.

NOTES

4.3.6 Uniform Resource Locator
A URL describes the location and a method of accessing a resource on the Internet. 
For example, the URL http://www.adobe.com describe the name of the site of the 
company called Adobe Corporation. The term URL is also used to describe the 
address system used on the Web.
Each URL is unique, identifying a panicular point on the Internet. It consists of a 
string that supplies the Internet address of a resource on the WWW along with the 
protocol by which the resource is accessed. The most common URL is 'http’ which 
gives the Internet address of a World Wide Web page. Some other URL types are 
‘gopher’ which gives the Internet address of a Gopher directory, and ‘ftp’ which 
gives the address of a FTP resource. All Web sites have URLs. One could say a' 
URL is what a telephone number is to a telephone or a street address is to a houre.

4.3.7 Search Engines
They are programs that locate needed information in a database, but especially an 
Internet accessible search service that enables you to search for information on the 
Internet. To use a search engine, you type one or more key words; the result is a list 
of documents or files that contain one or more of these words in their titles, 
descriptions, or text. The databases of most Internet search engines contain World 
Wide Web (WWW) documents; some also contain items found in Gopher menus 
and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) file archives.
Compiling the database requires an automated search routine called a spider, forms 
filled out by Web authors, or a search of other databases of Internet documents. 
The effectiveness of search engine can be measured in terms of Indexing and Term 
specificity. Since the Internet is a vast collection of information, it is difficult to 
find specific information you actually need. Therefore, search engines are more 
than a boom.

4.3.8 Search Engine Categories
Some of the popular search engines are;

Yahoo!
Lycos
WebCrawler
Excite

Let us read about them in details.

4.3.9 Yahoo!
No doubt, the most popular and commonly used search engine. It is very simple to
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use and mostly gives you the best results. It indexes Web pages, Usenet and e-mail 
addresses. The search has 14 categories listed on its homepage, l^ch of these categories 
is divided into several subcategories. If the search fails, it is automatically passed on 
to AltaVista for more search. Yahoo! provides other services too like e-mail accounts, 
searches to locate people, sites, news, etc.

4.3.10 Lycos
This one has a robot to help the software locate the needed in search. For each 
document indexed, the robot keeps the outgoing links in a queue and selects a URL 
from it. Lycos indexes, titles, headings, and subheadings of HTML, FTP and Gopher 
documents.

4.3.11 Web Crawler
It has a web robot called Webbot that creates a daily index of keywords from 
documents all over the Web. Tire search engine directs the navigation in a modified 
breadth first mode. It indexes both the title and the full text of HTML document.

43.12 Excite
It uses a spider and indexer for the full text search of documents. The spider retrieves 
only Web and Usenet newsgroup documents. It offers services like searches that 
are case sensitive. It uses the various Boolean operators.
But, this is not the end of the search engines. There are more available on the net, 
but I have covered here the famous ones.

4.3.13 Searching Criterion
So far we have learned about the various search engines. Let us know in brief know 
how these search engines work. As was mentioned in the Case of various search
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engines above, each one of them uses either the directories, spiders and even the introduction to Jruerrta iidimiogies 
ro^ts for searches, A spider strips away many other markup features so that it simply 
sees the pure HTML source. Search sites are basically of the following two types;
Search Directories: They contain a list of websites organized hierarchically into 
categories and sub-categories. These are created manually.
Search Engines: It continuously sends put the so called spiders which start on a 

\homep<^ of a seirer and pursue all linls stepwise.
When you open a search engine, it asks you what to search. If it is to be case sensitive, 
make sure that you are using the right case. Qick Ok to begin the search and the 
result is shown in the form of URLs leading to the pages you need.

4.3.14 Hypertext
It is a method of preparing and publishing text, ideally suited to the computer, in 
which readers can choose their own paths through the material. To prepare hypertext, 
you first divide the information into small, manageable units, such as single pages 
of text. These units are called nodes. You then embed hyperlinks in the text. When 
the reader dicks on a hyperlink, the hypertext software displays a different node.
The process of navigating among the nodes linked in this way is called browsing.. A 
Collection of nodes that are interconnected by hyperlinks is c^ed a web. The World 
Wide Web is a hypertext system on a global scale.

NOTES

4.4 FTP

FTP is the short name for File Transfer Protocol. FTP is the Internet service that 
allows you to transfer files from one computer to another. Like all Internet services, 
ftp uses a client/server system. You run a client program on your computer which 
CQimects to a server program on a remote compute. You tell your dient what to do 
and if carries out your orders by sending commands to the server.
When you copy a file from a remote computer to your own computer, we say that 

' you are DOWNLOADING the file. When you copy a file from your computer to 
the remote one, you are UPLOADING the file. In ftp terminology, your computer is 
called the LOCAL HOST. The other computer is called the REMOTE HOST. 
Thus, we can say that ftp allows you to upload and download files to and from a 
remote host. Sometimes we use the word “ftp” as a verb.

4.4.1 Anonymous Ftp
The ftp service lets you transfer files from one Internet computer to another. 
However, there is one basic restriction: you cannot access a computer unless you 
can log into it. In other words, you cannot copy fields to or from, a remote computer 
unless you have a user name and a password. ANONYMOUS FTP is a facility 
that lets you connect to certain remote hosts and download files without having to 
be registered as a user. To do so, you log in using a special user name: anonymous. 
With this user name yoii do not need a regular password. Instead, you type your 
mail address.
For example, say your mail address is laxmi@nim.com. When you connect to an 
anonymous ftp server, you would log in as anonymous and use a password of 
Iaxmi@nira.com. The beauty of this system as it allows anyone on the Internet to lot

A •
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ImroduetionuIT in to a remote host and download public files without having an account on that 
system. It is important to understand that the anonymous user name will only work 
with computers that have been set up to act as anonymous ftp servers: that is, with 
those computers that are set up as repositories of publicly-available files. Moreover, 
the anonymous user name is only for ftp access. You cannot, for example, use a 
telnet connection and expect to log in as anonymous.
As you might imagine, allowing people all over the Internet to access your computer 
is not something you do fnvolously. There' are a number of security considerations 
which must be addressed, Anonymous ftp hosts are set up to be secure so that 
outsiders cannot cause trouble, even inadvertently. For example the system manager 
can control exactly which files on the computer are available for anonymous ftp 
access. The rest of the files are off limits and cannot be accessed except by 
people with valid user accounts.
As an extra security measure, many anonymous ftp hosts will not allow you to 
upload files. In other words, you can copy all the files you want from the remote 
host to your computer, but you cannot copy files from the remote host to your 
computer, but you cannot copy files from your computer to the host. Some 
anonymous ftp hosts to allow anyone to upload files, which will then be upload the 
files to a special, designated directory which is not accessible for files, he or she 
will move them to one of the public download areas. In this way, remote users are 
protected against people who might upload troublesome files, such as programs 
with viruses.
4.4.I.1 The Importance of Anonymous Ftp
At first, anonymous ftp sounds useful but not really all that special. Okay, so anyone 
on the Internet can access files on an anonymous ftp host. What’s the big deal?
The big deal is that the public anonymous ftp achieves are so vast as to be well 
beyond human understanding. The internet has thousands of anonymous ftp hosts 
offering all kinds of files for free. Virtually every type of information and every 
type of many organizations have,generously donated disk space and computing 
facilities to make these files available. Nobody gets paid for-proving and anonymous 
ftp service, but countless people set up and maintain anonymous ftp hosts as a 
public service available to anyone. Until you start to use anonymous ftp this may 
not sound like much. Anonymous ftp is one of the most significant inventions in the 
history of mankind. This can be credited to for three important reasons.
First, anonymous ftp allows you to download virtually any type of information. Until 
you are an experienced Internet user it is difficult to appreciate how important this 
is, but, put simply, anonymous ftp provides access to the largest library of information 
ever accumulated. Moreover, it is an ever-growing library that never closes, cowrs 
every conceivable topic and best of all, is fiee. Second, anonymous ftp is the principal 
way in which software is distributed on the Internet. Indeed, the reason the Internet 
can exist at all is that we all use standardized programs. Most of these programs 
are distributed via anonymous ftp and hence, are available to anyone who wants to 
use the Internet or to set up an internet host.
For example, in order to provide access to the Usernet discussion groups. Your 
Internet service provider must have installed the Usenet software on their computer. 
Where does the system manager acquire his software? Anonymous ftp. Here is 
another example. In order to use the Internet with a PC, you need client programs to
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run on your computer. Where do you get such clients? You could buy them or get immluaion ulnumaTichni^ogia 
them for free from your Internet service provider, but many people download their 
clients for free by using anonymous ftp. This is especially important when a new 
version of a client is released. You can download it the same day from one of the 
anonymous ftp sites. Indeed, if you were to write a new Internet exposure for your 
product would be to make it available to the public via anonymous ftp (and this is 
exactly what people do).
The final reason anonymous ftp is so important is it is used to achieve and disseminate 
the technical information that defines the Internet itself It is called REQUEST 
FOR COMMET or RFC. Each RFC is given a number and is made freely available 
to anyone who wants to read it. In this manner, the technical information that supports 
the Internet is distributed around the world in an organized, reliable manner.
Programmers and engineers who must design products to work with the Internet 
protocols can ensures that everyone is using the same specifications and that all 
Internet programs are designed to follow the same set of standards. Thus, without 
anonymous ftp, there would be no modern-day Internet.

4.4.2 Using a Browser for Anonymous Ftp
There are two different types of ftp clients. First, there are programs that can 
serve as ftp cUents, but which were really designed for some other primary purpose.
For example, web browsers are designed to serve as web clients, but can also act 
as ftp clients. Alternatively, there are programs designed specially to be ftp clients 
and nothing else.
If you spend most of your time using the Web and your anonymous ftp needs are 
sm^, a browser will work just fine. However, if you use anonymous ftp a lot, you 
will be better off with an actual ftp client program. There are two ways to access 
an anonymous ftp resources using a browser. From time to time, you will encounter 
an ftp resources as a link on a vreb page. When you click on that link, your browser 
will automatically contact the ftp site, log in as anonymous, send your mailing address 
as a password and request the file. Depending on how your browser has been 
configured. You may have to specify where you want to put the file before the 
actual data transfer takes place.
For example, say you are reading a web page having to do with stupid things and 
you encounter a link that says the Stupid FAQ. When you move your mouse pointer 
to this link, you see the following URL:
ftp: //ftp. sunet'. se/pub/usenet/news. answers/stupidity/FAQ
This URL points to a particular anonymous ftp resources on the computer named 
ftp.sunset.se in a directory named /pub/usenet/news.answers/stupidity. Within 
that directory is the information in question, stored in a file named FAQ.
When you click on this link, your browser will act like an ftp client and contact the 
specified computer in order to download the file on your behalf. It wiU all the be 
automatic. As an alternative to finding an anonymous ftp resource on a web page, 
all browsers have a way for you to enter a URL directly. This means you can jump 
directly to an ftp site by just entering the appropriate URL. Here is an example that 
shows how this works.
Let’s say you read about a file containing cheese recipes. The file is available via 
anonymous ftp from the computer named f^.spies.com On that computer, in a directly

\
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Introduction CO IT named /Library/Artide/Food the redpes are contained in a file named cheese.rcp. 
To construct the appropriate URL, use the following format:
ftp://cou^uter/pathname
(The pathname is the directory + file name.) in this case, the URL to use would be:
ftp://ftp.spies.com/Library/Article/Pood/cheese.rep
Just tell your browser that you wish to enter a URL and type this URL. The browser 
will connea to the remote ftp host and download the redpe file for you.

4.4.3 Using an Ftp Client for Anonymous Ftp
An ftp client is a program designed for one purpose: to use the ftp service to copy 
files from one Internet computer to another. It is possible to access anonymous ftp 
resources with a browser, but an ftp client will provide more features and afford 
more control over the process. Now, I describe how to use an ftp client for 
anonymous ftp. Here I refer to files and directories, which are explained in the next 
section. For now, if you are not familiar with how directories are used, you only 
need to understand three things:

1. On a Windows computer, directories are called “folders”.
2. Directories are used to organize files.
3. Directories can contain either files or other directories, or both.

If you access the Internet via PPP or a direct network connection, you will use a 
graphical ftp dient that runs on your own computer. If you access the Internet via a 
shell account, you will use a text-based ftp client that runs on the host computer.
The most common text-based client is called ftp and runs under Unix.
If you access the Internet via PPP or a direct network connection, you will use a 
graphical ftp dient that runs on your own computers. If you access the Internet via 
a shell account, you will use a text-based ftp client that runs on the host computer. 
The most common text based client is called ftp and runs under Unix. All graphical 
clients work more or less the same way. Typically, your window will be divided into 
two sections, one on the right and one on the left. The directory names are in the top 
part; the file names are in the bottom part. On the left, you can see similar 
information about the local computer.
All ftp clients have their own nuances, of course, but the general process of 
accessing an'anonymous ftp resource generally involves the following steps:

1. Establish a connection to the remote host. To establish a connection, you 
will have to specify the name of the remote computer. You may also have to 
enter a user name and password. Use a user name of anonymous and your 
mail address for a password. Some ftp programs let you select “anonymous 
ftp” as an option, in which case you will not need to spedfy a user name and 
password: the program will know what to use. Once the connection is 
established, your ftp client will request a listing of the contents of the top 
level directory. When it arrives, the information will be displayed on the 
right with the directory names on top and the file names on the bottom.

2. Navigate to the directory on the remote host that contains the file you want. 
To navigate on the remote computer, you select directory names from the 
list on the right, one name after another, until you get to where you want.
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Each time you select a directory name you will have to wait for your ftp inn^uctiM tofmernaTeAnokgies 
client to request a listing of the new directory from the remote computer.
When this listing arrives, it will be displayed, directories on top, files on the 
bottom. Eventually, you will reach the directory that contains the file you 
want. At that point, you should see the name of your file in the list.

3- Set the options you want for the transfer. There are various options you can 
set to specify what type of file transfer you want. In particular, you can use 
either an “ASCII” transfer for text files, or a “binary” transfer for binary 
files, (If you are downloading software, be sure to use “binary”.) Your program 
may also have special options or settings pertaining to your type of computer.

4. Select the file to be transferred. With most ftp programs, you highlight the 
name of the file you want by clicking on it with your mouse.

5. Navigate to the directory on the local host (your computer) to which you 
want to download the file. Check the left side of the window to see the 
current directory on your own computer. This is the directory into which 
your ftp client will copy the file. If this is not where you want to copy the 
file, navigate to the directory you want.

6. Initiate the file transfer. With some programs, you initiate the downloading 
- copying of the file from the remote computer to your computer - by clicking 
on a button that has a left arrow. The idea is you are copying a file fiom the 
right (remote computer) to the left (local computer). With other programs, 
you may have to click on a “transfer” button or something similar.
Basically, that is all there is to downloading a file via anonymous ftp. You 
ftp client will have its own special features, but the general idea is the same 
with all ftp programs.

There are two features that are especially useful in your ftp program. The first 
feature is a view function. This allows you to select a file and then view it without 
actually copying it to your local directory the file is copied to your computer, but it 
is not stored permanently. Indeed your ^ client stores the data in a temporary file 
and,then calls upon an editor program to display the file for you. This feature is 
handy when you want to take a quick look at a file but you don’t want to keep a copy 
of it (such as a README file).
The second feature to look for in your ftp client is the capability of storing various 
configurations. This allows you to save the names of your favorite anonymous ftp 
sites, so you can connect to them easily whenever you want. Indeed, most client 
programs include configurations for well-knovra, useful anonymous ftp sites. For 
example, if your program has a list of configurations, you will probably see well- 
known software archives for Windows and DOS systems, as such sites are useful 
to just about everyone.

NOTES
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4.4.4 Files
Once you start using anonymous ftp, you will find you need to know something 
about files and directories. Since most of the anonymous ftp hosts are Unix 
computers, you will need to know something about the Unix file system. Within 
Unix, the definition of a file is a highly generalized one. A file is considered to be 
any source of input or any target of output. For our purposes, this definition is too 
technical so let lis be a bit more informal: a FILE is a collection of data. Files can 
hold any type of information that can be stored on a computer; programs, documents.
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piCTures, sounds and so oii. Files are kept on some type of storage device: a hard disk, 
a floppy disk, a CD or a tapfe. When you use anonymous ftp, you are almost always 
accessing files stored on a hard disk.
Every file has a name. ^(Vhenever you want to do something with a file, you must 
refer to it by its name. For example, if you want to download a file using anonymous 
ftp. you must be able to tell your ftp client the name of the file your want. Unix file 
names can consist of letters, numbers and certain punctuation charact^. Here, for 
example are two typical Unix file names: rfcl325.txt and rfc-index.txt. Unix 
distinguishes between uppercase (capital) letters and lowercase (small) letters. 
For this reason, you must be careful to use the exact letters when .you type a file 
Unix, the letters R and r are completely different, so rfc325.txt and Rfcl325.txt 
are two completely different names. For the most part, Unix file names consist of 
all lowercase letters. However, there, will be times when you encounter a file name 
that has uppercase letters. When you do, be sure to type the name exactly.

4.4.5 Directories

Within Unix, files are organized into collections called DIRECTORIES. When you 
connect to an anonymous ftp site, you will fine a number of direaories. In order to 
download a file, you must be able to specify the exact name of the directory in 
which the file lies, as well as the name of the file itself. Around the Net, various 
computers act as Usenet archive sites by making copies of the FAQs available via 
anonymous ftp. For example, all of these sites will have the file folklore-faq. One 
well-known Usenet archive is the computer rtfm.mit.edy. On this computer, &e file 
folklore-faq is kept in the directory named /pub/usenet/news.answers.
How can we make sense of that name? To do so, all we need to understand how 
Unix organizes directories.
Being able to collect files into directories is important. However, many Unix 
systems have thousands of files and merely collecting them into directories is not 
enough: we need more levels of organization. The solution is to collect the 
directories themselves into other direaories, to form a hierarchy. For example, on 
the rtfin,mit.edu coihputer, all the public direaories are kept in a direaory named 
pub. Within pub, all the directories containing Usenet information are kept in a 
direaory named usena. Within the usena direaory, there are files and direaories 
are kept in a direaory named Usenet. Within the Usenet direaory, there are files 
and direaories that contain information relating to the various discussion groups.
Now, it happens that there is .a special group named news.answers whose purpose 
is to aa as a repository for all the FAQs that are posted to the various other groups. 
Thus, on the rtfm.mit.edu host, the Usenet direaory contains a direaory named 
news.answers which is used to hold all the FAQs. That is why the file named folklore- 
faq is found within the directory named /pub/usenet/news.answers. When a 
directory contains another directory, the first directory is called the PARENT 
DIRECTORY and the second directory is called a SUBDIRECTORY. In our 
ej;ample, Usenet is a subdireaory of pub, while pub is the parent direaory of Usenet. 
Similarly, news.answers is a subdirectory of Usenet, while Usenet is the parent 
directory of news.answers.
Eich Unix computer has one main direaory which is the overall parent for all the 
subdirectories and files on the system. This main directory is called the ROOT 
EIRECTORY. Within the root direaory are subdireaories; within these subdireaories
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are other subdireaories; and so on. If.you were to draw a diagram of such a system, intnductim uhttemaTtehm^ogie 
it would look like a tree with branches and sub-branches growing from one main 
trunk: hence the name, “root direabry” for the main trunk. When we write the 
fullname of a subdirectory, we start at the root directory and show each directory we 
must pass through in order to reach the ultimate branch. In our-example, we start at 
the root directory, pass through the;pub subdirectory, the Usenet subdirectory and 
finally, we read the news.amwers subdirectory. To write this down, we use the following 
two rules. • '
First, we use a single / (slash) charaaer to indicate the root direaory; we do not 
actually spell the name, hence, the name /pub/usenet/news.answers. Literally, it 
means, “Start from the root directory, then go to the pub subdirectory, then go to the 
Usenet subdirectory and finally, go to the news.answere subdirectory.” Where you 
are cormected to a Unix computer you can think of yourself as sitting somewhere in 
the directory tree. Whichever directory you are in is called your CURRENT 
DIRECTORY or WORKING DIRECTORY. By using the appropriate commands, 
you can move from one directory to another. Each time you move, your current 
directory changes.
For convenience, we often describe the location of a file by tacking its name onto 
find the urban folklore FAQ list, all you have to do is tell him to ftp to rtftn.mit.edu 
is the same as saying. “The file is folkore-faq and it is found in the directory named 
news.answers, which is in the direCTory named Usenet, which is in the directory 
named pub, which is in the roof directory.”

4.4.6 Path
A description like this - in which the names are separated by / character - is called 
A PATHNAME or a PATH. Thus, in order to ftp a file, anywhere on the Internet all 
you need to know is (1) the name of an anonymous ftp host that has the file and (2) 
the pathname of that file. If you take a look at a catalog of Internet resources, you 
will see that ftp resources are described in just tliis way. As a convenience, there 
are two special names used as abbreviations within the Unix file system. First, the 
name .(a single period) refer to the current direaory. The name ..(two periods) 
refers to die parent of the current direaory. When you talk about these abbreviations, 
the . charaaer is referred to as “dot”. For example, say you are conneaed to the 
rtfm., mit.edu computer and your current direaory 'is /pub/usenet. The . (dot) 
direaory is /pub/usenet. The .. (dot-dot) direaory is /pub.
You won’t use these abbreviations a lot, but you should know what they mean when 
you see them. In particular, you should know that selecting the item named .. from 
a list of direaories will move you one level higher in the tree. For example, if your 
current direaory is /pub/usena and you selea the ..direaory, you will move to / 
pub. ...

4.4.7 Starting the ftp Program
To download or upload files from a remote host, you use the ftp program. This 
program acts as a client and connects to the ftp server on a remote host. Once the 
connection is made, you will be asked to specify a userid and password. You can 
then enter whatever ftp commands you want. To start ftp, enter the name of the 
command followed by the^dd/MS of the remote host to which you want to connect.
For example, say you want to dovftiload files from the computer named rtfm.mit.edu.
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Intmduaion to IT Enter the command;I

ftp rtl.fm.mit.edu
When the ftp program starts, it will initiate connection to the remote host you specified. 
Once the connection is made - which might take a few moments if the host is for 
away - you will see a message like the following:
Connected to BL00M-P1CAYUHE.M1T.EDU.
220 rtfm ftpd (wu-2.4 (26) > ; bugs to f^-bugsertfm.mit.edu
Name (rtfm.mit.edu:harley}: ^
The first line of this message shows us that we have made the connection. Notice 
that the name of the computer we have connected to is really bloom* 
picayune.mit.edu. This is because the name rtfin,mit.edu is actuaUy alias for bloom- 
picayuhe.mit.edu.
Such aliasing is fairly common in the world of anonymous ftp because it allows us 
to use easily remembered names. It also gives system managers the flexibility to 
change computers whenever they want without confusing people. For example, if it 
should become necessary for the rtfm system manager to use a different computer 
for anonymous ftp. he does not have to inform everybody of the change. All he has 
to do is ensure that the address rtfm.mit.edu is aliased to the new computer.
It is especially common to see names that begin with ftp. For example, the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation has an anonymous ftp host named ftp.efF.org, (The EFF is a 
public-service organization dedicated to “the pursuit of policies mid activities that 
will advance fieedom and openness in computer-based communications”. As part 
of its work, the EFF maintains an anonymous ftp host that contains a wealth of 
interesting information, including electronic magazines.) The public name of the 
EFF’s anonymous ftp host is ftp.eff.org. However, when you ftp to .this address, 
you will see that it is actuaUy aliased to another computer. Now, to return to our 
example, the second line we say was;
220 rtfm ftpd (wu-2.4(26)}; bugs to ftp-bugs@rtr.mit.edu
This tells us die name of the ftp server and the version of the ftp software being 
used and were to send mail if you find a bug.
Finally, let us look at the last line of the message:
Name (ftrm.mit.edu:harley):
This is a request from our ftp client program, asking as what userid we want to use 
to log into the computer named rtfin.mit.edu. As it happens, we are currently logged 
into the local host as harley. The ftp program knows this and suggests that we may 

. want to use the same userid on the remote system. That is why you see the name 
harley in parentheses. If you press RETURN, the ftp program will use this userid 
as a default and send it to the remote host. However, in this case (and most of the 
time), you will want to log in as anonymous. Simply type this name and press 
RETURN:

._anony»ous
you now see:
331. Guest login oJt, send e-mail address as password.
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Immduaion lo Jraenta Technolopespassword:
The ftp server has approved the userid anonymous. You are now being asked to enter 
your mail address as a password. Out of courtesy, it is a good idea to honor this 
request.
Indeed, some ftp servers will not let you log in if your password does not look like a 
valid address. Once you have entered an approved userid and password, you will see 
a message like the following:
230 Guest login ok, access restriction apply, 
ftp?
This means that you are officially logged in and can use the anonymous ftp facility.
The second line, ftp> is a prompt form your ftp client program. Whenever you see 
this prompt, you can enter one of the ftp comniands. I just want to mention two 
commands here, rest of them will be taken up later.

1. To display a list of all the ftp comniands, enter the ? command.
2. To end the ftp session, use the quit command.

The last point I want to cover is what to expect if your ftp client is unable to connect 
to the remove host. There are three ways in which this might happen, first, the ftp 
service may be temporarily unavailable. In such cases, you will see:
ftp: .connect: Connection.refused
Second, the network connection to the remote host may be inoperative. This might 
be a problem with the network to'which the host is connected, or it might be that the 
host computer itself is not working. In such cases, you will see a message like:
f^: connect: Host is unreachable
The best thing to do is try again later.
Finally, there may be a problem with the address you specified. For example, say 
that you want to download files from rtfm.mit.edu, but you accidentally enter the 
wrong address;
ftp rtff.mit.edu

. You will see a message like the following:
rtff.mit.edu: unknown host
ftp>
At his point, you can enter the name of another host. Otherwise, you can use the 
quit command to stop the program.'
4.4.7.1 Second Way lo Start the Ftp Program
The first way is to enter the ftp command along with the address of the remote 
host. For example:-
f^ rtfm.mit.edu
the second way is to start ftp without specifying a host. Simply enter:
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ImroducaontoIT ftp

The program will start, but will not make a connection. Instead. you will see: 
f tp>

This IS the ftp prompt. It means that the program is waiting for you. to enter a 
command. To connect to a remote host, type open, followed by the address of the 
host. For example:
open rtfm.init.e<iu '
The conneaion will made just as if you had specified the address when you entered 
the ftp command.
Earlier, I gave you an example in which an ftp command had a bad address. In the 
example, the remote host was named rtfm.mit.edy but we mistakenly entered:
f^ rtff.mit.edy
What happens in such a case is that the ftp program tries to make the connection. 
When it can’t, it gives up and displays its prompt, waiting for you to enter a command. 
In this case, you would see:
Rtff.mit.edu: unlcnown host
ftp>
you can now enter:
open rtfm.mit.edu
If this address doesn’t work, you can try another one. If one decide to give up, 
enter:
Quit

I
This will stop the ftp program.

4.4.8 Ftp Commands
Once you have entered the ftp command and established a connection with a remote 
host, you will see the prompt:
ftp>
At this point, you can enter an ftp command (of which there are many). The ftp 
client program will send whatever command you enter to the ftp serwr, which will 
carry out your request. The idea is to enter one command after another until you 
have achieved your goal (say, to download a file). Then enter the quit command to 
terminate the ftp session. At any time, you can display a list of all the ftp commands 
by entering ? or help (either will do). Do not worry is your ftp client does not have all 
these commands. It will have the most important' ones. If you want to see a one-line 
summary of a particular command, enter ? (or help) followed by the name of the 
command. For example, if you enter:
? quit
you will see;
quit terminate ftp\ session and exit
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notice how many commands there aire in figure. The number of commands you see introduction to internet Teehnoiogies 
will vary, depending on what version of the ftp software you are using. You might 
wonder, do you have to learn all these commands? The answer is no. For formal 
anonymous ftp session, all you need to know few basic commands. I will discuss 
these commands now.

4.4.9 The Basic Ftp Commands
We can divide the ftp commands into several groups. First, there are the basic 
commands. I have already discussed quit? And help (which is the same as ?). The 
other basic command is ! (exclamation mark). This command is used to send a 
regular Unix command to your local computer. Simply type the command after the 
! character and then press RETURN. The ftp program will put itself on hold and 
send the command to your Unix shell to be executed. Once the command is finished 
the ftp program will again control and redisplay its prompt.
Here is an example. We what to use the Unix date command to display the time 
and date on your local system. At the ftp? Prompt, we enter !date. After the date 
command display its output, we are returned to an,ftp> prompt:
f^> tdate
Hed Aug 28 17:42 PDT 1995 

ftp>

Ifyou would like to enter more than one Unix command, you can use the !.character 
by itself:
ftp> !
The ftp program will put itself on hold and start a new shell. You c<m now enter as 
many Unix commands as you want. When you are finished, terminate the shell and 
the ^ program will regain control. With most Shells, you would press CTRL-D to 
terminate the shell. If this does not Work, try the exit command.

4.4.10 Some Common Ftp Commands with Description 

Here I give the description of some of the commonly used ftp commands.
Basic Commands
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Command Syntax Description
quit close connection to remote host, stop ftp 

program.
displays a list of all the ftp commands.
displays one-lihe summary of the specified 
command.
display a list of all the ftp commands.
displays one-line summary of the specified 
command.
local: pause ftp and start a shell, 
local: execute specified shell command.

quit

7 ?

7 ? command

help help
help help command

command
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Introduction to IT open [host] 

close
open
close

establish connection to specified computer 
dose the connection to remote host, stay in
ftp

user (name [password]] 
cd [directory]

user set user name
cdNOTES , remote: change to specified directory 

remote: change to parent directory 

dir [directory [local-file]] remote: display a long directory listing,
local: change directory 

remote: display a short direaory listing

cdup cdup
dir
led led [directory]

Is [directory [local-file]]Is
pwd pwd'

get [remote-file [local-Jile}] 
mget [remote-file...] 
ascii

remote: display name of current directory 

download one fileget
mget
ascii

download multiple files 

. (default) set file type to ASCII text file.

_4.4.11 The Connection Ftp Commands ^
The next category ftp commands are those that control the connection to the remote 
host: open, close and user. I have already discussed the open command, which you 
can use to establish an ftp connection. The close command will terminate an ftp 
connection without quitting the program. You can use close when you want to 
dose one connection and then open another one.
If you connect to a remote host successfully, but there is something wrong with 
your user name or password, you may or may not lose your connection. (This depends 
on the ftp server.) However, if you do not lose the connection, you will not be able 
to do anything until you specify a valid userid and password. To do so, you can use 
the user command. Simply enter:
user
the ftp program will ask you to enter a userid and then a password, if you want, you 
can specify the information directly:
user anonymous harley@fuzzball.ucsd.edu
In this case, we are specifying a userid of anonymous and a password of 
harley@fuzzball.ucsd.edu.
4.4.11.1 The Directory Ftp Commands

The third group of ftp commands are those which move from one directory to another 
and display the contents of a directory. Whichever directory you are in is called 
your working directory (or current directory). Once you establish on ftp connection, 
you have two working directories to keep track of; one of the remote host and one 
on your local computer.
With most anonymous ftp hosts, you are automatically placed in the root (top- 
level) directory to start. To move to another directory, use the cd (change directory) 
command. Type the command name, followed by the name of the directory you 
want to move to and then press RETURN. For example, if you warit to move to the 
directory named /pub/usenet/news.answers, Enter:
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Inmduaion »Interna Tedtnolaguscd /pub/usene^/news.answers
If you understand the Unix file system, you can move one directory at ,a time by 
using separate cd commands. For example:
cd pub
cd Usenet
cd news.answers
At any time, you can display the name of your remote working direaory by using 
the pwd (print working directory) command. For example, if you enter:
pwd
you will see a message similar to the following one:

' 257 "/pub/usenet/news.answers" is current, directory.
At times, you may see a directory name that is different from what you expect. For 
example on the rtfm.mit.edu system, if you move to the directory named /pub/ 
usenei/news.answers and then enter a pwd command, you will actually see:
257 "/pub/usenet-by-usenet/news.answers" is current directory.
Do not be conftsed. Ail that this, means is Chat the sj^em manager has given the 
second level directory two different names: Usenet and usenet-by-group. In such 
cases, you can use whichever name you want. The name usenet-by*group is more 
informative, but the name Usenet is a lot easier to type.
The working directory on your local computer will be whatever will be whatever 
directory you happened to be in when you entered the ftp command. When you 
download files, this is the directory into which they will be placed. If you want your 

. files to be placed into a different directory, you can use the led (local change directory) 
command to move to a different directory before you start the downloading. For, 
example:
led faq-files
This command changes your local working directory to faq-files. There is no ftp 
command to display the name of your local working directory. However, it is possible 
to do this by using the ! command to send a pwd command to your local computer.
!pwd
To display the contents of a directory on the remote host you can use two different 
command. The Is (list) command will display the names of the files in the directory. 
Here is some typical output. It shows the names of some of the files in the 
news.answers directory.
esperanto-faq
feminism
finding-addresses
finding-sources
fleas-ticks
folklore-faq
fonts-faq
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IrttroduaiontoIT The dir command will display a longer listing. Along with the file name, you will also 
see extra information. Here is some typical output.

8 root 3 27120

2 root 3

14 root 3 288890

12 root 3 41939

10 root 3 41533

8 root 3 84701

2 root 3

Jun 2 01:24 esperanto-faq 

Jun 12 00:07 feainsiffl 

Jun 12 03:37 finding-addresses 

Jun 16 04:04 finding-sources 

Jun 16 03:30 fleas-ti<^s 

folklore-faq 

fonts-faq

If you have some experience with the Unix file commands, you will recognize this 
output as being fi-om the Is - 1 command. Otherwise, don’t worry about it. You only 
need to understand four things. First, the character at the far left tells you if the line 
describes a direaory of a file. A d character indicates a directory while a - (hyphen) 
character indicates a file. In this example, we have two directories and five files.
At the far right of each line, we see the name of the file or directory. To the left of 
the name, the time and date show you when the file or directory was updated. 
Finally, the number to the left of the time and date shows the size of the file in 
bytes (characters). This number is not meaningful for directories. Thus, we can see 
that folklore-faq is a file, it was last updated on June 15 at 5:33 AM and is 84,701 
characters long. You can ignore the rest of the information. You will find that it is 
often convenient to dovraload a copy of a long directory listing to a file on your 
local computer. To do so, simply specify the name of the directory followed by the 
name of a file. For example:
Is /pub/usenet/news.answers Is.list
dir /pub/usenet/news.answers dir.list
Each of these commands generates a direaory listing of the specified direaory. 
The first command downloads its output to a file on your local computer named 
Is.list. The second command sends its output to a local file named dir.list (Of 
course, you can choose whatever names you want.)
When you use this form of the Is and dir commands, you must always specify a 
direaory name and a local file name. If you want to download a listing of the 
working direaory, you can use a direaory name of . (a single period charaaer). In 
Unix a single . Charaaer stands for your working direaory. For example:
Ls . la.list
Dir . dir.list

-rw-rw-r

drwxrwxr-x 512
-rw-rw-r—NOTES
-rw-rw-r—

-rw-rw-r—

-rw-rw-r— Jun 15 03:33
drwxrwxr-x 512 Jun 18 01:46

4.4.12 The File Transfer Ftp Commands
There are two commands you can use to download files (that is, to copy files form 
the remote host to your computer). These commands are get and mget. The get 
command allows you to download one file at a time. The mget (multiple get) 
command allows you to download more than one file at a time.
To use get, specify the name of the remote file followed by the name that you want 
to give the file on your local computer. For example say that you have established an
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anonymous ftp session with the rtfm.mit.edu computer mentioned earlier. You would introduction lointemetTechnolopes 
like to download the folklore-faq file. You want the file to be name Duihan-legends 
on your computer. First move to the direaory that contains the file:
cd /pub/usenet/news.answers
Now, enter the get Command to download the file:
get folklore-faq urban-legends
You will see the following message:

I

200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for folklore-faq 
(84701 bytes) .
At this point, the file is being copied to your computer. Once the copy is complete, 
you will see:

' 226 Transfer con^lete.
Local: urban-legends remote: fol)clore-faq 

86113 bytes received in 17 seconds (4.9 kbytes/s) 

ftp>
, You can now enter another command. (BY the way, don’t-worry about the fact that 

the file is 84,701 bytes long but we received 86,113 bytes. The extra bytes have to 
do with how certain characters are encoded when you copy a text file.
Rest assured that the actual downloaded file will be exactly the right size.) If you 
use the get command with only a single file name, the ftp program will use this 
name for the new file on your local computer. For example, if you enter.
get folklore-faq
the downloaded file will automatically be named folklore-faq.
If you are using a Unix system, there is a way to send the remote file as input to a 
Unix command on your local computer, rather than to a local file. Instead of a 
second file name, you type a | (vertical bar, called the pipe symbol), followed by 
the name of the command. For example, suppose that you want to read a remote 
file named README. One way is to downloaded it to a local file, stop or pause 
the ftp session, read the file, delete the file and then-resume the session.
Alternatively, you can read the remote file by sending it directly to a paging program 
(such as more) on your local computer.
get README |more
Notice that you cannot put a space after the I character (like you can with a regular 
Unix command). This is because get expects only two words; the remote file name 
(in this case, README) and the name of the local target (in this case, I more).
The mget (multiple get) command is used when you want to download more than 
one file at the same time. Type the command, followed by the names of the file you 
want to download. For example:
mget finding-addresses finding-sources folklore-faq

NOTES
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Introduaion lo IF when you use mget, you cannot specify alternate names, so as the files will be given 
the same names when they are copied to your local computer.
the mget command will transfer one file at a time. Before transferring a file, mget 
will display the file name and ask you for confirmatioo.’.For example;
mget finding-addresses?
At this point you can type either y (yes) or n (no) and press RETURN.
You can specify the name of a directory and mget will process each file in the 
directory. Similarly, if you know how to use the Unix wildcard characters, 3«)u can 
download all the files whose name matches particular pattern. If you do not know 
about wildcard characters, I will mention briefly that an * (asterisk) character 
matches zero or more characters and a ? (question mark) character matches any 
single character. For example, to download all the files in the remote working 
directory whose names begin with the letters fi. you can use:
Mget fi*

4.4.13 Setting Ftp Options
Within the ftp program, there are several commands you can use to control the 
downloading operation. The ones worth mentioning are binary, ascii, hash, prompt 
and status.
A text file (also called an ASCII file) holds ordinary characters: letters, numbers, 
punctuation and so on. A binary file contains information that is not textual. For 
example, if you want to download files that contain pictures, you will be dealing 
with binary files.
By default, the programs assumes that it is working with text files. If you want 
to download binary files, you should tell the prograiri before you enter the get or 
mget command. The binary command tells the ftp program that you will be 
downloading binary files. If you want to switch back, the ascii command indicates 
that you will be downloading text files. When you use one of these commands, we 
say that you are setting the REPRESENTATION TYPE.
For example, say that you are about to download some files that contain pictures. 
Before you do, you enter the command;
Binary
When you enter this command, you will see the following message:
200 Type set to I.
The I stands for “image”. If you use the binary command and then download a text 
file. It’s only when you are copying binary files that you should be exact. With some 
remote hosts, a binary file will not be copied properly unless you have set the 
representation type to binary. The next option is hasL TTiis tells the ftp program to 
display a # character (sometimes called a hash mark) after each data block is , 
transferred. This allows you to watch the program when you are downloading a 
large file. The size of a ^ta block depends on the nature of your ftp connection, 
but you will be told what it is before the downloading starts.
To turn on the hash option, just enter:
hash

NOTES
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To turn it off. enter the same command again.
The last option to mention is prompt. The ftp client queries you about each file 
whenever you use mget. If you set the prompt option off, mget will automatically 
transfer each file without asking your permission. To turn off the prompt option, 
just enter:
prempt
To turn it back on. enter the same command again.
Finally, if you want to display the current setting all the options, you can use the 
status command:
Status
When you do, you will see many options, most of which you can safely ignore.

Introduction to Interttet Tecknologfcs

NOTES

4.5 TELNET

TELNET is the Internet service that allows you to log in to a remote Internet 
computer. To utilize this service, you run a telnet client pogram on your computer. 
This program uses the Internet to connect to.the remote computer. Once the 
connection is made, your telnet client acts as an intermediary between you and 
the other computer. Everything you type on your keyboard passed on to the other 
computer. Evmything the other computer displays is sent to your computer, where 
it appears on your screen. As a result, your keyboard and screen seem to be 
connected directly to the remote computer. Telnet is actually the oldest of the 
various Internet services.
Though it may not maftCT at this stage but let me go though the development of 
Telnet or the historical background of it. The Internet is the descendent of the 
Arpanet, a networic created in the late 1960s by the US. Department of Defense. 
At that time, there were no personal computers. There were only large, expensive 
mainframe computers and smaller, expensive “minicomputers”. To work a 
computer interactively, you used a terminal, a device wifii a screen, a keyboard, 
some electronics and not much more.
The first service provided on the Arpanet was “Remote login”, that is, Telnet. 
This service, which was a remarkable achievement, allowed researches to work 
on remote computes from a distance. To do so, they used the Arpanet to connect 
their terminal to a computer that was part of the Arpanet.
Once the connection was made, a researcher could log in, by typing a user name 
and password, and use the keyboard and screen on his terminal, just as if it were 
conneaed directly to the remote computer. In those days, terminals could only 
display characters—letters, numbers, punctuation and so on—there were no 
graphics or windows or pictures. However, compared together methods of using a 
computer (such as punch cards) terminals were extremely convenient. For this 
reason, when the Unix operating system was developed, it was designed to work 
with terminals. And, within a few years, Unix became an important part of the 
Arpanet. Although Unix was designed to work with many types of terminals, one 
specific terminal became a de facto standard. This was the VT-100 terminal, 
manufactured by the D^tal Equipment Corporation(DEC). The VT-lOO standard
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IniiwtuawniolT became so accepted that, whenever someone wrote a program which needed to provide 
the functtonaUcy of a terminal, he would design the program to act like a VT-IOO.
In technical terms, we would way that the program would “emulate” a VT-100.

•So this is what Telnet really is: a service that
conneCTS to a remote Internet computer and
emulates a VT-100 terminal.

Since the VT-100 is a character-based terminal, you cannot use graphics (pictures, 
icons, windows and so on) when you use telnet.

4.5.1 Telnet Concepts
In telnet terminology, your computer is called the LOCAL computer. The other 
computer, the one to which your telnet client connects, is called the REMOTE 
computer. We use these terms no matter how far away the other computer actually 
is: whether it is across the world or in the same room. On the Internet, we sometime 
refer to Internet computers as “hosts". Using this terminology, we can say the job 
of your Telnet client is to connect your local computer to a remote Internet host. In 
general, there are two ways to use telnet. First, you can connect to any computer 
on the Internet for which you have a shell account. When you do, you will see the 
standard login: and Password: prompts. You can now log in and use the computer in 
the usual manner. Second, there are many public resources which you can access 
via Telnet. Some of these do not require a password. As soon as your Telnet dient 
makes the connection, you can start working with the remote computer. For example, 
a number of public library catalogs are set up in this manner. Other public services 
(such as MUDs) do require passwords. The first time you connect to one of these 
systems, you will be asked to choose a user name and password. From then on, you 
would log in using whatever name and password you have chosen.

4.5.2 Using Telnet Client
To use Telnet, you turn a Telnet client program. This program connects you to a 
remote Internet host and then emulates a VT-100 terminal. If you across the Internet 
using a shell account your telnet client wiU be the Unix telnet program. Otherwise, 
you use telnet by running a client program on your own computer. If you have a PC, 
you will run a Windows client. If you have a Macintosh, you will run a Macintosh 
client program. Windows 95 comes with its own telnet clients. You can use the 
buDt-in diem or you can find another one. Telnet clients for PCs are readily available 
on the Net. With Windows 95, you can start thetelnet program in the regular manner 
(by double-clicking on an icon or by putting it in your Start menu), or you can go to 
a DOS prompt and enter the telnet command. Regardless of how you start the 
program, it works the same.
Using a telnet dient is easy. All you have to do is start the program, and tell it the 
name of the remote host to which you want to connect. Once the connection to the 
host is established, you will see whatever message that computer displays as part 
of the starting procedure. If you connect a Unix computer which experts you to log 
in, it will start by displayed the line:
Login:
Type the appropriate user name and press ENTER. You will then see the line:

NOTES □
□
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Inttoduction to Irttema TechnologiaPassword:
Type the password and press ENTER. You will now be logged in. Once your Telnet 
client starts, there is generally nothing special to do. Just log into to the remote 
computer and start work. However, there are certain facets of the telnet program 
you can control by using the pull-down menus. Each program operates differently, 
so be sure to read the help information for your particular program.

4.5.3 Working with Telnet
, To start Telnet, enter the name of the command followed by the address of the 

remote host to which you want to connect. For example, say that you want to connect 
to a computer named nim, whose full address is mm.iiC8b.edu. Enter the following:
telnet nim.ucsb-.edu

\
If you are connecting to a computer on your local network, you can usually get by 
with just the name of the computer, instead of the full address. For example:
telnet nim
When the telnet program starts, it will initiate a c^>qnection to the remote host that 
you specified. As telnet is waiting for a response. yOu will see;
Trying... \

or a similar message. Once the connection is made, which rnight take a few moments 
if the host is far. away, you will see a message like the folli
Connected to nim.ucsb.edu.
Escape character' is
If, for some reason, telnet is unable to make the connection, you will see a message 
telling you that the host is unknown. For example, say that you want to connect to 
the remote host nippet.com. However, you mistakenly enter:
telnet ni^et. com
You will see:
nippet.com: unknown host 
telnet?
At this point you can either specify another host name or quit the program. Another 
problem that may arise is that your local network may, for some reason, not be able 
to make connections to certain parts of the Internet. .One reason is that a particular 
host may be off-limits for security'reasons. Another reason is that some locations 
just do not have a way to connect to other locations. In that case you will get a 
message similar to:
Host is unreachable
If this happens to you, double-click that you are entering your telnet command 
correctly. You can also ask your system manager if there is some trick that you 
don’t understand about making such a conneaion. However, if the remote host is ' 
really unreachable from where you are, there is not much you can do about it. Once 
telnet makes a connection, you will be interacting with the remote host. At this 
point,' most hosts display some type of informative message, usually identifying the 
computer. If you are expected to log in, you will see the standard prompt. For example 
if you have connected to a remote Unix computer, you will see;

.NOTES
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IntroduaionwIT Login:

You can now log in in the regular manner;
Type your usend and press RETURN. You will then see.
Password:
Now enter your password and press RETURN again. When you type your password. 

. it will not be displayed. This prevents someone else from finding out your password 
by watching you log in. When you are finished working with the remote computer, 
all you need to do is log out in the regular manner. The connection will break and 
telnet will stop automatically.

4.5.4 ASecond Way to Start Telnet
The second' way to start telnet without specifying a host. Simply enter: 
telnet
the program will start by will not make a connection. You will see: 
telnet>
this is the telnet prompt. It means that the program has started and is waiting for 
you to enter a command. To make a connection to a remote host, type open, followed 
by the address of the host. For example:
open niiD.ucsb.edu.
the connection will be made just as if you had specified it when you entered the 
telnet command. If you need to specify a port number, simply type it after the 
computer name. Be sure to leave a space before the number. For example:
open- nigheiDare.wintemet.com 1701
Earlier a telnet command had been given with a bad address. In the example, the 
remote host was named nipper.com. but we mistakenly entered:
telnet nippest.com
What hap)pens in such a case is that telnet tries to make the connection. When it 
can’t it gives up and display its prompt, waiting for you to enter a command. In this 
case, you would see:
Nippest.com: vinknown host 
telnet>
You can now enter an open command with the correct address;
Open nipper.com
If this address doesn’t work, you can try another one. If you decide to give up, 
enter:
Quit

This will stop the telnet program.

4.5.5 The Escape Character: CTRL+1
As you interaa with a remote host, there is a way to put your work on hold and enter

NOTES

\
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commands directly to telnet. For example, you are having problems with the remote introduction lolruemaTedmohgm 
host, you can pause your work session, remm to telnet and enter the Quit command.
To do so, you press the speaal key combination CTRL+1. That is. you hold down die 
CTRL key and press ] (the right square bracket). When you press this key combination, 
it sends a signal to telnet to pause the remote connection and display the prompt: 
telnet>
You can now enter any telnet command that you want. With some commands, telnet 
will automatically resume the connection after carrying out the command. Othenvise, 
you can resume the connection at any time by pressing RETURN at the telnet> 
prompt. The technical term for a key like CTRL is an ESCAPE CHARACTER.
Many programs allows you to use an escape character to request a special service 
or to indicate that what follows is to be interpreted differently. In the world of Unix, 
there is a convention that CTRL keys are often indicated by using the '' (carat) 
character. For example CTRL-C would be written as ''C. Now we can make sense 
out of the message at appears whenever telnet makes a remote connection:
Escape character is
You are being reminded that the telnet escape -character is CTRL. It is possible to 
rhangf* this to another charaaer but there is usually no reason to do so.

4.5.6 Using Telnet Commands
■ Any time you are the at the telnet> prompt, there are a number of different commands , 

that you can use. Now, I will go over the most important ones. Before I do, I will 
remind you that if instead of entering a command you just press RETURN, telnet 
will resume the remote connection. To display a summary of the various telnet 
commands, you can enter the ? character:'

NOTES

?

Here is a typical summary;

Command Description
close close current connection 

display display operating parameters 
• mode ‘ try to enter line-by-line or characier-at-a-time mode 

open connect to a site
quit exit telnet

send transmit special characters
set set operating parameters 

status print status information 
toggle toggle operating parameters 

z suspend telnet
? print help information

I
Ir

Out of all these commands, the most important ones are ?, open, close, quit and z. 
Open
The open command tells telnet to make a connection to a remote computer. Enter 
open followed by the addrws of the computer; For example:
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ImroduaioniolT Open nim.uc^.edu
This will leave the telnet> prompt and connect you to the remote computer.
Close
The close command terminates a remote connection without stopping the telnet 
program. Here is how this might come in handy. Let’s say you are working with a 
remote host and something goes wrong. For some reason, the host seems to be ignoring 
your commands. No mater what you type, nothing happens and you can’t even log 
out. One solution is to press CTRL, wait for the telnet> prompt and then enter the 
Close command. You can now re-establish a connection to the same host. You can, 
of course, also connect to a different host.
Quit
The quit command stops telnet. If a remote connection is active, telnet will terminate

NOTES .

It.

Other commands
All the other commands are less important and you will probably never need to use 
them. For the most part, they control various technical aspects of the communication 
session that you can almost always ignore. If you want to display a summary of the 
send, set or toggle commands, enter the .command followed by a ? character. For 
example;
Send ?

Job Control
Unix systems support a facility, called JOB CONTROL, that allows you to pause 
a program, work with another program and then return to the first one. At the telnet 
prompt, you can enter the z command. This tells telnet to pause itself and return 
you to the shell (the program that reads and process your commands.). This allows 
you to enter regular commands on your local computer in the middle of a remote 
session. The z command will only work if your shell supports job control.

4.6 WEB BROWSING^ SURFING USING SEARCH 
ENGINES

In broad terms browser is the software which allows you to view the web sites. It is 
a multi-function software package which allows you to access, download, and display 
multimedia documents. Before we go any further, let us see what the basic features 
of a Web browser are.

4.6.1 Basic Features of Web Browsers
In all probability a web connection would have the following:

I. Client computer 
\2. Host computer

3. Internet Service Provider (ISP)
4. Communication network

\
Let iis see what these are:
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Jniroduaion lo Interna Tecknologiei4.6.1.1 ' Client Computer
This is the base computer from where you'access the Internet. This computer as 
expected would have modem, a telephone line attached to it and a software to 
browser the Internet, such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator.
4.6.1.2 Host Computer
This_ is the computer which holds all the Web pages. They have giga bytes of hard- . 
disk storage, considerable Random Access Memory (RAM) and a high speed 
processor. It runs special Web server software that reads requests sent from various 
client computers. The host computer also retrieves and sends an appropriate 
information to the client.
4.6.1.3 Internet Service Provider (ISP)
I had mentioned about ISP in the last chapter. It is the agency which acts as a 
media for providing the Internet access.'
4.6.1.4 Communication Network
The message from client computer is converted to signals and transferred through 
telephone lines. These then reach the host computer. So to reach the signals fast 
you have to have very fast network. In India this is done by VSNL. In fact, ISP has 
a stack of modems that accepts multiple incoming calls simultaneously. Your 
mntierHnn is complete when it reaches the host computer.

4.6.2 Running a Browser
The first page that you see on the screen of the browser on the screen is the home 
page of that browser. So in case of Netscape Navigator you will see Neicentre 
while in the case of Internet Explorer you would see msn'.cora. These software can 
be launched as you would launch any other software in a Windows environment. 
Jhis can be done from the Start button, Its icon on the desktop or even from Quick 
Launcher on the Taskbar. Once launched you would see their initial page on the 
screen. Here I am showing the opening page of Internet Explorer.

NOTES

4.6.3 Working of Internet Explorer
As you would see from the Internet Explorer screen, there are various bars, having 
various buttons. Let us see what all them mean.

Title Bar 
Menu Bar 

Buttons

It displays the title of the current Web page.
It gives access to all the features of the Explorer.
The Internet toolbar contains some graphically styled 
buttons. They provide convenient shortcuts that enable you 
to navigate through the Web,
ThB menu selects several I»ti1« to Microsoft related sites. 
After typing the URL, click on this button to display the 
Web page.
These bars help to move or scroll the screen up or down.
This bar displays information relating to the activity that is 
being currently carried out.
The URLs of variotis Web sites are typed on this bar.

LinkMenu 
Go Button

Scroll Bars 

Status.Bar

Address Bar
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 4.2

1. Describe the process of inserting graphics.

\

.2. . Describe how would you create tables in HTML.

\
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Jtitroduetion to Irttemet Taimologiis3. How would you create a form?

4. How would you start the FTP program?
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MB/ttm.rrencan/ ^

^ The page cannot be tNsplayedNOTES Title bar Menu Buttons
GoThe pige you are looking lor i$ e\irrent3y una^^abie The Web 

site might be experianoing technical difficulties, n^yeu may need 
to adjust your browser settings. Links

Address barPlease try ttie following. Scroll
• Ci'ck the Q button, or try again later.
• If you typad the page address in the Address bar, make 

sure that rt is spelled oorractiy.
a To check your connecfiOA sotbngs, dick the Toule menu, 

end then diek Internet Options. On the Connections 
Cab, dtck Setthigs. The settings should match those 
providad by your local area network (IAN) edmmistrator or 
Internet service provider (ISP).

• If your Network Administrator has enabled it. 1^
Windows can examine your network and 
discover network connecbcn setbno^w^

Status

latcaflr

If you would like Windows discover them,
dick ^ N.-1

^ 12a*brt connection security. Click the 
and then dick About Issteraet Enpiorer to

a Some sites 
Help rQpiit)

aCKufjdS-..-
4.6.4 Toolbar Buttons

5

As you can ses there are various buttons on the toolbar of Internet Explorer. Let me 
ocplain what each one of them stands for.

Back It displays a page in the list of previously viewed pages. 
Forward It displays a page in the list next to viewed pages.

Stop It stops downloading the current page.
Refresh It downloads the current page again, ensuring that the latest 

version of the Web page is displayed.
Home It displays the home page.

Search It displays or hides the Search Explorer bar, which provieds 
access to Internet search engines.

Favorites It displays or hides the Favorites Explorer bar, which 
provides access to your favorite sites.

History It displays or hides the History Explorer bar, that provides 
access to sites you may have visited recently.

Full Screen It switches to or from full screen view, which provides 
maximum viewing space for Internet Explorer’s document ’ 
area.

Mail It launches your mail or newsreader program, by default 
Outlook Express, and lets you send links and pages to others 
via e-mail.

Print It prints the current page, if your printer is online.

»
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4.6.5 Getting to a Web Site
As mentioned earlier, you can start the browser by one of the 3 methods mentioned. 
Now to go to the site, you have to type the name of'the site complete with all the 
dots. You must ensure that you have made the connection to^the net via your modem 

■ and telephone line, before pressing the Go button.
If the address of the site to be visited is not known, enter keyword/s in the Search 
Box and click the Search button on the toolbar and follow the instructions that appear 
on the screen. You can also use on the Search Engines like Yahoo, AltaVista. Google, 
HotBot. Enter the keywords in the Search Box and dick Search or Go.
In the following case the required address was typed to get the website.

, You can similarly type the name and press Go to get the required website.

4.6.6 Working with Favorites
As you can see there is a button called Favourite on the toolbar. This helps you in 
working with your favourite websites. These favourites can be obtained from the 
Start button too. The ones here are provided by the Microsoft but you can always 
add and delete from them.
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InnvductiontoIT 4.6.6.I Adding SB iiom to Favofiles

The Add To Favorites command allows you to create a favorite page listing for the 
page you are currently viewing. Do the following to add.

1. Click the Favorites menu and choose Add to Favorites. Or click Add to 
Favorites on the Favorites Explorer bar. The Add Favorite dialog box appears.

2. In the Name text box, make changes you want to the name of the page.
NOTES
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3. In the create In box select the location of the favorite page.
4. Qick the Ok button. This creates a favorite page listing for the current page. 

4.6.6'.2 Vsiitg Search Button

The search button here is an easy access to various search engines. To use the search 
feature, use the Search button. To use the search feature do this.
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1. To choose a search engine click the customize button in the window.
2. Choose the desired category for your search.
3. Click in the text box in the Search Explorer bar, and type the words or topics 

you are trying to find.
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iTitmduction arnumalicfmologies4. Qick the Search button.
5. The results of your query appear in the bottom of the Search Explorer bar.
6. Qick one of the result links, and the page appears in Internet Explorer’s 

document area.

4.6.7 Woridng with History
Well, you must have guessed it. It keeps the history of the sites which you had 
visited during the last working time. The various options are;

3 weeks ago
Last week and
Today

• All these would give you the list of various sites which you has visited during the 
last time you had worked with the browser.
Ok now that you have got the site which you wanted on the screen. The next step 
would be to work on it. Let us do it.

4.6.8 Cc^yingData
For this follow the following steps;

1. Open the site from where you have to copy the data.
2. Select the data to be copied

e

3. Qick the Edit menu
4. Qick at Copy.
5. Minimize the software.

NOTES
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Introduaton in tT 6. Open the software/document where you warn to paste,
7, Paste the requu'ed data.

4.6.9 Saving Pictures from a Web Page
1. Open the site which has the required piaure.
2. Righr<lick on the picture to be saved.
3. Choose the Save As option to save the picture.
4. Your picture would be saved on the clipboard and you can paste it any other 

softwarc/documeni.

4.6.10 Saving a Page or Picture Without Opening
1. Right-click the link for the iteni to be saved. ;
2. Choose the Save Target As option to save the picture.
3. Your picture would be saved on the clipboard and you can paste it any other 

software /document,

4.6.11 Making Pages Available for OfT'Iine Viewing
1. On the Favorites menu, click Add to Favorites.
2. Select the Make available off-line Check Box.
3. Your selected page would be available for the off-line viewing.

4.6.12 Downloading Files/Folders from Internet
The Internet allows you to download a fantastic variety of files/programs. You can 
access the needed material by using an Internet Browser. For this purpose, point to 
a link that is connected to a file on a Web site. You will find downloading to be 
easier from Web sites that are in your time zone. At night, you may often ^d the 
sites to be less busy and therefore, more easily accessible.

4.6.13 Printing a Web Page ^
The various print options available to you are:

1. Printing all documents linked to the current page.
2. Printing a list of links contained on the current page.
3. Printing selected ponions of a page that has been construaed using frames. 

This op'tion is available only if the current page has frames.
To print a Web page using the options, do the following:

1. Click at the File menu, and choose Print.
2. The print dialog box, as shown next, appears.
3. Select the printer, the pages and number of copies you want.

.4: Click Ok to start printing.
4.6.13.1 Options of the Print Dialog Box

As laid out on screen It prints the entire page as it appears on the screen
Only the selected frame It prints one selected frame. This option requires you

to select a few words in the area you want to print, 
prior to printing

NOTES

;
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All frames individually It prints each frame on a separate page
Print All Linked documents This option generates a printout of every document

linked to the current page
Print Table of Links This option produces a short printout listing all the 

URLs mentioned in the document

4.6.14 Keyboard Shortcuts for Working in Internet Explorer
Enter It activates the selected link 

Shift + FIO It displays the context menu for the current link 
Tab It seleas the next link 

Ctrl + Tab Cycled between frames 

, Shift + Tab It selects the previous link 

Alt + ri^t arrow It moves to the next page 
Alt + left arrow It returns to the previous page

F5 . It refreshes display of the current page 
Esc It stops display of the current page 

Ctrl + N It opens a new window 
Ctrl + O It opens a document 
Ctrl + P It prints the current page 

Ctrl + S It saves the current page as a file

i

■ \
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4.7 E-MAIL

Since the facility of e*Mail provided by Internet, people have more or less stopped 
using the post. It has been in faa, named as Snail mail, or the mail which moves at 
the snail speed. Whereas electronic mail is fast and move's over from one computer 
to another elearonicaUy at an amazing speed. Most of the Internet users arc very 
happy with this facility. In fact, you can send not only the text, but pictures and. 
graphics too.
Most of the offices are sending their mail through computers. No more fussy papers 
or carbons. In fact, no need to frle them too. All is stored in computers and can be 
accessed whenever needed. All you need is to open an e-mail account and start 
mailing yotir letters even if you do not have a computer. You.can send the mail using 
your account number from any Cyber cafe too.
So to work with e-mail you must have an account of your own. For this, as already 
mentioned in the earlier chapter, each popular search engine allows you to open an 
e-mail account. Here, in our case, I am using the account opening process of 
Hotmail.com. , •

• NOTES

4.7.1 Opening of E-mail Account
The following are the popular sites which allow you to open an e-mail account: 

http://www.mail.yahoo.com 

http://www.hotmaiI.com 

http://www.deifF.com 

http://www.mailcity.com

Yahoo
Hotmail
Rediff
Mailcity
Besides these most of your ISPs would allow you to open an account. Please 
remember that these e-mail services are all free and the sites do not charge any 
amount for using the same.
The following dialc^ boxes\ would show you how to create your own e-mail account 
with hotmail. i

4.7.2 E-mail Organization
With reference to the e-mail program named Outlook Express, the messages in the 
software can be roug^y organized in the following folders:

For all incoming messages
For all messages queued for sending -
For all messages previously sent
For all messages marked for deletion
For aU messages which are pending completion

All these can be seen in the figure on the next page;
Before we start reading and sending the e-mails, we must understand few e-mail terms 
which are quite useful in reading and sending messages.

hibox 

Outbox 

Sent Items 

Deleted items 

Drafts
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4.7.2J Using Abbreviations

An abbreviation would save both time and space. It is important that the abbreviations 
used by you are understood equally well by the receiver of your c-Mail. So I give here 
a list of abbrcvations which have by now become the universally accepted abbrevations 
around the world.
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HotmairNOTES

Regi;tralioii

Your MSN® Hotmail® account is also a Microsoft® NET Passport. Compleangthsfonn will register 
you witti Hotmail and with NET Passport. With .NET Passport, you can use the Hotmail address and 
password you create helowtosignmtoaiiysitefiiathasthe NET Passport sign-m button

ProSle Monikalioo

Help
First-Name r
Last Name

Your first and last names will be sent with all outgoing e-mail messages.

[English aLanguage

CountiylRegion jEi[United Stales
State [[Choo se One] ^

• 2IP Code

[universal Time - GMT

TMide. r Female

Tone Zone

Gender

lllDaylj[ . ,; (ex. IW)[MoplhBirth Date

Occt^atiOD [[Select ar Occupalion) E
Account Information

] @hoimai] comE-mail Address

Password _________________
Six-character |_ __ __
miremum. no spaces
Retype Password [ ^ ^

Secret Question [ Favor,le pefs name?

Secret Answer

.J

Seivices P Hotmail Member Dtectoty 
P Internet Whte Pages
Use these checK boxes to indicate whether you'd Itke to be bstedm these 
Dilemet directories Mere mfi'raiinon about drectones

-n .aki^ •¥> MfHA
aaap...jk;: I '■■(■■iraaf]

Full Word/Term/Phrase Abbreviation

By The Way
Frequently Asked Questions 

Friend of a friend 

For what it is worth 

For Your Information

BTW
FAQ
FOAF
FWTW .
FYI
IMHOIn My Humble Opinion
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bitniiuaiimatT Laughing out loud
Member of the appropriate sex
Member of the opposite sex
On The Other Hand
Refer to/Regarding
Roiling on the floor and laughing
Significant other
You
With respect to 

LOL
MOtAS
MOTOS
OTOH

NOTES RE;
ROFTAL
SO
U
WRT

Using Smilies
There are lots of ways that you can convey youi message across. Not, only in terms 
of abbrevations but in terms of small similies too. These are also like abbrevadons 
are finding their way into most of the computers around the world. A smiley is a 
sequence of characters on your computer’s keyboard. For example, the colon represents 
the eyes, the dash represents the nose and the right parenthesis represents the mouth.
Given below a list of the most common smileys.

4.7.12

Emotions Meaning

Little girl 
Mad
Makes me cry 
Makes me sick 
Makes no sense 

Moustache 

My lips are seaed 

Omigod! 
Personality 
Real unhappy 

Big boy 
Big face
Said with a smile 

Big girl 
Screening 

Shouting 

Standing firm 

Talkative 

Cross-eyed 

Cursing

8:-)
X-(
&-L

I

:-S

>{
;-#

8^0

-C
-r<
(:-)
:-D
:-)8<

:-V
■■<<

;-0
H-)
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IittmSKliam «iHUrmf TidiaabgiaDisappointed 
Very unhappy 

Eating something spicy 
Wearing sunglasses 
Embrassed 

. Winking 

Yawning

:-E
(:-(
;-6
]-I
■")

NOTES

L-0

As you become proficient in e-Mailing, you will be able to learn many more of these 
fascinating emoticons, which exist in thousands.

4.7.3 Parts of E-mail Text
Like a formal letter e-mail also is divided into various sections. In a good business 
letter, you would have, date, the name and address of the person to whom the letter 
is a^di^sed, salutation, text matter, Under’s name. etc. Most of these you would 
find here too but with some difierence. Lets see what an e-mail is supposed to 
have.
4.7.3.1 Headers
It is very important that your header must be loud and dear for it can be seen and 
read fiom a distance too.
4.7.3.2 To
The To: field contains the e-mail address of the person to whom you are sending 
the e-mail. If you are sending e-mail to someone in your own domain, you do not 
need to indude @ domain.
4.7.3.3 From
In most of the cases, you would not be typing tl^, since it would be taken from the 
system, It in fact includes your c-mail address.
4.7.3.4 Subject
The Subject: field should contain a very, short description (20-30 characters) of 
what your message is about. This field can also be called Subject of the Message: 
or simply message. It is not compulsary to have a subject.
4.7.3.5 Cc
You can send die copy of the*same e-mail to another person. For this you have to 
niention the e-mail address of the second receipt. The software would take care 
that the same message is sent to the second recepient too.
4.7.3.6 Bcc
It is the short form of Blind Carbon Copy, which gives you a way of copyiiag and 
transmitting an e-Mail message to another person, without the first person (the main 
addressee), knowing ^ut it.
4.7.3.7 Attachments
Using this option you can attach a file created in other software along with this e-
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mail. In most of the cases while applying for a job, the letter is typed in the e-mail 
text and the bio-data which is mostly in some word processing mode, attached to it.

4.7.3.8 Date

Date and time are usually taken from the system. You need not type it.

4.7.3.9 Body

The body of an e-Mail message is simply the text that you want to send to the other 
person.

4.7,4 Working with Messages
The first thing that you would do on opening the software would be receive the 
messages. For this you will have to click on Send/Receive button.

You can also set Outlook to automatically check for messages at regular intervals, or 
you can have Outlook check for message whenever you want.

1. Click the Send/Receive button on the Standard toolbar, as shown below.
2. The Intenet connection will be made depending upon the type of connection 

you have. Its progress will be shown to you in the dialog box in the lower 
right corner of the window. •

3. When messages arrive, Outlook asks you whether you want to start reading 
them. Click Yes in the Microsoft Outlook dialog box to starting reading 
messages, or click No to read them later.

4.7.5 Reading a Message

Once the messages have been received in the Inbox, they will be appended to the 
other ones, i.e., in the last. The last few messages are always new. There are 
various type of messages which are there in the mailbox.

The messages in the Inbox can have the following symbols attached to them.

• Unread message

• High importance message

• Low importance message

• Message that has been read
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Send/Receive Button

• Message with attachment
• Message that has been forwarded
• Message that has been replied to
• Meeting for which response is requested
• Follow-up flag

All these have a symbol attached to them. 
4.7.5.I Reading the Message

I. Double<liclc a message in the Inbox list.
Or
Select the message to open and press Ctrl + O
Or
Select the message to open and from the File menu, choose Open. Then 
choose Selected Items from the submenu.

Each message opens in a separate window.

4.7.6 Replying to a Message
Once read, a message can either be replied or trashed.
To reply to a message:

1. With a message selected in the Inbox window or with the message open, 
click the Reply button on the Standard toolbar. The reply has the sender in 
the To box and the original subject in the Subject box preceded by RE.

2. In the text area, type your reply. The reply appears above the original 
message.

Replying in a Phased Mann^
You can rtT>ly in phases. You can type half a reply now, save it and then complete it
later. In tliis case, since the reply is half baked, it is stored in drafts folder.
For this do the following:
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• 1. Click Save on the Standard toolbar.

Or
From the File menu, choose Save.

2. Qose the window.

3. Outlook places the reply in the Drafts folder You can open it there to continue 
working on it.

4. To reply to all of them, click the Reply to All button on the Standard toolbar.
5 You can still edit a message ttut'is waiting in the Outbox. Just double-click 

the message, make your chaIl^;^-•^, and then click Send again.

4.7.7 ForM'arding a Message
The ntessage received from A can be sent to B by using Forward option. You can also 
add y )ur own comments to it before sending it.
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1. With a message selected in the Inbox window or with the message open, 
click the Forward button on the Standard toolbar.
The new message shows the original subject in the Subject box preceded by 
FW, as shown here.

2. Type the recipient's e-mail address in the To box.
Or
To select an address from the Address Book, click the To button, select 
one or more names in the Select Names dialog box, click the To button in the 
dialog box. and click Ok.

3. Type comments which you want to add in the space above the message.
4. Click Send on the Standard toolbar to move the message to the Outlook 

folder.
5. If a message has files attached, the files are forwarded as well.

4.7.8 Deleting a Message
If you do not require any message, you can delete it or others too.

1. Qick the Delete button on the toolbar in the message window.
Or
Press Ctrl + D

The message is moved to the Deleted Items folder.
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IntroduaimtoIT 4.7.9 Chatting View
Outlook lets you view the contents of a message folder in a number of ways.

1. From the View.menu, choose Current View, and then choose a view from the 
Submenu, as shown on next page.

2. The view of the current folder is changed.

4.7.10 Using Your Own Stationery
When you send a message to somebody, Outlook sees to it that it should have your 
distinctive features on it. It provides you with the stationery which you can add to ' 
your message page. What's more it even gives you an option of putting your signature. 
You can also set flags to call attention of important messages and to request follow
up actions such as asking the recipient to reply to the message before a certain 
date.
If you want to send file, such as documents or pictures, you can attach them to e- 
mail messages, too, using the attachment command.
4.7.to.I Mail Options
You can use the mail format options to specify the appearance of your outgoing 
messages. You can override these default settings for individual messages.
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Setting Mail Format Options 

•• 1-. From the Tools menu,.choose Options.
2. On the Send tab of the Options dialog box, choose a.format from the Send in 

this Message Format drop-down list.
Choose HTML to send the message in the format used for Web pages, which 
allows text formatting. Most popular mail programs can display HTML e- • 
mail mess^cs.
Choose Microsoft Outlook Rich Text if you know that your recipient uses 
Outlook too. This setting allows you to use boldfacing and other formatting 

. in the message.
3. Click Ok when you have finished.

\
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Choosing Default Fonts
1. On the Mail Format tab of the Options dialog box, choose the Plain Text or 

Microsoft Outlook Rich Text format option.
2. Click the Fonts button.

Intreduahn to Iraeme Tiehtcdogies

3. In the Fonts dialog box, choose the default fonts for messages you type.
4. Click Ok to return to the Options dialog box.
5. Qick Ok when you have finished setting options.
6. If you choose HTML or Miaosoft Outlook Rich Text as the mail format, a 

formatting toolbar appears in a new message window. You can use the buttons 
on this toolbar'to set text formatting for the message text.

7. In the Fonts dialog box, you can indicate when you want yotn default fonts to 
override stationery fonts.

NOTES

4.7.11 Starting and Addressing a Message
You can start a message from any Outlook e-mail folder, address the message to as 
many recipients as you want, and send copies to anyone who might want to be 
informed. You can also send a blind copy (hidden from other recipients) to someone.
Starting Message

1. In the Inbox or Outlook Today window (or any other e-mail folder), dick the' 
New button on the Standard toolbar.

2. If your e-mail editor is not Word, choose whether you want Word to be 
default editor.
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IiarvduawtioIT 3. A message window with the default format opens.
Typing Addressa

I. In the To box, type a single c-mail address.
Or ■

Type several addresses, separating them by commas or semicolons.
Using Address Book

1. Click the To or the Cc button to choose from the Address Book.
2. Choose a name in the Selea Names dialog box and click the To, Cc. or Bcc 

button to add the name.
3. When you have finished adding names, click Ok to return to the new message
4. If you want others to receive a copy of this message, you can add c-mail 

addresses in the Cc box as well.
5. To verify that you have typed an c-mail address properly, click the Check 

Name button on the Standard toolbar. Outlook checks the address against 
the Address Book and warns you if no match is found.

6. If you want to display the Bcc field, choose Bcc field fiom the View menu.
7. For help finding a name, click the Find button in the Select Names dialog 

box to open the Find People dialog box.
8. To open the Address Book quickly, click the Address Book button on the 

Standard toolbar.

NOTES
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Imroduction lo Internet Technologia4.7.12 Creating Stationery
For e-mail in HTML format, you can choose predesign©! stationery, which includes 
a background; graphical elements such as bullets, pictures, and horizontal lines; 
text fonts; and colours that blend with the background design. If Word is specified 
as your e-mail editor and HTML is seleaed format, the first time you create a new 
message you can choose a theme.
Choosing DsfauJt Outlook Stationery:

1. From the Tools menu, choose Options.
2. On the Send tab of the Options dialog box, choose HTML as the format.
3. Click at Create New.
4. This would lead you to a Stationery Picker Wizard, which will guide you to 

select the stationery of your choice.
5. On this and next pages, you will see the various options of the wizard and 

their selection.
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6. You can use the same options or can have some of your own.
More Stationery Options:

1. In the Options dialog box, choose Download More.
2. From the net, tiiis would give you more options of stationery to choose from.

4.7.13 Creating a Signature
You can haw Outlook add a signature, a special tag line, to each message you send.
Creating D^ult Signature

1. From the Tools menu, choose Options.
2. On the Signature tab of the Options dialog box, click at New.
3. In the Create New Signature dialog box, enter a name for the new signature 

and click Next.
4. In the Edit Signature dialog box, type the signature that will appear at the end 

of your message if this signature is selected.
5. You can make this signature as the default signature to appear at all messages 

sent by you. Se  ̂Instruoional Material 197
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4.7.14 Attaching a File or an Item to a Message
You can attach files to your message, and you also attach or include as text the items 
in your Outlook folders.
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Attedting a File
1. From the Insert menu,- choose Attachment or Picture whichever the case 

maybe.
Or
Click the Insert File button on the Standard toolbar
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I

.2. In the Insert File dialog box, selea the file you want to attach and dick Insert, /nmx&tetion tofruenaTicfinoiogia

The file icon appears at the bottom of the message. The recipient can view the 
attachment by double-clicking its icon.

4.8 ISP s NOTES

An Internet service provider (abbr. ISP, also called Internet access provider or lAP) is 
a business or organization that provides to consumers access to the Inieroet and 
related services. In the past, most ISPs were run by the phone companies. Now, ISPs 
can be started by just about any individual or group with suffident money and expertise. 
In addition to Internet access via various technologies such as dial-up and DSL, they 
may provide a combination of services including Internet transit, domain name 
registration and hosting, web hosting, and colocation.

4.8.1 ISP Connection Options
ISPs employ a range of technologies to enable consumers to conneet to their network'. 
For "home users", the most popular options indude dial-up, DSL (typiarlly ADSL), 
Broadband wireless access. Cable modem, and ISDN (typically BRI). Fox customers
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who have more demanding requirements, such as medium-to-laige businesses, or other 
ISPs, DSL (often SHDSL or ADSL), Ethernet, Metro Ethernet, C^gabit Ethernet, 
Frame Relay, ISDN (BRJ or PRI), ATM, satellite Internet access and SONET are
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more likely. With the increasing popularity of downloading ntusic and online video 
and the general demand for faster page loads, higher bandwidth connections are 
becoming more popular.

4,8.2 How ISPs Connect to the Internet?
Just as their customers pay them for Internet access, ISPs themselves pay upstream 
ISPs for Internet access. In the simplest case, a single connection is established to 
an upstream ISP using one of the technologies described above, and the ISP uses 
this connection to send or receive any data to or from parts of the Internet beyond 
its own network; in turn, the upstream ISP uses its own upstream connection, or 
connections to its other customers (usually other ISPs) to allow the data to travel 
from source to destination.
In reality, the situation is often more complicated. For example, ISPs with more 
than one Point of Presence (PoP) may have separate connections to an upstream 
ISP at multiple PoPs, or they may be customers of multiple upstream ISPs and have 
coniieciiohs to each one at one or more of their PoPs. ISPs may engage in peenng, 
where multiple ISiPs interconnect with one another at a peering pomt or Internet 
exchange point (IX), allowing the routing of data between their networks, without 
charging one another for that data - data that would otherwise have passed through 
their upstream ISPs, incurring charges from the upstream ISP. ISPs that require no 
up.stream. and have only customers and/or peers, are called Tier 1 ISPs, indicating 
their status as ISPs at the top of the Internet hierarchy. Routers, switches. Internet 
routing protocols, and the expertise of network administrators all have a role to 
play in ensuring that data follows the best available route and that ISPs can "see" 
one another on the Internet.

hnroduaion to IT
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4.8.3 Virtual ISP
A Virtual ISP (vISP) purchases services from another ISP (sometimes called a 
wholesale ISP or similar witliin this context) that allow the vISP's customers to access 
the Internet via one or more Points of Presence (PoPs) that are owned and operated 
by the wholesale ISP. There are various models for the delivery of this type of service, 
for example, the wholesale ISP could provide network access to end users via its dial
up modem PoPs or DSLAMs installed in telephone exchanges, and route, switch, 
and/or tunnel the end user traffic to the vISP’s network, whereupon they may route 
the traffic toward its destination.
In another model, the vISP does not route any end user traffic, and needs only provide 
AAA (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) functions, as well as any "value- 
add" services like email or web hosting. Any given ISP may use their own PoPs to 
deliver one service, and use a vISP model to deliver another service, or, use a 
combination to deliver a service in different areas. The service provided by a wholesale 
ISP in a vISP model is distinct from that of an upstream ISP, even though in some 
cases, they may both be one and the same company. The former provides connectivity 
from the end user's premises to the Internet or to the end user's ISP, the latter provides 
connectivity from the end user’s ISP to all or parts of the rest of the Internet.
A vISP can also refer to a completely automated white label service offered to anyone 
at no cost or for a minimal set-up fee. The actual ISP providing the service generates . 
revenue from the calls and may also share a percentage of that revenue with the 
owner of the vISP. All technical aspeCTs are dealt with leaving the owner of vISP with

\
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the task of promoting the service. This sort of service is however declining due to the imnduction tobiiema Tedtmlogia 
popularity of unmetered internet access also known as flatrate.

\

4.9 E-COMMERCE
NOTESElectronic Commerce is exactly analogous to a marketplace on the Internet. Electronic 

Commerce (also referred to as EC, e-commerce eCommerce or ecommerce) consists 
primarily of the distributing, buying, selling, marketing and servicing of products or 
services over electronic systems such as the Internet and other computer networks. 
The information technology industry might see it as an electronic business application 
aimed at commercial transactions; in this context, it can involve electronic funds 
transfer, supply chain management, e-marketing, online marketing, online transaction 
processing, electronic data interchange (EDI), automated inventory management 
systems, and automated data collection systems. Electronic commerce typically uses 
electronic communications technology of the World Wide Web, at some point in the 
transaction's lifecycle.- although of course electronic commerce frequently depends 
on computer technologies other than the World Wide Web, such as databases, and e- 
mail, and on other non-computer technologies, such as transportation for physical 
goods sold via e-commerce.
E-Commerce according to Person Halls book E-Commerce started in 1994 with the 
first banner ad being placed on a website.
The meaning of the term "electronic commerce" has changed over the last;30 years. 
Originally, "electronic commerce" meant the facilitation of commercial transactions 
electronically, usually using technology like Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and 
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), where both were introduced in the late 1970s, for 
example, to send commercial documents like purchase orders or invoices 
electronically.
The 'electronic' or 'e' in e-commerce refers to the technology/systems; the 
'commerce' refers to be traditional business models. E<ommerce is the complete . 
set of processes that support commercial business activities on a network. In the 
1970s and 1980s, this would also have involved information analysis. The growth 
and acceptance of credit cards, automated teller' machines (ATM) and telephone 
banking in the 1980s were also forms of e-commerce.

Howtver, from the 1990s onwards, this would include enterprise resource 
planning systems (ERP), data mining and data warehousing.

In the dot com era, it came to include activities more precisely termed "Web 
commerce" - the purchase of goods and services over the World Wide Web, usually 1 
with secure connections (HTTPS, a special server protocol that encrypts confidential 
ordering data for customer protection) with e-shopping carts and with electronic 

. payment services, like credit card payment authorizations.
Today, it encompasses a very wide range of business activities and processes, 
from e-banking to offshore manufacturing to e-logistics. The ever growing 
dependence of modern industries on electronically enabled business processes gave 
impetus to the growth and development of supporting systems, including backend 
systems, applications and middleware. Examples are broadband and fibre-optic
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networks, supply-cham management software, customer relationship management 
software, inventory control systems and financial accounting software.
When the Web first became well-known among the general public in 1994, many 
journalists and pundits forecast that e-commerce would soon become a major economic 
sector. However, it took about four years for security protocols (like HTTPS) to 
become sufficiently developed and widely deployed. Subsequently, between 1998 
and 2000, a substantial number of businesses in the United States and Western Europe 
developed rudimentary web sites.
Although a large number of "pure e-commerce" companies disappeared during the 
dot-com collapse in 2000 and 2001, many "brick-and-mortar" retailers recognized 
that such companies had identified valuable niche markets and began to add e- 
commercc capabilities to their Web sites. For example, after the collapse of online 
grocer Webvan, two traditional supermarket chains, Albertsons and Safeway, both 
started e-commerce subsidiaries through which consumers could order groceries 
online.
The emergence of e-commerce also significantly lowered barriers to entry in the 
selling of many types of goods; accordingly many small home-based proprietors 
are able to use the internet to sell goods. Often, small sellers use online auction 
sites such as EBay, or sell via large corporate websites like Amazon.com, in order 
to take advantage of the exposure and setup convenience of such sites.

4.9.1 Success Factors
In many cases, an e-commerce company will survive not only based on its product, 
but by having a competent management team, good post-sales services, well- 
organized business structure, network infrastructure and a secured, well-designed 
website. A company that wants to succeed will have to perform 2 things: Technical 
and organizational aspects and customer-oriented. Following factors will make 
business of companies succeed in e-commerce:
Technical and organizational aspects

1. Sufficient work done in market research and analysis. E-commerce is not 
exempt from good business planning and the fundamental laws of supply 
and demand. Business feilure is as much a reality in e-commerce as in any 
other form of business.

2. A good management team armed with information technology strategy. A 
company's IT strategy should be a part of the business re-design process.

3. Providing an easy and secured way for customers to effect transactions. 
Credit cards are the most popular means of sending paymente on the internet, 
accounting for 90% of online purchases. In the past, card numbers were 
transferred securely between the customer and merchant through independent 
payment gateways. Such independent payment gateways are still used by 
most small and home businesses. Most merchants today process aedit card 
transactions on site through arrangements made with commercial banks or 
credit cards companies.

4. Providing reliability and security. Parallel servers, hardware redundancy, fail
safe technology, information encryption, and firewalls can enhance this 
requirement.

5. Providing a 360-degree view of the customer relationship, defined as ensuring

lnCTo<tunion to IT
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that all employees, suppliers, and partners have a complete view, and the introduction toJnumaTedmoiogies ^ 
same view, of the customer. However, customers may not appreciate the big 
brother experience.

6. Constructing a commercially sound business model,
7. Engineering an electronic value chain in which one focuses on a "limited" 

number of core competencies - the opposite of a one-stop shop. (Electronic 
stores can appear either specialist or generalist if properly programmed.)

S. Operating on or near the cutting edge of technology and staying there as 
technology changes (but remembering that the fundamentals of commerce 
remam indifferent to technology).

9. Setting up an organization of sufficient alertness and agility to respond 
• quickly to any changes in the economic, social and physical environment.

10. Providing an attractive website. The tasteful use of colour, graphics, 
animation, photographs, fonts, and white-space percentage may aid success 
in this respect.

11. Streamlining business processes, possibly through re-engineering and 
information technologies.

12. Providing complete understanding of the products or services offered, which 
not only includes complete product information, but also sound advisors and

• selectors.
Naturally, the e-commerce vendor must also perform such mundane tasks as being 
truthful about its product and its availability, shipping reliably, and handling complaints 
promptly and effectively, A unique property of the Internet environment is that 
individual customers have access to far more information about the seller than they 
would find in a brick-and-mortar situation. (Of course, customers can, and 
occasionally do, research a brick-and-mortar store online before visiting it, so this 
distinction does not hold water in every case.)

4.9.2 Customer Experience
A successful e-commerce organization must also provide an enjoyable and' 
rewarding experience to its customers. Many factors go into making this possible.
Such factors include;

1. Providing value to customers. Vendors can achieve this by offering a produrt 
or product-line that attracts potential customers at a competitive price, as 
in non-electrotlic commerce.

2. Providing service and performance. Offering a responsive, user-friendly 
purchasing experience, just like a flesh-and-bloQd retailer, may go some 
way to achieving these goals.

3. Providing an incentive for customers to buy and to return. Sales promotions 
to this end can involve coupons, special offeis, and discounts. Cross-linked 
websites and advertising affiliate programs can also help.

4. Providing personal attention. Personalized web sites, purchase suggestions, 
and personalized special offers may go some of the way to substituting for 
the face-to-face human interaction found at a traditional point of sale.

5. Providing a sense of community. Chat rooms, discussion boards, soliciting 
customer input and loyalty programs (sometimes called affinity programs) 
can help in this respea.

NOTES
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6. Owning the customer's total experience. E-tailers foster this by treating any

contacts with a customer <is part of a total experience, an experienc^\that 
becomes synonymous with the brand. \

7. Letting customers help themselves. Provision of a self-serve site, easy to u^ 
without assistance, can help in this respect. This implies that all product^ 
information is available, cross-sell information, advise for prodhct 
alternatives, and supplies & accessory selectors.

8. Helping customers do their job of consuming, E-tailers and online shopping 
directories can provide such help through ample comparative information 
and good search facilities. Provision of component information and safety- 
and-health comments may assist e-tailers to define the customers' job.

4.9.3 Problems
Even if a provider of E-commerce goods and services rigorously follows these
"key factors" to devise an exemplary e-commerce strategy, problems can still arise.
Sources of such problems include:

1. Failure to understand customers, why they buy and how they buy. Even a 
product with a sound value proposition can fail if producers and retailers do 
not understand customer habits, expectations, and motivations. E-commerce 
could potentially mitigate this potential problem with proactive and focused 
marketing research, just as traditional retailers may do.

2. Failure to consider the competitive situation. One may have the will to 
construct a viable book e-tailing business model, but lack the capability to 
compete with Amazon.com.

3. Inability to predict environmental reaction. What will competitors do? Will 
they introduce competitive brands or competitive web sites? Will they 
supplement their service offerings? Will they try to sabotage a competitor's 
site? Will price wars break out? What will the government do? Research into 
competitors, industries and markets may mitigate some consequences here, 
just as in non-electrbnic commerce.

4. Over-estimation of resource competence. Can staff, hardware, software, and 
processes handle the proposed strategy? Have e-tailers failed to develop 
employee and management skills? These issues may call for thorough 
resource planning and employee training.

5. Failure to coordinate. If existing reporting and control relationships do not 
suffice, one can move towards a flat, accountable, and flex&Ie organizational 
structure, which may or may hot aid coordination.

6. Failure to obtain senior management commitment. This often results in a 
failure to gain sufficient corporate resources to accomplish a task. It may help 
to get top management involved right from the start.

7. Failure to obtain employee commitment. If planners do not explain their 
strategy well to employees, or fail to give employees the whole picture, 
then training and setting up incentives for worl^ to embrace the strategy 
may assist.

8. Under-estimation of time requirements. Setting up an e-commerce venture 
can take considerable time and money, and failure to understand the timing 
and sequencing of tasks can lead to significant cost overruns. Basic project

' intrpduaion to IT
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planning, critical path, cnrical chain, or PERT analysis may miMgate such introduaiM tointemrt'Mmoio^ 
failings. Profitability may have to wait for the adiievement of market share.

9. Failure to follow, a plan. Poor follow-through after the initial planning, and 
insufficient tracking of progress against a plan can result in problems. One 
may mitigate such problems with standard tools: benchmark^g, milestones, 
variance tracking, and penalties and rewards for variances.

10. Becoming the victim of organized crime. Many syndicates have caiught on 
to the potential of the Internet as a new revenue stream. Two main methods 
are as follows: (1) Using identity theft techniques like phishing Vo order 
expensive goods and bill them to some innocent person, then liquida ting the 
goods for quick cash; (2) Extortion by using a network of compromised^
"zombie" computers to engage in distributed denial of service attacks against '• 
the target Web site until it starts paying protection money.

11; Failure to expect the unexpected. Too often new businesses do not take into 
account the amount of time, money or resources needed to complete a 
project and often find themselves without the necessary components to 
become successful.

4.9.4 Product Suitability
Certain products or services appear more suitable for online sales; others remain . 
more suitable for offline sales. While credit cards are currently the most popular 
means of payii^ for online goods and services, alternative online payments will 
account for 26% of e-commerce volume by 2009 according to Celent.
Many successful purely virtual companies deal with digital products, (including 
information storage, retrieval, and modification), music, movies, office supplies, 
education, communication, software, photography, and financial transactions.
Examples of this type of company include: Google, eBay and Paypal, Other 
successful marketers such as use Drop shipping or Affiliate marketing techniques to 
fedlitate transactions of tangible goods wiAout maintaining real inventory. Examples 
include numerous sellers on eBay.
Virtual marketers can sell some non-digital products and services successfully. Such 
products generally have a high value-to-weight ratio, they may involve embarrassing 
purchases, they may typically go to people in remote locations, and they may have 
shut-ins as their typical purchasen. Items which can fit through a standard letterbox 
— such as music CDs, DVDs and books — are particularly suitable for a virtual 
marketer, and indeed Amazon.com, one of the few enduring dot-com companies, 
has historically concentrated on this held.
Products such as spare parts, both for consumer items like washing machines and for 
industrial equipment lie centrifugal pumps, also seem good candidates for selling 
online. Retailers often need to order spare parts specially, since they typically do not 
sKxk them at consumer outlets - in such cases, e-commerce solutions in ^aresclo 
not compete with retail stores, only with other ordering systems. A factor for success 
in this niche can consist of providing customers with exact, reliable-mformation 
about which part number their particular version of a product needs, for example by 
providing parts lists keyed by serial number.
Purchases of pomc^raphy and of other sex-related products and services fulfill the 
requirements of both virtuality (or if non-virtual, generally high-value) and potential
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■ IntrvduaionioIT embarrassment; unsurprisingly, provision of such services has become the most 
profitable segment of e*commerce.
There are also many disadvantages of e-commerce, one of the main ones is fraud. 
This is where your details (name, bank card number, age, national insurance number) 
are entered into what look to be a safe site but really it is not. These details can 
then be used to steal money from you and can be used to buy things on line that you 
are completely unaware of until it is too late. If this information is leaked into the 
wrong hands. People are able to steal your identity, and commit more fraud crimes 
under your name. Finally there are many problems with e commerce some of which 
are:
Failure to understand customers, why they buy and how they buy. Even a product 
with a sound value proposition can fail if producers and retailers do not understand 
customer habits, expectations, and motivations. E-commerce could potentially 
mitigate this potential problem with proactive and focused marketing research, just 

. as traditional retaileis may do. Failure to consider the competitive situation. One 
may have the will to construct a viable book e-tailing business model, but lack the 
capability to compete with Amazon. Inability to predia environmental reaction. 
What will competitors do? Will they introduce competitive brands or competitive 
web sites? Will they supplement their service offerings? Will they try to sabotage 
a competitor's site? Will price wars break out? What will the government do? 
Research into competitors, industries and markets may mitigate some consequences 
here, just as in non-electronic commerce. Over-estimation of resource competence. 
Can staff, hardware, software, and processes handle the proposed strategy? Have 
e-tailer's failed to develop employee and management skills? These issues may 
call for thorough resource plaiming and employee training.
Products less suitable for e-commerce include products that have a low value-to- 
we^t ratio, products that have a smell, taste, or touch component, products that 
need trial fittings — most notably clothing — and products where colour integrity 
appears important. Nonetheless, Tesco.com has had success delivering groceries in 
the UK, albeit that many of its goods are of a generic quality, and clothing' sold 
through the internet is big business in the U.S. Also, the recycling program Cheapcycle 
sells goods over the internet, but avoids the low value-to-weight ratio problem by 
creating different groups for various regions, so that shipping costs remain low.

4.9.5 Acceptance
Consumers have accepted the e-commerce business model less readily than its 
proponents originally expected. Even in product categories suitable for e-commerce, 
electronic shopping has developed only slowly. Several reasons might account for 
the slow uptake, including:

• Concerns about security. Many people will not use credit cards over the 
Internet due to concerns about theft and credit card fraud.

• Lack of instant gratification with most e-purchases (non-digital purchases). 
Much of a consumer's reward for purchasing a product lies in the instant 
gratification of using and displaying that product. This reward does not exist 
when one's purchase does not arrive for days or weeks.

• The problem of access to web commerce, mainly for poor households and 
for developing countries. Low penetration rates of Internet access in some 
sectors greatly reduces the potential for e-commerce.
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• The social aspect of shopping. Some people enjoy talking to sales staff, to inmductim tolmemaTeOtnologia 
other shoppers, or to their cohorts; this social reward side of retail therapy 
does not exist to the same extent in online shopping.

• Poorly designed, bug-infested e-Commerce' web sites that frustrate online 
shoppers and drive them away.

• Inconsistent return policies among e-tailers or difficulties in exchange/retum. NOTES

4.10 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE KEY

Public key cryptography, also known as asymmetric cryptography, is a form of 
cryptography in which a user has a pair of cryptographic keys - a public key and a 
private key. The private key is kept secret, while the public key may be widely 
distributed. The keys are related mathematically, but the private key cannot be 
practically derived from the public key. A message encrypted with the public key 
can be decrypted only with the corresponding private key.

' Conversely, Seaet key cryptography, also known as symmetric cryptography uses 
a single secret key for both encryption and decryption.
The two main branches of public key cryptography are:
public key encryption — a message encrypted with a recipient's public key cannot 
be decrypted by anyone except the recipient possessing the corresponding private 
key. This is used to ensure confidentiality.
digital signatures — a message signed with a sender's private key can be verified 
by anyone who has access to the sender's public key, thereby proving that the sender 
signed it and that the message has not been tampered with. This is used to ensure 
authenticity.
An analogy for public-key encryption is that of a locked mailbox with a mail slot. 
The mail slot is exposed and accessible to the public; its location (the street address) 
is in essence the public key. Anyone knowing the street address can go to the door 
and drop a written message through the slot; however, only the person who possesses 
the key can open the mailbox and read the message.
An analogy for digital signatures is the sealing of an envelope with a personal wax 
seal. The message can be opened by anyone, but the presence of the seal authenticates 
the sender.-
A central problem for public-key cryptography is proving that a public key is authentic, 
and has not been tampered with or replaced by a malicious third party. The usual 
approach to diis problem is to use a public-key infrastructure (PKI), in which one or 
more third parties, known as certificate authorities, certify ownership of key pairs. 
Another approach, used by PGP, is the "web of trust" method to ensure authenticity 
of key pairs.
Pubbe key techniques are much more computationally intensive than purely symmetric 

• algorithms. The judicious use of these techniques enables a wide variety of 
applications. In practice, public key cryptography is used in cpmbination with seaet- 
key methods for efficiency reasons. For encryption, the message may be encrypted 
with seaet-key algorithm using a randomly generated key, and that key encrypted 
with the user's public key. For digital signatures, a message is hashed (using a
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Introduction to IT cryptographic hash function) and the 
resulting "hash value" is signed; before ' 
verifying the signature, the recipient i 
computes the hash of the message M 
himself, and compares this hash value ^ fl
with the signed hash value to check that • ^—p 
the message has not been tampered with. ■ rtndom

Alice
Keygemriaon
funeSon

NOTES

4.10.1 Security
There is nothing especially more secure 
about asymmetric key algorithms than , 
symmetric key algorithms. There are ; 
popular ones and unpopular ones. There ^ 
are broken ones and ones that are, for now, 
not broken. Unfortunately, popularity is 
not a reliable indicator of security. Some 
algorithms have security proofe with . — 
various properties and of varying 
quality. Many proofs claim that 
breaking an algorithm, with respect 
to some well-defined security goals, ■, 
is equivalent to solving one of the 
more popular mathematical 
problems that arc presumed to be : 
intractable, like factoring the 
product of two large primes or 
finding discrete logarithms. Some 
proofs have also been shown to be 
flawed. None of these algorithms | 
can be proved secure in as absolute i 
a sense as the one-time pad has. As . | 
with all cryptographic algorithms, 
these algorithms must be chosen ana , . -
used with care.

Ailce*s 
. public key

Ailoa'e 
private toy

A big rsmtom numbers used to make opoClo- £3 
! key pair.

Bob

Eneiypl
Alice's
publietoy

Mice

OaetyiM
Afloe’s 
private toy

Anyonecanmayplumngtliepublicksy.tHitonly £3
: the txAter of Oie private tey can decrypt Secrecy .

The most obvious application of a depends on me tecrecy of the (awaie Key.
public key encryption system is ---- — ------- — ------------- ------ '
confidentiality; a message which a sender encrypts using the recipient's public key 
can only be decrypted by the recipient’s paired private key.
Public-key digital signature algorithms can be used for sender authentication and 
non-repudiation. For instance, a user can encrypt a message with his own private key 
and send it. If another user can successfully decrypt it using the corresponding public 
key, this provides assurance that the first user (and no other) sent it. In practice, a 
cryptographic hash value of the message is calculated, encrypted with the private ' 
key and sent along with the message (resulting in a cryptographic signature of the 
message). The receiver can then verify message integrity and origin by calculating 
the hash valtie of the received message and comparing it against die decoded signature 
(the original hash). If the hash fiom the sender and the hash on the receiver side do 
not match, then the received message is not identical to the message which the sender 
"s^ed", or the sender's identity is wrong.
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To achieve authentication, non-repudiation, and confidenti^ity, the sender would Introduction tolntemetTichmhgies 
first encrypt the message using his private key, then a second enayption is performed' 
using the recipient’s public key.
These characteristics arc useful for many other, sometimes surprismg, applications, 
like digital cash, password-authenticated key agreement, multi-party key agreement, 
etc.

4.10.2 Actual Algorithms—Two Linked Keys
Not all asymmetric key algorithms operate in precisely this fashion. The most common 
ones have the property that Alice and Bob each own two keys, one for encryption 
and one for decryption. In a secure asymmetric key encryption scheme, the decryption 
key should not be deducible from the encryption key. This is known as public-key 
encryption, since the encryption key can be'published without compromising the 
security of encrypted messages. In the analogy above. Bob might publish instructions 
on how to make a lock ("public key"), but the lock is such that it is impossible (so far 
as is known) to deduce from these instructions how to make a key which will open 
that lock ("private key"). Those wishing to send messages to Bob use the public key 
to encrypt the message; Bob uses his private key to decrypt it.

4.10.3 Weaknesses
Of course, there is a possibility that someone could "pick" Bob’s or Alice's lock.
Among symmetric key encryption algorithms, only the one-time pad can be proven 
to be secure against any adversary, no matter how much computing power is 
available. Unfortunately, there is no public-key scheme with this property, since all 
public-key schemes are susceptible to brute force key search attack. Such attacks 
are impractical if the amount of computation needed to succeed (termed 'work 
factor" by Shaimon) is out of reach of potential attackers. The work factor can be 
increased by simply choosing a longer key. Other attacks may be more efficient, and 
some are known for sorae.public key encryption algorithms. Both RSA and ElGamal 
have known attacks which are much faster than the brute force approach. Such 
estimates have changed both with the deaeasing cost of computer power, and new 
mathematical discoveries.
In practice, these insecurities can be avoided by choosing key sizes large enough that 
the best known attack would take so long that it is not worth any adversary's time 
and money to break the code. For example, if an estimate of how long it takes to 
break an encryption scheme is one thousand years, and it were used to encrypt your 
credit card details, they would be safe enough, since the time n^ded to decrypt the 
details will be rather longer than the useful life of those details, which expire after a 
few years. Typically, the key size needed is much longer for public key algorithms 
than for symmetric key algorithms.
Major weaknesses have been found for several formerly promising asymmetric key 
algorithms. The "knapsack packing" algorithm was found to be insecure when a new 
attack was found. Recently, some attacks based on careful measurements of the 
exact amount of time it takes known hardware to encrypt plain text have been used 
to simplify the search for likely decryption keys (see side channel attack). Thus, mere 
use of asymmetric key algorithms does not ensure security; it is an area of active 
research to discover and protect against new attacks.
Another potential security vulnerability in using asymmetric keys is the possibility
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IntroduaionioIT of a man in the middle attack, in which communication of public keys is intercepted 
by a tiiird party and modified to provide different public keys instead. Encrypted 
messages and responses must also be intercepted, decrypted and re-encrypted by 
the attacker using the correa public keys for different communication segments in 
all instances to avoid suspicion. This attack may seem to be difficult to implement 
m praaice, but it's not impossible when using insecure media (e.g. public networks 
such the Internet or wireless communications). A malicious staff member at Alice 
or Bob's ISP might find it outright easy.
One approach to prevent such attacks is the use of a certificate authority, a trusttd 
third party who is responsible for verifying the identity of a user of the system and 
issuing a digital certificate, which is a signed block of data stating that this public 
key belongs to that person, company or other entity. This approach also has 
weaknesses. For example, the certificate authority must be trusted to have properly 
checked the identity of the key-holder and the correaness of the public key when it 
issues a certificate, and has been correctly set up at communication participants 
before it can be used. An attacker who could subvert the certificate authority into 
issuing a certificate for a bogus public key could then mount a man in the middle 
attack as easily as if the certificate scheme were not used at all. Despite its 
problems, this approach is widely used; examples include SSL and its successor, 
TLS, which are commonly used to provide security in web browsers, for example, 
to securely send credit card details to an online store

. NOTES

4,11 SAFETY OF BUSINESS TRANSACTION ON WEB

In many cases, an e-commerce company will survive not only based on its product, 
but by having a competent management team, good post-sales services, well- 
organized business structure, network infrastructure and a secured, well-designed 
website. A company that wants to succeed will have to perform 2 things: Technical 
and organizational aspects and customer-oriented. .Following factors will make 
business of companies succeed in e-commerce:

4.11.1 Technical and Organizational Aspects
• Sufficient work done in market research and analysis. E-commerce is not 

exempt from good business planning and the fundamental laws of supply 
and demand. Business failure is as much a reality in e<ommerce as in any 
other form of business.

• A good management team armed with information technology strategy. A 
company's IT strategy should be a part of the business re-design process.

• Providing an easy and secured way for customers to effect transactions. Credit 
cards are the most popular means of sending payments on the internet, 
accounting for 90% of online purchases. In the past, card numbers were 
transferred securely between the customer and merchant through independent 
payment gateways. Such independent payment gateways are still used by 
most small and home businesses. Most merchants today fhocess credit card 
transactions on site through arrangements made with commercial banks or 
credit cards companies.

• Providing reliability and security. Parallel servers, hardware redundancy, fail
safe technology, information encryption, and firewalls can enhance this 
requirement.
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• Providing a 360'degree view of the customer relationship, defined as ensuring introduaUm toIntemaTidmologja 
that all employees, suppliers, and partners have a complete view, and the 
same view, of the customer. However, customers may not appreciate the 
big brother experience.

• Constructing a commercially sound business model.
• Engineering an electronic value chain in which one focuses on a "limired" 

number of core competencies -- the opposite of a one-stop shop. (Electronic 
stores can appear either speciaiisi or generalist if properly programmed.)

• Operating on or near the cutting edge of technology and staying there as 
technology changes (but remembering that the fundamentals of commerce 
remain indifferent to technology).

• Setting up an organization of sufficient alertness and agility to respond 
quickly to any changes in the economic, social and physical environment.

• Providing an attractive website. The tasteful use of colour, graphics, 
animation, photographs, fonts, and white-space percentage may aid success 
in this respect,

• Streamlining business processes, possibly through re-engineering and 
information technologies.

• Providing complete understanding of the products or services offered, which 
not only includes complete product information, but also sound advisors and 
selectors.

Naturally, the e-commerce vendor must also perform such mundane tasks as being 
truthful about its product and its availability, shipping reliably, arid handling complaints 
promptly and effectively. A unique property of the Internet environment is that 
individual customers have access to far more information about the seller than they 
would find in a brick-and-mortar situation. (Of course, customers can, and 
occasionally do, research a brick-and-mortar store online before visiting it, so this 
distinction does not hold water in every case.)

NOTES

4.11.2 Problems
Even if a provider of E-commerce goods and services rigorously follows these 
"key factors" to devise an exemplary e-commerce strategy, problems can still arise. 
Sources of such problems include:

• Failure to understand customers, why they buy and how they buy. Ev^n a 
product with a sound value proposition can fail if producers and retailers do 
not understand customer habits, expectations, and motivations. E-commerce 
could potentially mitigate this potential problem with proactive and focused 
marketing research, just as traditional retailers may do.

• Failure to consider the competitive situation. One may have the will to 
construct a viable book e-tailing business model, but lack the capability to 
compete with Amazon.com.

• Inability to predict environmental reaction. What will competitors do? Will 
they introduce competitive brands or competitive web sites? Will they 
supplement their service offerings? Will they try to sabotage a competitor’s 
site? Will price wars break out? What will the government do? Research 
into competitors, industries and markets may mitigate some consequences 
here, just as in non-electronic commerce.
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Inmducnon to IT • Over-esumarion of resource competence. Can staff, hardware, software, and 
processes handle the proposed strategy? Have e*tailers failed to develop ' 
employee and management skills? These issues may call for thorou^ resource 
planning and employee training.

• Failure to coordinate. If existing rep>orting and control relationships do not 
suffice, one can move towards a flat, accountable, and flexible organizational 
structure, which may or may not aid coordination.

• Failure to obtain senior management commitment. This often results in a 
failure to gain sufficient corporate resources to accomplish a task. It may 
help to get top management involved right from the start.

• Failure to obtain employee commitment. If plaimers do not explain their 
strategy well to employees, or fail, to give employees the whole picture, 
then training and setting up incentives for workers to embrace the strategy 
may assist.

• Under-estimation of time requirements. Setting up an e-commerce venture 
can take considerable time and money, and failure to understand the timing 
and sequencing of tasks can lead to significant cost overruns. Basic projea 
planning, critical path, critical chain, or PERT analysis may mitigate such 
failings. Profitability may have to wait for the achievement of market share.

• Failure to follow a plan. Poor follow-through after the initial planning, and 
insufficient tracking of progress against a plan can result in problems. One 
may mitigate such problems with standard tools; benchmarking, milestones, 
variance tracking, and penalties and rewards for variances.

• Becoming the victim of organized crime. Many syndicates have caught on to 
the potential of the Internet as a new revenue stream, Two main methods are 
as follows: (1) Using identity theft techniques like phishing to order expensive 
goods and bill them to some innocent person, then liquidating the goods for 
quick cash; (2) Extortion by using a network of compromised "zombie" 
computers to engage in distributed denial of service attacks against the taiget 
Web site until it starts paying protection money.

• Failure to expect the unexpected. Too often new businesses do not take into 
account the amount of time, money or resources needed to complete a 
project and often find themselves without the necessary components to 
become successful.

Security is the condition of beir^ protcaed against danger or loss. In the general 
sense, security is a concept similar to safety. The nuance between the two is an added 
emphasis on being proteaed from dangers that originate from outside. Individuals or 
actions that enaoaefa upon the condition of protection are responsible for the breach 
of security.
The word "security" in general usage is synonymous with "safety," but as a technical 
term "security" means that something not only is secure but that it has been secured. 
In telecommunications, the term security has the following meanings;

• A condition that results from the establishment and maintenance of protective 
measures that ensure a state of inviolability from hostile acts or influences.

• With respect to classified matter, the condition that prevents unauthorized 
persons fi'om having access to official information that is safeguarded in tiie 
interests of national security.

NOTES
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• Measures taken by a military unit, an activity or installation to protect itself Introduction lolruemaTechnohgies 
against all acts designed to. or which may, impair its effectiveness.

• Security has to be compared and contrasted with other related concepts:
Safety, continuity, reliability. The key difference between security and 
reliability is that security must take into account the actions of active 
malicious agents attempting to cause destruction. NOTES

SUMMARY

1. HTML IS the language of Internet.
2. HTML tags are written within the less than (<) and greater than (>) signs.
3. Mostly all values should be enclosed in straight quotation marks.
4. There is no restriction on the number of spaces given by you.
5. HTML supports most of the special characters.
6. Any word processor can be used for creating a text file for HTML.
7. You can see your text in a browser.
8. Your text should have the hrml or htm extension.
9. The first line of the text defines the HTML.

10- Main body of the text is divided between <BODY> and </BODY>.
11. Headings in the text are divided between <HEAD> and </HEAD>.
12. You can have as many as 6 headings in the text. -
13. A new paragraph can be added in the text using the tag <p>.
14. Font of the text can be changed-using the tag FONT FACE and giving its name.
15. Using BIG and SMALL you can change the size of the font.
16. Youcanusethepredefinedfontstoo..
17. Colours can alsobe used for fonts.
is. You can make the textbold by using <B>.
19. You can make the text italic by using <I>.
20. You can define the colour by its name.
21. You can make the text superscripted by using the tag <SUP>.
22. You can make the text subscripted by using the tag <SUB>.
23- You can make the text strikethrough by using the tag <STRIKE>.
24. You can make the text underlined by using the tag <U>.
25. You can have graphics too in your HTML files.
26. Thetagforusinggraphics isIMG SRC.
27. You can change the weight and height of the image in HTML.
28. Youcanalignyourtextwithrespecttotheimage.
29. You can add lines of various widths in your text.
30. You can wrap the text in between two images.
31. You can add space around the image.
32- You can set margins for the page.
33. You can give space between various paragraphs.
34. You can use indented text too.
35. You can align your text in any alignment.
36. You can have your data in various columns.
37. You can change the background colour of the page.
38. BLOCKQUOTE is used for giving a block of text.
39. You can use Tables in HTML too but the result somehow not as good as you would get in 

a word processing or a publishing program.
40. To create a table you use the tag^tTABLE>,
41. You use COLGROUP to divide table in columns.
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42. Honzontalrowsaresetusiiigthetag<TR>.
43- Tableheadersarccreatedusing<TH>.
44- You can add a border too to rhe table.
45. You can add a background image to the table-
46. Using ALIGN you can align the text in the cells.
47. A form is used to get the feedback from the visitors to the site.
48. Youcancreateaformusingthetag<FORM>. ■
49. You can give various options using the tag <OPTION >.
50 Values can also be given to the Options.

. 51. Checkboxesallowthevisitortoclickmthem.
52. Text boxes are used to allow visitor to write text.
53. LaigetextcanbeleftusingthetagTEXTAREA.
54. Submit button can also be set by using the INPUT tag.
55. Reset tag is used for visitors to correa its entry-
56. Youcanallowsusers to. upload files.
57. A global hypertext system that uses the Internet as its transport mechanism is called World 

Wide Web.
58. Web allows you to skip from one page to another using hyperlink.
59. Web is independent of the platform-
60. With Web you can get information from the user too-
61. Web browsers allow you to see the web pages.
62. Most popular Web browser is Microsoft Internet Explorer.
63. Web server manages the communications protocols and the related software required to

■ create a Wdj site on the Internet.
64. HTTP is used as the communication protocol to transport hypertext documents over the

Internet. ...
65. A URL describes the location and a method of accessing a resource on the Internet.
66. Search engines are used to search for different information on the net.
67. Yahoo! is the popular search engine.
68. Search is done using spiders.
69. FTP is the short name for File Transfer Protocol.
70. In FTP terminology, your computer is called the LOCAL HOST and the other computer 

is called the REMOTE HOST.
71. ANONYMOUS FTP is a facility that lets you connect to certain remote hosts and 

download files without having to be registered as a user.
72. Public anonymous ftp achieves are so vast as to be well beyond human understanding.
73. Each RFC is given a number and is made freely available to anyone who wants to read

■ it. ^ ,
74. An ftp client is a program designed for one purpose: to use the ftp service to copy files froth 

one Internet computer to another.
75. Since most of the anonymous ftp hosts are Unix computers, you will need to know something 

about the Unix file system.
76. The main directory in UNIX is called Root direaory.
77. Path shows the location of thedirectory/file.
78. To download or upload files from a remote host, you use the ftp program.
79. ftp> isthepromot forgivingallthecommands.
80. The common ftp commands are open, close and user.
81. Each of the dir commands generates a directory listing of the specified direetpry.
82. There are two commands you can use to download files (that is, to copy files form the 

remote host to your computer). These commands are get and mget.
83. Within the ftp program, the commands used to control the downloading operations are: 

binary, ascii, hash, prompt and status.

Iraroduaionto IT
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84.1 If you want to display the current setting all the options, you can use the status command. Intmtuawi ulnttrmtTkhttoU)^
85. Before you start downloading pictures you must give the Binary command.
86. One way is to downloaded it to a local file, stop or pause the ftp session, read the file, delete 

the file and then resume the ftp session.
87. With most anonymous ftp hosts, you are automatically placed in the root (top-level) 

directory to start.
88. Anonymous ftp allows you to download virtually any type of information.
89. TELNET is the Internet service that allows you to log in to a remote Internet computer.
90. In telnet terminology, your computer is caUed the LOCAL computer.
91. To use Telnet, you turn a Telnet client program, which connects you to a remote Internet 

host and then emulates a VT-100 terminal.
92- To start Telnet, enter the name of the command followed by the address of the remote 

host to which you want to connea.
93. Any time yoii are the at the telnet> prompt, there are a nun^ of different commands 

that you can use.
94. Browser is the software which allows you to view the web sites.
95. Client computer is the base computer from where you access the Internet.
96. Host computer is the computer which holds all the Web pages.
97. ISP is the agency which provides the internet acce^.
98. Common browsers are Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator.
99. There are various bars and buttons on the opening screen of the Explorer.

100. There are buttons on the toolbar to do various things.
101. Favorites helps you in working with your fovourite websites.
102. Search button helps you in accessing various search engines.
103. History shows you the sites which you had visited during tlw last working time.
104. You can copy data from a web page.
105. You can download a web page into your hard disk.
106. You can also print the web page.
107. e-mail is an important usuage of Internet.
108! All Internet Service Provider allow you to open an e-mail account.
109. InOudo6kExpress,Inboxisusedforincomingmessages..
110. Outbox is used for sending messages.
111. Sent items stores all messages previously sent.
112. Deleted items has the messages which are marked for deletion.
113. Drafts has all the halfcornpleted messages.

' 114. Tocutdown(iietimeofwritingamessage,]otsofaN}revationsareused.
115. You can even use similes in your message.
116. Various parts of the e-mail text are: Headers, To, From, Subject, Cc, Bcc, Attachments,

Date and Body.
117. Using Send/Receive button on the standard toolbar, you can send and receive mail.
118. Various type of messages are; Unread message. High importance message, Low 

importance message, Message that has been read, Message with attachment, Message 
that has been forwarded, Message that has been replied to. Meeting for which response 
is requested and Follow-up flag.

119. For reading the message you can use Ctrl + O.
120. You can dick the RE button for replying to a message.
121. ByusingFWyoucanforwardamessage.
122. You can delete a message by Ctrl+D.
123. You can create your own stationery for sending message.
124. Youcancreateandputyourownsignaturein messages.
125. You can attach a file to your message.
126. You can even attach a picture to your message.

NOTES
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Introduction to IT TEST YOURSELF

1. What IS HTML used for?
2. How are HTML tags written?
3- How are the values pven in HTML?
4. How is the Mxt typed for HTML?
5. How would you start and end the body of the text?
6. How many headings you can have in a page?
7. How are BIG and SMALL used?
8. Describe the various predefined fonts.
9. Describe the process of making characters Bold and Italics.

10. How can characters by superscripted and subscripted?
11. Descrfoe the process of making text coloured.
12. What tags would you use for making the text underlined?
13. Can you make the text strikethrough in HTML? How?
14. What all goes in the first line of HTML text? Explain them.
15. Describe the process of inserting graphics.
16. How would you create a banner?
17. Hqw would you add a horizontal line?
18. How would you wrap text around the image?
19. How would you set margins for the page?
20. Describe the method of giving space between paras?
21. - How would you give indent in a para?
22. How would you set background colour of the page?
23. Describe how would you create tables in HTML?
24. How would you divide the table in various cols?
25. Howwouldyouputbackgroundcolourtothetable?
26. Can you have a border for your table, if yes, how?
27. What tags are used for Table heads and Table rows?
28. Can you have an image asbackground for the table?
29. How would you align'text in cells? ,
30. Describe the process of putting a common heading for various cells.
31. How would you create a form?
32. How would you create menu like options?
33. Describe the process of aeating radio buttons.
34. What are check boxes? How are they created?
35. What is a text box? How is it created?
36. How would you create a larger text box?
3 7. What role does Submit and Reset buttons play?
38. What is World Wide Web?
39. What are the basic features of World Wide Web?
40. Describe the various popular web browsers.
41. What is the use of a Web server?
•42. WhatisaURL?
43. What is a Search Engine?

. 44. What is FTP?
45. What is Anonymous FTP?
46. How can you use browser Anonymousie FTP?
47. What steps would you take for accessingan Anonymous FTP?
48. How are files and directories stored in FTP?

NOTES
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49. WhatdoyouunderstandbyPath?
50. How would you start the FTP program?
51. Describe the altCTnative method of starting FTP.
52. Which are the basic commands of FTP?
53. Which commands are used for connecting to FTP?
54. What are the different options of Directory command? 
55- Describe the various.secting commands of FTP.

.56. WhatisTelnet?
57. What is the concept of Telnet?
58. How would you start Telnet?
59. What is the use of Ctrl+) command?
60. What is a browser?
61. Define the various items on the Internet Explorer screen.
62. Describe the various buttons on Toolbar.
63. What are Favorites?
64. What is Search button used for?
65. What is e-mail? . »
66. How would create your own e-mail account?
67. Which are the different folders in Outlook Express?
68- Which type of messages you have in Outlook Express?
69- Desaibe the process of replying to a message.
70. How would you forward a message?
717 How would you create youi own stationery?
7 2. How would you create your own signature?
73. Describe the process of attaching a file to your message
74. Write short notes on the following:

Client Computer 
Internet Service Provider 
Lycos 
Excite
Searching Criterion

75- Describe the following commands:
Open

Introduction to Internet Tahnologies
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Host Computer 
Yahoo! 
WebCrawler 
HypetText

Close ■

Multiple Choice Questions 
1., Full form of HTML is:

(a) Hyper Text Markup Language
(b) Hyper Text Monitor Language
(c) Hyper Type Markup Language

2. HTML tags must be written within:
(a) 0

3. Values in HTML are provided within : 
(a) Question marks

(b) [] . (c) <>

(b) Quotation marks
4. Your text file should have the extension: ^

(c) Left and right brackets

(a) html
5. HTML definition is given in the text in :

(b) Not given
6. What character is used to end the tag:

(b) ?
7. A new paragraph can be started using:

(a) Enter

(b) htm (c) any of the 2 above

(a) Last line (c) First line

(a) / (c) !

(b) r (b) p
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ImroduaitmtoIT 8. For making the characteis bold, you use Che ug:
(b) <L> 

the character.
(a) <B> (c) <D>

9. Superscript__
(a) lowers

10. Subscript___
(a) lowers

11. Tag ibr using graphic is IMG followed by; 
(a) SBC

12.. For giving a line in the page, we which tag: 
(a) Line

(b) raises
the charaaer.

(b) raisesNOTES

(b) RCS (c) ais

(b) HR
13. For giving space around the image we use: 

(a) VSPACE

(c) SR

(b) HSPACE
14. For setting margins for the page, we give space on the left and :

(b) Top

(c) Bodi

(a) Right
15. For indenting we use the tag:

(a) Tag
16. For creadng a table, you would use the tag: 

(a) <rABLE>
17. Table can be divided into cols and :

(c) Bottom

(b) Space (c) SPACER

(b) <CREATE> (c) <TAB>

(a)' semicolons
18. Horizontal rows are created by using:

(a) <TH>
19. You can put header to a table using the tag:

(a) <TH>
20. A form is used for:

(a) filling data
21. Tag used for creating menu is:

(a) OPTION
22. Radio buttons are so called because:

(a) They look like radio buttons
(b) Hiey were created by radio
(c) You have to switch on radio for using them

23. Submit button is so called because:
(a) It aUovrs visitors to submit his response to the web sim
(b) It submits aU the information to the visitor’s hard disk.
(c) You have to submit its printout to the web site

24. The browser is which is available free:
(a) Internet Explorer

25. Which ofthe following is not a search engine:
(b) Internet Explorer

(b) rows (c) cells

(b) <TR> (c) <CR>

(b) <TR> (c) <CR>

(b) getting information (c) displayii^data

(b) TYPE (c) MENU

(b) Netscape Navigator (c) Lynx

(c) Lycos(a) Yahoo!
26. AURLisiikea:

(a) Name
27. Web server is a :

(a) Hardware
28. To get information ftom the users you use;

(a) Tables
29. ftp is the short form of:

(a) File Transfer Protocol 0)) File Transfer Propam (c) File Transfer Public
30. Other than your computer, the other computer is called:

(b) REMOTE HOST
31. ThemaindirectoiyofUNIXis____rdirectory:

(a) Main

(c) Fbod(b) Vegetable

(c) Both(b) Software

(c) Formsfo) Queries

(c) OTHER HOST(a) HOST

(c) Root(b) New
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IntToduSion to Inttnut Tidmoh^32. Prompt for ftp commands is;
(a) fpt>

33. For downloading files you can use the commands get and:
(b)

(b) f^ (c) ft>

(c) down(a) use
34. For displaying the )CurTent status of the job, you can use the command:

(b) Canent (c) Job(a) Status NOTES
35. Telnet is:

• (a) Telephonewhichconnccttonet
(b) A service for conneaing to net
(c) Network service provider

36. In Telnet, the client computer is c^led;
(a) LOCAL

37. To start telnet, you type command followed by name of the:
(b) remote server

(c) REMOTECb) NODE

(c) nothing(a) remote host 
38. Browser is:

(b) Software
39. Search button helps you in accessing:

(a) Search engines
40. History shows the sites visited, Today, Last Week and;

0>) 2 week ago

(c) Computer(a) Hardware

(b) Hard Disk (c) Directories

(c) 3 week ago(a) 1 week ago 
41. You cannot copy an image from the web site:

(b) No(a) Yes
42. You can print a web page on the screen:

(a) Yes
43. In India, the main networking service provider is :

(b) No

(c) MTNL .(b) VSNL(a) BSNL
44. Commonly used program for e-mail is:

(a) Outlook Express (b) Internet Explorer
45. Your half finished messages are stored in:

Outtwx
46. For sending and receiving messages you click at:

(a) Send/Receive button (b) Send button
47. For replying you use which button:

(a) REPLY
48. For deleting a message you use Ctrl + ;

(b) Del

(c) Microsoft Windows

(c) Drafts(a) Inbox

(c) Receive button

(c) RE(b) SEND

(c) Esc(a) D
True/False Questions

1. HTML tags are written within the less than (<) and greater than {>) signs.
2. HTMLdoesnotsupportmostofthespecialcharacters.
3. You can see your text in a browser.
4. The first line of the text defines the HTML.
5. Main body of the text is not divided between <BODY> and </BODY>.
6. You can have as many as 7 headings in the text.
7. UsingBIGairiSMALLyoucanchangethesiaeofthefont.
8. You can make the text bold by using <B>.
9. You can make the text superscripted by using the tag <SUP> •

10. You can make the text underlined by using the tag <I>.
11. You can change the weight and height of the image in HTML.
12. You can wrap the text in between two images.
13. You can give space between various paragraphs.
14. You cannot have your data in various columns.

X'
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IntnxitKtion toJT 15. You can use Tables in HTML too but the result somehow not as good as you would get in 
a word processing or a publishing pro^m.

16. Horizontal rows are set using the tag <TR>
17. You cannot add a background image to the table.
18. YoucancreateafoiTnusingthetag<FORM>.
19. Chdck boxes allow the visitor to click in them. .
20. Submit button can also be set by using the INPUT tag.
21. A global hypertext system that uses the Internet as its transport mechanism is called World 

Wide Web.
22. With Web you can get information from the user too.
'23. Web server manages the communications protocols and the related software required to 

• create a Web site on the Internet.
24. Search engines are not used to search for different information on the net.
25. FTP is the short name for File Transfer Protocol.
26. Public anonymous ftp achieves are so vast as to be well beyond human understanding.
2 7. Since most of the anonymous ftp hosts are Unix computers, you will need to knew something 

about the Unix file system.
28. To download or upload files from a remote host, you use the ftp program.
29. Each of the dir commands generates a directory listing of the specified directory.
30. If you want to display the current setting all the options, you can use the sutus command.
31. With most anonymous ftp hosts, you are automatically placed in the root (top-level) 

directory to start.
32. In telnet terminology, your computer is called the HOST computer.
33. Any time you are the at the telnet> prompt, there are a number of different commands 

that you can use.
34. Host computer is the computer which holds all the Web pages.
35. There are various bars and buttons on the opening screen of the Explorer.
36. Search button helps you in accessing various seardi engines.
37. You cannot download a web page into your hard disk.
38. All Internet Service Provider allow you to open an e-mail account.
39. Sent items stores all messages previously sent.
40. To cut down the time of writing a message, lots of abbrevations are used.
41. Using Sehd/Receive button on the standard toolbar, you can send and receive mail.
42. You can click the RE button for replying to a message.
43. You cancreate your own stationery for sending message.
44- You can even attach a picture to your message.

Short Questions with Answers
1. How are values given in HTML?

Ans. Mostly all values shouldbeenclosed in straight quotation marks ""(NOTcurlyones “ ", 
note the difference).

2. How is body and head information given?
Ans. The body is contained in <BODY> and </'BODY> whereas the head is contained in 

<HEAD> and </HEAD>.
3. What sort of headings are used in HTML?

Ans. Varioustypeof headings can be placed in the text. Maximum of 6 heading are allowed.
4. How is a new paragraph started in HTML?

Ans. For every new paragraph in HTML you must use the p tag •
5. What are BIG and SMALL used for in HTML?

Ans. You can use the BIG or SMALL size to make the text big or small.
6. Which are the embeded fonts in HTML?

Ans. There are several tags that are displayed with monospaced font: CODE (computer 
I x>de), KBD (keyboard input), SAMP (sample text) and TT (typewiirer text).
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7. Can text be changed to colour in HML?
Ans. Well, if you can change the text to bold and italics, then you can change Us colour too. For 

. this we use the tag BGCOLOR for background colour.
8. What is banno-used for?

Ans. Youcancreateabannerwhichwouldberefleaedontheiopofeachpage.
9- How would you given margins?

Ans. • You can use LEFTM ARGIN and TOPMARGIN tags to specify just how much space you 
would like to have on both left and right hand side.

10. Can you change the colour of the cell?
Ans. You can change the colour of a cell to give it more important than the other ones.

11. What are Forms?
Ans. You make the site interactive to have people respond to it. TTiis response may be in the form 

of feed back, purshase order or just comments. For all these we use what is called the 
Forms.

12 . What are radion buttons?
Ans. Instead of giving the options of selecting one of the options to the user, you can provide '' 

buttons for him to click one of them as a feedback. These buttons are also kno«^ as 
radiobuttons.

13. What is DHTML?
Am. Dynamic HTML (DHTML) combines HTML with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and 

scripting languages.
14. What is World Wide Web?

Ans. A global hypertext system that uses the Internet as its transport mechanism is called 
World Wide Web.

15. What is a browser?
Ans. A software program that is used to view' Web pages is called a Browser.

16. WhatareSearchEngines?
Ans. Search engines are programs that locate needed information in a database, but especially an 

Internes accessible search service that enables you to search for information on the Internet.
17. WhatisFTP?

Ans. FTP is the short name for File Transfer Protocol. FTP is the Internet service that allows 
you to transfer files from one computer to another.

18. What is TELNET?
Ans. TELNET is the Internet service that allows you to log in to a remote Internet computer.

To utilize this service, you hin a telnet client program on your computer,

ANSWERS
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CONCEPTS IN OPERATING
SYSTEM

Learning Objectives
After going through this chapter, you should aj^reciate the folloM^ng: 

« Elementary concepts in operating system
• GUI.
• Introduction to DOS
• Introduction to MS Windows
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Inlroducthnio IT
5.1 ELEMENTARY CONCEPTS IN OPERATING SYSTEM

An operating system (OS) is a set of computer programs that manage the hardware 
and software resources of a computer. It processes raw data which is given to the 
computer as input. It then allocates and manages the tasks of the internal system 
resources of the computer. It is the operating system which performs basic tasks 
such as controlling and allocating memory, prioritizing system requests, controlling 
input and output devices, facilitating networking and managing file systems,

Most operating systems come with an application that provides an mierface to the 
operating system managed resources. These applications have had command line 
interpreters as a basic user interface, but more recently have been implemented as 
a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for ease of operation.

Operating Systems themselves have nc user intetfaces; the user of an operating 
system is an application, not a person.

The operating system forms a platform for other system software and for application 
software. Windows, Linux, and Mac operating system are some of the most popular 
Operating System's.

5.1.1 Types.of Operating Systems

Operating system can be classified into various categories, with respect to the 
type of processing, it supports. Following are the main types of Operating System:

5.1.LI Batch Operating System

Batch processing requires that a program, its related data and relevant control 
commands sould be submitted together, in the form of a Job. Batch operating system 
allows no interaction between the users and the executing programs. Thus the 
programs that have long execution times (like payrolls, forecasting, statistical 
analysis and large scientific number-crunching programs) and require little operator 
interaaion during execution, were well served by Batch Processing. However, due 
to long turn-around delays and infcdsibiiity of online debugging, the Batch Proceaing 
was not at all suitable for software developement.

Batch operating system allows no interaction between the users and the
executing programs.

The typical features of a batch operating system were: •
1. Scheduling. The scheduling of jobs was, normally in the order of their 

arrival, i.e., First Come First Served (FCFS). This criteria provides a fair 
deal to the jobs, but suffers from long average turn-around time and average' 
waiting time, since some short jobs may have to wait for unduly long periods 
to get executed, if some long jobs are laready queued ahead of the short 
jobs. To overcome this limitation, another criteria known as Shortest Job 
Next, was evelved, which offered preference to pending shorter jobs over 
the long jobs. This offered much better^his averave turn around time and 
average waiting time of the pending jobs.

2. Memory Management. Memory used to be divided into two permanent
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Concepts in Operating Systempartitions—one permanently occupied by the resident portion ot‘ the operating 
system and the other dynamically used to load the transient programs for 
execution. When a transient program terminates, it vacates the memory 
partition occupied by it and the same is assigned to other waiting transient 
program.

3. I/O Management. Since, only one program used to be under execution 
at a time, there was no contention for the allocation of I/O Devices. So. a 
simple program-controlled I/O approach was good enough to access the 1/ 
O Devices-

4. File Management. Since, ther used to only one program accessing the 
files at a time, there was no need of providing concurrency control.
Thus, in a nutshell the Batch operating system was limited to a Loader and 
some simple Device Drivers.

5.1.1.2 Multi-programming Operating System
A multi-programming system perraists multiple programs to be loaded into the 
memory and execute the programs concurrently. A program in execution is called a 
“Process" or a “Task”.

«
The concurrent execution of programs has a significant potential for improving 
the utilization of system resources and thus enhanceing the system thourghput, 

as centred to batch and serial processing.

This potential is exploited by multi-programming operating system, which 
multiplexes the computer resources amongest a multitude of concurrent programs. 
A program in execution is called a Process. When a running process requests ome 
I/O, it goes to “Wait" state. Then another Ready process (i.e., one of the processes 
from the “Ready” queue) is scheduled to “Run". So, when a process goes for I/O,' 
the CPU is not left idling. When the I/O requested by a Waiting process is 
completed, it is transferred from “Waiting” to “Ready” state and wait to be 
scheduled, as per the predecided scheduled criteria.
5.1.1.3 Timesharing Interactive Operating System
The time-sharing interacfive systems belong to the era of a large mainframe systems, 
that were made available to a large number of users for accessing concurrently in 
an interactive mode. Each user used to interact with the system through a separate 
Video Terminal. A programmer could enter its source code using sophisticated 
editors, compile the source code, link the object code and run the executable code 
interactively. At any stage, the user could interaa with the execution of its program. 
Debugging could be performed online. This reduced the time needed for pgrogara 
development, drastically. The operating system served the interactive users, m a 
round-robin fashion, allowing a fixed time-slice for each user to have control of the 
CPU. Since, the operators were interacting through slow I/O devices, each user 
had a feci as if the CPU was available solely to itself So, the computation capacity 

multiplexed evenly, amongst the interactive users.

At any stage, the user could interact with the execution of its program. 
Debugging could be performed online.

So, time-sharing systems were large multi-programmed multi-user systems, designed
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Introduction to IT for program development. One of the major requirements of such a system is good 
terminal response. It should give an illusion to each user as if the entire computer 
resourcs are available to itself, solely. It should provide an equitable share of 
common resources to each user. For example, when the system is overloaded, the 
program with higher processing requirements is made to wait longer.
Most time-sharing systems use time-sliced, non pre-emptive scheduling. It has 
FCFS Queue; and a program requiring service is pul at the end of the queue. When 
the process reaqches the front of the queue, service is put at the end of the queue. 
When the process reaches the front of the queue, it is despatched. If it is not 
completed withing the lime slice, it is pre-empted at the end of the time-slice and 
put at the end of the queue. Now, it has to wait for the next time-slice, to resume its 
execution from the point where it left at the end of previous time-slice. A process 
continues to run. in bursts like this, till it terminates.
The main features of a time-sharing interactive operating system are:

1. Memory Management. The memory management in time-sharing 
systems provides for isolation and protection of co-resident programs. Since, 
the programs are being executed on behalf of different users, they do not 
involve much of inter-process communication.

2. I/O Devices Management. I/O Management must be sophisticated 
enough to cope with the requirements of multiple users, contending for 
multiple devices. However, due to realtively slow speed of terminals and 
users, processing of terminal-interrupts would not be so critical. As in most 
multi-user environments, allocation and de-allocation of devices must be 
handled in a manner so as to provide the system integrity, while attempting 
to optimize the system perfomance.

3. File Management. Since multiple users will be sharing access to multiple 
files, the file management must provide protection and access control.

5.1.1.4 Real Time Operating System
If refers to the environment of embedded systems, with a very rigid rquirement ot 
complete ther processing of input data, in a pre-specified time. The input data, in 
such systems, is invariable received from real-world sensors. The outputs may be 
used to control some real-world processes.
For example, an Adir Defense system, receiving information about aircraft 
movements from radars and control waspons for the elimination of hostile aircraft. 
For such an application, it can be well appreciated that the processing of data 
inputs, within specified time limits, is absolutely critical.
So, the real time systems are used in environments, where a large number of events, 
mostly external to the computer system, must be accepted and processed to a 
highly time-bound manner (with specified dcalincrs).
Such applications include process control in indusry (like stell, petro-chemical plants, 
thermal plants and nuclear plants, etc;), military systems for processing of sensor 
information and weapon control, telephone switching equipment, flight control, real
time simulations, etc.

1. Scheduling. A primary objective fo a reahtime system is to provide quick 
response to external events, so as to meet the specified deadlines of
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Concepts in Operating Systemprocessing. Such systems have to be multi-tasking (may not be multi-user). 
The scheduling is normally priority-based pre-emptive, in which the 
processes handling he priority process becomes ready to run, it preempts a 
lower priority running process. User convenience and resource optimization 
are of secondary concern. Such systems may be expected to handle 
thousands of interrupts per second, with a stringent requirement of not 
missing even a single event.

2. Memory Management. The memory management is relatively less 
demanding, since the process population is more or less static and memory 
is so designed that most of the processes will always be memory resident, 
in order to provide a quick response. In fact, .the programs are normally 
ROM resident. But, the processes have closer interaction. This requires 
feamres that enable sharing of memory, amongst processes and at the same 
time provide protection from each other.

3. I/O Devices Management. Time critical device management is one 
of the major requirements of real time systems. The external events and 
data have to be accepted and processed, in a highly time-bound manner. 
This is implemented using interrupt mechanism. The system calls allow the 

■ users to connect the devices and access Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs) 
directly, so as to achieve a good response time.

4:. File Management. The hie management is not very critical, since most 
of the real-time databases will be memory-resident. Some embedded 
systems may have program and static data on ROM and may not need any 
online secondary devices at run-time. The dynamic databases arc maintained 
in ROM. If at all any files are to accessed, as in the case of large real-time 
systems, the primary objective is fast access.

5. /. 1.5 Category of Real Time Operating Systems
]. Hard Real Time Operating System. In Hard Real Time Systems, 

all critical tasks have to be completed stricly within the specified time limits. 
Not meeting the dealines can be catastrophic; like an embedded system 
controlling the operation of a refinery. In such systems, all code and data 
must be in RAM/ROM, All kernel delays must be bounded. So, the 
Operating System should not have any unneessary frills. Interrupt mechanism 
must be optimized, so as to respond to the real world inputs, with minimal 
delays.

2. Soft Real Time Operating System. This is less restrictive type of 
rear time system. If the input data is not processed .within specifed time 
intervals, the results may not be catastrophic, but the output may lose its 
utility. For example, in a system monitoring flight path of an aircraft, the 
delayed information will have no utility. In such systems, tasks are divided 
into two categories—Real Time Tasks and Non-Real Time Tasks. The Real- 
Time Tasks are accorded priority over the other tasks. Any output from 
such systems would be useful, only if it is produced within a specified time 
after reciving the corresponding inputs. So, the kernel delays must be 
bounded. The soft real time systems are not suitable for industrial and 
defense use, since the delays are not uncertain.

NOTES
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Iruroduclton lo IT 5.1.1.6 Combination Operating System
Different types of operating systems are optimized or geared up to serve the needs 
of specific environments. However, sometimes an environment may be a hybrid of 
such environments, for example the same computer may be used as software 
development platform and as a target machine in a real-time environment. For this 
reason, the commercial operating systems like UNIX, VMS, etc., are designed to 
provide a large set of services, catering to the need of various environments; If 
batch and interactive jobs are being run simultaneously, lower priority is assigned 
to batch jobs. In fact, the batch jobs may be used as filter, executed only when 
system reaources are idling. The processes, hndling real-time interrupts to receive 
real-world events and inputs, will be assigned higher priority. Such systems would 
normally employ time-sliced, priority-based preemptive scheduling. A combination 
operating system will be one which caters for the needs a wide spectrum of target 
environments. For obvious reasons, such operating systems will not be optimized 
for a specific environment.

Jf batch and interactive jobs are being run simtdtaneously, lower priority is 
' assigned to batch jobs.

NOTES

5.1.1.7 ~ Distributed Operating System
A Distributed operating system caters for a distributed eiivironment, wherein a 
collection of anutonomous computer systems, capable of communicating and 
cooperating with each other through network, are connei^ed to each other through a 
LAN/WAN. A Distributed operating system governs 'the operation of such a 
distributed system and provides a virtual machine abstraction to its users. Key 
objective of Distributed operating system is tranparency, i.e., the resource 
distribution must be hidden from the users and the application programs, unless 
they need to determine this information, in which case the information is provided 
through system services, provided the user has authorization for the same. The 
Distributed operating system provides means for system-side sharing of resources 
like computational capacity, I/O and files, etc.

A Distributed operating system governs the operation of such a distributed 
system and provides a virtual machine abstraction to its users. .

Thus, it should also cater for the following services;
• Global Naming of resources
• Distribution of computations
• Enabling processes to access remote resources
• Enabling processes to communicate with remote processes.

5.1.2 Importance of Operating Systems
As .we know the importance of operating system in a computer system. It is there 
to run the computer and that too without any fault. For this we look at the various 
needs, goals, services and characteristics of the operating system.
5.1.2.1 Needs of Operating Systems

Initially the computers were introduced as bare machines. The programs in them
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Conctpts in Operating Systemwere developed by manually translating squeezes of instructions into binary or 

some other code where base is usually an integer power of 2. Then the instructions 
and data were entered into computer by'means of consolde switches or throguh a 
hexadecimal keyboardv Then address of first instruction was loaded into program 
counter to start executi^ of the program.

\ Results were obtained by. examining the contents of the relevant registers and 
memory locations. Input/output devices were controlled by the executing program 
itself. There was no concept of any supporting system software at all. User had to 
do ..mostly all of sub-controlling jobs manually or through program. I’he need was of 
a user who knew each and everything about machine. A general/naive user was not 
at all able to work on oemputer.

At that time the following heeds gave birth to the system software and development 
of operating system.

1. For fast and automatic working. As the maual entry and working in absence 
of system software result into the slow speed of processing so a need of 
such a software was felt which could do most of the intermediate job 
automatically so that user has to least bother about machines working, 
resutling into fast and automatic working of the machine. The operating 
system automates the sequencing of operations involved in program 
execution.

2. For better utilization of system Resources: The bare machine approach 
was not very efficient. With this approach, running of computer system 
may require frequent manual loading of programs and data. This results in 
low utilization of system resources. To overcome this problem operating 
systems with multiuser environment were developed. In absence of operating 
system even with the help of editors, debuggers and loaders the program 
development process was very slow.

3. To realize the resource utilization potential of batch processing, a mounted 
batch of jobs must be executed automatically, without slow human intervention 
and their results into the development of operating system.

4. To proived a human interface which could present a communication mode 
for both of them, the operating system was developed,

5. To match the speed of fast processors and comparatively slow I/O devices 
the need of operating system was felt.

5.1.2.2 Goals of Operating Systems

Any operating system should meet the following major goals:

1, Optimizethe use of computer resources so as to maximize its throughput.

2. Create a user-friendly computing environment for accessing the computer 
resources.

lb fulfill these two goals operating system started from command mode and travelled 
upto graphical user interfaces, i.e., the operating system progressed and became 
more and more friendly. To facilitate the use of hardware resources researches 
developed different types of operating systems which also consider the user and 
time requirements. Various types of operating systems arc developed over 45 years 
and they are discussed earlier.

NOTES
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ImrcduaioniolT 5.1.2.3 Services of Operating System
An operating system provides an environment for the execution of user programs. 
Operating System provides certain services to the prorams and to the users of 
those programs for the accessing of system resources.
Some of the common services are:
Program Execution: The main purpose of operating system is to provide an efficient 
and convenient environment for the execution of programs. So. an operating system 
must provide various funaions for loading of a program into RAM and execute it. 
Each executing program must terminate, either normally or abnormally.
I/O Operations: A running program would need I/O operations for reading-in of 
input data and for outputting of results. This I/O may be from/to a file or from/to 
an I/O device. For each device, some special functions may be necessary (such as 
rewind a tape, clear screen, etc). All these operations are manged by an operating 
system..
File Manipulations: Each executing program would need to create, delete and 
manipulate files, which is managed by the operating system.
Communications: Operating system manages inter-process communication between 
the processes, executing on the same computer or running on different computers in 
a distributed/multi-processor environment. An operating system would provide 
mechanisms for tfiis inter-process communications like mailboxes, shared memory, • 
etc.
Error Detection and Recovery: Errors may occur during execution' of a program; 
like divide by zero, memory access violation, etc. The operating system should 
provide for detection such errors (or exceptions) and handle recovery (called 
Exception Handling).
Resource Allocation: When multiple users arc logged onto the system or multiple 
jobs are tuning concurrently, resources would need to be shared amongst them. The 
operating system would decide on the allocation of resources; like the CPU 
scheduling algorithm will determine the control of CPU amongst the concurrent 
processes. Similarly, there will be routines for the allocation and de-allocation of 
other resources like memory, I/O devices, files, etc.
Accounting: It relates to the accounting of resources used by each user in a multi
user environment. Resource usage statistics may be useful in plannmg the futuristic 
requirements of an enterprise.
System Protection: This is also a service provided to ensure that the users and user 
processes are protected from each other. For example, when a process is having an 
exclusive access to a device allocated to it, no other process would be granted 
access to that device during that period. Also, no process would be permitted to 
access a memory location in a segment not assigned to that process. This service 
ensures that a process can execute safety.

5.1.3 Characteristicas of an Operating System
Characteristics of an Operating System can be discussed under the following heads. 
5.I.3.1 Process Management

Every program running on a computer, be it background services or applications, is

NOTES
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a process. As long as a is used to build computers, only one process per CPU can 
be run at a time. Older microcomputer operating systesms such as MS-DOS did 
not attempt to bypass this limit, with the exception of interrupt processing, and 
only one process could be run under them (although DOS itself featured TSR as a 
very panial and not too easy to use solution)..

Mainframe operating systems have had multitasking capabilities since the early 
1960s. Modern operating systems enable concurrent execution of many processes 
at once via multitasking even with one CPU. Process management is an operating 
system’s way of dealing with running rhultiple processes. Since most computers 
contain one processor with one core, multitasking is done by simply switching 
processes quickly. Depending on the operating system, as more processes run, 
either each time slice will become smaller or there will be a longer delay before 
each process is given a chance to run.

Modem operating systems enable concurrent execution of many processes at 
once via multitasking even with one CPU.

Process management involves computing and distributing CPU time as well as other 
resources. Most operating systems allow a process to be assigned a priority which 
affects its allocation of CPU time. Interactive operating systems also employ some 
level of feedback in which the task with which the user is working receives higher 
priority. Interrupt driven processes will normally run at a very high priority. In many 
systems there is a background process, such as the System Idle Process in Windows, 
which will run when no other process is waiting for the CPU.

5.1.3.2 Memory Management

Current computer architectures arrange the computer’s memory in a hierarchical 
manner, starting from the fastest registers, CPU cache, random access memory 
and disk storage. An operating system’s memory manager coordinates the use of 
these various types of memory by tracking which one is available, which is to be 
allocated or deallocated and how to move data between them. This activity, usually 
referred to as virtual memory management, increases the amount of memory 
available for each process by making the disk storage seem like main memory.

There is a speed penalty associated with using disks or other slower storage as 
memory - if running processes require significantly more RAM than is available, 
the system may start thrashing: This can happen either because one process requires 
a large amount of RAM or because two or more processes compete for a larger 
amount of memory than is available. This then leads to constant transfer of each 
process’s data to slower storage.

An operating system’s memory rhanager coordinates the use of these various 
types of memory by tracking which one is available.

Another important part of memory management is managing virtual addresses. If 
multiple processes are in meinory at once, they must be prevented from interfering 
with each other’s memory (unless there is an explicit request to utilise shared 
memory)^ This is achieved by having separate address spaces. 'Each process sees 
the whole virtual address space, typically from address 0 up to the maximum size 
of virtual memory, as uniquely assigned to it. The operating system maintains a 
page table that match virtual addresses to physical addresses. These memory

Concepa in Operating System
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allocations are tracked so that when a process terminates, all memory used by that 
process can be made available for other processes.
The operating system can also write inaaive memory pages to secondary storage. 
This process is called “paging” or “swapping” - the terminology varies between 
operating systems. It is also typical for operating systems to employ otherwise 
unused physical memory as a page.cache; requests for data from a slower device 
can be retained in memory to improve performance.
The operating system can also pre-load the in-memory cache with data that may 
be requested by the user in the near future; SuperFetch is an example of this.
S.1.3.S Disk and File Systems
All operating systems include support for a variety of file systems. Modern file 
systems comprise a hierarchy of directories. While the idea is conceptually similar 
across all general-purpose file systems, some differences in implementation exist. 
Two noticeable examples of this are the character used to separate directories, 
and case sensitivity.
Unix demarcates its path components with a slash (/), a convention followed by 
operating systems that emulated it or at least its concept of hierarchical directories, 
such as Linux,. Amiga OS and Mac OS X. MS-DOS also emulated this feature, but 
had already also adopted the CP/M convention of using slashes for additional options 
to commands, so instead used the backslash (\) as its component separator. 
Microsoft Windows continues with this convention; Japanese editions of Windows 
use ¥, and Korean editions use C; .
Unix and Unix-like operating allow for any character in file names other than the 
slash, and names are case sensitive. Microsoft Windows file names are not case 
sensitive. File systems may provide journaling, which provides safe recovery in 
the event of a system aash. A journaled file system writes information twice; first 
to the journal, which is a log of file system operations, then to its proper place in 
the ordinary file system. In the event of a crash, the system can recover to a 
consistent state by replaying a portion of the journal. In contrast, non-joumaled file 
systems typically need to be examined in their entirety by a utility such as fsck or 
chkdsk. ,Soft updates is an alternative to journalling that avoids the redundant writes 
by carefully ordering the update operations. Log-structured file systems and ZFS 
also differ from traditional journaled file systems in that they avoid inconsistencies 
by always writing new copies of the data, eschewing in-place updates.

A journaled file system writes information twice: first to the journal,_ which is a 
log of file system operations, then to its proper place in the ordinary file system.

/niradudion to IT
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Many Linux distributions support some or all of ext2, ext3, ReiserFS, Reiser4, 
GFS, GFS2, OCFS, OCFS2, and NILFS. Linux also has full support for XFS and 
JFS, along with the FAT file systems, and NTFS. Microsoft Windows includes 
support for FATI2, FAT16, FAT32, and NTFS. The NTFS file system is the most 
efficient and reliable of the four Windows file systems, and as of Windows Vista, 
is the only file system which the operating system can be installed on. Windows 
Embedded CE 6.0 introduced ExFAT, a file system suitable for flash drives.
Common to all these (and other) operating systems is support for file systems 
typically found on rerriovable media, FATI2 is the file system most commonly
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found on floppy discs. ISO 9660 and Universal Disk Format are two common formats 
that target Compact Discs and DVDs, respectively. Mount Rainier is a newer 
extension to UDF supported by Linux 2.6 kernels and Windows-Vista that facilitates 
rewriting to DVDs in the same fashion as w'hai has been possible with floppy disks.
S.J.3.4 Networking
Most current operating systems are capable of using the TCP/IP networking 
protocols. This means that one system can appear on a network of the other and 
share resources such as files, printers, and scanners using either wired or wireless 
connections. Many operating systems also support one or more vendor-specific 
legacy networking protocols as well, for example, SNA on IBM systems, DECnet 
on systems from Digital Equipment Corporation, and Microsoft-specific protocols 
on Windows. Specific protocols for specific tasks may also be supported such as 
NFS for file access.
5.L3.5 Security
Many operating systems include some level of security. Security is based on the 
two ideas that:

• The operating system provides access to a number of resources, directly 
or indirectly, such as files on a local disk, privileged system calls, personal • 
information about users, and the services offered by the programs running 
on the system;

• The operating system is capable of distinguishing between some requesters 
of these resources who are authorized (allowed) to access the resource, 
and others who are not authorized (forbidden). While some systems may 
simply distinguish between “privileged” and “non-privileged”, systems 
commonly have a form of requester identity, such as a user name. Requesters, 
in turn, divide into two categories:

• Internal security: an already running program. On some systems, a 
program once it is running has ho limitations, but commonly the program 
has an identity which it keeps and is used to check all of its requests for 
resources.

• External security: a new request from outside the computer, such as a 
login at a connected console or some kind of network connection. To 
establish identity there may be a process of authentication. Often a 
username must be quoted, and each username may have a password. 
Other methods of authentication, such as magnetic cards or biometric 
data, might be used instead. In some cases, especially connections from 
the network, resources may be accessed with no authentication at all.

In addition to the allow/disallow mode! of security, a system with a high level of 
security will also offer auditing options. These would allow tracking of requests for 
access to resources (such as, "who has been reading this file?").
Security of operating systems has long been a concern because of highly sensitive 
data held on computers, both of a commercial and military nature. The United 
States Government Department of Defense (DoD) created the Trusted Computer 
System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) which is a standard that sets basic requirements 
for assessing the effectiveness of security. This became of vital importance to

Concepts in Operating System
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 5.1

What is an operating system?1.

I

Describe the various types of operating systems.2.
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3. Why do you need an operating system? Concepts in Operating SyOems

t

/

■ 4. What are the goals of an operating system?
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operating system makers, because the TCSEC was used to evaluate, classify and 
select computer systems being considered for the processing, storage and retrieval 
of sensitive or classified information.
5.1.3.6 Internal security
Internal security can be thought of as protecting the computer’s resources from the 
programs concunenily running on the system. Most operating systems set programs 
running natively on the computer’s processor, so the problem arises of how to stop 
these programs doing the same task and having the same privileges as the operating 
system (which is after all just a program too). Processors used for general purpose 
operating systems generally have a hardware concept of privilege. Generally less 
privileged programs are automatically blocked from using certain hardware 
instructions, such as those to read or write from external devices like disks. Instead, 
they have to ask the privileged program (operating system kernel) to read or write. 
The operating system therefore gets the chance to check the program’s identity 
and allow or refuse the request.
An alternative strategy, and the only sandbox strategy available in systems that do 
not meet the Popek and Goldberg virtualization requirements, is the operating system 

•not running user programs as native code, but instead either emulates a processor 
or provides a host for a p-code based system such as Java.
Internal security is especially relevant for multi-user systems; it allows each user 
of the system to have private files that the other useis cannot tamper with or read. 
Internal security is also vital if auditing is to be of any use, since a program can 
potentially bypass the operating system, inclusive of bypassing auditing.
5.1.3.7 External Security

’Typically an operating system offers (or hosts) various services to other network 
computers and users. These services ate usually provided through ports or numbered 
access points beyond the operating systems network address. Services include 
offerings such as file sharing, print services, email, weB sites, and file transfer 
protocols (FTP), most of which can have compromised security.
At the front, line of security are hardware devices known as fireballs. At the 
operating system level, there are a number of software firewalls available. Most 
modern operating systems include a software firewall, which is enablcci by default. 
A software firewall can be configured to allow or deny network traffic td or from a 
service or application running on the operating system. \

Therefore, one can install and be running an insecure service, such as Telnet or 
FTP, and not have to be threatened by a security breach because the firewall v/ould 
deny all traffic trying to connect to the service on that port.
5.J.3.S Graphical User Interfaces

Today, most modern operating-systems contain Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs, 
pronounced goo-eez). A few older operating systems tightly integrated the GUI to 
the I'erncl—for example, the original implementations of Microsoft Windows and 
Mac OS- More modern operating sy'items are modular, separating the graphics 
subsvstem from the kernel (as i.s now done in Linux, Mac OS X, and to a limited 
exter t in Windows).

IntnxtuaiontoIT
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Many operating systems allow the user to install or create any user interface they 
desire. The X Window System in conjunction with GNOME or KDE is a commonly • 
found setup on most Unix and Unix derivative (BSD. Linux, Minix) systems.
Graphical user interfaces tend to evolve over time. For example, Windows has 
modified its user interface almost every time a new major version of Windows is 
released, and the Mac OS GUI changed dramatically with the introduction of Mac 

, OS X in 2001. . ■

Concepts in Operating System
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Device Drivers
A device driver is a specific type of computer software developed to allow 
interaction with hardware devices. Typically this constitutes an interface for 
communicating with the device, through the specific computer bus or communications 
subsystem that the hardware is connected to, providing commands to and/or 
receiving data from the device, and on the other end, the requisite interfaces to the 
operating system and software applications.
It is a specialized hardware-dependent computer program which is also operating 
system specific that enables another program, typically an operating system or 
applications software package or computer program running under the operating 
system kernel, to interact transparently with a hardware device, and usually.provides 
the requisite interrupt handling necessary for any necessary asynchronous time- 
dependent hardware interfacing needs.
The key design goal of device drivers is abstraction. Every model of hardware 
(even within the same class of device) is different. Newer models also are released 
by manufacturers that provide more reliable or better performance and these newer 
models are often controlled differently. Computers and their operating systems 
cannot be expected to know how to control every device, both now and in the futurc. 
'Ib solve this problem, OSes essentially dictate how every type of device should 
be controlled. The function of the device driver is then to translate these OS 
mandated function calls into device specific calls. In theory a new device, which is 
controlled in a new manner, should function correctly if a suitable driver is available. 
TTiis new driver will ensure that the device appears to operate as usual from the 
operating systems' point of view for any person.

5.I.J.9

5.2 GUI

A graphical user interface (GUI) is a type of user interface which allows people to 
interact with a computer and computer-controlled devices which employ graphical 
icons, visual indicators or special graphical elements called "widgets", along with 
text labels or text navigation to represent rhe information and actions available to a 

The actions are usually performed through direct manipulation of the graphicaluser.
elements. Use of this acronym led to creation of the neologism guituitive (an 
interface which is intuitive).
Graphical user interface derign is an important adjunct to application programming. 
Its goal is to enhance the usability of the underlying logical design of a stored 
program. The visible graphical interface features of an application are sometimes 
referred to as "chrome". They include graphical dements (widgets) that may be 
used to interact with the program. Common widgets arc; windows, buttons, menus,
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Iniroduaion to IT and scroll bars. Larger widgets, such as windows, usually provide a frame or 
container for the main presentation content such as a web page, email message oi 
drawing. Smaller ones usually act as a user-input tool.

The widgets of a well-designed system are functionally independent from and 
indirectly linked to program functionality, so the graphical user interface can be 
easily customized, allowing the user to select or design a different skin at will

Some graphical user interfaces arc designed for the rigorous requirements of vertical 
markets. .These are known as "application specific graphical user interfaces." 
Examples of application specific graphical user interfaces:

• Touchscreen point of sale software used by waitstaff in busy restaurants

• Self-service checkouts used in some retail stores..

• ATMs

• Airline self-ticketing and check-in

• Information kiosks in public spaces like train stations and museums

• Monitor/control screens in embedded industrial applications which employ 
a real lime operating system (RTOS). •

« The latest cell phones and handheld game systems also employ application 
specific touchscreen graphical user interfaces.

5.2.1 Graphical User Interfaces Compared to Command Line 
Interfaces

Graphical user interfaces were introduced in reaaion to the steep learning curve of 
command line interfaces (CLI), which requite commands to be typed on the 
keyboard. Since the commands available in command line interfaces can be 
numerous, complicated operations can be ^ompkted-using a short sequence of 
words and symbols. This allows for greater efficiency and productivity once many 
commands are learned, but reaching this level takes some time because the 
command words ate not easily discoverable. WIMFs ("window, icon, menu, pointing 
device”), on the other hand, present the user with numerous widgets that represent 
and can trigger some of the system's available commands.

WIMPs extensively use modes as the meaning of all keys and clicks on specific 
positions on the screen are redefined all the time. CLIs use modes only in the form 
of a current directory.

Most modern operating systems provide both a graphical user interface and some 
level of a CLI, although the graphical user interfaces usually receive more attention. 
The graphical user interface is usually WIMP-based, although occasionally other 
metaphors surface, such as those used in Microsoft Bob, 3dwra or File System 
Visualizer (FSV).

Applications may also provide both interfaces, and when they do the graphical user 
interface is usually a WIMP wrapper around the command-Iii,ie version. This is 
cspeciilly common with applications designed for Unix-like operating systems. 
The latter used to be implemented first because it allowed the developers to focus 
exclus vely on their product's functionality without bothering aV'Out interface details 
such as designing icons and placing buttons. Designing programs this way also 
allows users to run the program non-interaaively, such as m a shell script.

notes
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Concepts in Opmuing System
5.3 INTRODUCTION TO DOS

DOS translates the commands that we enter through the keyboard into signals that 
can be interpreted by the computer. The CPU (Central Processing Unit) processes 
the raw data as per the commands we feed (Input) into the computer and returns the 
results (gives the Output).
The results are displayed on the Monitor m our language. The results can also be 
printed on a printer. Directed by- the instruction that we type, the DOS operates and 
controls the operating system. With DOS we can do the following:

• Create new files
• Delete old files
• Rename existing files
• List all the files in the hard disk or floppy
• Enhance the storage capacity of the disk
• Format new floppy or hard disk for usuage
• Reorganize the storage files on the disk
• Make back up files on the hard disk or to the floppy diks
• Scan for viruses

NOTES

5.3.1 Type of DOS Commands
There arc 2 types of DOS commands, mainly, Internal and External commands.
5.i. 1.1 Internet Commands

I .

These'commands can be given from the DOS prompt, irrespective of the fact the 
command is there in the DOS directory or not. These can be said to be the in-built 
commands of DOS.
For. example, the following commands are internal commands:

Chdir It changes the current 'directory, shortname is CD.
CIs It clears the screen.

Copy It is used for copying files, read more about it later in the chapter.
Copy cont It is used to create a quick batch file.

Ctty This command is used to redirea the keyboard and saeen to the 
serial port.

5.3.1.2 External Commands
These commands are such they have to be present in the hard disk to be used.
Some of external commands are given below;

Append It lets programs open data files as if they were in the current 
directory.

Assign It is used to reassign drives when programs work only with specific 
drives.

v

\
\
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InmdummtoIT Attrib It changes file attributes,.which arc settings in every DOS file.
Backup/Restorc It lets you backup your hard disk onto is many floppies as required. 

Restore command can be used to use backcdup files.
Chkdsk It checks disk status, memory status, files and flags unidentifiable, 

files.
Comp It compares two files for identical content and reports up to 10 

mismatches.
S.3.1.3 File Structure in DOS
All the data in the computer is stored in terms of Files. Each file is unique and is 
identified by name, date and time of creation, number of bytes, etc. The name of ■ 
the file usually in the form of 8 + 3 digits {also called 8.3 rule) which is recognised 
by DOS. The 8 dipts are reserved for the lust name and the next 3 for the extension, 
which signifies the type of the file.
A typical filename in DOS can be represented as:

MSM.COK

NOTES

where
MSM is the first name 

. is always there
COM represents the last name or popularly called extension

5.3.2 forage of Files
Files are stored in the hard disk just as we store packets in godown. A hard disk is 
divided into various subdireaorics like rooms in a house. When you start your PC, 
the first directory that you see is the root directory. The root directory can be 
compared to a house. Within a subdirectory, you can have another subdirectory and 
files. You can create and delete these directories yourself. Related files are kept in 
the same direaory. '
S.3.2.1 Seeing the File
If you want to sec the files or subdirectories available in a particular dirertory, you 
use the DIR command. Simple DIR command produces the display shown on the 
next page.
AM the files in this dircaory will be listed along with the information like name, ' 
extension, number of bytes, data and time of creation. At the end, the total.number ' 
of files in the dircaory is given along with the total number of bytes used. The total 
number of bytes remaining free in the hard disk is also given.
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Concepa in Operating SystemAnother way of using the DIR command is DIR/R

NOTES

1 '

TTie /P added to DIR, stands for pagewisc. Suppose there arc a large number of 6lcs 
and subdirectories within a directory. Now when you use DIR command, you will 
find that most of the file names scroll past the saeen and only the last few entries are 
displayed. This may result in your not seeing the required file which may appear in 
the first lot. For this you should be able to stop and continue at will, the scrolling of 
the listing to look for a particular file. The following command gives you that option;
Once the screen has been filled up, the listing on the screen will stop with this message 
at the bottom:
Press &ny key to continue ....
When you do press any key, the monitor will again display the next screen and stop. 
You can repeat this till all the files in the directory have been displayed.
Another option is DIR/W.
The /W stands for widthwise display. This command is used when you want to see
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Introduction to IT only the names of the files and are not interested in any detail. This results in the 
appearance of file names on the screen in groups of 3-4. Usually, all the files are 
listed together on the screen. If however, the files still don’t fit together on the 
screen, you can give the command DIR/W/P. Then the following will be displayed:

53.3 Creating and Changing Directory
NOTES

To create a new dir^ory, you have to assign a name to it. This should, as far as 
possible, signify the type of data or programs you are going to store into it. The 
command is given as following:

MD SACHIN

This will create a new directory by the name of SACHIN. In the beginning, it is 
blank. Your cursor will remain at the position of its start.
Supposing you want to enter this or any other directory, then the command wiU be:
5.3.3.I. Change Directory
This command can be given as following:

Cj\>CD SACHIN 

C:\>SACHIN>
•This means that you have entered the directory called SACHIN. However, if you 
are in any other directory and want to enter the SACHIN directory from ttiere, the 
command becomes:

C:>CD\
The backslash {\) means that you are entering a different directory. Actually (\) 
means more than that. If you type CD\ at the-DOS prompt of any subdirectory, 
your cursor reaches the root directory. This is a quick way to go to the root directory, 
skipping several levels of subdirectories. If you write only CD then it will show the 
current directory.

5.3.3.2 Remove Directory
Sometimes, it is possible that you have finished using a software and do not want ft) 
keep it or have finished with-a project and taken the backup too arid don’t want to 
burden your hard disk by keeping it. In this case you would hire to remove the directory 
all together. This would help in having more space for working. This command has 
to be giyen fiom outside the, directory which you want to remove. So, if you are in 
die directory, go out from it and then give the remove directory command. You can 
use either RD or RMDIR. The command is given as:

RD SACHIN
Before, you do this, however, yOu must make sure that you have removed all the 
files in the directory by using the DEL command. If you have not done so, this 
command will give you the message that the directory is not empty and cannot be 
deleted.

\
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ConofOs in Operatii^ System5.3.4 DOS Commands
Now you will be introduced to various DOS commands, mainly copy, delete, rename, 
etc.
S.3.4.I Copying a File
It is used to copy file or files from one directory to another or to shift to another 
drive. The command given is;

Copy sachin.doc a:sachin.doc
Here the file sachin.doc would be copied to drive A with the same name, i.e., 
sachin.doc. If you want to change the name, that is also possible. Then after the a: 
type the new name.
Another way of using the copy command is by using the wild card option, i.e., *. 
This is how it is used;

Copy *.doc a:
The above command will copy all files eiiding with doc to the floppy drive a. Let us 
use * at both the places, for example;

Copy *.* a:
This will, copy all files irrespective their names or extensions to drive a.
You can, if you want, copy files starting with an alphabet. For example;

Copy l*.doc a: '
will copy all doc files starting with 1.
S.J.4.2 Xcopy
This command is an extended command of copy. Here you can copy any number of 
files from any place in the hard disk to another place. The command is written as:

Xcopy source ;pa^ target .’path 'switches
where you have to define the path of the source files and similarly define the path 
of the target. Various switches used here are listed below;

NOTES

Switch Action

Copies only those files matching the source specification that also 
have their archieve bit set. ' y
Copies file sthat were modified on or after the specified data.
Creates subdirectories on the target location, even if there are no 
files in them.
Resets the archive bit in a file after making the copy.
Issues a prompt asking you to confirm the copy of each source file.
Copies files matching the source specification that are found in sub 
directories nested below the source subdirectory.
/Performs a ^^Tification check against the image of the file in memory.

/A

/D:date
/E

/M
/P
/S

/V
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Imroduaion to IT • VV Causes XCOPY lo pause betoie making copies allowing yoU an 
oppominm- to change disks in the source drive if necessary.,

For example,
Xcopy c;\sachin\*.doc a:

This command will copy all the doc files from the sachin subdirectory to the drive a. 
5.3.43 Backup

There are times when you need to backup files to another drive to save the disk space 
area. The command IS used as:

MSBACKUP £ile(s) /switches
where file(s) are the files which have to be backedup. Following switch options are 
available:

NOTES

Switch Action

/BW Starts MSBACKUP in black-and-white for monitors that have trouble 
displaying the screen colours.

/TD Backups up all files named in the specification file that have changed 
since the last full backup.

/TF Backs up all files named m the specification.
/TI Backs up all files named in the specification file that have changed - 

since the last full backup.

5.3.4.4 Deleting a File

By deleting the name of a file, you remove it completely, including its contents. So 
be very sure that you are not going to need the file again before giving the delete 
command. You can delete a file by giving its full name. For example, when you give 
the following command:

DEL SACH1N.DOC

This would delete the file called sachin.doc..
5.3.4.5 Date and Time

These comniands are used to display system time and date. By simply typing Date 
and Time, you can see the system date and time. What’s more you can change 
them too, by retyping the Date and Time in' the same format as displayed. Date is 
usually displayed in the format of Day and mm-dd-yyyy, where dd, mm and yy have 
the usual notations. Time is shown in terms of hours, minutes, seconds, etc. You 
can opt to display the time in. 12-hour or 24-hour format.
5.3.4.6 Prompt

If you do not like the usual C:\ format, you can change it various other options 
available under DOS, The various switch options are:

X
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NOTES

Switch Action

This option is used to get the default setting.
Specifics the text that you want to display as your system prompt. 
$(dollar sign)
Carriage retum/Iincfced.

1 (bar or pipe symbol)
Current date
Escape code (you cannot use E instead)
> (greater than symbol)
Backspace (erases the preceding character)
< Ocss than symbol)
Current drive
Current drive name and path name 

= (equal sign)
Current time
System DOS version number

PROMPT
String

S$
$_
$B
$D
$e

$G
5H
$L

‘ SN
$P
$Q
$T
$V

■S.3.4.7 Renaming a File
Sometimes, you may not like the name that you gave to a file. You may want to give 
it a new name without distributing the contents of the file. For this, you use the

r

Rename command as following;
RBN SACHIM.doc 00LDBN.DOC

This will result in changing the name of the file from sachin.doc to golden.doc. 
Remember to put a space in between the two file names.

S.3.4.8 Restore
Once you backup the file, you must restore them too. The command for this is:

Restore source drive: target driver /switches 

where source drive has the files which have been backed up. Various switch options

\
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 5.2

1. What is DOS used for?

\

2. What is the command to remove all files in a directory?
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3. Is it possible to remove the root direaory of your hand disk? Concepts in iterating S)'stems

/
S

4. Type the command to remove a directory.
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ImroduaiontoIT Switch Action

/A:mni-dd'yy Restores only those files that were modified on or after the specified 
date, where mm is the month, dd is the day and yy is the year.

/B:mm-dd-yy Restores only those files that were modified on or before the 
specified date, namely mm-dd-yy. ,

/D Displays file name(s) on the backup disk but does not lestore them.
/E;hh-mm-ss Restores those files modified at or earlier than the specified time, 

where hh is the hour (in 24 hour format), mm is the minutes after 
the hour, and ss is the seconds.

/L:hh: mm: ss: Restores only those files that were modified at or after the 
specified time.

/M Restores files that were modified since the last backup was made.
/N Restores files that were deleted since the last backup.
/P Prompts to confirm the restoration of files that were changed since 

the last backup or marked as read-only files.
/S Restores files in sub directories nested below the specified target 

subdirectory.  . 

NOTES

S.3.4.9 Changing the Attrib ■
Each file in DOS has various attributes attached to it. These attributes decide the 
fate of the file. Among them are read-only, hide, etc. So you can change the attribute 
of a file using the command called Attib, and the options attached to it. The 
command is:

Attrib modes path /switches
where path is the path of the file whose attributes you want to change. Various 
switches in use are:

Switch Action

+A Changes file setting to archived.
Changes file settings to not archived.
Changes specified file(s) to hidden, which means the file{s) will not 
be visible to most DOS operations.
Makes hidden files visible again.
Changes specified fiJe(s) to read-only which means the file(s) cannot 
be overwritten or erased.
Changes specified file(s) to read write which means, the file may be 
overwritten or erased.
Marks specified file(s) as DOS system file(s).
Removes DOS system-file setting.

-A
+H

-H
+R

-R

+S
-S
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/S Used with the file names that contain wildcard character or 
subdirectory names without file names. This option will include 
matching files in sub directories nested below the current subdirectory.

Concepts in Operating System

5.3.4.10 Type
This command is used to see the contents of a text file. The command 

Type filename
where filename is the name of the file whose contents you have to see. Since this 
shovys the plain listing of the files, it is adviced that you use this command mainly 
for plain text files and not for formatted document files.
You can use I More to see all the contents of the file.

NOTES

' I

/

This is not the end of the DOS commands, there are more. The commands given 
here are just to give you an idea of the type of commands available under DOS. 
You can get the complete list of commands of DOS by typing

?

at the DOS prompt.

5.4 INTRODUCTION TO MS WINDOWS

Windows is nothing but graphics-based operating environment from Microsoft. It 
provides a desktop environment similar to the Macintosh, in which each active 
application is displayed in a resizable, moveable window on the screen. Initially 
Windows ran on DOS platform, but now-a-days it runs on its own platform.
Windows 1.x, Windows 286 (2.x) and Windows 386 were first attempts. Windows 
3.0 had its own enhanced user interface and ability to manage extended memory, 
upto 16MB with built-in DOS extender.
Windows 3.1 (1992) was faster and supported multimedia, true type fonts, drag 
and drop, among other features. It was the last of the Windows versions based to 
work on DOS platform. From this point onward Microsoft introduced Windows 95 
which was independent of DOS and had its booting capabilities,

I
Windows for Workgroups for introduced in 1993. It was the first version of Windows 
which truly supported networking. This was later enhanced to Windows NT, which 
was introduced in 1993. '

5.4.1 Starting Microsoft Windows
As we learned in the earlier part of the chapter. Window's 98 is an operating system.
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it does not need to be started. It starts when the computer is put on. The firet software. 
which takes over the computer is Windows 98. The first thing that you see on the 
screen is the desktop, which is like the platform from where every application is 
launched and you would return to it after completing the application.

tntndiUtimtolT

5.4.2 Desktop
NOTES

As you might have noticed that there are various icons on the desktop. These are 
nothing but the graphical representations of the applications, programs, documents, 
etc. I will explain later in the chapter, how these' icons can be created. By clicking 
with mouse onto an icon, once or twice, as you may set in the Windows setup, you 
can run the program or application.

.

S '

On the desktop, there are few icons which are a must for all the desktops being used 
by Windows and there are few which are optional and are created by the users according 
to their likings. Among the permanent ones are: My Computer, Recycle Bin, My 
Documents, Network Neighborhood, etc.
I will explain about them a little later. First about icons.

5.4.3 Icons
Icon is a graphic presentation of a window element. Icons are of four types which are 
as follows:
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Conxps in Operating SyatmS.4,3J Disk Drive Icons
These type of Icons represents the Drives of the computer. For example: Drive3'/i 
Floppy A:, Hard Disk drive, CD Drive, etc.

1^9 NOTES
3t<FloDixi 1A:I ICJ m

5.4.3 J Application Icons
Application Icons means the software package which are used to run various programs. 
For Example: MS-Office, MS-Word, MS-Excel, MS- Access, PageMaker, CorelDiaw
etc.

I • /

Etccel £b

S.4.3.3 Shortcut Icons
Shortcut Icons are created by using the.option from Desktop/New/Shortcut.

r'S'*
Q-Vmm

S.4.3.4 Document Icons
You can create a graphical representation of any document.

Ireadfi-

5.4.4 Use of Start Button
There are lot of things which can be done trom tlie Start button. For others you have 
to use eiffier My Computer or Windows Explorer. I would talk about them a little 
later but let us concentrate on Start button first. At the bottom most left comer of 
the desktop is the Start button. By pressii^ it you can laimch the following options 
(your computer may different options, but quite a number of them are same):
Windows Update Microsoft from time to time announces the update of the 
software Using this option you can upgrade youx Windows version after connecting 
to the Microsoft website.
WinZip: A very useful program for compressing the files.
gmnUi for Windows: An astrological software, not available with Windows but put 
in for use by yours truly.
TRUCHHEPLAYSTATION; Another one of my programs.
New Office Docsuncnt: This helps you in creating a new office document, which 
can be a document of MS Word, a spreadsheet of MS Excel, etc.
Open Office Document: Similar to above, you can open an existing document.
Programs: It opens a list of various folders and their programs to choose from to run 
them.
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'. Favorites: It gives you access to various channels, links and software updates.
Documents: It gives you access to the last 15 documents opened.
Settings: It provides access to Control Panel, Printers, Taskbar and Start Menu, Folder 
Menu, Active Desktop and Windows update controls.
Find:'Using this you can search 
for a file, foldcp. device or a J*
computer. You can also search 
the Internet and look for 
personal contaa information.

T..r: itf'i J

•> ltPijl:,AIIJ?loi -->V'.. wi.-irnin

V

3J
Ca-;j^*icS'[Help: It opens the extensive 

Windows Help system and j'.; tMn ' ..^Leeah«<id^(C-.^ 
gives you access to the, ' ~
Troubleshooting.

.'[U'■

M a
■■• \.1'

Ia ! V
Run: Allows you. to run a 
particular program using a dialog 
box.

^ A-* - '4
•- U.

Iv0 WW,"C?, crdVjlLog Off: It logs off the system , 
quickly so that you can log back j 
on with a different user profile [ .fipen- 

. or so that another user can log !■!

,-tt- i-
T*L.iU

tolStWkj
' '* /

Hon.
.1.

t J
Shut Down..: It prepares the L’ . 
compuler to shut down or to be restarted.
Now we talk about the various parts of the desktop, starting with My Computer.
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a Conerpa in Operarir^ SyatmSAS My Computer
r

As the name suggests it shows you the ' 
contents of your computer. This has the 
following icons for the followings: •

Drive A: It will show the 
contents of the floppy 
drive.

Drive C: It will show
the contents ■QDSS9 
of the hard

Ilcmn Wiriitowv

NOTES

disk.
Drive D; It will show 

the contents 
of drive D 
(CD drive).

Control Panel It will show 
the contents

\

SObEI
;i!»¥ ^ MComputer

anm CcUM httk
t«Wct M y>*w

of the
control 
panel.

Printers It will show
the number of printers installed.

Scheduled Tasks It-will show you the tasks which you have scheduled to be 
perfe^ed at a particular time.

Dial-up Networking It will dial'the network for you.
. Web Folders It will show you the various web folders.

Clicking the icon of drive C will show you the icons in the drive. Clicking at the 
various folders you can sec the files under them. If you dick at any document file, 
it would launch the program assbdated with it and open the document in it. Similariy 
if you click at an application, the application is launched.

5.4.6 Recycle Bin
It is like a dust bin of the computer. All the deleted files are transferred here. You 
can in fact open this folder to see the files present in it. If you want at any stage to 
retrace any file, you can do it, if it is present in the Rccyde Bin. However, if you 
choose to empty the recycle bin and delete the files altogether, then you cannot 
restore any of the file.

5.4.7 My Documents
' This folder contains all your files which you have created and saved in it. Irrespective 

of the program, you can click the files to open them. The relative program will be 
launched automatically.

5.4.8 Network Neighborhood
It opens a viewer that presents system information about your computer's place in a

N
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Introduction to IT network. So fer we have talked about shortcuts or icons on the desktop. But, we have 
not told you how they are created.

5 A9 Exploring tile Taskbar
It is the bottom key line on the desktop. Startii^ with the right most comer, we see 
the following:NOTES

Date and Time It shows you the date and time of the system.
Task Scheduler It shows the tasks which you have scheduled for running 

at different times.
Quick Launch Toolbar Various icons here are the ones used for launching

different programs. You have an option to put these icons 
here for the programs which you often use.

Running Tasks When you have a program running in your system, its - 
name will be reflected here on this taslfoar to show that 
this program is open.

You can change the various options of the 1 
taskbar using the option dialog box fiom 
Start button, Settings, Taskbar and Start 
menu. This dialog box is shown here It has 
2 panels: Taskbar options and Start Menu ,
Programs. Select the panel and make the 
changes you would like to make <

k t P| I iiH'i ti» "<

5.4.10 Running an Application
An application can be run under Windows 
by various mefliods. They are:
By Icon; Clicking at the icon of the 
application at the desktop.
From Windows Explorer: Click at the 
file/icon of the application in Windows 
Explore:-.
From Start Menu: Qick at Program and then the pro^ani name ftom its sub-iiienu. 
For example, for running Paintbrush, you will have to go to Programs, Accessories 
and then Paint.

5.4.11 Worldly on Windows
So far you have seen how the various sections of Windows work.
Now vje see how you can control the working of the Windows or 
for that any of the Windows dialog box.
Minimizing the Windows: You can work on more than one application at the same 
time uj ider windows. For this you have to minimize one apphcation, which is done 
by using Minimize button, as shown here. Once you are though with the other 
applies don you can minimize that and come back to this application.
Restor, ng the Windows: If you have minimized an application, then there miist be 
some 1 utton to restore it. Using this button you can restore the application back to
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Concepts in Operating Systemits position on the screen. The restore button is in the centre here.
Maxuniziiig the Windows: Using this button, you can make the full use of Windows 
screen.
Closing of Windows: Using this button you can close the running application. 
However, if the running application is not saved, then it will be pointed out to you. NOTES

5.4.12 Creating Shortcuts
This is what I had promised in the beginning. Supposing you have a program loaded 
into the computer and you have to often ixse it. So you would like to have a shortcut 
for it. For example, I use Character Map, quite often to use the special characters and 
symbols available in the system. So, I have created a shortcut for this and it is available 
on the desktc^.
Let us learn how this character map icon can be created on the desktop. For this you 
follow the steps here.

1. Minimize all your opened 
programs.

2. Qick at the right button of the 
mouse on the desktop to get 
a menu.

;fipl
iM S ftC. sThf,-

3. Click at New to get the new 
menu. Click at Shortcut to 
create one.

4. This will give rise to a dialog 
box. Side by side, you will 
notice that it has created a new 
folder with New Shortcut as 
die name.

5. Click at the browse button to 
locate the file associated with 
the new shortcut. It is located 
in Windows directory by the 
name of CHARMAP.EXE. 
Once selected it will be filled 
up in the File name 
column. Click it to open
it. This will lead us back 
to the main dialog box of 
Create Shortcut.

6. You will now see that the 
command line has been 
filled up with the exact 
location of the file which 
is fo be Run for launching 
of this shortcut from the 
desktop.
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IrUnduetitmtoIT i 7. Click at Next to get the 
next dialog box. TTiis will 
ask you fill up the name 
you want to give to the 
shortcut. Here we have 
given it as CHARMAP.

8. Clicking at Finish will end 
the procedure to create the 
shortcut. Once done, it 
will create a new shortcut 
named CHARMAP on 
the desktop. You can now 
use it to launch Charaaer 
Map.

a I (lb* MW Mh*

NOTES

5.4.13 Windows Explorer
It offers you the easier way of viewing folders, files and other resources located on 
your machine. The default Explorer is a two-pane window. When you click on an 
item in the left window pane, the right pane displays the contents.
You can choose different viewing options from the View menu, the two options, 
small icons and details are shown on the next page. For moving files from one folder

11. '

Icon for character map

iTiiirprfn ]|0Windo«nM«

to another, you can open more than one window of the Windows Explorer and then 
drag & drop.

5.4.14 Creating and Renaming of Files and Folders
A folder is like a directory where all the relative files are kept. For example, all 
your files pertaining to a book would be in one folder. If you look at the picture 

• shown earlier of Windows Explorer, it contains the various folders and files. Each 
folder has the files related to that folder.
Creating a Folder: For creation of a new folder, you will have to go to either My 
Computer or Windows Explorer. Let me explain how it is done in My Computer.
For that follow the following steps.

1. Start My Computer from the desktop.
2. Right click the mouse to get the following menu.
3. Click at New and then Folder to get a new blank folder on the screen.
4. By clicking at its name you can type the name you want for the folder.
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Concepts in C^ieratit^ System5. After typing press Enter to 
have the folder.

Copying of a File: For copying also 
you can use either My Computer or 
Windows Explorer. Let me explain ‘ f 
how it is done in My Computer. sgS
For that follow the foUowmg steps.

-'i''

fl

IW -a
. IM, «»••m

pa UBC ct3
■.^KS

NOTES2] D c
' » ^ ft ««*er»«an. Q£ &

D D H
1. Start My Computo- from the 

desktop.
2. Right click the mouse to get 

the menu.
3. Click at Copy and then the 

Folder where you want this 
file to be copied.

4. Reclick the right mouse.
5. Select Paste this time
6. The copied file will be pasted 

here
Renaming the Files/Folder: After 
giving the files their names, you can 
change them if you like. For this we 
have the Rename command. Follow the 
following procedure to rename a file.

1. Select the file which you want 
to rename by single clicking it.

2. From the File menu, click at 
Rename.

3. Retype the new name for the
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file.
Similarly you can change the name of the folder.

5.4.15 Basic Compiments of s Window
A window here is taken here as the name of the dialog box, as mentioned earlier in 
the chapter. Let me explain the various components of a dialog box/window.
Tide her: This bar is displayed at the top of the window. It displays the name of the ' 
propam and name of the currently active document.
Mena bar This bar is just below the Tide bar. When you seleCT a key word on the 
Menu bar, a list falls down.
Some of the items will be grey in colour, which shows that they cannot be used at 
this stage. Select one of the available item to perform some operation.
Scroll bar There are two types of scroll bars: the horizontal and the vertical scroll 
bar. When there is insufficient space available, these saoU bar appears automatically.
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IntnductimtoIT We can scroll 
either by clicking 
on the arrow 
marks or by, 
dragging the little 
bar with the help 
of the mouse.

■I dufeO.
NOTES

ITStatus bar: This 
bar displays the 
information 
about the active 
document or the 
task that the user

Menu bar
mputer

CortTg^ Pand Did^ip Scheduled WebFdd
Neheofkra Tad;t(D:)

Local Disk

Scroll bar
Capacity: 13.7 GB 
■ Usad: 11.0 GB 
□ Free: 2,66 GB

currentlyIS
Status barworking on-

SUMMARY

1. An operating system (OS) is a set of computer programs that Tnanage the hardware and 
software resources of a computer.

2. Batch processing requires that a program, its related data and relevant control commands 
' sould be submitted together, in the form of a Job.
3. A program in execution is called a Process.
4 The time-sharing interactive systems belong to the eta of a large mainframe systems, 

that were made available to a large number of users for accessing concurrently in an 
interactive mode.

5. The real time systems are used in environments, where a large number of events, 
mostly external to the computer system, must be accepted and processed to a highly 
time-bound maimer

6. Different types of operating systems are optimized or geared up to serve the needs of 
specific environments.

7. A Distributed operating system caters for a rhsmbuwd environment, wherein a collection 
• N of anutonoraous computer systems, capable of communicating and cooperating with

each odier through network, are connected to each other through a LAN/WAN.
8. ̂  Any operating system should meet the foUowing major goals: Optimizethe use of

computer r«ources so as to maximize its throughput and Create a user-friendly 
^computii:^ environment for accessing the computer resources.

9. Eyery program running on a computer, be it bacl^ound services or applications, is a 
process.

10. Pk)c«s managen^t involves computing and distributing CPU time as well as other 
resources.

11 .\ An operating system’s memory manager coordinates the use of these various types of 
\memory by tracking which one is available.

12. AH operating systems include support for a variety of file systems.
13. Most current operating systems are capable of using the TCP/IP networking protocols. 
14- The op^ting system provides access to a number of resources, dir^y or indirectly,

such as filts on a local disk, privileged system caUs, personal information about users, 
and the setvi^ offered by tlie programs running on the system.
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Concepts in Qpens^r^ System15. Internal security can be thought of as prottcnng the computer’s resources fiom tihe programs 
concurrently running on the system.

16. At the front line of security are hardware devices known as firewalls,
17. Today, most modern operating systems contain Graphical User Interfaces.
18. Among the popular operating system are Disk Operating System (DOS).
19. DOS has internal and extOTal commands.
20. Internal commands can be given from anywhere
21. In DOS the filename is of 8 + 3 format.
22. Root directory is the main diremory of the hard disk.
23. DIR command gives the listing of files in directory.
24. DIR/P allows you to view the files on screen page by page.
25. DIR/W gives the listing widthwise.
26. MD command allows you to create directory.
27. CD command is used for changing directory.
28. RD command is used for removing directory.
29. A file can be' copied on to another drive or another directory.
30. Xcopy command can be used to copy various files.
31. Backup is used to copy several files at a time for storing.
32. An existing file can be deleted too,
33. Using Date and Time commands, you can see the system date and time.
34. Prompt command allows you to change the command prompt.

• 35. You can give a file a new name by using the REN command.
36. Restore command allows you to restore the backed up files.
37. Attribute command allows you to change the attributes of the file.
38. Among the permanent icons on the Windows desktop are: My Computer, Recycle Bin, 

My Documents, Network Neighborhood, etc.
39. Various other icons on the desktop are; Disk Drive Icons, Application Software Icons, 

Document Icons and Shortcut icons.
40. By pressing Start button on the desktop, you can initiate a number of programs.
41. Docum«ics gives you acxxss to the last 15 documents opened.
42. Settings provide access to Control Panel, Printers, Tastoar and Start Menu, Folder 

Menu, Active Desktop and Windows update controls.
43. Find helps you in searching files, folders, devices or compute. You can also search 

the Internet and look for personal contact information.
44. Help opens the extensive Windows Help system and gives you access to the 

Troubleshooting.
45. Run allows you to run arparticular program using a dialog box.
46. Shut Down prepares for the computer to be shut down.
47. Recycle Bin is where you throw away all your unwanted files.
48. My Documents is where you keep all your files.
49. Network Neighborhood allows you to access your networks.
50. Quick Launch Toolbar allows you to launch applications from the toolbar.

■ 51. You can run any application from Start menu, Windows Explorer or Shortcut.
52. You can -minimize any window application.
53. You can create your own shortcuts for the applications, documents, etc.
54. Windows Explorer is the platform to working with files and fotden in your computer.
55. By using Windows Explorer you can: Create a folder, Copy a file/fblder; Rename a file/ 

folder or delete the flle/folder.
56. A Windows dialog box has the following units: Title bar. Menu bar, Scroll bar and Status

NOTES

bat.

TESTYOURSELF
1, What is an operating system?
2. Describe the various types of operating systems.
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Introduction to IT 3. Why do yoii need an operating system?
4. What are the goals of an operating system?
5. What sort of services are provided by an operating system?
6. What are the characteristics of an operating system?
7. What is DOS used for?
8. What is the command to remove all files in a directory?
9. Is it possible to remove the root directory of your hard disk by using the RD commarvd?

10. Type the command to remove a directory.
11. Wiat are the different options of the DIR command?
12. What is the command to display a direaory pagewise?
13. What does the symbol \(backslash) stand for?
14. What display does your monitor show when you type CD?
15. What does the command Backup do?
10. How would you restore the backuped files?
17. What is prompt command used for?
18. Describe the various items on the desktop of Windows 98.
19. What all is available on the Start button?
20. What all is there in My Computer?
21. What is the significance of Network Neighborhood?
22. Describe the various features of Taskbar.
23. How would you change the features of Thskbar?
24. What do you understand by:

Minimizing the Windows 
Restoring the Windows

25. What is the function of Windows Explorer?
26. How would you do the following using Windows Explorer?

Copy a file 
Move a file

NOTES

1-
Maximizing the Windows 
Closing the Windows

Rename a file Create a folder
Delete a file

27. Describe the various components of a Windows dialog box.

Multiple Choice Questions
1. The processing system which did not allow the interfience of users is called:

(b) Time Sharing Operating System(a) Batch Operating System 
(c) Real Time Operating System 

2. FCFS means:
(a) First Compile First Served 
(c) First Come First Shared

3. Time sharing systems are:
(a) Time tested user systems 
(c) Multi programming systems

4. Which command is used to shift the command from one directory to anoffiei? 
(a) CD

5. Which command would you use to create a new directory?
(a) CD

6. The main directory of the hard disk is:
(a) Main directory

7. Which command will always transfer to the root directory? •
(a) CD\

8. For listing the files widthwise, we give the command as?
(b) DIR/W

9. The files in DOS are named in which format ?

(b) First Come Pint Served

(b) Single user systems

(b) MD (c) RD

(b) MD (c) RD

(b) Root directory (c) Final directory

(b) CD/ (c) CD

(a) DIR/P (c) DIR

(a) 9 + 2
10. A directory whithin a directory is called: 

(a) Sub directory

05) 10 + 1 . (c) 8 + 3

(b) Part directory 
11. Prompt command is used to change the command prompt from:

(b) c:

(c) Junior directory

(a) c:\ (c) c
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